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091. CANDIDATES of the ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES and ALL NATIONS TO OBSERVE - We Greet YOU
ALL!

World Views and Our Position
The concept and practice of the “time belt” which the hellions brought with them to
critique the number of hours the people would be expected to dedicate to their
world banking jewry (jewry being a verb an action word and not a noun nor a race)
or “event-taking” religious system, has provided the noose around the peoples’
necks for millenia in returning nothing but “stress” of life back to them. Their
reward is never joy, contentment and mirth, but rather a “forced” fixation upon
that which the World Bank monetary system has them all at, shall we say, the
greatest disadvantage. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

3.8.2016
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/07/1560491/tight-race-presidentialcandidates-latest-nationwide-survey
Candidates of the glorious ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES! Our brothers and
sisters, it is so very wonderful to see each one of you exacting a total of ONE! We
have watched and listened to you and we feel your souls are gravitating toward the
better and higher understanding of working as ONE UNIT or ONE HUMAN
BODY, and of that are we most “proud” of ye all!
Candidate Miriam, when we read 2% do not allow that figure to bother you, for you
are a most beautiful woman as is Candidate Grace Poe in that you both have a
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tendency to not disturb the ranks around you as men sometimes seem to “get in your
way.”
To all candidates, the rosy smiles upon your faces save that for Candidate Binar?, give
way in demonstrating to us and to the good and wonderful PEOPLE of the
ISLANDS of the PHILIPPINES that indeed with encouraging one another
ONENESS IS YOUR GOAL.
However, candidates, your tendency to exact only a percentage of the national budget to
each cause within the nation as you try in thoughtful fashion to find your own way in
eliminating poverty and crime you “will find” that poverty and crime will fall by the
wayside with the transition to the Talent and Purchase Order System of economics
and societal higher moral and ethical societal structure, and when it the capitalist
system falls by the wayside that is the hour when the “national budget” will also be
granted its demise, and at that particular hour or event, you will have all learned, each
candidate, that to put any nation upon its feet, it MUST be done in a simultaneous
fashion, therein, not one head above the other neither as candidates nor as a
PEOPLES OF A NATION.
Remember, dear ones, it is ONLY the “national budget” which elicit in keeping the
PEOPLES in poverty, squalor, and misery, and your helping one or two at one sitting
of parliament or congress, so to speak, accomplishes, you must admit, very little. For
the one still sitting on the street without bread, shelter nor water which is the
RIGHT OF EACH AND EVERY HUman being, does not even have his or her
rights met, and is therefore most discontented and unhappy within his or her own
national HOME.
When a house provides shelter that is one thing, but when a house is no longer a home to
the entire national body then the laws of the nation must shift and stand aside for the
ONE System for ALL HUMAN BEINGS to prosper physically, emotionally and
mentally, and that is, our dear friends, our dear brothers and sisters, “The Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of economics” which holds no budget to
constrain the “freedom of movement.”
For when a budget is held over a nation the result is that the nation has, placed upon it, a
tourniquet, by the world bank capitalist system, and that tourniquet is placed upon each
and every nation save that of Iceland, who, as a transitioning nation of purity of thought
toward its citizens as well as themselves, has no further debt to the banker, and
having no further debt, the tourniquet is off the neck, the arms, the legs and so on
and the river of life flows again. Yet Iceland’s system of economics can only go so
far.
It is important to remember, candidates for the ONE UNDIVIDED CHAIR , that
the national debt is purposely created and then placed upon each nation as a
tourniquet by the world bank in order to force the nation to borrow from the banks and
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when the nation cannot pay back the loan to the loan shark world bank and its many
tributaries, the nation then is blackmailed or convinced to go to war against another
nation by the world bank who works its capitalistic wonders through the militaries of
the world of which most of them the world bank also “owns.”
You the bright-eyed and wonderful candidates in sharing ONE CHAIR as ONE
portion of a leadership of twenty-four gather together, CANNOT RUN A NATION
ON PERCENTAGES.
For a budget set on a relay system of percentages will not foster reclamation of putting a
nation over the top and out of all slavery to poverty.
Whenever you have one citizen or one person sitting on the street with no place to go
you have already failed the nation.
How have you failed an entire nation?
Because the NATION IS A HOUSE AND THE HOUSE IS A HOME AND THE
PURPOSE OF A HOME IS TO SHELTER ALL PEOPLE LIVING WITHIN
THAT HOME from the storms of life, from slavery to the world bank corporation,
from hunger, thirst, starvation unto physical death, from toxification and drugs of
every nature, from crime, and most of all, dear ones, from being “unwanted.”
Would you rather not give to all of your children the same advantage toward ensuring
they enjoyed “equally” the best food, the best education, the best clothes, the best health
care, and so on?
Or would you sleep better at night knowing your very favorite children had the
advantage?
You mean to tell us all throughout the NATION that you have “preferences” of wanting
the best for one child over another?
Which one, which citizen, which visitor, which guest, which Universal HUman being
would you not wish to enjoy the same advantages as each of your other precious
children? We are ALL first a part and portion of a living organism known as the
HUMAN BODY. And of that HUMAN BODY we all likewise serve a function. And
our HUMAN BODY RESIDES AS A PART AND PARCEL OF THE UNIVERSAL
TOTAL.
Therein, 30% for the Mindanao region, another % for the pension budget, yet another %
for climate control, another % for something else and so on. Do you see, candidates
exactly how much of each budget is missing for each cause? So then how many
children in the house will not eat for a year nor drink clean and unpolluted water
for a month?
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You see there is no way to lead a nation under a system which places a tourniquet
around your necks before you even hit the CHAIR TOGETHER.
You cannot serve one without serving the other for if you do you will eventually destroy
the beauty within the house which is - the home.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

092. BEWARE Of Those Upholding Any Format Of the
Monetary System For Any Reason And Coming Before THE
PEOPLES AS Workers of the Light

(Quote)
Lead Extraterrestrial Claims All Countries Are Now Debt-Free, Entire World Banking
System Dismantled And Replaced, Hundreds Of Billions For Humanitarian
Projects!!!
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2016/03/lead-extraterrestrial-claims-all-countriesare-now-debt-free-entire-world-banking-system-dismantled-and-replaced-hundreds-ofbillions-for-humanitarian-projects-3315475.html
“Thus, extortion and usury are no longer endemic on the world stage. The World Bank
and the IMF have worked with every nation to create the state in which neither
organization will be needed any longer because no debt arrangements will be needed.
There is enough funding to rebuild and restore the health and well-being of every nation
and every person on Earth.
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“These initial funds are already in place, making all countries debt-free. The gold and
other assets have been delivered, alloted and stored safely; the intricate web of
borrowing and lending has been delicately unwoven, and funds are flowing in a tsunami
of Light, setting people free with every tap of God’s blessing hand, delivered through
emissaries on the ground who are well aware of their part as couriers of freedom.
“Many of you are aware of Father God’s promise to announce the ReValuation (RV) of
currencies that will bring great wealth to all those whose mission it was to study and
invest their money and their faith in the Vision of helping to spread the wealth. The
announcement was indeed intended to be made many times, including by February 29,
2016. Millions eagerly await their turn to take part in “paying it forward” as well as
relieving the stress of their own debt slavery, as soon as the exchange opportunity is
publically announced.
We all agreed in the Councils that it was now a matter of pressing concern to release the
funds quickly, with respect for our promise to you.” (End Quote)

(Picture caption above)
“EVIL LURKS IN PLACES YOU WOULD NEVER IMAGINE AND TRIES TO
CHARM IT WAY INTO YOUR LIFE. - UNKNOWN”
When ANYONE SPEAKS OF MONETARY FUNDS THE MATERIAL AS
SHOWN ABOVE IS IN NO WISE AUTHENTIC. This is NOT the ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM as was set up at the hour of the
Seeding upon this earth which we long yet not so long ago starmapped as being
Angorius. These words have not come from the lips and pen of Captain Sananda
who prefers his own title Admiral James Galiac.
The reason that quite some events and hours and months ago the Admiral, James
Galiac warned me against using his former address of Sananda attached to his work
was due to the enormous amount of misinformation and downright lies being
attributed to his person by certain individuals and groups whom he wants nothing
to do with.
In addition to this, Admiral James Galiac is in his new incarnation and has been
there for over two hundred years and most certainly does NOT at all resemble the
top five consecutive pictures of himself as penned and characatured many lifetimes
ago in which he was NOT born in Bethlehem but in EGYPT to parents with
BROWN SKIN! Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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BEWARE OF THOSE WHO COME ASKING FOR ALMS OF THIS KIND AS
WELL
(Quote)
Expect Wonderful by merideth murphy
http://www.expectwonderful.com/legion.html
“ Meet kindred souls. Explore and cultivate the art of multidimensional living, and your
Angelic Lineage. - See more at:
http://www.expectwonderful.com/legion.html#sthash.0hED3tTm.dpuf”
“How to join? Subscribe now!
“The Legion is a membership community, providing support for deep transformation. In
order to benefit from this, a minimum membership of 6 months is required to join. The
benefits continue to grow energetically and consciousness wise, as demonstrated by the
enormous proportions of existing Legion Members who continue and have been active for
multiple years.
“Click below to choose a payment level (there are two) and arrange for your
subscription. Your membership will begin immediately and you'll receive the first
transmission, via email from Archangel Michael once you've set up your subscription.
Then your membership will automatically be charged monthly on the same date as
your sign-up, on an ongoing basis.
“If you register at the $55 level and wish to include a guest, please email me their name
and a photo (photo is optional). They will be included in the Infusions, Events and are
welcome on our private member page.
“I

look forward to co-creating with you in this beautiful communion of light!

“Include ME in the Monthly Infusions! - See more at:
http://www.expectwonderful.com/legion.html#sthash.Eq7ccDYL.dpuf” (End Quote)
This sounds more like “co-creating with you in the beautiful communion” of your, the
PEOPLE’S FINANCES than anything to do with light.
This writing speaks more about money, which is a Hellion trait and overtly concern
than, it does about anything else.
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We are all HUman beings. When we were created we were created as HUman
beings. Angelic beings are actually not a lineage but HUmans (WITHOUT WINGS
being grown on the body) and those who are exceptional due to their level of
evolvement could be termed as Angels simply because PEOPLE prefer to equate
those qualities to exceptionally good and kindly people.
BEWARE OF THOSE WHO SHUT OUT THE LIGHT THEY BELIEVE THEY
OFFER, FOR ALMS AND RUBLES FROM THOSE WHO CANNOT AFFORD
IT.
ALL UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES AND PARADISAICAL BLUEPRINTS ARE
FREELY GIVEN TO THE PEOPLE WITH NOT ONE LEFT OUT!
ARE THOSE WHO PROFESS TO “CHANNEL” THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
BEING CHARGED HIS “HOUR” FOR THE INFORMATION?!!!
THE INFORMATION FROM ALL ENLIGHTENED OR HIGHER EVOLVED
HUMAN BEINGS BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE, RICH AND POOR ALIKE,
IRRESPECTIVE OF WHO COMES FOR THE ASKING! Salu!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

093. March 3, 2016 10:40 pm JST China's political
elite converge on Beijing with cold feet
3.13.2016
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Policy-Politics/China-s-political-elite-convergeon-Beijing-with-cold-feet
President Xi Jinping, Sir, we must apologize for the lateness of the hour. It was
sometime, so to speak before we had even noticed your request, Sir, and then of course
you became aware of the extenuating circumstances over upon our own doorstep with our
ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Conference of which the attendance of CHINA has been
exploratory. Offsetting all this was then mine own situation of health.
Thank you for being mindful of the chair, Sir.
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Mr. President, should you still wish of our attendance upon the morrow with this far
overdue concern of a manual, we would indeed be at your service to assist in a few
suggestions.
The first concern at this hour, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, is that you do NOT
TRAVEL ABROAD TO THE UNITED STATES FOR YOUR NEXT MEETING
AT THIS HOUR.
Tomorrow will be a short day.
With great respect and honour at also having been asked to your Conference, Mr.
President, do we leave you for the moment.
Sela.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

CHINA AND THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE
3.14.2016
Good Morning, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir. We trust we have not exceeded the lateness
of the morning hour with our entry back into your pen and as we do understand your
liking of extreme formalities “are not the greatest ‘achievement of men’ and women
alike” we shall not spend your time in observing them.
Let us begin from our end to state that it is the PRINCIPLE, Sir, of all capitalist policy
which is downsizing the amount of currency in circulation of the Renminbi and NOT the
PRINCIPLES in compliance with all universal workings or acumen.
You see, Sir, that corruption in itself begins and retains and promotes of itself a head-start
by simply adhering to the capitalist system of economics. Therefore we must also
understand that anti-corruption MUST BEGIN by recognizing that source of the problem
and of which way and from where it stems. So now we are sitting in the “which way”
has corruption gone? Throughout the provinces, Sir? But where indeed is the source
of corruption? We shall answer this as we go along into part two.
The root of the plant is corruption. Corruption is nourished throughout the stem of
the plant and then the stem of the plant divides itself and spreads corruption
throughout the leaves. So one must need to dig up the root and throw away the
entire plant (the plant being corruption and not people) otherwise running from one
place to another in arresting and locking up leaves and branches will do little good
resulting in even more monetary hardship upon the people. More taxes to uphold all
these extra prisons will be taken from the people whom the majority have little
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currency in the first place and what you, Mr. President Xi Jinping, will be left with
is a house disintegrating around your feet.
The monetary capitalist system of economics is exactly what is blackmarketing and
destroying its own house. Its house being in this particular context whatever ratio of
currency is pitted against the background of any other world currency. And when a house
is being influenced and maneuvered by currency control from a foreign enterprise such as
the United States who has in the past been the dominating influence over the world
currencies resulting in the national currency of CHINA, the Renminbi, which then
fluctuates on a daily diaphragm, so to speak, then the house is being rocked to and fro
like a drunken sailor upon a hedge and a live deck of cards will only play the game
for as long as CHINA allows it to.
A house CANNOT BE ROCKED NOR TOSSED AROUND in the waves if the
house is built on solid ground. If CHINA continues working with a trading system
which is monetary or capitalistic in any way and continues playing the circuit of
gambling houses which are the world’s trading enterprises, then the house will never
stabilize, Sir.
For how can a house stabilize when the stock markets of CHINA as pitted against
the stock markets of the world fluctuates? This also, Sir, brings uncountable stress
upon the peoples of the wonderful brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA?
The world stock markets in their ping-pong effect with one another are also
counterproductive to stability. And sitting on top of all this is the New York exchange
rates which in its overall daily motion plays the nations including CHINA, Sir, like
marionettes.
If you eliminate the source of that problem which is destabilizing the house of
CHINA then, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, and only then will you have cleverly
eliminated the source of that which is creating bankruptcies, crime, homelessness, food
shortage, contention between other brother-sister nations of the world and in essence, you
will have rid CHINA of the entire problem nauseating the world.
The only way to accomplish this great feat, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, is to
“TRANSITION” over from the Renminbi to the American dollar by trading “both”
in on their archaic system to overlapping at this hour with a quantitative easing
which will guarantee that no citizen will go under whilst the currency is being
subtracted from the whole.
This will happen when you take one currency from one nation and another currency from
another nation and REPLACE the both with quantitative easing while you transition
into NOT MODIFYING YOUR MONETARY SYSTEM INTO ANOTHER FORM
OF CAPITALISTIC USELESSNESS BUT RATHER ELIMINATING IT ALL
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TOGETHER? This is a part and parcel of “REARRANGING THE HOUSE FROM
THE INSIDE OUT” without one bullet being fired among nations.
When we say REPLACE BOTH CURRENCIES we simply mean to REPLACE the
Renminbi with a temporary quantitative easing while transitioning to the Original
non-aggressive, non-warring, non-digital Talent and Purchase Order reliable system
of economics. When you do this you will REPLACE the American U.S. dollar
currency by NOT following its precepts in taking its place among the nations but
instead will be a leading contributor to world peace, and world power will once
again come to those with the best thinking minds in good and wholesome objectives
bringing the world back into balance.
You see, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, we must not allow the Silk Canal or Corridor
to be used as another battle ground. I, myself, had no prior knowledge that this had
ever existed before, yet when this pen found this out concerning the Silk Road, we can
say that the great mind of the Han never once meant to build of himself a dynasty. Those
were the words of another to twist the excellent project which was the same as this
one. The Road was always based on PEACE and never ever war. The nations of the
world were asked to join hands in friendship and not to try to war over the Silk
Road for it was to belong to the ASEAN NATIONS carefully watched over for their
safety by the guardian house of CHINA whom the surrounding tribes at that hour
and nations at this hour were to participate in assisting the Han in protecting the
rights of ALL THE PEOPLES TO SHARE IN THE HAN GIFT WHICH THEY
ALL CONTRIBUTED TO AT THAT CERTAIN EVENT which would have
brought back their PARADISE.
This is why the United States (those portion who want war) spread lies throughout
the media concerning CHINA. No it is “NOT” wise to go there yet. Please wait of
yourself Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, for the hour is not yet so late.
Many think that the stipend or banker or banking buildings must be removed. Well that
sounds good on paper but unless another system is in place what good will it do? Nothing
will change. It is the system of capital itself which “MUST” be removed
“RETAINING” all gold and minerals and precious gems within the NATION for
the beautification and electronics and so on for the benefit of the PEOPLES.
The American dollar is sitting upon the world currencies rocking each house back and
forth at will. The American dollar is sitting upon all governments heads ever threatening,
ever posturing, ever buying out those who only “think” they have no power without it
when in actuality they have lost all power with it.
Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, the United States currency under the capitalist franchise
system of the world bank and IMF has brought most nations to their knees and those
governments simply do not own their own national house any more.
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The marionettes have to cut the strings.
(Part two – Is quantitative easing a criminal act?)
(Part three – The manual)
Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, we shall have orchestrated the other two parts into place for
your presentation as of the immediate hour and before the day is through.
We are pleased to have been of service to you, Sir, and look forward to our next
encounter.
Thank you for your great patience in awaiting the first of these entries.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

094.

Is Quantitative Easing A Criminal Act? (Part

two)
March 3, 2016 10:40 pm JST China's political elite converge on Beijing with cold
feet
3.14.2016
(Part two – Is quantitative easing a criminal act?)
Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, with your permission shall we now continue. It is known
far and wide that quantitative easing is being a hidden concept in work from the
people since the Hellions first invaded this planet. In fact, Mr. President Xi Jinping,
Sir, the nature of quantitative easing was not set to bail out banks but rather to
balance the books in the favour of the world bank jewry (jewry being an action
word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race)
It is necessary to remove the fear of implementing quantitative easing which the world
bank jewry (jewry being an action word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race) has
placed upon each nation of the world including CHINA, through the outlawing of
such practice should such knowledge be discovered.
Since the world bank and its central branches work with a deficit autonomy, they, of
course, at the beginning needed to protect themselves while gathering all the gold, silver,
bills, gems of all description and locking these items of trade away from the people in
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their estranged vaults of concrete, platinum, (one might think not), iodized
chambers, and so on.
When a virus is created such as the zika which can infect the brain and distort the
HUman embryo; a virus which is now being spread throughout the United States
due to the fact that the PEOPLES are gaining too much knowledge and understanding
of what is being done to themselves by the world bank jewry (jewry being an action
word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race) who will go to any lengths to protect their
power base which is the capitalist monetary system we can also well understand that
each viral genetic which is being then manufactured for the headwind over the
PEOPLES to infect and change the frequency of certain DNA-Helix modules, are
NOT going to be aired out publically WITHOUT the virus first having had a serum
injected into the arm of each participant and their upper-echelon co-workers.
So with banking the quantitative easing is the serum. But no one is supposed to find
out that the poison, you understand, the slow poison of banking edicate does in no wise
give the serum which is quantitative easing. Both the serum for the zika virus as well
as the serum for quantitative easing are FORBIDDEN to the PEOPLE as well, Sir,
as their knowledge of such.
So, then going by the standard of using quantitative easing which the world bank holds
and shields for itself, is it then against the law of any nation to implement such
standard? Or does any international world court stand reason which supports and
glory-stamps the world banking policies in their EVEN THINKING of passing
ANTI-QUANTITATIVE EASING laws against any nation or PEOPLES since the
PEOPLES are trained to follow the rules of the established world bank?
You understand, Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, that a band-aid methodology of credit
creation for eliminating the national “manipulative digital debt load which the world
bank created for the nation” also places “each nation and government and peoples
in a tourniquet” before forcing each nation to pay such as serfs back to the estate which
is the world bank. Serfdom has never left the dark ages.
It is imperative that governments claim the same rights as the world bank set up for itself,
through implementing quantitative easing for their entire nations and be comfortable with
that same privilege WITHOUT FEAR OF world bank retaliation.
Quantitative easing, is NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS ANYTHING OTHER
THAN A SERUM FOR THE HOUR OF TRANSITION FROM ONE OLD
OUTMODED UNWORKABLE SYSTEM TO THE ORIGINAL PROVEN
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND MORAL
ECONOMICS.
Each loan to each nation is one more tourniquet placed around the necks of each
government and each citizen by the world banking establishment, its conglomerate
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corporations, their middle men who set the oil prices, as well as high-rise tower
executives.
Each tournique are actually sanctions and those sanctions ensure each and every
nation remain on a budget no matter which leaders is elected or appointed.
The capitalist system with all of its branches and leaves interwound throughout the
nations like tributaries is the infection which need the serum of quantitative easing
at the onset.
But most of all the ROOT which destroyed PARADISE IS THAT WHICH NEEDS
ELIMINATED FOR THE BENEFIT AND GOOD POLICY AMONG ALL MEN,
WOMEN, AND THE CHILD, OR CHILDREN TO ENSURE THAT NO MORE
POVERTY, WAR, CRIME, CONTENTION and so on, shall ever again exist upon
this planet we so long ago yet not so long ago starmapped as being called “Angorius” a
planet of Peace.
Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, it is necessary at this stage to write into law quantitative
easing.
That QUANTITATIVE EASING TO ENSURE THE ECONOMIC SAFETY of the
PEOPLES OF THE BROTHER-SISTER ASEAN NATION OF CHINA BE
IMMEDIATELY IMPLEMENTED.
The world bank will then try to sanction CHINA as it did IRAQ, NORTH KOREA, and
many many other nations, BUT THE world bank CANNOT WIN THIS WAR WITH
GUNS AND MUNITIONS WITHOUT gunners, soldiers, hatred, greed, fighters,
sacrifices of the children of each and every nation, IF PEOPLES AND THEIR
RESPECTIVE GOVERNMENTS REFUSE TO COOPERATE INCLUDING
THOSE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHO HAVE
FOUND THAT THEIR SONS AND DAUGHTERS WHOM THEY WERE TOLD
WERE KILLED IN THE LAST WAR OR TWO OVERSEAS (YET WERE TOLD
THAT NO REMAINS WERE FOUND TO BE SENT HOME), find that their loved
ones were sent back to the United States of America in long silver tubes and under the
dark of night their flesh and bones were buried in Arlington Cemetery with no flag and
no ceremony, while other deceased American soldiers were transported back in the same
manner. They were quietly loaded and airlifted from American airstrips in Iraq, also, into
the mountains of West Virginia and buried there. Unmarked graves. No flags. No salute.
Over 2 million Iraqi perished under the occupation, and over five thousand more
American and British servicemen and women were flown to Greece and quietly buried
there, but it was not the Iraqis who killed them all, it was their own government at that
hour as marionetted by the world bank.
Chemical white phosphorus, depleted uranium, and so on, and all brought into Iraq by the
Americans. The Iraqi themselves had been so sanctioned they hardly had food. They
15

were sanctioned by the world bank media, the u.n. the world bank and so on. These are
placed before your eyes, Sir, as an example, because I cannot forget the pictures of
headless limbless children all freed from every part of themselves in this horrible horrible
ocupation. We do in no wise wish to ever see this again and so we work doubly hard to
ensure no more war fall upon any nations of the Silk Corridor this hour.
And when this pen told what had happened, Greece was THREATENED BY THE world
bank WITH FORECLOSURES of its own government, AND THE world bank went to
Germany and told the German government that they owed debt to Greece and Greece in
the meantime was to agree that Germany owed much debt to Greece.
The next move by the world bank was to monetarily tourniquet Greece for digging up the
British and American soldiers who were PEOPLES CHILDREN and made Greece
force Germany to become bankrupt. One might think one knows the actual reason behind
this? Not all is quite as it seems.
This is the reason, Sir, that we asked that General Carter Faris Ham would be asked of his
good nature to come to the Silk Corridor because we knew that he was such a man who
would never sacrifice American soldiers in a useless war. We knew this because the
President of the United States had the General arrested for going against a useless law
which forbade him from rescuing American soldiers.
We also knew that he was such a man as upheld the dignity and good will of the brothersister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA due to his former talks before, Sir.
Therein, did we know such a man of good conscience toward the Chinese would not
strike CHINA even should he be sent over with strike forces.
The General would never bite the hand of friendship with the brother-sister nation of
CHINA on behalf of the world bank and leave the United States of America completely
out of rebuilding Paradise.
Though the United States will be spending much of its events in heavily assisting those
nations they have bombed to destruction, we know there can never be world peace with
every crime, every evil, being brought forth into courts and more court and on and on and
on and on for almost every nation within this global community has engaged itself in
world bank wars, so where does it end otherwise? You see our point here.
Mr. President Xi Jinping, Sir, this is the finality of Part two. We will continue in the
shortest of hours and moments with Part three – the Manual.
With deep respect do we take our leave of you. Thank you, Mr. President Xi
Jinping, Sir.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

095. CHINA AND THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE (Part
three – The Manual and “THE MANUAL”)
3.14.2016
March 3, 2016 10:40 pm JST China's political elite converge on Beijing with cold
feet
CHINA AND THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE
(Part three – The Manual and “THE MANUAL”)
President Xi Jinping, Sir, this will be the final portion – the manual and a “special
presentation” “THE MANUAL.” In circumspect, of course, guidelines shall be given,
but with so many clever and non-injurious minds all working in the Oneness of all liberty
of kindness toward that of their own ASEAN brothers and sisters throughout CHINA, it
should prove not to be of a difficult nature once ethics of the universal principle are made
into law.
We do not transmute principle into man’s law upon societies which have been
wracked for centuries by those Hellions who traversed through the ripped fabric of
space; a rip which by accident was brought about by our own scientists and laboratory
technicians amongst a precious few others not long after the seeding of HUmankind by
the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds.
The Manual would say:
1) Keep the wording simple. Let no documentation contain small print. Small print
is put there by lawyers to trick the unsuspecting with clauses of this or that and for
the effort of protecting a system which is no longer valid and contains no principles
of universal precept.
2) A contract for any service to be rendered need be no longer than one page in
length also must contain no hidden clauses, no small print and no legal jargon to the
point where the value or significance of any sentence or phase is lost, could contain
more than one meaning, or is no longer clear.
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3) Sign nothing which is more than one page in length. The text must be on one side
only. When business in the upper realms or higher ethical worlds are conducted, a
man or woman or child is a living word. They are the testament to a living contract.
4) IF you need a lawyer present then do not sign the document. This is because the
one whom you are signing with apparently cannot be trusted. If that one is within
the home of the ASEAN NATION OF CHINA, then send that one who demands a
lawyer to a school of ethics for the learning of honestly and discipline of character.
Then will dignity be accompanying that one the next hour of the season.
5) May virtue be your signature accompanied by loyalty and good will one toward
the other.
6) There will be no courts for there will be no crime. Most business dealings shall be
conducted by Talent and Purchase Orders as was brought forth by the Original
System belonging to the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds who work
solely by universal principle.
7) Be wise and not gullible through learning and understanding the principles of the
CREATION’S’ MANUAL OF LIFE. We shall present this to you shortly attached
to this document.
8) In all dealings be gracious and put your brothers’ and sisters’ advantage in life in
“equal” perspective to your own.
9) Never make laws which cannot be amended and when laws must be amended
make sure that those laws do not work contrary to universal principle. For example:
All forms of usury which includes taxes are never recognized in the paradisaical
worlds. This is because they are a part of the opposite or opposing system and are
most repressive.
10) Any repressive action never came with the Federation seeding as brought by the
United and Free Planetary Worlds and are foreign or alien to extraterrestrials
which every HUman being upon this planet belongs to one society or another. Extra
simply means “in addition to this world” “terrestrial means of, on or related to an
earthen planet or world.” We do not look like anything other than HUman beings
no matter our race nor culture or from where we all once originated before being
brought to this earthen planet we starmapped, long but not so long ago, as
Angorius.
11) Any culture which upholds actions which are prohibitive of good deeds done to
either another HUman being or animal, or fowl, sea life, or any crawling thing, for
all have a soul, must abolish such deeds as of the immediate hour, for that which one
does to another will come back in teaching a lesson to that one or those souls.
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12) We of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds do not give
commandments to follow for we follow no commandments but instead work within
the higher universal principles which we may at a later hour discuss for the benefit
of all of the HUmanities.

Is the following that which THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION HAS BEEN WAITING
FOR, Sir? A MANUAL WHICH WE HAVE HELD IN OUR POSSESSION FOR
OVER TWO DECADES?
When the words were given they were given only under the name of:
“The Mancharians’ New Civilization” As the years passed the Mancharians’ updated
their book to read:
“The Mancharians’ Newest Civilization – The Creation’s Manual of Life”
I had been sitting outside when a voice spoke to me advising me to go inside and lay
down immediately. I was caught off guard and did not move as quickly as I should have
and collapsed on the way. I was then transported to another place. A place of great mist
with a huge and tall oblique as you might find in the center square of the Vatican or in
Washington, D.C. or other places. This oblique had a volume of different languages
thousands on each side. The Beings came and stood there partly obscured by the fog.
They spoke to me and told me it was time to return. No time had passed. They had
exchanged places with me and I had no knowledge of that which had transpired. There is
more.
If this is the MANUAL you are speaking of then at that hour shall we describe what
further transpired. AND then we would have another surprise.
Of this MANUAL it was given to us to be presented to the public carrying a white
background with embolden letters and insignia in gold. We have the original drawing
of the cover but due to publication not being allowed though many publishers were
wishing to contract the book at that hour the white with gold embossing was never
done. We were then given permission by the authors of ONE to place upon the cover
that design which you now see.
We trust this is the real MANUAL you have been long in the awaiting for. We
understand you have one other archived a small short pamphlet and that is all
President Xi Jinping in keeping with the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/books/Mancharians2004-2016.pdf
Good Evening and we have been of the most pleased nature to have served the
NATION OF THE PHILIPPINES WHERE WE SIT “WITH GRATITUDE”
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WITHIN THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AND THE FRIENDLY NATION OF
CHINA.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

096.

Daily Memorandum Philippines (Third Part)

”Our New Website for the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds will
appear at the top of each Memorandum and Round Table Conference. Thank you. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of United and
Free Planetary Worlds
http://mybeautifulswan.weebly.com/
(Notation: We were unable to publish any further Memorandum upon Part Two)
3.16.2016
Analysis: Financial scandals put Philippines on 'dirty money' map
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/03/16/1563516/analysis-financial-scandals-putphilippines-dirty-money-map
Just before we begin for the day the questions attributed to the immigration concern in
Europe, we would like to contribute to this writing as well. The archaic monetary
capitalist system is the “dirty money’ world order which is not new but new in
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regard to the Original Talent and Purchase Order System as brought to this planet
during the first seeding of HUman beings.
ANY NATION WHICH IS OPERATED AND CONTROLLED BY THE
CAPITALIST giants OPERATES UNDER THE “DIRTY MONEY SYSTEM OF
THE CAPITALIST BANKER” AND NOONE IS EXEMPT, FOR SUCH SYSTEM
IS AGAINST AND GOES CONTRARY TO ALL PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL
“LAW” AS YOU WOULD CALL IT.
SO WHICH KETTLE OUT THERE IS NOW WILLING TO CALL THE POT
BLACK?
BE CAREFUL YE ONES, THAT YOU DO IN NO WISE STEP INTO THE GRAVE
YOU DIG FOR OTHERS IN ORDER TO DEMEAN THEIR WORK AS THEY
BEGIN TRANSITIONING AWAY FROM ALL GOOD POLICIES AND WORKING
ORDER OF THE TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF THE
FEDERATION OF UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETARY WORLDS.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.16.2016
Foreign leaders respect Philippines’s good governance – Noy
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/16/1563415/foreign-leaders-respectphilippiness-good-governance-noy
Good Morning, Mr. President Aquino III, Sir, we trust your day shall be illuminated
with good prospects in the furtherance of “good governance” through the
implementation of the far better system of economics namely the Talent and
Purchase Order which each higher order of planets or worlds orchestrate in one
voice putting their coordinated hand to one mind.
Furtherance in good governance, Mr. President, Sir, must go hand in hand with
freedom for the Peoples. Freedom here, means precisely that not one person fall
through the cracks or mechanism of the government as it pleads “further progress.”
Freedom for the Peoples, you must admit, Mr. President, Sir, is only freedom which is
not tourniquet through the banking percentage system.
For example, under the label of “good governance” the government still operates under
a tie-string which means a budget restraint otherwise known in high circles of contempt
for the nations, as sanctions instigated and forced upon world nations by the world bank
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and its octopus system, which forces nations to hold to their archaic monetary
system.
If you set aside a rainy-day cash flow for a committee to draw on in national
emergencies, or should you continue working upon a percentage ratio in which to operate
each segment of the criteria or programs brought forth, then the Peoples who are at the
receiving end of the percentage, say 30 percent of the national budget goes for bridgebuilding materials and so you need in actuality to build four new bridges per quarter,
then 70 percent is going to be missing therein holding up the progress of the other needed
bridges with labour intact had better watch their step in crossing over the bridge. Why is
this?
Never put bridge building under sanctions otherwise the bridges shall take many
events or hours to complete. Likewise, if one cannot secure enough labour at a low
wage in order for all costs to fit within the “sanctioned=tournique=budget of
upcoming expenditures for the quarter, then the government could only see of itself
to employ poor engineers and a very slack labour force at a percentage cut rate.
When one governs a nation upon a percentage basis then one actually has already decided
against the full support of a 100 percent markup, but not over top of the quota, for
example, in construction advantages in not only materials but employing the top
engineering technicians in the architect drawing for layout of the schematics for
bridges, for example, which will keep the PEOPLES’ safety as a number one
concern, and the oversight by engineers during the construction will assure that the
number one concern is well looked after.
To further ensure no debt arise to put the nation into the red line of the banking
department one simply writes off the debt as the central bank does and all is well with the
nation. For where no overhead is crawling down the backs of the People to their empty
pocketbooks, all projects may then be seen to begin simultaneously for the full benefit of
the Peoples leaving no talent out of work to his or her pleasure in gross volume
production.
When the transition is completed the full Talent and Purchase Order System of
Good Economics shall be well received and “better than ‘good governance’” in the
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES shall become the trademark off the capitalist
system of “bad and hurtful” economics where only the rich benefit.
We have spoken to the Peoples, Sir, especially the poor and they in no wise believe that
anyone cares about them at all. We can well understand that for the percentage capitalist
based programs which are held in place today, Mr. President Aquino III, has left the
greater percentage of PEOPLES out of the programs designed for the wealthy banking
and corporate elite and those who follow after them, and those who do not wish
assassinated by them nor their good name tarnished through lies by them. As you know
they have quite a string of strategies.
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The Peoples also are quite aware that the Americans as foreign visitors are
embarrassingly snobby to the poor as are all those who reside in the higher circles of
government.We have noticed the same of the Australians and Europeans. We are ONE
HUMAN FAMILY NOT ONE BETTER THAN THE OTHER IN THE ASPECT
OF RACE NOR MONETARY ACHIEVEMENT. Much monetary achievement in
the world has been achieved by stepping on the head of another HUman being.
The poor of the nation observe and feel the contempt of the government in its
various formats or offices, and already understand that the upcoming presidential
candidates offer more of the same crumbs of percentages to be thrown at them from
their own national Philippine table albeit on a different percentage basis where only
the face has changed.
This, Sir, is another product of the tourniquet system of international banking
practices.
http://www.philstar.com/opinion/2016/03/02/1558604/editorial-city-cursed-gold
In this wise, the same found in most nations, Sir, the labourers are the “blood
sacrifice” of the product managers who want the product at cost cut and force the
families into widowhood.
A percentage basis will only guarantee that the nation, any nation, will remain
divided and conquered by the world bank and the rest of their fleecers.
We see your soul, Mr. President Aquino III, and in no wise was your intention ever
toward anything but the highest principle for those who were sinking in the mire.
And we understand that a man with his hands tied behind his back and a cloth in
his mouth could do no more at that hour than you do. At least, Sir, you did do
something while others did nothing. But now you can begin working in another
direction where the PEOPLES of the NATION will be guaranteed the safely they
deserve; from toxic gasses in the swelling of the earth as well.
Thank you for your ear, Sir, and should we be of further assistance to you at this hour in
your Office as President, then you indeed, Mr. President, do have our ear. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.13.2016
FULL TEXT: Supreme Court dissenting opinions on Poe vs Comelec
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http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/13/1562524/full-text-supreme-courtdissenting-opinions-poe-vs-comelec
Supreme Court Magistrates thank you, Sirs and Madams for your concern for I have
made it through and have recovered. In no wise do I hold myself above the rest of the
HUmanities, for should I preform to do so what would that indeed avail the poor and
homeless who have no voice of their own?
It amazes us no end at the continuance in the wasting of hours over the same subject until
one is quite fed up with it. Let us then for the problem seekers of the day explain our
Constitution in this way:
If you ever draw up text in such as way as to take away from that text the simplicity of
documentation then that text will snowball in on you and the problem seekers will take
that text and wind it around the court’s neck. So let us clarify our stand in a less
problematic way:
Each HUman being is a CITIZEN of this WORLD, Angorius. Unless the Islands of the
PHILIPPINES have seceded from the global community of world citizenry then it only
stands to REASON that: when one is a citizen of a larger complex as being the global
community, then the Islands of the PHILIPPINES being part of that larger complex
immediately grants that the citizen of the WORLD in question, also is a citizen of the
Islands of the PHILIPPINES.
Either the Islands of the Philippines are a part of this global society belonging to this
planet or they are not. If the latter is true then the Islands of the Philippines are not even a
NATION OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN WHOLE. Salu
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.7.2016
Philippines: No involvement in joint patrols in disputed seas
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/07/1560400/philippines-no-involvementjoint-patrols-disputed-seas
“The reported joint naval exercises near the South China Sea, however, does not involve
the Philippines in any way. It will, thus, be speculative on its possible impact to the
concerns regarding the South China Sea,’ said Presidential Communications Operations
Office Secretary Herminio Coloma Jr.”
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Thank you, Sir, we will take it from here and upon our new day shall we all continue
with the Round Table Conference of ASEAN NATIONS China included.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.7.2016
Broker flees with P100 M
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/07/1560413/broker-flees-p100-m
The correct and only workable solution in dealing with this issue in the most
efficient manner is to DROP THE ILLEGAL MONETARY SYSTEM as was
brought to this planet by the Hellions who broke through the rip in the curtain or
fabric of space, and transition over to the Original Talent and Purchase Order
System of good economics and all capitalist monies will become worthless and be
swept up on the street with all the other garbage.
The world banker with all of its arms of treachery has once again duped the peoples
into believing that stock market gaming and gambling is the right of the stockmarket brokers, which could not be further from the reality of the Talent and
Purchase Order Paradisaical System which need to once again exist.
It is amusing to think that a monetary system which corrupts society, quadruples
the crime rate, stresses the PEOPLES of the CENTRAL WORLD NATIONS until
many cannot take it any longer and commit suicide or murder their families and the
people around them due to losing their own minds, is something other than “dirty
money” in all of its forms. A transition need be made and then ALL CRIME WILL
FALL TO THE WAYSIDE FOR THERE WILL BE NO ADVANTAGE IN
GAINING PRECIDENCE ONE HEAD OVER THE OTHER.
How can one thief steal from another thief and it be called any more of a crime than
the first offense when stock-brokers of the world manipulate the PEOPLES’ money
on a capitalist-based world-accepted gaming table as found on Wall Street or any
other manipulation of “dirty monies” throughout the world?
It is akin to arresting a demon from stealing capital currency from the devil itself
when the funds all came from stock-market manipulation such as one will find the
middle-man doing as he arranges the prices of oil to rise or to fall. It is not the oil
producing nations who initiate this but the “middle-man” who plays with your lives
upon a gaming table for simple and quick profit.
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Which thief then will you arrest and detain when one thief demands the other thief
return stolen capital which the first thief stole from the PEOPLES OF THE
NATIONS with their capitalist scams in the first place?
It is akin to arresting a demon from stealing capital currency from the devil itself
when the funds all came from stock-market manipulation such as one will find the
middle-man doing as he arranges the prices of oil to rise or to fall. It is not the oil
producing nations who initiate this but the “middle-man” who plays with your lives
upon a gaming table for simple and quick profit.
No matter how you look at it, any system of economics which is opposed to the
Talent and Purchase Order System of economics which every Paradisaical World
within the universes use is nothing but “dirty money” so the transition need to be
brought forth as of the immediate hour. Then you will also have no more corporate
scams.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.6.2016
Philippines impounds North Korea vessel, to deport crew
https://www.facebook.com/Uthrania/posts/934681046638798?comment_id=9346932
16637581&notif_t=feed_comment
“The Bureau of Immigration said it has restricted the shore passes of the 21
crewmembers of the ship.
“The Jin Teng was inspected in Subic Bay, a former US-run naval base, after it arrived
Thursday from Balembang, Indonesia, loaded with palm kernel expeller – a byproduct
of palm oil production and other agricultural products.
“The Jin Teng is among 31 vessels that could be forced to stop trading after being
included in an asset freeze against a North Korean shipping company under the
tightened sanctions passed unanimously by the UN Security Council on Wednesday.
“The Jin Teng was inspected for the second time yesterday, this time using electronic
weapons sensors, PCG spokesman Commander Armand Balilo said.
He added the 21 crewmen were “very cooperative.”
We would say to you this day: do NOT destroy your house of the beautiful Islands
of the Philippines by listening to those in the UN who only forge ahead to steal and
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share of your natural riches and low-labour costs of the PEOPLE of the
PHILIPPINES.
The United Nations are in allegiance with the United States and its cooperatives in
both the Halliburton American oil giant and corporations for the reparation
rebuilding of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION as it intends upon dragging you into
a third WW.
Remember the lessons of the past. For those who forget the lessons they have
learned from others are doomed to become the next recipient and exact a repeat of
the same injustice.
Remember Iraq among many other nations? Remember the United States gaining
allies holding out the carrot of the promised sharing of spoils to every nato member
nation who all proceeded to crucify the innocent PEOPLE of the once sovereign
nation of IRAQ, kill off their scientists and steal all that was not theirs – sacrificing
their own soldiers to the munitions and DU dropped on their heads. And it was
NOT DONE BY IRAQ. They could never return home incase they “talked.”
Ask the American Generals what happened when they tried to get the word, home,
to what exactly was going down in IRAQ and when the GENERALS forged together
to save their soldiers from certain physical death, they WERE NOT LISTENED
TO, BUT RATHER THEY WERE ARRESTED, LOCKED UP and
THREATENED.
Not every American wanted to be in IRAQ.
At our Round Table of NON-DISPUTE we do not impound a part of the CENTRAL
ASEAN BODY because a virus tells us to. For the body likened to a car motor must
run on all circuits and automations otherwise the house will fall and the
PHILIPPINES ALONG WITH IT.
The united nations are NOT AN ALLY of the Great ISLAND OF THE
PHILIPPINE PEOPLE NOR OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN WORLD but rather are
a “cooperative” of their own in “allegiance” to their own kind and NOT an ALLY,
we repeat, of THE PHILIPPINES.
Be careful when you choose your “friends” for certain “friends” may just turn out
to be your very undoing.
The United States of America has presumed and blackened the eye in world view
upon North Korea making North Korea their next “foe.” Again.
The North Koreans did not prove to be anything less than “cooperative” because
they are no threat. They want to live within a paradisaical society and economic
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system far apart from the world bank, as contributors to the Whole, every
CENTRAL WORLD NATION INCLUDED when their hour comes.
But the United States UN-UNANIMOUSLY, WANTS THEIR RICHES AND TO
BREAK UP THE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION.
THEY DO NOT CARE ABOUT YOU, THEY CARE ABOUT YOUR WEALTH.
You see, once the banker owns all mineral wealth just as the gold of the nations was
locked up in fort knox and other designed realms, so has the banker long gone after
each and every SOVEREIGN NATION’S WEALTH.
Does the banker bother going after nations who have nothing?
no.
Therein treat your North Korean brothers as “guests” and treat them as you would
your own body, for you are ASEAN and you are ONE PEOPLES OF A GREAT
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION!
BE PROUD AND LIVE UP TO IT.
Good Day.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.6.2016
(Notation: Internet is erratic today).
Pacquiao poll ratings drop after comments vs same-sex marriage
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/04/1559429/pulse-pacquiao-poll-ratingsdrop-after-comments-vs-same-sex-marriage
Sir, we see only People and nothing else. Of what their lifejourney at this present hour
consists of we would say to you: If they have not injured you nor anybody else with
their lifestyle then we fail to understand your concern.
Boxers, on the other hand, Sir, injure each other every day, do they not? How is that
any different from animals been pitted together for the gain of a few pesos by their
handlers? We see, of course, no point in either event for in the former, your present
vocation, Sir, it rattles the bones of contention and the bones of the physical body.
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The end result is a pocketful of money for attracting private investigators and
investors.
Though your pockets are clean, Sir, for the most part, no private investigator is needed.
However, how is one able to run for office entirely based upon a boxing career leaving
the brains scrambled event after event, as the final offering to the Peoples of the
wonderful Island of the Philippines?
Each Nation, Sir, is a house. A house provides a home for all. Within each Nation,
Sir, there are many rooms within the house and within those many rooms live many
People of diverse evolutionary status. And within each Nation or Body, the “family”
who resides within the same house yet living within their own rooms, or provinces, or
states, are all a viable part of the HUman race as you are. And as a viable part of the
HUman race they are important contributors to the Universal Whole.
The PEOPLES OF THE NATION, each NATION upon the globe, which is a much
GREATER BODY are diverse in their nature, each progressing in their own hour,
learning, correcting mistakes, helping others, and most of all, Sir, “cherishing” each
other that they may better learn “equalization” of one another and learn that within
all life-journeys we must, each one, be provided a “home;” a home within a
NATIONAL BODY where we “ALL” feel wanted, loved, and secure.
Many souls need to work through their lessons a little longer and others do not, all
depending upon their lessons in this lifestream. It may surprise you, Sir, to learn that
this is where religion proves to be the greater barrier to the growth of the HUman
soul H=Holy=moral and ethical, U=Universal or All Encompassing Total rather
than proving to be the standard of the Higher Evolved Paradisaical Worlds.
Some religions also forbid the action of their priests to join with a nun, for instance,
and of course when this occurs, and the lifejourney of both wish to complete each
other, the lessons of both shall be stymied and put on hold. When this occurs of
course, then physical-emotional necessity will turn in another direction just as it
does in penitentiaries throughout the world. In this wise, again religion is blocking
the lessons of the HUman race who seek for the UNITY and NOT SEPARATION.
While you have much talent left in you, Sir, and much to offer the whole of society,
which you do, you would be better in choosing a vocation which allows the growth
of the soul standard in understanding and accepting People for themselves.
Assisting souls in their growth, Sir, is not something which is done overnight, so to
speak, but rather which is a constant and continual evolution of not only their souls
but that of ourselves. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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097. Questions to answer about the EU's migrant deal
with Turkey

Questions to answer about the EU's migrant deal with Turkey
By Lorne Cook (Associated Press) | Updated March 16, 2016 - 7:02am
BRUSSELS — It's being hailed as a breakthrough, but the European Union's tentative
deal with Ankara to send back thousands of migrants is fraught with legal complexities.
EU lawyers say the final agreement can, and will, comply with international and
European law. Rights groups want to know how.
The UN refugee agency has doubts about Turkey's asylum standards. It insists that
Ankara should "ensure that all people seeking international protection can have a fair and
efficient determination of their claims by a competent authority within a reasonable
time."
Here are just some of the questions legal experts are still grappling with before EU
leaders gather again in Brussels on Thursday to endorse the agreement.

WHO WILL BE SENT BACK TO TURKEY?
The draft deal says all "new irregular migrants" crossing from Turkey into Greece
would be sent back. That rules out people already in Greece. The first challenge is to
establish whether a migrant came from Turkey. If that person does not want to apply for
asylum, or the application is judged "inadmissible", the person could be sent back on EUfunded transport. The international principle of "non-refoulement" — not to chase away
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people who have a right to protection — suggests that those plucked from boats in Greek
waters could not just be sent back. EU experts and the UNHCR say any mass deportation
would be illegal, meaning applications must be examined on a case-to-case basis.
Good Afternoon. When we speak of HUman Rights are we not all speaking then with one
voice? Or do the “rights” of one citizen of this planet change with the mood? Do not all
citizens have the right to not have imposed on themselves a lesser or greater right than
does their brother or sister global citizen of this planet?
When we begin separating one HUman being’s right to survival from that of another
HUman being’s right of survival that is where the Charter of Rights falls flat upon its
face.
One then will forever become tied-up in legal battles which continually drain the
pocketbooks of the citizens of the nations in question while empty mouths survive which
cannot feed empty stomachs and the ache of uncertainty in each quarter both
governments as well the immigrants fail to gain absolution of any format from the
unforgiving banker whose debt is forced upon them all. In one way or another, everybody
pays whilst the lawyers remain rich and wealthy on the banker’s so-called superior
policy yet upholding an archaic countenance before the nations.
Yes, we would agree that mass deportation would be in your terms “illegal” simply
because mass deportation back into a situation which was so intolerable that the
migrants had to leave in the first place and seek out lands where at least survival could
be had, would be both immoral as well as unethical. These are all HUman beings no
different than that of yourselves and in the meanwhile must be accepted and cared for as
you would your own extended family.
Mercy and compassion for another living HUman being is the “key” here. Thank you.
Next please.
World ( Article MRec ), pagematch: 1, sectionmatch: 1

WHAT IF THEY'VE APPLIED FOR ASYLUM IN GREECE?
If someone has applied for asylum, their application must run its course, probably over
several months. In the event the request is rejected, applicants should have the right to
appeal. The issue for legal experts is whether a person could be sent to Turkey while
an appeal is pending. Rights groups think not.
If by court injunction the layovers to the court proceedings remain for a reoccurring
simulation of what you call “time,” the applicants in question especially upon appeal
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would need to then find themselves a viable source of income which could not be
provided at short notice due to extenuating circumstances.
Now, most who apply for asylum are in the immediate need, and court docket is not going
to fulfill that immediate need due to the situation having created too much backlog
already.
Therefore, knowing that Turkey cannot fulfill the desire of the court in either accepting
nor re-accepting a citizen of the global community within its house for lack of provisional
means to survival (due to the present draconian banking system) for the one in question,
then the criteria alone now changes that issue of legality into a issue of morals and
ethics.
One cannot pit the survival of another HUman being against a sheet of paper in a docket.
Sending the applicant into a situation as bad or worse while waiting for a ruling on
application or appeal is neither courteous, moral, nor ethical, and by that standard alone
does the court need to rule.

WHO WOULD COME TO EUROPE?
For every irregular migrant sent back to Turkey, the EU agrees to take one Syrian refugee
from the country. Turkey hosts some 2.7 million Syrians, only 10 percent of whom are
sheltered in camps. Resettlement is the act of accepting refugees from outside the EU
rather than sharing those who've already arrived. The UNHCR supervises
resettlement and despite reservations about the plan would oversee the process in Turkey,
with European officials monitoring.
As we have already stated, the issue here is who is best able to house and feed so many
displaced HUman beings simultaneously and not piecemeal because families must never
be divided? Why not instead of shifting around the pieces of a puzzle which do not fit in
the schematic the world bank has created, deal with the situation instead by dealing with
the core problem. Who displaced these HUman beings in the first place?
The world bank did with it wars and famine programs to the negative. The world bank
works on a policy of quantitative easing so demand that the world bank provide all
necessary goods and services for the upholding of the HUmanities due to the
unspeakable damage done in the name of “progress” and “corporate” backbenching
resulting in HUman sacrifices on the world scene in both cases.
If the EU and wishes to engage itself in the bankers trust then let the EU meet the bankers
on their own terms and acquire the necessary funding in such a way as to ensure the
“benchbiting” does in no wise hit the public purse of the nations, the governments of the
nations, nor the citizenry of the nations. Then unfasten the nozzle around your noses and
begin to breathe that warm breeze and fresh air of the land which will no longer be
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sanctioned away from the citizens of the global community, a land globally which the
banker allows no food to grow and parches other lands such as Africa with HAARP and
weather modulations. This keeps the migrants flooding into Europe for a garden they
cannot even grow in their own homeland either.

WHAT OTHER LEGAL ISSUES ARE THERE?
The main aim is to bring the deal into line with European law and the Geneva Convention
on refugees, the key international text on people's right to protection. But Turkey applies
the convention only to European citizens because it has not ratified protocols extending
the accord to other countries. EU Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker has said it
could "easily be that both in Greece and in Turkey some pieces of legislation would
have to be brought through parliaments." This could take some time.
This is another main crux of the problem. The problem lies not so much in what morally,
ethically, and is physically achievable within the Original Talent and Purchase Order
System of good and healthy paradisaical economics, but the problem lies in initiating the
solution when the nations are all under draconian sanctions which the world bank and
IMF inflict on the nations as to tourniquet off the flow of HUmanitarian aid at will. The
world bank keep HUmans as chess pieces to be rerouted through courts which bankrupt
the nations and the Peoples and of this are sanctions upheld in such manner also.
Paperwork is strangling and putting extra cost when the simplicity of the solution is to
stop all banking practices which keep the commissions going around in circles while
people suffer and physically die waiting. The world banking practice is sadistic and their
system follows suit.
Why would you want to be a part of it?

BUT SURELY, TURKEY ISN'T SAFE, IS IT?
The EU regards Turkey as vital to resolving a migrant conundrum that has raised
troubling questions about solidarity and refugee burden-sharing; issues that are
undermining the future of the entire European project. Even a string of extremist attacks
in Turkey, including the weekend suicide car-bombing in Ankara which killed at least 37
people, is unlikely to have any impact on these EU-Turkey talks. Greece and Germany
consider Turkey to be a safe destination for migrants, and they are not alone. Other
nations remain to be convinced because significant numbers of Turkish citizens are
granted asylum in Europe each year, and no EU-wide readmission agreement with
Turkey exists yet. If Turkey is officially deemed a safe country, potential asylum seekers
in Greece could told to apply in Turkey.
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Passing the buck to Turkey is not going to gain any of you credibility except among
European nations which just want “migrants gone.” Why do you not, since so many of
you work and enjoy world banking privileges on the EU council emulate then your world
bank heroes and write off all expenses, current and otherwise, including for each and
every European nation as your first step.
Your second step then is what to do with all the migrants. Help them return to their own
homes through quantitative easing in order to make their journey as comfortable as
possible, and to ensure there is plenty of food, clothing and shelter and clean drinking
water, write off more on your calculated expense sheet toward environmental correction
and rehabilitation of those who create wars, which all stem again from the world bank,
and then place the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM IN PLACE
KEEPING EACH MIGRANT BUSY REBUILDING PARADISE WITHIN THEIR OWN
NATIONAL BODIES AS WELL. We shall place the blueprint in all its detail again at the
bottom of this page.
As you relearn the Original Talent and Purchase Order System you learn to keep
economics simplified and you eliminate court hours completely. You will find all other
criteria and plaguing issues will then fall well and solidly into place.
The European Union shall no longer exist except in the nations’ minds as one of the
world glossary bank tax collectors. No wonder Great Britain does not want to join. What
an embarrassment to belong to such an organization which trips constantly over its own
feet in order to serve the master of infinity on the wrong side of the curtain - those who
traversed through the accidental rip in the fabric of space created unfortunately by our
own Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds bringing with them the matrix of
sanctions, embargoes, taxes, hatred, greed, and the corporate capitalist system with its
many facets which run back to itself leaving the nations dry and forever thirsty, and all at
the whim of the world bank jewry (jewry being an action word, a verb, and not a noun
nor a race).

HOW COULD THE DEAL ATTRACT MORE MIGRANTS TO TURKEY?
EU officials are wary that the agreement might further destabilize the fragile Middle East.
Lebanon and Jordan are home to more than 2 million Syrian refugees, and people in those
countries could try to flee to Turkey if they believe it could boost their chances of finding
homes in Europe. It's worth noting that Jordan's King Abdullah II arrives in Brussels for a
two-day visit on the eve of the EU-Turkey talks.
Yes, indeed, if the European Union puts the cart before the horse, so to speak, then it is
like sending the guests an invitation to a dinner for that same evening before the chef and
his or her staff have even begun to prepare the agenda and set the table to ensure all are
presented with a proper regimen.
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How then could the question of such a poorly-thought out deal such as the European
Union in its “project” with migrants even be considered when there is no provision for
the migrants at all which one could call substantial or categorically usable without the
squalor of poverty ever biting at their heels?
This is not a deal, neither is it a program which we would advise anyone to follow for
how is a program to work when the correct and workable system is not even in place as
the groundwork?
This is a backroom deal which will afford the cost of HUman kindness to be milked by the
world bank until all efforts to actually create a situation which could be considered
livable for another HUman being in effect be a deal which no HUman being could
endure.
What you intend then upon building is a house for the migrants upon quicksand with no
real nor lasting foundation.
What deal is this that the European Union would even consider other migrants wishing to
engage themselves as part of the latest banker’s schematic?
Migrants are People, dear Ones, and if the European Union thinks for one moment that
this is a practical and wonderful idea for the migrants, then we may all settle the question
by asking ourselves:
Would we want to live in such camps? If the vote is affirmative then the European Union
heads and their accomplices must immediately pack their bags and change places with
the migrants.
After all, it is better to observe the health of your brother or sister in your own home than
your brother or sister live with your boot-shoes on their necks?
Should we leave these Islands of the beautiful land of the Philippines we fear the United
States will attack CHINA and the ASEAN NATIONS WILL GET CAUGHT IN THE
MIDDLE and we have family here, too, and friends, and we shall need protect them ALL.
”Our New Website for the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds will
appear at the top of each Memorandum and Round Table Conference. Thank you. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of United
and Free Planetary Worlds - The Blueprint for Iraq and decimated nations appears
in the middle of the three blueprints for your viewing.
http://mybeautifulswan.weebly.com/
Thank you, and salu.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

098. The Rewriting of History by The Masters of
Disguise (Part One)

3.17.2016 9:44 AM Thursday
The Rewriting of History by The Masters of Disguise
Introduction:
With each and every generation there seems to be an icon of mirth and subjugation when
recognizing in caricature format or cartoons some of the nastiest Recorded events in the
history of the HUman family. History has seldom been written, however, in the manner it
actually unfolded. And why is this?
Simply because the “victor” always rewrites history or gives a false account as being
“his” version of the “story,” for the “victor” is the world bank and the world bank is a
controller of media press, economics, great and small militaries of the world.
Anyone whose “story” differs from that which the world bank “demands” people to bow
down to as the “golden cow” are demonized by the world bank’s very stroke of the pen
into ashes before the world populace.
We wish to unfold the understanding of which the many upon this planet including the
Hebrew “victims” themselves, “victims” in the sense that the Hebrew race was made both
honoured and despised before the world populace by the Albino jewry (jewry being a
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verb, an action word, and not a noun nor a race) in their being set apart as “the chosen
ones” of G-D, when in fact they were chosen by the Albino jewry (jewry being a verb,
and action word, and not a noun nor a race) and their GOLDEN COW monetary oneeyed GOD.
You see the word "jew" which is an action word, a verb, not a noun nor a race, was
falsely attached to the Hebrew-hybrid as a name, to protect the Albino jewry (jewry is
an action word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race) themselves and their banking system.
The word was set to describe them all as working in concerted action to be recognizable
by the world bank. They could be merchants, teachers, it did not matter what vocation
because they could all be called upon to do the bidding of the world bank. Many Hebrewhybrids did not like this and they were left to face an ugly physical death sitting in the
cold, homeless with no food nor water. So when someone was labelled anti-Semite which
is also a false label for Semite pertains to Arabs, it simply meant: do not touch, speak,
nor condemn the "gollywog" of the Albino jewry (jewry being a verb, an action word,
not a noun nor a race) agenda.
The Hellion jewry (which is an action word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race) forbids
anyone who is not a chosen Hebrew-hybrid to say that they belong to ISRAEL as
one of them.
This elitist view of themselves made many Hebrews both arrogant and submissive to
the one-eyed G-D honourary myth who cashed them far above all other HUman beings in
the global community. We will continue with this portion a little later in our hour. The
Hebrew-hybrids are among the most victimized peoples on the globe but not in the
manner in which history has demanded it be written.
When the DNA of the Hebrew people became mixed with pure Albino Hellion DNA
the Helixes multiplied, they split into two parts, one positive and one negative and that
created the new Albino race. This was necessary for the distinctly different featured
Albinos, themselves, to finally have a race of peoples with which to quietly integrate
themselves within to avoid stringent recognition.
Yet there were still some problems unforeseen at that hour of the day. This was
solved by medical science which has always been on the fast-track of breakthroughs as
much today as in the beginning.
Lab technology was brought in to handle the problem. Through lab technology at
least “some” of the underlying features which would have given them away were
extracted or burnt out. This same lab technology is also used in instances where grave
DNA fluxuations of bad genes which affect the HUman body negatively are removed and
a healthy fetus is then born.
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What actually transpired is held in the Archive Records upon far away planets which
you call “Heavenly Records of Each Person’s Life Experience” as well as within the
libraries upon our great starships in your “heavens.”
The following is what actually had to transpire in the minds of the Albino banking
jewry (jewry being a verb, an action word, and not a noun nor a race) in order to create
for the Albino jewry (jewry being a verb, an action world, and not a noun nor a race)a
pristine homeland which they felt would serve their purpose the best.

Subtitle one: The Great Golden Cow Or The Great Gollywog?
The WWII Holocaust was actually brought on by the Albino banking jewry (jewry being
a verb, an action word, and not a noun nor a race).
The true gollywog is not inherently a racist depiction yet the holocaust which the
Albino banking jewry (jewry being a verb, an action word, and not a noun nor a race)
created through a compromise of “wills” (lands left in to the British colonies for a
gestation period of five to ten years in their hand to do with as they liked in return for “a
small pleasant little favour – Mr. Mayer Rothchild” became known as the Belfour
Declaration of nineteen hundred and eighteen made sure that should anyone speak
against the “gollywog” agenda it would be akin to the most raciest slur ever
manufactured by pen or paper in their courts of law they keep a close eye on. The
“gollywog agenda” was to be taught in schools and universities and promoted in films
and books and Sunday afternoon chats. It was to bring the world populace down to its
knees where they could never win over the world bank without severe repercussions.
World leaders must also show their allegiance to the world bank by bowing down to the
“gollywog agenda” and of that shall we go into shortly.
And those “wills” were backed by the Rothchild in world banking practices of which
strategy became a carefully knit hand-in- the-glove received by Hellion-hybrid British
legionnaires with France, the French governor at that hour of the new day, for what
became the US. Out-reach military base of Israel.
(Notation: The spelling of Rothchild is not Rothschild. Rothschild referred to the
brainchild of the Albino world bank religious agenda)
Great Britain became hamstrung by its own precepts with the legionnaires of France
but the culprits at the top of its own government were the sixteen-year-old legionnaires,
the little sacrificial blood-stained lambs sent off to uphold some of the most gruesome
banker’s wars this world has ever known. Gaunt little white starved faces marching off
both Italian ranks with little more than plowshares, and the Irish were sold to the
plantations world-wide, over two-hundred and fifty thousand of them and little has been
known. They were more plentiful as slaves than even the Africans which some Arab
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tribes of that day had festooned to and shipped off in short to large amounts of cargomoving boats.
England had had the stage set by the Albino agenda for the great “gollywog,” centuries
before even Queen Victoria, remember, took council to meet her family member at the
summer of the Lieutenant Governor’s Estate.
And England became the “other” most “victimized” nation in the world. By lock,
stock and the barrel of the gun constantly pointed at the heads of Parliament, no law, no
rule, no word spoken by the Queens were allowed unless the Prime Minister of
Parliament wrote what we would call “the script.” The English gentry had been well
silenced and the days of the Throne was long centuries gone.
Figureheads remained unable to voice any concern which differed with that of the
banking Rothchilds or Albino jewry (jewry being a verb, an action word, and not a noun
nor a race) with the golden frock.
The other Hellions who travelled through the accidental rip in the fabric of the space
experienced no difficulty whatsoever and are described in many texts as coming in the
appearance of angels of light. But their parallel universe saw the Hellions in the likeness
of each prominent race of HUman beings upon this earthen plane we have starmapped
long yet not so long ago as being as Angorius.
This the Hellions did in order that when their banking monetary economic system with
all its religious delusions were set up that there would be put in place a negative force
behind each leadership which would keep each nation in constant chaos because they
knew that when the day came when the PEOPLES would begin to understand the
schematics of the Hellions’ agenda against the entire HUman race the Humanities would
be too brainwashed and tied-into the banking system to even know how to change it back
into the Paradise the Hellions took away from them.
The day of knowledge came and with it came rage from the global community. The
Hellions of which there are but a handful left with pure unshared DNA genetics, their
number low in comparison to the global world populace of over seven billion strong,
began the next step of their agenda and that by global starvation after they altered the
weather, inoculations mixed with deadly serum, chemical trails of aluminum-barium dust
particles, white phosphorus in wars unaccountably by the united nations which they set
up to serve their agenda, drug wars, and unaccountable other Hellion manufacturing
which history has recorded before the Hellions try to change the face of their agenda once
again and the records are burned along with the libraries as was the fate of the once
Great Library of Alexandria in Egypt.
(Part two in continuance shortly)
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Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

099. The Rewriting of History by The Masters of
Disguise (Part Two)

3.18.2016
The Rewriting of History by The Masters of Disguise (Part Two)
The Albino jewry (jewry being a verb an action word and not a noun nor a race) in
their search for a homeland decided to tie-in the Germans to England and then in order
that the new English gentry would never talk England was used to decimate Dresden, an
historical German city. But guess where the real blame lay?
Likened to Yemen the eighth wonder of the world, their historical city was also
threatened with destruction and that was the only value Yemen had to show for itself at
that hour to the world. This is a pattern which the world bank uses which shall be
nondescript in later years.
Mass concentration camps in Canada held thousands of German prisoners who
were all left to die and never released following the end of the war. This is a hidden
history and a forbidden topic. Winston Churchhill, another Hellion jewry (action word, a
verb, and not a noun nor a race) placed leader was one whose entire soul makeup was of
charred bodies and a gram of mercy was not his companion. Adolf Hitler, the demonized
leader who refused the bankers destruction of Germany through monetary headwind, had
mercy and released the British solders saying “these are my brothers, why should I
destroy them?”
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Both Germany as well as England were actually allies in the war against the world
bank but due to the headwind of jewry (being a verb, an action word, a template, and not
a noun nor a race) the world bank pitted the two nations one against the other.
Strategically and historically speaking Adolf Hitler was in no wise making bombs for the
purpose of invasion of another nation any more than Saddam Hussein was in Iraq, yet the
victor’s accounts in both cases were exactly the same because strategy of the world bank
is based upon their making the people believe media-presumptuous curricula whereby the
tendency is then already formed in laying the groundwork for a worldwide brainwashing.
This was by course of action the simplest and most foolproof method in non-relaxation of
the charm of the marionette politicians whom are the ones put in power after a CIA based
underground coup on any said nation.
A politician is not a stateman nor stateswoman. They are the banker’s aggregates.
Socialism a mild form of capitalism cuts the world bank out. Socialism in all of its
forms is the next closest agenda to setting up paradise for the people save that socialism
still works upon the precept of social credit which means monetary banking credit toward
the peoples. But when one issues any form of credit that means monies ahead and the
equalization suggests that somewhere up the line there is a debt held. All formats of
monetary conjunctions will never bring paradise around simply due to the fact that
wherever there is held any form of standard such as gold, silver, or copper for instance,
the standard shall be eventually taken from the people and replaced with a type of
worthless note or chip.
Social Media Brainwashing Sets The Tone For The Next Series Of world bank
Invasions and Occupations. When a rat is used in lab experiments there is a regard that if
the rat is given the same mouthful of poison in its diet enough hours, the rat will begin to
expect it’s diet to remain the same and the rat being brainwashed into knowing no better
will begin to enjoy the diet.
When conditioning of the people through recognition of strategy being upon the
same level of experimentation of cause and effect, the rationale of the people then begins
to click-in to recognize the same strategy being used by the world bank and its media in
all case senerios.
The world bank having initiated the same strategy over and over again saw the
people heavily brainwashed into recognizing as being “wicked leaders” those men and
women on the world bank blackmail, demonetization of, and hit list.
At that same hour the peoples’ conditioning then also recognized that those who
bring a system of creating a paradise for the people are really the “wicked” ones because
they go against all world bank standard. The gold standard. The golden cow standard, the
standard of the one-eyed G-D.
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After the Hellions made a pact with England who had occupied Palestine the
Hellions blackmailed both Great Britain as well as France into signing another secret
document apart from the Balfour Declaration stating that if Germany wins the war, the
throne of England will be disposed of entirely and made into a living Republic of the
People of French ancestry.
Coupled with Russia and China the Rothchild would own it all. They needed the
waters of the gulf for security incase the banking system ran out. In that way they could
still control the national defence of the Middle East and the Gulf Arabs. Strategically the
bounty lay in the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers of Iraq but the mouth was upstream in
Turkey which they already had, they thought, well under their control. Syria was next.
When the bounty ran out, the Middle East would be dry and sell everything it owned in
national resources such as the oil and gas fields just for the next tank of water.
Drip by drip the Rothchild would bankrupt the nations and dry gulch memorabilia
was the next project well under way.
When one understands the very nature of why the world bank demonizes certain
world leaders, the people will begin to recognize that the criteria is always wealth and
power over the leaders and peoples of the nations.
Each leader and nation which the world bank has both demonized and gone to war
against is based upon SIN. The Social Insurance Number or percentage of all the
people’s goods and labour would have been taken out of the world banker’s hands and
given to the peoples in a form of a great relaxing of the chains which bind them in every
facet of their body.
(Part three to be continued)
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

100. 310216 Round Table Conference of ASEAN
FOREIGN MINISTERS INCLUDING CHINA Requested
Request: 2.28.2016
SE Asian foreign ministers voice concerns on South China Sea
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/...
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Notation: To the ten Foreign Ministers of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION: We
have noticed that the comment we had placed in the outside in "comments" toward
alerting you to our answer we had left you in the Daily Memorandum Philippines as to
your concern had been deleted by someone and what had alerted us was the fact that the
next day you had your request again printed in huge letters in the paper the Philstar.
Please, Sirs, access and scroll down almost mid-way in the Daily Memordandum
Philippines to find our reply as of the other day. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
Notation: We felt it to be more appropriate to hold this Conference upon neutral ground
in a Round Table Sessions rather than in the initially described location. Thank you.
Please access throughout the day. Thank you most kindly.
ASEAN Foreign Ministers, Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, and special guest
Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines Effie Ben Matityau, this is an open session
because the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds do not believe in hiding
information which concerns the Peoples of the NATIONS from the Peoples of the
NATIONS especially during an hour where some feel it is necessary to protect one
part of ASEA from another part of ASEA. It is called “realistic transparency.”
Sirs and Madams, we welcome you all to the Federation Round Table of Non-Dispute
and are looking forward to a beginning of “realistic” progression in our talks. As we are
all well aware this will not be handled in one day or sitting due to the need for our equal
reviewing of “ALL” new information placed before the each one of us, for thorough
consideration before deliberations are possible.
We need to clear our minds, each one of us in order that we might come to this table of
“NON-DISPUTE” together with a rational and quiet mind.
We will be adding to these protractions, shall we say, as we go along throughout the day
in order that greater insight may continually be brought before this council.
Heated arguments have no place at this Table and so with no further adieu, let us please
begin.
Our first concern is not that the brotherly NATION of China have not voiced their
concerns, they have and through many hours of events, but strategically speaking in all
diplomatic sense, all sides must “respect” the other and in doing so speak “kindly” OF
and TO one another.
Unfortunately, we begin with itinerary, for all must be heard and listened to, which was
produced “prior” to these proceedings, and are of such a nature of tone which indeed does
not lend any note of tranquility and peace of mind to the sense of our mandatory “NONDISPUTE” among all members of ASEA, therein all “future” submissions to the
Philstar News must contain “respectful” verbium otherwise we shall not present it
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at our Table we are seated at with our Brothers and Sisters here today, and our
Guest.
We shall move forward by briefly examining these submissions, the first of which,
should this Table ever receive such “disrespectful” observance toward this “NONAGGRESSIVE” Conference in submission, we shall “immediately” disregard the
concern completely.
Eliciting rage or anger is “NOT” the proper attitude in solving any criteria and we
simply, as we have stressed, shall not put up with it.
To our Chinese brother and sister NATION of ASEA, do we at this Round Table of
NON-DISPUTE, first offer up our apologies for this first and only submission of such
nature.
Entries:
1)
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558230/dfa-chief-china-not-aboveinternational-law
2) http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1558090/japan-signs-pact-supplydefense-equipmenthttp://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558232/philippines-japan-ink-dealdefense-equipmentphilippines
1) Foreign Minister Wang Yi, Sir, your comment back to the “accusations” is not
warranted in using such a tone and unfriendly manner any more than the “placards” at the
top of the news-article does little to incite anger. Please, Sir, let us conduct ourselves in a
“manner” befitting and representing those whose leadership in China whose
“demonstrates clarity and “friendliness in ‘all aspects’ as to your words, Foreign Minister
Wang Yi, Sir, that The Hague was “irresponsible to the Filipino people and the future
of the Philippines.” We know de Hague sits in Europe and Europe has it own goals,
nonetheless, the sitting magistrates of de Hague we have found, as we mentioned before,
to, be men and women of goodly conscience once error is pointed out as you have so
“eloquently” done to the burning of their ears.
It is “not” what we say, Sir, in some instances, but rather “how” we say it, Sir. Thank
you.
Foreign Minister, it does not matter how great the prospect of a complete and worthy goal
or agenda on behalf of all participants of ASEAN NATIONS one might have, “if” the
presentation places other ASEAN Foreign Ministers in a “concerned” mode or emotion.
This does not in any wise serve the Chinese interests of great foresight as to how to
improve upon the economic climate of ASEA and indeed the world in trade utilizing the
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Talent and Purchase Order System of Economics and Social Grace, unless you, as
Foreign Minister of high placement in the Chinese Government “convinces” so as to
alleviate war, the other brotherly and sisterly ASEAN NATIONS of their Chinese
brothers and sisters goodly intent. This goodly intent needs to also be demonstrated
at sea, and should ill reports or falsifications be directed toward the Chinese as
recorded in this “article” then this conference must be aware of the Chinese voice on
the matter.
Unless the Talent and Purchase Order System is put in place rapidly, not all ASEAN
NATIONS will benefit. But should the Talent and Purchase Order System be put in place
as of the immediate hour and by looking at world stocks and the overall climate, this does
seem the appropriate hour to do so.
ALL ASEAN BROTHERLY AND SISTERLY NEIGHBOURS WILL BENEFIT
“EQUALLY” WITH CHINA AND PEACE WILL BE THE STANDARD OF THE
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS ONE PEOPLE, AS ONE WHOLE, IN THAT
PART OF THE WORLD AND THEREIN WILL CHINA HAVE SET A
PRECEDENCE, AND BE WELL CONGRATULATED FOR IT.
1) Foreign Affairs Secretary Albert del Rosario, Sir, your cutting presentation
considering the arbitration ruling at de Hague and all of its implications purely based
upon old outmoded and confusing “Freedom of Navigation Laws” which serve another
part of the world, leaves much to be desired, for if the “International Community” feel
“before” they even hear the complete information, and ignore the intent of the previous
objection by the Chinese for de Hague on the other side of the world to offer up the
judgment, then how on earth can one standardize and rule upon previous and
confusing “Freedom of Navigation Laws” of which the ASEAN NATIONS are facing
in that sector of the world when all ears seem to be on “close” rather than on “open” with
the minds to match on entirely due to “not enough information of disclosure from the
Chinese,” and “a misunderstanding by the majority of the ASEAN NATIONS as to
China’s good intent, bringing forth actions of fear which result in conflict of “posturing”
by both side upon the seas which belong to them all?
And the Americans in there only make it worse with their “threats” of war against China.
Laws need to be clear, simple and short, and at times amended but the best “Law” or
“Principle” which holds water, so to speak, is that the ASEAN SEA belongs to all the
NATIONS in ASEA and when more advanced economical trade is put in place with the
Talent and Purchase Order System then “war” will be permanently a thing of the past for
what brings about war is concern and determination to be number one or number two in
trade benefits and monetary economic acclaim, many leaders in this wise, even
unknowingly, sacrificing their People in yet another “war” to satisfy their perceived
national need for the almighty U.S. Dollar, or Chinese Yuan. (Note: Our apologies for
misspelling your currency, Sir).
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https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/statements_of_president/wolfrum/freedo
m_navigation_080108_eng.pdf
A “simple” and new law of “Freedom of Navigation” need be drawn up or the old
one greatly amended. Thank you also, Sir, for your ear.
2)
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558232/philippines-japan-inkdeal-defense-equipment
2) Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, Sir, it is a pleasure to also meet with you at our
Round Table of Non-Dispute. Sir, if we may, we would like for the benefit of our
readers to exact your methodology of turning what could have been seen as
“negative” into the “positive.”
We, ourselves appreciate such worthy guidance to our pen, as well. Here are your
words presented in a non-aggressive attire which is just as important if not more so
than what the words in themselves might further suggest:
“‘Japan is offering a surveillance aircraft at the moment, but nothing is final,’ Gazmin
said when asked what defense equipment Japan would transfer to the Philippines.”
“‘This agreement would really substantiate the Philippines and Japan being strategic
partners. And the transfer of equipment would enable our sides to conduct joint
research, development and production projects,’ Gazmin said.”
Thank you for such a well-thought out non-aggressive presentation, Sir, from which we
can all learn.
“Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin said the Philippines is the first country in
Southeast Asian and the third in the world with which Japan has such an agreement”
Now, it is interesting to learn that Japan has already “initiated,” along with their
signatory from the Islands of the Philippines, your ASEAN brotherly-sisterly
NATION, the very first precept in strategic security toward “protecting” the Silk
Corridor and its initiators, your ASEAN brotherly-sisterly NATION of China.
We trust that all other upcoming “signatories” to this New Charter which Japan is
the “first” to present shall be quickly endorsed by all CENTRAL ASEAN
NATIONS including ratification by CHINA, as being one of the leading signatories
in demonstrating Chinese “intent” upon also “providing” protection for its
brotherly-sisterly ASEAN FAMILY OF NATIONS.
Japan along with the Philippines is to be “commended” in their “wisdom” toward the
nature of “protection” of one another not-forsaking a one within the Whole ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION.
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Here has the example been given that the “negative” nature of “preparing for war” has
been “cultivated” to the “positive” in that “ONE BODY CANNOT FUNCTION
COHERENTLY AND MAINTAINING THE BEST OF HEALTH WITHOUT THE
WHOLE WORKING TOGETHER AS ONE UNIT WHICH MUST COMPRISE OF
THE ENTIRE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
“Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin has added that: “...aside from mutual desire to
enhance both countries’ defense capabilities, the agreement would also contribute to
regional peace.
“The defense chief called on both countries to look ahead and explore more mechanisms
to deepen the partnership in information sharing and possibly forge a visiting forces
agreement (VFA).
“Aside from the United States, the Philippines has a standing VFA with Australia.”
Sir, you truly are looking ahead for the interests of not only the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION WITHIN THE UPCOMING TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF GREATER ECONOMICS, but right now, the standing VFA would better be put
“aside” due to the “greater concerns” of at least one of them and that is the United States
whose, shall we say, “inclination” is toward the multi-trillion dollar a year “monetary
input” into their bank accounts.
Sir, until all signatories are in from every ASEAN NATION, and a CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION MEETING HELD with all participants, the United States with its
overtly “aggressive” outlook over the ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR serves in its lower
attitude in hindering the new birth of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION which, we
believe, they would at this hour like to prevent.
Sir, please remember, the United States and any other NATION as residing “outside” at
this hour of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION whose “intent” is upon subtracting the
wages of the Peoples of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION through corporate
takeover of land through industrial prowess throwing only a few crumbs the way of
the People of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION would benefit themselves in a
greater sense if they would see to setting up their own CENTRAL AMERICAN
NATION under the most paradisaical-loved TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM as utilized by higher evolved paradisaical planetary worlds, and when that is
accomplished THEN AND ONLY THEN will they be “ready” to “deal on an equal
footing in trade” holding no ASEAN NATION IN DEBT TO THEIR OVERLY
AGGRESSIVE U.S. DOLLAR and all incentive to “OWN IT ALL” with a war-like
attitude shall give no more cause of concern to the friendly but “wise” ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION.
Good Day, Sir, and “thank you” for your ear.
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Notation: Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, Sir, we have your two “concerns” which
we will shortly address later this afternoon. Thank you for your patience, Sir, in this wise.
As you are all aware the next segment we had prepared in presenting the position of the
Chinese had been somewhat extensive and after publication someone broke into this page
and deleted the entire section. While we do apologize for events out of our control in that
instant, we do intend upon representing the text again on our morrow. We had advised
the members of this Conference as well as the Foreign Minister of China, Mr. Wang Yi,
of this unfortunate delay of whose response was most courteous. Therein to cap the
evening of this Conference off, we would like to present the latest word from the dignitary
who had been so rudely cut off:
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558402/china-we-have-legal-evidencereject-arbitration
Thank you, all, and we shall resume tomorrow morning. Salu.

3.2.2016
Good Morning, gentlemen and ladies, we have reprepared our deposition or further
evidence toward your understanding that the ASEAN NATIONS have absolutely “nothing
of concern to worry about with regard to the brother-sister ASEAN NATION of China
who only intends overall to initiate the “very best” life has to offer for them all. With that
word, let us now begin our day. We shall place this into italic for in order for all of you
here today to easily scroll this page to find the portion on the Chinese stance.
Lean back gentlemen and ladies, and enjoy the presentation on video as we delve into the
crux of the matter of much more unfounded concern and misinformation as given to the
ASEAN WORLD by those forces which have their “own agenda,” and that agenda, ladies
and gentlemen, is the agenda to take over all of your natural resources including that of
the ASEAN NATION of China, build many more polluting industrial cities in land grabs,
and using the Silk Corridors of the THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION extending
throughout the world, toward their own benefit and not yours.
Your brother-sister ASEAN NATION of China understands this mindset having worked
along with the United States on ventures for so long, and now, for those new to this
tyrannical game, perhaps this information, some of it new to some of your ears and some
of it well known to the rest of you shall set your minds and pocketbooks at ease in
realizing the best “advantage” you have right now in joining your own military to for
CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS’ protection of each other and the economic Silk Corridor is
a sitting ASEAN Military, right at your doorsteps, and that is your brother-sister
NATION of caring, China.
(we shall place our entry in now. thank you).
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We would now like to hear from the Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, keeping an open
mind, “listening” for key words, and “remembering” what happened to “another”
NATION during WWII who held the same system at that hour for the good of all Peoples,
and how quickly the media by the powers which once-were, were given instructions to
ban articles and blacklist leaders should socialism spread until the world no longer
understood anything of its history during that hour except that “rewritten history” of the
victor which was “forced” upon teachers to mandatorily subject their students to learn in
schools and universities.
And of the “conquered,” their own photographs and monies are still being confiscated
silently behind the scenes; and even the memories of that hour were restricted in that
disinformation was continually fed to them throughout the years until a graph was drawn
up and that graph was called “euniuchism” which simply meant that the powers-whichonce were-so strong had forced the people to lose their ..... inasfar as rising up against
the protocol of the mainstream “doctrine” of the victor of that tragic war.
But socialism was not the disease, and though there exists a part and portion of each
system as endures in the world, today, there still needs to be put into place the Original
System of Talent and Purchase Orders BECAUSE it is the only system which cultivates
equal ground in providing for the People on an “equal” basis with no bias toward even
one.
Within a monetary-based system one will always face the potential for war, for other
governments and their NATIONS will see to it that they are one day mightier than the
last or present economic strategy maneuvered. War machines will be built and currency
will buy the nations who cannot be intimidated with threats. But what has all this to do
with our topic of concern on the “Freedom of International Seas?” Just be patient,
please, for there is a purpose for these many submissions.
In this text, or speech, please realize this Conference is not here to deal with the presentday monetary system but rather to deal with those criteria of inter-nation objectives those objectives which are being presented by Foreign Minister Wang Yi in relation to
the new objective in a program which got off the ground in its mechanics due to foresight
and wisdom several years ago by the brotherly-sisterly ASEAN NATION of China.
Socialism was destroyed once again during WWII on a pretext of lies and
misinformation. Socialism “owns” its own banks and currency “away” from the World
Central Banks - (more than one, indeed). Each NATION of this global community has
paid dearly for such bravery and that is also why our pen will never still until the
monetary system becomes a system of the past and the Peoples and their NATIONS freed
from the interrogation and the threats, blackmail, and framing of leaders and their
NATIONS “when” they do not fall in line with the World Banking establishment of
slavery and pestilence upon the NATIONS.
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Protect your “leaders” also for the World Bank has a habit of “assassinating” those who
prefer to free the Peoples of the NATIONS an install puppet leaders who will in no wise
either dare to turn their backs upon the World Banking Conglomerate and its multicorporations, for war is another incentive to obtain contracts to rebuild a nation, but how
can any of those monetary contracts bring back loved ones to complete their lifejourneys
with their families of any NATION?
WE must all work ceaselessly to not allow the same intent of the World Banking
corporate powers to further occur in ASEA because a foreign enterprise, the United
States of America, refuses to get its own house in order preferring instead to occupy
another with even more riches. And whomever stands with the United States at this hour
such as Australia is being “encouraged” to do by the United States (yet so far has held
off) with participation of its fleet of ships for the buildup in the ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION SILK CORRIDOR, will indeed be fostering a replica, “almost” (but not
entirely, for there existed another criteria there), of the beginning of another
horrendous buildup to WWIII.
The real “incentive” to WWIII as U.S. Candidate Donald Trump so accurately surmised
is not “SYRIA” at all but “rather” that it is the MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION SILK CORRIDOR.
(Disclaimer: In no wise does the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
“ever” support any form of raciest views upon any one person within this global
community. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds)
In the next video clip we came across after our original text had been deleted, we also
submit as supporting evidence in alleviating the concerns of the Foreign Minister
representatives here today, in particular, in regard to the misinformation from the west.
Each of you, Sirs, and Madams viewing this Conference from outside of its halls are also
invited to attend this speech of excellence in both its diplomacy as well as “frankness”
and “complete transparency” of the Chinese position as the Foreign Minister of China
Wang Yi begins his discourse. Please place this video on full screen in order that you
may all focus upon the “entire” speech. Thank you. You may be surprised at all you
hear. We promise you will “not” be bored.
http://csis.org/event/statesmens-forum-wang-yi-minister-foreign-affairs-prc
Please also examine the maps and information on the Silk Corridors of which there are
six of them. (Notation: The par-excellent maps and information on this was also unlinked
but not by Strafor themselves. We are currently looking for another which will remain
upon this site).
The ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR, ASEAN NATIONS, ALL BELONG TO YOU AS
WELL. A GIFT OF THE BROTHERLY NATION OF CHINA AS YOU CARE FOR
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ONE ANOTHER IN LOVE AND CONSIDERATION, IN HONESTY AND
SELFLESSNESS, IN VISION LOSING NOTHING MORE TO THE CAPITALIST
SYSTEM AND THEIR CENTRAL BANKS WHOM WE COULD CALL THE “REAL
PLAGUE OF THE NATIONS.” (note: correction of the word, selflessness 3.3.2016).
When the System of the Talent and Purchase Order is the backdrop for the Silk
Corridors and indeed that of the world, then the recovery of the NATIONS AND
“EACH” PERSON OF BELONGING TO THOSE NATIONS SHALL BE NOT ONLY
IMMEDIATE BUT SIMULTANEOUS.
Yet we are not finished with our Conference, for tomorrow even more “insight” shall be
presented before final deliberations begin, “if” no other speakers present themselves
with new information.
The information yet to be presented should prove of great “interest” to our guest, the
Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines Effie Ben Matityau, whom may at that hour best
assist us in his own fashion with printed text or video before we wrap up for the day
another “Freedom of Navigation” in International waters, discourse.”
Day two: 3.3.2016
Israeli Ambassador Effie Ben Matityau, we plead your forgiveness, but this speaker
presented his “concern” to be included in the Conference this day. Therein before we go
to the next itinerary in this Conference we feel it to be wise to hold off another day while
we hear and consider what the United States Defense Secretary Ashton Carter wishes to
present to this meeting of the Ten ASEAN Foreign Ministers, yourself, Sir, including
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin. Our receiving more information to consider inasfar
as the “Freedom of Navigation and Overflight” issue is concerned insures that all sides
be heard. Thank you, Sir, for your greater tolerance.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/pentagon-chiefsays-china-actions-will-have-consequences-entry-into-round-table-/933011010139135

Day three: 3.4.2016
ASEAN Foreign Ministers, Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, and special guest Israeli
Ambassador to the Philippines, Effie Ben Matityau, may we please continue our nonaggressive Conference. Defense Secretary Ashton “Clark Kent” Carter, Sir, should the
tone of the Pentagon change, then you, Sir, are welcome at our table as well for the
continuance of the session of this evening and day.
Thank you again for your patience, Ambassador Effie Ben Matityau, and we hope to be
further enlightened by a word from you at least after you consider the topic.
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Ladies and Gentlemen and guests, it is very simple really, is it not? The entire criteria in
regard to “International waters of Navigation and Overflight” is one of “sharing
equally” with not one NATION threatening the other.”
Yet, what we have witnessed in the past in a precedent case in International waters of
Navigation and Overflight control is one of great question.
And the question here, Sirs and Madams and guests is this: Exactly “why” did the United
States not concern themselves with the issue of Israeli ships boarding Palestinian
fishing boats and at certain hours even murdering their inhabitants?
The second question is this: Why was Israel allowed to board and arrest and sink one of
the International Flotilla Vessels carrying only non-aggressive cargo such as medicine
and clothes and so on, who were travelling directly to the shores of Palestine “through
International waters of Navigation and Overflight control,” without the United States
of America either interceding, taking Israel to the International Court, or placing
sanctions upon Israel who holds well over three-hundred combined atomic bombs and
warheads, illegal chemical weapons, for a starter?
“…because the Maritime domain must be open and free to us all.” – Defense Secretary
Ash Carter
(?)
All of this and done with the full pardon of the United Nations, the United States, Great
Britain, France and so on, never became much of an issue but what did become an
issue, gentlemen and ladies as well as guest speakers, is this:
The “potential” of The Silk Corridor of the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
Whole, demanded that the United States, to the tune of over five trillion dollars in
trade, gaining taxes, stealing revenue from the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
Whole, NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE WORLD BANK AS WELL AS EACH OF
THE WORLD BANK CORPORATIONS AND CONGLOMERATES POLICE NOT
ONLY THE ASEAN SEA SILK CORRIDOR BUT INDEED THE ENTIRE RANGE
OF SILK CORRIDORS LEADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD IN ORDER
THAT THEY BETTER FINANCE THEIR OWN COFFERS AS WELL AS KEEPING
THE BOOT ON THE NECKS OF THE ASEAN WORLD.
BUT, the major “concern” is NOT the friendly and protective ASEAN NATION OF
CHINA – BUT – THE SWITCHOVER TO THE TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS WOULD PUT THE WORLD BANK OUT
OF BUSINESS. AND OUT OF BUSINESS SIMPLY MEANS “OUT OF CONTROL”
OF THE NATIONS AND PEOPLES WHO FIRST BELONGED AND KNEW
NOTHING AT THE INCEPTION OF THEIR SEEDING UPON THIS WORLD
OTHER THAN THAT SYSTEM BELONGING TO EACH AND EVERY WORLD
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WHICH UPHELD THE PARADISAICAL ECONOMIC PRACTICE OF PEOPLE
FRIENDLY ECONOMICS.
The right arm of the United States foreign policy is the present day UN who for the
most part serves only itself and the policies of the world bank.
Where the brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA did not sign agreements of
concern to the United States and Great Britain at that hour with Israel silently backing
the the two; Israel who signed neither agreement, keeping well out of sight, saw the
brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA did not break either agreement (you
will soon understand why we say this) while it stood prominently and “transparently”
in the forefront and at the hour of capitalist control.
(Insert)
That would make Israel look bad, again. So to promote war against China in order
to bring China out from under their change-over to a socialist-based program, then
seeing them fully transitioning to the Original Talent and Purchase Order-based
Federation of United and Free Planetary Worlds to the FULL benefit of the
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION and indeed that of the World in its hour of transition;
they calculatedly and repeatedly brought out their black book of misinformation
and threats against China and the surrounding nations and so on in order to protect
the world bank’s manufacturing of continuous “global consumption,” the “eating
up” of the talents of the PEOPLES of the world who the world bank “forced” to
make them great tax-based profits. That seemed the normal thing to do. Again.
China “knew” that UN based international law was there to uphold the tenets of the
world bank using the United States in particular as its “hit” man upon the nations.
The world bank’s aggressiveness toward the smaller or militarily and financially
weak or weakened nations left those nations destitute and bankrupt through war
and monetary manipulation.
China then had to keep the information at that hour under its own belt as one could
well imagine facing the backlash of other nations misunderstanding.
(conclusion of insert in order to promote NO MISUNDERSTANDING)
Communism became the boogieman of the world at that hour when all world capitalist
and imperialist media condemned Vietnam and then China for “MAYBE” going to
invade the western world with all of its policies!
So when the brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF China embraced socialism with a
Chinese twist because of culture, the United States and the UN became alarmed, because
after seven long years of mouths watering and waiting until the Chinese would
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finish building the Silk Corridors, the United States did not wish to lose that
TREASURE CHEST because they are the PIRATES of the Seas.
The United States, United Nations, and Israel did not care about Palestine and
International agreements of “Navigation and Overflight this or that” because they
already had that section of the world, they thought, done in and owned. Just Syria left to
go and the Syrian waterways would be owned. The United States and Israel then
could well control the central to northern regions of the Middle East, place a
“nuclear” (Israel is just sitting there with the illegal arsenal) so-called defense shield
pointed at Russia, AND ANOTHER SILK CORRIDOR OF THE FEDERATION OF
UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETARY WORLDS OF WHICH THE ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION BELONGS, would be theirs, lock stock and barrel to control.
That is why the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World “STOPPED” the
French Ambassador to the Philippines from obtaining a heavy financial grip on the
Mindanao southern section. You see, with the Mindanao of the Philippines well under
their control the European financial stock market would have racketeered collapsing the
west. But, in doing so the Europeans, namely France, led by less than a leader of morals
and ethics at that hour, would have tourniquet the entire southern and northern
Baguio part of the Philippines, “choking them” and eventually in short order
“owning” them financially.
We do not wish hardship upon the United States but the United States wishes hardship
upon the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION INCLUDING NORTH KOREA, because the
United States “are” run and operated by the world bank which is losing all gravitational
control.
Ye ones might mock and laugh and those of banking substitutes as well, the big business,
the corporation, “but” the day is not over yet.
So with all world eyes basically on the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION, the United States
and Israel are monitored by Russia who in all their brilliance will this hour “NOT”
allow either the United States nor Israel the long arm policy-maker, to covertly
conduct maneuvers WITHOUT the press learning of it.
Diversion is an old military strategy and almost always works when too many irons
are in the fire at one hour, for the PEOPLES of the WORLD who have been working
just to stay alive were never given the hours by the world bank conglomerate to really
find out what was going on and why their lives were so difficult UNTIL the Internet
came along and now the new tool of the CIA and other factions such as the underground
MOSSAD control free speech and what PEOPLE are allowed to post, either
disappearing the information or hiding it or bouncing PEOPLE right off the Internet.
But always a covert operation of “disinformation” is their favourite pass-time. They just
drew up some new rules that is all it took.
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Is this enough for the day, gentlemen, ladies and special guest speakers?
Oh, and as far as not leaving North Korea out of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION,
Russia had nicely striven to give us more hours as President Putin knew well that we
had the Conference in session.
The United States and Israel knew it too, and so it was delayed no longer and pushed
through with horrendous consequences.
The United States through their right hand, the United Nations, heavy-handedly
made sure that the ASEAN NATION OF NORTH KOREA WOULD NEVER
AGAIN JOIN POLICIES WITH SOUTH KOREA, NOR PROTECT THE SILK
CORRIDOR FROM THE INVADING, MASQUERADING HALF-SECTOR OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OF WHOSE OTHER HALF-SECTOR OF
PEOPLES ARE NOT IN THEIR ENTIRETY THE ENEMIES OF ANY ASEAN NATION
but a PEOPLES of justice and compassion to all races upon this earth.
BUT, did not China stand with the United States of America in sanctioning NORTH
KOREA? Think about this: China and Russia are both trade allies of NORTH
KOREA, along with SOUTH KOREA.
What the United world bank nation you have known as the UN has repeatedly supported
and backed is a continuation of protecting financial interests of the world sinking bank
and its greedy corporate conglomerates.
Iraq was sanctioned. Iraq is a swampland of oil and gas. Iran was later sanctioned. The
U.S. began set the groundwork for the war between the two and President Saddam fell for
it and Iran was not much better.
One of the reasons why Iran was later sanctioned was because it was conducting trade
with Russia through the Caspian Sea. The United States did not want Russia to gain
credence with the WORLD NATIONS because Iraq was heavily in debt to Russia due
to Russian assistance to enable the PEOPLES of Iraq to survive the Imperial U.S.
inquisition, onslaught and occupation of that nation. That meant not a trade in oil when
all of this was over, but a “payback” and the United States did not want Russian
giant Lukoil in Iraq taking anything so the U.S. decided to make President Putin
and the Russian NATION and DUMA the next boogeyman of the World.
Shall we continue or is the picture almost nearly complete? Not quite, perhaps, but there
are days and weeks and months ahead.
After the Philippines was struck by HAARP and the south wiped out, ISIS was put in to
ensure President Aquino III’s agreements between the Philippine government and
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MILF and cooperative good intentions of other Filipino PEOPLES would again be
disrupted.
(insert)
You see no other groups called as rebels or otherwise would have wanted to upset or
overturn a solution to the fractionalization of the entire Philippines when each and
every one would have satisfied.
(conclusion of insert in order to promote NO MISUNDERSTANDING)
(bolded)
That will will be all for the day and we shall place this on early before we edit our
punctuation or spelling, so you will each need to take of yourselves a new copy on
the new morning of March the fifth two-thousand sixteen.
We leave you all to study, please, this next incitement into full blown war in the Middle
East. The text is called “…book for International Rules for Freedom of navigation in
the palestinian israeli sea.” Note please that “some pages are omitted from this book
preview.” (Near the top in gray).
This document is also called: the “Counterinsurgency Law.”
https://books.google.com.ph/books?id=yfxMAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA182&lpg=PA182&dq
=international+rules+on+freedom+of+navigation+in+the+palestinian+israeli+sea&sourc
e=bl&ots=mg5EjyvQn2&sig=yEd0wdaJoDFPDxDnvafqZ1LAb1o&hl=en&sa=X&redir_
esc=y#v=onepage&q=international%20rules%20on%20freedom%20of%20navigation%2
0in%20the%20palestinian%20israeli%20sea&f=false
AND you want de Hague or United Nations with all its precepts of dementia to decide
who will be sanctioned, and what and by whom shall “Navigation and Overflight” of
any sea shall be conducted” when the only one conducting terrorism and unbridled
threats is the UN upholding and writing in laws which are given over to them by the
United States and Israel who is not a nation at all but a military extension of the U.S.
So, who are the PEOPLE of Israel? They are the ones who always got along with
their brothers and sisters and cousins, the Arabs, and they used to reside on the same
plot of land in harmony even under the days, months and hours of Turkish rule.
Turkey, join us now.
President Vladimir Putin, Sir, we do not run a digital system in our computer banks,
neither do we give away the gold and precious items for they will serve as beautification
of the nations and gold in particular for electrical components. We shall explain to you
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the system you have so long forgotten and perhaps memory will then serve you to
understand that the first system upon this world was the ORIGINAL and ONLY
SYSTEM OF TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDERS. Mr. President, Sir, this system is
not new, it is the ORIGINAL ONE.
The new system is the one you have in place today, falling out of place, as Iceland who
stands with us, explains. This world banking system was brought to this earth by a
peoples who invaded this premises traveling through an accidental rip in the fabric of
space accidentally created by our own people of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds.
When they forced this monetary system you have today, upon the PEOPLES of the
Paradisaical Order of Economics “NON-DIGITAL” Sir, they only allowed the
PEOPLES of this earth to see through a glass darkly.
We will wrap up this session and day after tomorrow we will continue in our
deliberations.
Thank you all for your hours and we wish each and every one a good rest.
Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.18.2016
Gentlemen, ladies, and guests. We apologize for keeping you waiting but we must always
assure that all documentation is in before we conclude this meeting called by the Ten
Foreign Ministers of ASEAN NATIONS.
The question had arisen as to the perceived folly of our CHINESE friendly brothers and
sisters in their refusal in adhering to UN criteria in the ruling of the international court on
the SILK CORRIDOR, in particular the regions of the SILK CORRIDOR which the
friendly brothers and sisters of other ASEAN NATIONS WITHIN THE CENTRAL
WHOLE also adhere to in their ONENESS IN SHARING THE GIFT WHICH THE
CHINESE ASEAN NATION WITHIN THE WHOLE HAVE so generously and
meticulously have given to work as ONE PEOPLES WITHIN THE CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION.
Now, the problem arises when nations refuse to work together because their policies
differ from ONENESS in sharing to “I want my own water all to myself, China.” (sulk)
Indeed, should then not the perceived complaint fall at the feet of the European Central
Nation for mediation?
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Well, before we wrap up this conference, brothers and sisters and guests here today, we
would like for you to LISTEN to this wonderful sister of our global community and what
she has to disclose concerning a great likeness to the WONDERFUL SILK CANAL
OR CORRIDOR and before you all come to the conclusion that the world court knows
better than the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds in all good
governance of ONE ASEAN PEOPLES ALL WORKING TOGETHER IN
CONCERTED EFFORT TO BRING ABOUT PROSPERITY FOR ALL ON AN
EQUAL BASIS watch and listen to this economist from Sierra Leone.
While we do not work upon a monetary based system of any format, the HUmanities are
taking the first step into their transition to the Talent and Purchase Order System for
while any monetary economics exist there will always be a thief waiting in the sidelines
who will pull rank, pay people off, and so on, and the entire domino effect begins once
again collapsing the nations one after the other at the feet of the waiting world bank.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pvNp9gHjfk&feature=youtu.be
Thank you. And have a good evening. Do not forget your canes and your belongings for
this conference has now presented all evidence for your consideration and of that we are
most satisfied.
We thank the each one of you for attending, for your patience, and for all your hard work.
Now LET US MAKE THIS ASEAN CENTRAL NATION A GREAT ONE!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

101. Title: The Rewriting of History by The Masters of
Disguise (Part Three)
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The Rewriting of History by The Masters of Disguise (Part Three)
3.18.2016
Down to the Nitty-Gritty – Whose Bones Are Which Please?
The Gollywog the world must bow down to is now up for review. There was a
construction site dug up and filled with bones from head to foot, one piled upon the other,
the action-takers Albino jewry (jewry being a verb an action word and not a noun nor a
race) made ready for camera and script to say: "All bones found in Germany were
belonging to the poor Hebrew race."
This, in fact, further prepared the way for substantiating a homeland not in the
jungles of Brazil where plenty of woodsmen and their wives were buried, the clansman of
the outback, and not in the highlands either of Ethiopia, in the great wide expanses of
Africa’s north country, but rather right on top of the greatest oil wealth in the world, the
Saudi-Iraqi Gulf Enclave with the Red running waters of the channel or corridor to both
India as well as China, Asea, pulling all in together from Egypt the crossroads of
Africa, the entire Middle East down to China and India with full access to all other
ASEAN NATIONS.
(The following is a scribed portion given to me by the Sirs. The light italic is what I saw
as the words came streaming down to the tip and point of my pen with resourceful
impeccability. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez)
“We have bones everywhere, we did, quip the resourceful entrepreneurs of all
historical remains.”
“Bones categorized. Bones catalogued. Bones galore all over the world.
“But the bones unburied in Germany, photographed, gruesome, tired old bones.
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“How many? Not really sure. They are in a jumbled mess. Aye, Sir, many bones. Here
is one bone. Here is another. Gad, scads of bones, and they are all over the place, Sir,
even in the nice concentration camp with the livery station, the hospitals, the marriage
steeples where each prisoner received a dowry toward their marriage bed. Aye, a nice
way to live, Sir, if it were me in a time of war.” (Dougy drags on his pen).
“How many bones are they, Sir? I can’t rightly say, Sir. No Sir. Can’t rightly say, but
what I’m wonderin is … whose bones are they in the deep trenches, Sir? For they don’t
match any Hebrew DNA. (Doughy quizzically recalled the poor white bones) “and the
war wan’t even over yet!” (Dougy drags as on a pipe on his sorry ol’red pen).
“Do you know what happened in Poland, Dougy?”
“No Sir. Matrix or sompin’ I guess.”
“Dougy, son, where did you hear that word? Matrix?” (they pronounced the word ma
soft a trix – Uthrania)
(Dougy scruffed his boots on the ground an bent down to pick up a blade of short wired
grass) “what happind in Poland, Sir? Some invasion or sompin?” (Dougy looked
uncomfortable).
(The Major Lenex leaned back on his stub of a chair and with one long deep but short
breath he began to recall the horror of those days. His face deep with worn lines and
leather-type skin, crinkled beyond the eyes. The Major looked sad and worn. But he
glanced sideways over at the young man and began recalling a part of the story which he
knew would one day free the Hebrews from their lying supervisors and shock the world).
“The vades invaded Poland, aye, son, but they did not. The land was taken as injury
from the German Reich and they let it be lest a war make it worse, but their voice was
not to be silenced for many more years for the war on county claims broke out and
Poland claimed the verst for its own jurisdiction, but them bad boys over there they
came running ‘cross the border, the new border they had made with Germany and took
those poor German children, them boys and little girls and tacked them to the very
walls of the barns and business which they created while their parents stood watchin.’
Son those bones were never found up there either in the north but some say, may be a
story, I don’t know, that the skeletons died by night and an injurious fall did them in.
Over a cliff they say. But, son, lots of stories go round and ‘tis better to recall history
the victor’s way and then just turn it around and dig.”
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative
of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds Sela.
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102. Daily Memorandum Philippines (Second Part)

”Our New Website for the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds will
appear at the top of each Memorandum and Round Table Conference. Thank you. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of United and
Free Planetary Worlds
http://mybeautifulswan.weebly.com/
3.6.2016
(Notation: Internet is erratic today).
Pacquiao poll ratings drop after comments vs same-sex marriage
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/04/1559429/pulse-pacquiao-poll-ratingsdrop-after-comments-vs-same-sex-marriage
Sir, we see only People and nothing else. Of what their lifejourney at this present hour
consists of we would say to you: If they have not injured you nor anybody else with
their lifestyle then we fail to understand your concern.
Boxers, on the other hand, Sir, injure each other every day, do they not? How is that
any different from animals been pitted together for the gain of a few pesos by their
handlers? We see, of course, no point in either event for in the former, your present
vocation, Sir, it rattles the bones of contention and the bones of the physical body.
The end result is a pocketful of money for attracting private investigators and
investors.
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Though your pockets are clean, Sir, for the most part, no private investigator is needed.
However, how is one able to run for office entirely based upon a boxing career leaving
the brains scrambled event after event, as the final offering to the Peoples of the
wonderful Island of the Philippines?
Each Nation, Sir, is a house. A house provides a home for all. Within each Nation,
Sir, there are many rooms within the house and within those many rooms live many
People of diverse evolutionary status. And within each Nation or Body, the “family”
who resides within the same house yet living within their own rooms, or provinces, or
states, are all a viable part of the HUman race as you are. And as a viable part of the
HUman race they are important contributors to the Universal Whole.
The PEOPLES OF THE NATION, each NATION upon the globe, which is a much
GREATER BODY are diverse in their nature, each progressing in their own hour,
learning, correcting mistakes, helping others, and most of all, Sir, “cherishing” each
other that they may better learn “equalization” of one another and learn that within
all life-journeys we must, each one, be provided a “home;” a home within a
NATIONAL BODY where we “ALL” feel wanted, loved, and secure.
Many souls need to work through their lessons a little longer and others do not, all
depending upon their lessons in this lifestream. It may surprise you, Sir, to learn that
this is where religion proves to be the greater barrier to the growth of the HUman
soul H=Holy=moral and ethical, U=Universal or All Encompassing Total rather
than proving to be the standard of the Higher Evolved Paradisaical Worlds.
Some religions also forbid the action of their priests to join with a nun, for instance,
and of course when this occurs, and the lifejourney of both wish to complete each
other, the lessons of both shall be stymied and put on hold. When this occurs of
course, then physical-emotional necessity will turn in another direction just as it
does in penitentiaries throughout the world. In this wise, again religion is blocking
the lessons of the HUman race who seek for the UNITY and NOT SEPARATION.
While you have much talent left in you, Sir, and much to offer the whole of society,
which you do, you would be better in choosing a vocation which allows the growth
of the soul standard in understanding and accepting People for themselves.
Assisting souls in their growth, Sir, is not something which is done overnight, so to
speak, but rather which is a constant and continual evolution of not only their souls
but that of ourselves.
Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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3.4.2016
Wildlife Day: Tusks turned into monument
http://www.philstar.com/news-feature/2016/03/04/1559243/wildlife-day-tusksturned-monument
As you know, animals including everything that walks, talks, swims, flies, crawls,
and so on, are very close to my soul. Chinatown in Manila enterprises a veganvegetarian tofu based store which is visited by so many People that the store needs
many more hundreds if not thousands of outlets in order to satisfy the meat-cravings of
the Peoples with NON-MEAT PRODUCTS OF ABSOLUTELY EXCELLENT
QUALITY AND TEXTURE THAT ONE CAN SCARCELY TELL THE
DIFFERENCE, and allow the animals to live in comfort and peace.
We further submit that such an “enterprise’ would indeed facilitate many if not all
ASEAN NATIONS in coming together and working strenuously at the offset together as
ONE HOUSE to bring into each ASEAN NATION trade using the Original “NONDIGITAL” Talent and Purchase Order System of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds. In this way, freeing the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION from
the monetary grip of all archaic monetary scams which bring war ships, war planes,
experimental weapons and “dissension” to a HOUSE occupied by a Peoples of a
different culture, demanding in a covert and subjective way in that they perceive you to
be their “subjects” therein, they the masters who will “permit” your rise as a Peoples of
the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION albeit only through their overly perceived control.
People such as these are the true invaders of the Silk Corridor, with aim to only cause
dissension, sanctions on those who do not see it their way, and threats. Hardly people of
enlightenment to the positive. They are here, the Americans, to support the World
Bank and their grandiose paychecks, for under this old outmoded archaic system:
“those who do work for money, don’t eat.”
http://www.petaasia.com/about/job-listings/
Even PETA and PAWS when the “transition of coordination” over to the Original
System of Talent and Purchase Order economics has completed itself, will offer not
even one position based upon the old outmoded world bank archaic system where
even the wealthy greatly tend in their obstinate operating of feed houses and
slaughter houses in the WEST and battered camel, and other domestic animals, fish
and fowl in the most torturous methodology imaginable.
AND THEN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT THINKS TO BLACKLIST THESE
WONDERFUL HUMAN CARING BEINGS, FOR YEARS IN THEIR DARK AND
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DANK PRISONS AND EQUATE THEM TO TERRORISTS, IF ANY SANE
PERSON COULD BELIEVE ANOTHER HUMAN BEING COULD POSSIBLY
THINK THAT SAVING ANIMALS WAS A CRIME. (make sure you “watch” the
video)
http://animalliberationfront.com/
NO ONE LIVING WITHIN THE ORIGINAL ORDER OF THE TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PARADISE WOULD EVEN THINK THEY
HAD THE RIGHT TO CONDUCT SUCH UNSPEAKABLE EXPERIMENTS AND
OFFENSES AGAINST ANY CREATURE WITH SO MUCH HATRED AND
TORTURE!
DO THESE OUTRAGEOUS DEMONIC DEEDS PREFORMED BLATANTLY
WITH NO FEELINGS, WHATSOEVER, OF GOOD CONSCIENCE TOWARD
THEIR FELLOW CREATURES, THE WONDERFUL ANIMAL WORLD,
DESERVE TO INCARCERATE EVEN ONE OTHER HUMAN BEING FOR
FREEING THEM FROM THEIR WORLD OF HELL?!
http://www.paws.org.ph/contact-us.html
We submit that the Zoos of these NATIONS of ASEA be closed down in favour of
placing them in such a World Sanctuary as will one day soon exist in YEMEN for
the blueprint they have had for years but also they were “abridged” by American
power-brokers who did not want anything free to exist for the Peoples nor the
Animals and so the sanctuary was put on hold. You may read the blueprint in our
new web-site location at the top of the page concerning this WORLD SANCTUARY
of which Prototypes could be set up.
Tourists would then flock also to the CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS TO THE
NEXT WORLD SANCTUARY FOR ANIMALS AND IN DOING SO WOULD
ENHANCE TRADE ALONG THE SILK CORRIDOR AND THE EXPANDING
VEGAN-VEGETARIAN TOFU FRANCHISES WOULD INDEED CONTINUE IN
PROMOTING ANIMAL WELFARE. AND NOT ONE CURRENCY, NOR
CREDIT CARD NOR DIGITAL SYSTEM NOR ANY OTHER ILL CONCEIVED
MONETARY SYSTEM UPON THIS EARTH WOULD STAY THE VISIT OF
ANY ONE PERSON GLOBALLY WHO WOULD LIKE TO VISIT THE ASEAN
CENTRAL WORLD WITH ITS OWN WILDLIFE SANCTUARY.
Both the elephant, and the dolphin (the latter which lives in a tank scarcely larger
than itself), needs IMMEDIATE FREEDOM.
We also submit, Mr. President Aquino III, Sir, that a “free license” be mandatory
for each citizen to obtain after the PSPCA or PAWS visits each home unannounced
to ensure the animals who live there have their needs well met for the enjoyment of
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both the animal or animals and their families. And should the needs be seen not to
be met then, of course, schools need to be offered “freely” in order to better educate
the people. Animals who do not bite are animals who are happy, so it only stands to
reason that all animals have an “equal” chance at life to be happy and fulfilled.
Therein will the at-hours, unthinkable and SAVAGE ABUSE OF ALL ANIMALS
END. Thank you.
As Singapore and China have been fast-tracking drawing up a Regional Code of
Conduct for the Seas, it would be “a wonderful accomplishment” to include an
ASEAN Code of Conduct drawn up for the rights and protection and the security of
all animals, whether they crawl, swim, fly, climb, run, and so on, for the other
CENTRAL NATIONS OF THE WORLD TO TAKE THEIR PROTOTYPE FROM.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

The Manila Zoo Has Failed Mali
http://www.peta.org.uk/blog/the-manila-zoo-has-failed-mali/
“Dr Jane Goodall recently joined the effort to help Mali by writing to the Philippines
president to support his directive ordering that Mali be reviewed and considered for
transfer to a sanctuary.”
15th January 2013
https://networkforanimals.org/mali-the-elephant-at-manila-zoo/
Friday, Mar 4th 2016
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267223/Mali-Manila-Zoo-Campaignersdemand-worlds-loneliest-elephant-sent-Thailand-friends.html
Who's going to find me some friends? Mali the world's loneliest elephant wants to pack
her trunk and go to Thailand after 33 YEARS on her own
Read
more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267223/Mali-Manila-ZooCampaigners-demand-worlds-loneliest-elephant-sent-Thailandfriends.html#ixzz41u4ZRo7m Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on
Facebook

2.29.2016
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SC to deliberate separately on Poe citizenship, residency
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1557976/sc-deliberate-separately-poecitizenship-residency
Magistrates of the Supreme Court of the Philippines, Sirs and Madams, as toward our
further comment, we believe it necessary to perhaps view this issue from a very different
perspective.
While we have all been observing Constitutional “law” as it applies today, we have been
missing a most valuable criteria and that criteria is this:
IF the Constitution of the past remained as it was, passed by lawmakers of centuries
ago, then today would we not be deliberating and placing our judgment upon a law
which, today, is no more applicable in its nature, since a “law” on the books pertaining to
court situations a century or more ago, say if they existed, could not possibly relate to the
circumstances we rule upon today with the changing of the guard or System, so to speak?
Therein, where Comelec and others are so quick in disqualifying Senator and Candidate,
Grace Poe, a woman of such character, of which I, personally, have not seen for a very
long hour in the events of this century, such graceful and “pure” light emanating from her
entire being, we feel that indeed, we should not be putting such a generous and hardworking “libertarian” under lock and key nor subject to any further surveillance, but
rather we should be “examining” the present Constitution.
If the Constitution dulls in the light emanating from Candidate Grace Poe, an easily
recognizable higher evolved woman, then let us work diligently to ascertain exactly what
precept within the Constitution still exists in creating this “conflict” within our very ranks
and that of Comelec and come to an agreement which not only satisfies the court but
makes complete sense in light of the newly soon-adopted Original System of the
Talent and Purchase Order “reliability” toward the freedom of the People and of
that of “assuring” the each one of you that your pensions will still exist in a coherent
manner as you reach the age of retirement which also would serve your pens to
consider, early, should you wish.
When a mandate such as placed upon certain individuals as Senator Grace Poe, for
example, to fulfill her work for the Humanities here in the Philippines and abroad as any
President would be seen to do, we perform the big chair into a “sharing” prospect among
not only all the present candidates but indeed shall more from the realms of the Public,
themselves, be seen with the proper criteria, be selected to fill the chair of twenty-four,
and of these will the five candidates be seen to search for and select upon that great
day when the elections have “guaranteed” each one of them the same chair as each
wishes for the other.
For what greater service can we, do, your honours, than see the Philippine Islands
with a system beyond all other precepts of the past in observing the right to
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contribute to the whole and when we pass such observance “law” or “principle,”
does that not make us sleep well at night?
Magistrates, the present Constitution of the Gregorian year two-thousand sixteen
needs amended and when the transition from the old outmoded monetary system is
complete, the Constitution should not remain bipartisan but be replaced with an
entirely new one which works and upholds the Talent and Purchase Order System
of economics and societal structure. You do not mix the old wine with the new.
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1558073/npc-formally-adopts-poeescudero
Candidate Senator Grace Poe must not be put aside to run, as observers suggest in the
next election of 2022 for we “need” to avail ourselves of such strong workers now and
must not deny the Peoples of the great Islands of the Philippines the “advantage” of
Senator Grace Poe’s intellect, insight, and agility toward the work ahead of us all.
A body, your honours, which is lacking one part, does not work on all circuits, is
that not a physical, mental and emotional fact?
Inasfar as our holding separate deliberations on the citizenship and residency issues of
Senator Grace Poe, an “amendment” of the present Constitution to fit the “wisdom” of
the hour would settle the issue SIMULTANEOUSLY.
The NPC has also stepped up to the plate and where the fly-ball is caught before it hits
the ground is the hour we should accept in our deliberation of this case, that when a
dove flies high with its wings, do in no wise clip them, for if the wings become
clipped, the soul of the dove might just be crushed and if a soul is crushed in such
manner of deceit against her, by others, the nation might just never know just how
well their lives could have been improved by her very contribution.
Our vote is in, magistrates. We submit to the Supreme Court a temporary amendment of
the Constitution of the great Islands of the Philippines where Senator Grace Poe may for
once and all be considered a legitimate HUman being of this planet, and indeed a full
citizen of a nation and a government and a peoples who are more than “fortunate” to have
such a lady caring about them in the manner she does.
We do not care, Comelec, whether or not Senator Grace Poe is three months short in your
estimation, for she came with the first seeding as a citizen upon this world and indeed
was born centuries “before” the inception of the very first Constitution of the Philippine
Islands. What we do feel is an “apology” from Comelec for its discrimination against
one of the first seeds of the Philippines, Candidate Grace Poe, we do believe is in
order.
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Your honours, should there be further deliberation upon this part we shall be
present at your request.
Thank you for the update, Philstar. W e shall be further advised when the voting shall
take place, for your gallantry in excellent news-reporting of the highest degree is
unequalled in our eyes. Thank you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.29.2016
Palace: UN court ruling must be respected
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1557977/palace-un-court-rulingmust-be-respected
Presidential Communications Operations Secretary Herminio Coloma Jr., with all due
respect, Sir, the mountains of “laws” put forth with intent upon subjugation of another,
and with only one aspect of enlightenment available to the nations and their
insurmountable “law-makers” at that point in their past events; “laws” upheld distinctly
by a “United Nations” which has been proven in a consistent manner to uphold those
committees such as produced the Escrow Account on Iraq (it would be wise to check the
other sanctions on nations and their “Escrow Accounts” as held by the United
Nations) with many hands dipping in the pot and even after the Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein was removed from his chair, the Escrow Account held by the United Nations had
not been released. This was probably due to the fact that there was nothing or little left
held in the Account at the UN for the Peoples of Iraq, left; Then there was the United
Nations UNICEF Branch whom upon investigation were found that the majority of
monies collected for “all those poor and unfortunate peoples of the world” actually went
to funding accounts of the UNICEF Administration with ‘little’ funds collected from the
world’s population in their labour of love toward others, left, will be well enough left
alone until such hour as a “new and better one” is considered.
“’At the recently concluded special ASEAN-US summit, President Aquino called upon
all countries that believe in the rule of law and in peaceful dispute resolution to follow
and abide by the decision of the UN arbitral tribunal on the Philippine petition,’
Coloma said.”
With further most due respect to President Aquino III, when it comes to a statement of
law which has been upheld by the United Nations of all precepts to the banking attire of
themselves, we prefer to distinguish those who “believe in the rule of law” from those
who “understand universal principle or law and implement it correctly.”
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It simply does not make sense to us to ask for the upholding of “laws” which few
understand in the first place when “new” information is presented without that new
information at least being heard. If the position of those who wish for such “laws” to be
upheld are concrete in their views, then why the sudden rush?
When one systematically “confers” with the “laws” made by some sort of philosophy
on the consensus of those whose entire etiquette is placed upon a memorandum
which in the best of hours is produced at the United Nations as what we would call
“a mess” then perhaps many here today, as we are at this hour prone instead upon
working with the Mindanao situation, would appreciate just “a glimpse” at these
“laws.”
Respectfully, Mr. President, do we submit these to you.
https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/statements_of_president/wolfrum/fr
eedom_navigation_080108_eng.pdf
Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.29.2016
Mindanao and the BBL
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1557993/duterte-milf-want-bringpeace-mindanao
(Notation: Candidate Duterte, in our overall combined effort in assisting all within
this great nation of the Philippine Islands, it would be “wise” to remember, that
President Aquino III has put in hours of legwork upon cultivating this ground in
order that it may produce fruit. Thank you. Instead of tearing down another, for
none of us are perfect in all we do, let us instead look at the “positive” which others
do and work hand in hand with the realization that as we all do so, the “positive”
will only serve to react to the betterment of the Nation and its Peoples, as a Whole).
To the People of the Mindanao and All Philippine Regions, we greet you this new
day:
When one “thinks” “all is lost” nothing could be further from the truth inasfar as the
Mindanao BBL is concerned. That which congress would not be seen to pass and ratify
only means, People, that “something” far better looms upon the horizon, and we had been
of the understanding that this issue would be held over unto the next administration.
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President Aquino III and Candidate Mayor Duterte, have been on the inside story, the
President for many months of the year, and coupled with yourselves who have followed
the President’s insight into forming eleven communities ready for the next event in
setting up the best system to coincide with the transitional system of which we were
actually waiting for the placement of the next one chair administration, nothing actually
has been put on hold.
In fact, you will all find and come to understand that the passing or not passing of the
BBL shall have no effect on the outcome of your building a Talent and Purchase Order
System in your sector and of course this, “extending” to the sector in the north.
Putting the West Philippine-South China Sea issue to one side for one more day in
allowing our pen to consider that which you, a segment of the Peoples of the great Islands
of the Philippines, thought lost, shall be our focus on this day.
So Good Morning, to you all, and in order to generate a “complete” criteria and overall
picture of events, we shall be speaking with the Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines
who is anxious to join into our discussion, for not one voice upon this table shall be
placed asunder.
We are all ONE PEOPLE upon this earth, and being ONE PEOPLE, that which
most benefits the ONE will always serve to benefit THE WHOLE
ENCOMPASSING THE TOTAL OF ALL UNIVERSAL ACUMEN AND
PRINCIPLE.
We do not sanction “one candidate” above the other – we want them all –
EQUALLY to WORK AS ONE CHAIR giving to the Peoples of the Philippine
Islands the ONE SYSTEM which will NOT segregate the wanted from the
unwanted within the population.
Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.28.2016
Filipino candidates, ladies and gentlemen, the days are long for the each of you, and
the nights of preparation for the days following, even longer. But not a one of you
are in the process of a wasted hour for the good news is that no matter which one of
you take the big Chair, you cannot “lose” IF you learn to work together, learn to
“share” the Chair, for not one person alone will be equipped to govern the nation
without a clear telepathic channel to the starship commanders in your skies. Do not
laugh or we shall have a small demonstration.
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Candidates, the duty of bringing together all aspects of a democratic=heavily
fragmented nation is, to say the least, an overwhelming task. This will take lifetimes
so let us cut to the chase, and work with one chair with twenty-four seated. Instead
of fighting with one another which also demonstrates to the nation that none of you
are “qualified” to lead the nation of the Philippine Islands singularly because you
cannot even get along with one another for any length of an event.
Would it not be more “productive” if each of you came together and took the
“positive” each of you are so well endowed with within your personalities and
talents and threw out the “negative?”
Now you may each ask: “But how do we understand the “negative” within
ourselves? We see it within other candidates. But ourselves?”
The method in determining the “negative” aspects is: “What rubs you the wrong
way concerning other candidates which are all a part of the same body, so to
speak?”
Secondly, you might ask yourselves: “Is there anything I, myself, promote which
does not line up with universal principle nor will truly benefit the people and really
benefit only myself?”
For those of you who stand now and again in being denied the opportunity to run
the last stretch either due to court rulings of non-understanding universal principle
or candidates facing financial barrenness, it really does not matter in the end, for
the candidates upon the ballots are few and the chair seating for twenty-four needs
many more.
And yet one’s name is found no more.
For instance we have observed that the Supreme Court deemed one man as being “a
nuisance.” When we tried to access that link upon several occasions, we could not
access to ascertain exactly why the “wise” and “honourable” magistrates of the
Philippine Supreme Court has ruled against this individual.
Candidates, reality will prevail and goes a very long way toward establishing a
concerted effort in working in the ONENESS of all congeniality, not taking the
entire nation upon the shoulders of just one person, but “sharing” the work, the
“labour of love” toward your brothers and sisters of the nation and putting all
“ego” aside.
Where there stands “ego” the darkened forces will drag you down and mire you,
each one who stand alone, in a quagmire of chaos. So bridge the gap and know that
the Filipino citizens out there love each one of you, so give to them your all, and
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your all is to come together in a fashion of sensibility and comradeship and wish for
the other candidates, that, which each of you wish for yourselves, and by sharing the
“chair” you will each have met the others’ needs.
For where ego in statesman or stateswomanship exists there can exist no hope for
the Peoples of the same land.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.28.2016
SE Asian foreign ministers voice concerns on South China Sea
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/02/28/1557684/se-asian-foreign-ministers-voiceconcerns-south-china-sea
Thank you, Sirs. Foreign Ministers, in your concern over the “disputed” seas, allow us to
shortly put each of your minds at ease. Normally we would hold a “round-table” of nondispute conference, and we may still do so. However, we do have Part three of the
Security Council “concern” also to complete, and we feel with your patience in the next
day or two that you will find yourselves, “satisfied” with the conclusion.
Please “be assured” that China does not want war nor does China nor the Chinese
President intend upon placing any dictatorship upon the ASEAN nations. To the contrary,
China, has perhaps in their realization that the Silk Corridor in the West Philippine-South
China Sea belongs to you all, has just a little more foresight than you might think.
Chinese President Xi Jinping is “wiser” than you might surmise.; “In a fatherly way
‘OVER’ the nations of ASEA?” you might quip.
Fatherly, yes. Over, no. Side by side, jointly WITH the brother and sisterly ASEAN
NATIONS. Perhaps when you learn of the “complex,” yet, when revealed, “noncomplex” principles of the “Freedom of Navigation” Act in yet another prior case, and
the better intent of China, par se, your curious minds will be well allayed of all fears.
The United States has their “concern” as well, and of this concern shall it be dealt with at
the same hour and after all is put on the table, you may then, gentlemen, Foreign
Relations “advisers” as well, play your cards to the top of the bottom deck.
Thank you, gentlemen, for your patience. Our presentation will be shortly but held upon
the Memorandum of Assistance to the Nations from the Philippines.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.28.2016
Lowering of senior citizen age to 56 sought
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/28/1557597/lowering-senior-citizen-age56-sought
This is a well thought-out piece of information. Under the present-day monetary
system of utter slavery upon the majority of the People for whose nation they have
laboured, so many of them, as cheap labourers worth only a few pesos a day, likened
unto the beautiful Filipino Flag these patriots (for all Filipinos are patriots standing
for a cause they believe which will best serve all Filipinos), these parents, these
mothers and fathers of the nation, of many of the children they brought of
themselves into the nation, DESERVE to be HONOURED NO LESS THAN THE
FLAG!
But with so many “pensioners’ pensions” so outdated in monetary returns how is
the present-day monetary system of “illegal-tax-based” pension programs able to
give back these most deserving men and women the “pension” they deserve without
cutting the pension program to even a greater loss?
It is not the pension program which is “illegal” but the fact it is “tax-based”
throughout their lives of paying into it.
Therein, in a wise and calculated move, this “thinking” man has come up with and
understood the solution. Only a system of economics based upon the Talent and
Purchase Order Blueprint will provide adequate compensation to all pensioners by,
in a way, giving them a “Key” to their own home, the Philippine Islands, in return
for their continued support to the Whole though the imparting of their Talents. For
what retiree would wish to sit and do nothing unless they are ready to leave this
earth?
Supreme Court magistrates, “honoured” citizens of the Philippines, Sirs and
Madams, the day may well come when your pensions shall no longer be secure and
up for barter by others.
Some say, “Laws are put there for a reason.” I can tell you that reason. Some Laws
are put there because that was the only level of enlightenment the lawmakers had at
that time.
Your Honours, where the law is an ass, change it.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.28.2016
Notation: Please take updated copy. Thank you. Link will be presented shortly. Uthrania
Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
The next entry will be provided in a “note link”
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/where-money-reallybecomes-a-liability-is-when-a-nation-is-placed-under-a-budget/930982157008687
Though the talk and application was for the Nation of Iraq which when this was written
for the healing and future rebuilding of that Nation due to the proclamation by HUman
Rights World Powers at that hour that no other nation on earth had ever faced what had
been inhumanly carried out on the innocent people of that Nation; an injustice so
grievous that the very DNA of the People of Iraq would take generations upon countless
generations to heal; military service men and women of the United States of America,
also included, their DNA shifted so that their children, as the Iraqi, when born, were
barely recognizable as HUman beings.
Many of these servicemen and women were never allowed home. Other horrendous
injustices were calculated in forcing the hand of the Philippine President Gloria Arroyo
that day in sending Philippine forces into Iraq and into serving the American agenda (but
not only their agenda).
Many other Nations either volunteered or were forced into the invasion and occupation of
Iraq by such a duping by the powers-that-were that it took quite some events to unravel
the whole entire near-genocide of the Nation of Iraq. A genocide where the exact
figures have never been recorded in western media press but rather “severely”
under-recorded.
Many of these leaders who refused to comply with the western agenda were
blackmailed, framed, demonized in the press, assassinated or locked away.
Iraq, like the Philippines embody one of the finest peoples ever discovered upon the
face of this earth, and so as the writings have been long ago addressed to the Iraqi in
their hour of horrendous heartbreak and trauma; a Nation whose innocent
outstretched arms in smiles and welcome and love met instead with a bullet and
grenade, white phosphorous and pretty coloured bombs of bright blue and yellow;
little pretty ones falling from the skies for the children whose legacy from the
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invaders we can barely stand to look upon. When the pretty little blue bombs took
of arms, feet, and heads and the bombs were many and they were called “sorties,”
and when world outrage broke out, the Pentagon laughed and sent its “hilarious
pilots” back over the nation of Iraq but this time with little pretty yellow bombs. It
worked. Children love pretty colours do they not?
This nation, Iraq, invaded and occupied due to a powers-that-were “sanctioned”
crime in their agenda which Iraq did not commit, Afghanistan did not commit,
Saudi Arabia did not commit; Iran did not commit; Syria did not commit, Turkey
did not commit, you get the picture, are now a decimated people and we do not wish
to see another war front in ASEA nor anywhere else in the world. We will work day
and night to prevent it.
These writings are addressed to ALL Filipinos and inhabitants of this globe for
what they suffered as well in Iraq for their forced service; for what one wishes for
themselves one wishes for all People in grace, good fortune, and a happy happy life
which many Iraqi shall never be able to see.
Notation: The link HAS BEEN INSERTED. Thank you all, gracious and kind people of
the Philippines, including your present leaders and candidates who are a fine group of
men and women, for your extreme patience in waiting for this your new entry.
Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.25.2016
1986 people power: Philippines’s gift to the world
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/25/1556601/1986-people-powerphilippiness-gift-world
Mr. President, People’s Power is “good” and at certain hours it is “necessary,” but
replacing martial law with the outmoded schema of “democracy,” which takes away the
power of the People through fragmentation and confusion is never a wise transference.
Unless, the People are given the opportunity through the leadership of men and women
and even the prodigal child who understand both sides of the coin of how to keep the
country safe and clean and healthy, each tenet synchronized with the other, then one
simply transfers one type of unhealthy governance to the next.
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Some say a balance must be found. Yet how can a balance be found between two
extremes of such different nature? Does one then extract the best of each branch or
philosophy or doctrine of governance?
Mr. President Aquino III, you have, along with your family gone though horrendous
suffering in the not knowing of whether your own father was alive or not. Many other
families indeed can relate to your extreme pain of those days, a pain which in the short
run does not relinquish, but a pain which teaches us all that the “center ground” is not
going to provide the stability of a nation “unless” that center ground is one which leaves
all the chaff or unworkable once-thought-solutions from all present schematics and
disciplines of government activity within programs of governance already known out of
the equation.
Is it not then reason and intelligence enough for one to wish to gravitate only toward
fastening the cords of the nation with excellent stewardship of a “normal higher evolved
system of economics and societal structure,” rather than refastening those cords of
martial law to the cords of democracy which acts in a way of its own martial law?
For what democratic law system deals with the cause or source of the problem? The
entire system prefers rather to deal with only the effect of which results in locking up too
many innocent people. For when cause is not addressed to the greater extent then the
effect will continue to aggravate the national purse in excess taxes and usury of different
sort in order to keep the ball in the court of the present-day operations of the banking
establishment.
When we talk about People power, we must remember it must consist of more than the
grassroots up, would you not say, Mr. President, Sir, for the leadership present within the
country if being of good character and conscience came from the People, themselves,
therein power from both the top down working hand in hand with the bottom up
(grassroots) will always present a united force and that united force, Mr. President, is
when the foundation for a good readiness to move on in the acquiring of a higher evolved
normal system for the nation shall be the most pronounced.
A revolution whether it be peaceful which is the better choice, or whether it lean toward
another governance of martial law which we would not advise, is absolutely useless in
obtaining the better consistency of normal rule or governance, without a plan; a plan in
detail, Sir; a blueprint.
In order then, to eclipse the crime in the country of the Philippine Islands does then it not
make all the more sense in not gravitating “back” to either format of martial or
democratic law, but rather understanding the mistake of both systems and the People
choosing wisely next time a system which now has been presented to them in the Talent
and Purchase Order of excellence?
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After all, why would one not choose that system which was, as people could call it, made
in heaven?
Thank you, Sir, for your wise ear and we always wish the best for you at all hours of the
day and night. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

2.20.2016
Noy worsened poverty, debt burden – group
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/20/1554977/noy-worsened-poverty-debtburden-group
There is only one way to break the vicious cycle of “money laundering loans” to
governments, otherwise known as “giving out loans” to governments where the people
are indebted to pay it back with interest or usury which is against all universal
principle, and that is not the revision of the present-day monetary system but rather
the immediate transition over to the Talent and Purchase Order Original system which
this planet was first seeded within.
In the shortest of days and hours will we be ready in our presentation of a solid blueprint
well thought out with other Federation blueprints of slight diversity to follow upon our
newest website.
Without the tools a change or transition cannot be made by any government leader no
matter how high up the scale he or she is, nor a newly elected President.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds. Salu

2.20.2016
P-Noy raises government pay sans Congress approval
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/20/1554970/p-noy-raises-government-paysans-congress-approval
The approval rating of the act of money and its action must be seen to also eliminate
poverty from every sector of the globe including the “action” of hamstringing the forces
of despair upon the tables of those people, those citizens, who hold no position at all.
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On the other hand those hamstrung ones will be given another opportunity to contribute
within the Talent and Purchase Order System should they wish a second chance. Only
in replacing the present-day monetary system with the Original System will this be
at all possible.
To give to one means that the one shall be able to give to another. This is the law of
karma and it is a good working universal principle.
We have no objection to the pay raise, Mr. President Aquino, Sir, as long as the
dividing of funds belonging to the nation of ONE HUmanity can be seen to be divided
equally in ways which will best serve the people in their entirety whilst the transition
from the old outmoded monetary system to the Original Talent and Purchase Order
System is being enacted, shortly.
The more one has, the more one is able to share. If one shares nothing of one’s good
fortune then the good fortune will not last for good fortune is more than monetary
means but enters into the soul of both the giver as well as the receiver and in this wise
the soul of both will have gathered the true riches of the day.
https://www.facebook.com/ankhmaatra/videos/582765818540004/?pnref=story
If it does not hurt to give then one has given nothing. But there is another way of giving
also where the well off give on the spur of the moment to another, for when one gives
to another in this wise also, one gives to that part of the body of the whole which is
oneself.
The key here, is to give and show not your face, for giving should not be sporadic to
one’s own glory, for we tell you, that will be the only reward one will then receive and
will indeed not add to the cultivation of the soul in any way through addition to the
DNA storage Helix memory which credits, discredits or adds nothing to the soul
evolution at the hour of the Councils in the “Heavens.”
In the same wise shall the “pension” of the elderly and infirmed not take on a
reducing fate of itself while others who remain at this hour of their lives still
“employed” in government service or otherwise be given the accreditation that their
service is more “viable” to the whole body than that of their predecessors?
And who are their predecessors but those who worked any job description whatsoever
while living HUman beings of this wonderful nation of the Islands of the Philippines.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds. Salu
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2.18.2016
SC urged to immediately rule on Poe’s DQ
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/18/1554307/sc-urged-immediately-rule-poesdq
Magistrates of the Supreme Court of the Philippines. Sirs and Madams, Good Day.
We trust all is now in order to effect a rule of universal principle in this Gregorian year of
two-thousand sixteen AD, as you say, and to not carry into this new year a rule of an
outmoded and very outdated law of jurisprudence which for that very reason alone should
be well enough left to the scholars of history in deciphering codes within man’s limiting
laws which were written and passed by those whose enlightenment and understanding
came to somewhat of a juncture in relational habits. These limiting laws were for the
purpose alone of limiting the movements and actions of the people, or in this case, to
cauterize a certain candidate from the presidential race.
These men and women who first set these laws must not be blamed, however, for their
folly, for how could they have possibly written more cultivated and sensible laws by their
own hand when having no inking nor understanding of what universal principle even
consists of, for their memory as does the memory of many seem to lapse during the hour
between inclement birth and their adult years?
We understand the data upon the COC of Senator Grace Poe is a thorn up the side of
Election lawyers Edgardo Carlo Vistan II and Romulo Macalintal, and former
Integrated Bar of the Philippines national president Vicente Joyas who seem to not
want to see her name upon the Comelec list. And why not, may we ask?
http://www.rappler.com/nation/politics/elections/2016/114593-comelec-2nd-divisiondisqualify-grace-poe
Is it because of some gloomy backroom deal with other candidates or is it a tie-string
upon the navel of jurisprudence for all “female” candidates including Senator Miriam
Defensor-Santiagos whose “party” seems to go “missing” off the roll call?
http://philnews.ph/2016/02/18/sen-miriam-defensor-santiagos-party-missing-incomelecs-official-ballots/
Quote:
Senate President Franklin Drilon and Speaker Feliciano Belmonte Jr. also urged the
SC to act expeditiously on the disqualification case of Poe.
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Drilon said he was happy that the oral arguments have been terminated after calling on
the SC to speed up handling the case for weeks.
“At least they (SC magistrates) listened because it’s important for the nation that this
issue be settled for the sake of Grace Poe and for the sake of our elections,” Drilon told
reporters in Quezon City where he joined Liberal Party presidential candidate Manuel
Roxas II in meeting barangay leaders. End Quote
(Notation: All italic and bolding are of my own hand. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Cortez)
For the sake of “Grace Poe” and the nation? Or for the sake of “other nominees and
their concerns?”
Let us look a little further.
Fine, our explanation of universal standard principle did not ride well with certain
“commissioners” shall we call them who are most expedient themselves in hurrying
along the Supreme Court Justices in making “the” decision in their favour.
Well, this is a social issue and much more than a social issue. Why is this? Because this
decision to carry or destroy the entire career of Senator Grace Poe must lie upon one of
two criteria: Either to make a ruling consistent with universal principle OR inconsistent
by carrying over the outdated law written by those with little insight during the previous
hour of their decision in the ruling of this new hour.
When events move throughout history we move with them and are not stuck in the mud
and quagmire of dulled insensitive minds whose only present career move sees them like
a pack of wolves hungry after the career of a hard working and caring woman such as
Senator Grace Poe whose first liability is themselves, and indeed not whether or not
she is a citizen of the Philippines and for the required years based upon a law which
has absolutely no bearing upon any civilized nation in the twenty-first century AD
as you call it.
The Supreme Court is not present to pad their own accounts as the injurers of
others present in their dictatorial objectiveness and cunning to only themselves,
seem to be.
But Comelec will go on and without the assistance of the prosecutors by name throughout
this benedict of kangaroo court lesion of which we can most assuredly exponentiate that
the Supreme Court Magistrates, each and every one, will set aside as having been
“modified” from the dark ages of the mind.
So you clamor for the head and career of Senator Grace Poe? You want a decision
ruled as “law” by the Supreme Court? Well the Supreme Court does not rule upon
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inconsecutive laws which would no more pass the bar in their enlightenment than
stand present in light of all universal principle.
So let us tie this up then from our “point of view” vs. all the “wolves’ point of view” shall
we? But ours is based upon an “active and workable principle” while the Electoral
Commissioners’ base their position upon an “inactive and unworkable law” which
passed its usefulness since the 14 to 18th century AD, as you call it.
IF you say Senator Grace Poe is “not” eligible to run for the presidential seat of power
then we would surmise that President Aquino who is presently in California U.S.A. at
the ASEAN-U.S. Summit also was neither invited nor sits in the company of the United
States President Barak Obama, for he, likewise, had been faced with, and overcame
similar obstacles which by their own tendency made no sense whatsoever.
So, the ruling upon Senator Grace Poe stands likewise and shall the rule of law be
instead determined by the universal rule of principle which states:
In dealing with any, which certain ones deem, for the peculiar notion of enhancing their
own particular agenda as being an “irregularity” of conduct by that of the Senator,
Grace Poe, justices and members of the court, one must first come to the high realization
that we are all here upon this once newly seeded world as “visitors,” for each one of us
within this global community has come from another world within this great wide
expanse of the universe. Yet along with that invitation to inhabit this once newly-seeded
earth, each one of us has been also granted global “citizenship. In this wise how is one
to define the status of ”citizenship globally” by cauterizing one nation from the body of
the whole?
THEREIN shall we ask ourselves in our deliberation as a sequel case:
Is the President of the United States Barak Obama a legitimate citizen of the United
States of America or is he not?
If he is not then who is President Aquino visiting as sitting President of the United
States of America in this Gregorian calendar year of two-thousand sixteen?
Be careful in your dealings with the Supreme Court and Magistrates of the
Philippines all ye rabid ones lest you find yourselves in the outmoded state of
relinquishing your very own seats of that “power” which each one of you “think" you
hold.
We had written of the earlier hour these words:
Will then the “rule of law” outweigh the “rule of principle?” For laws made by the hand
of man and woman alike which dually take on a scent of “oneness among themselves,”
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often and in their “practical way“ of only intending in following after those “whose
full interests are indeed in not copulating…
We rest our case. Good day.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds. Salu

2.1.2016
Mr. President Aquino, Senators, Candidates. Good Afternoon.
When “peace” is thrown out the window and the squabbling resorts to a political
bloodbath, is this indeed the thrust of political observance? Or is political observance
nowhere to be found? Indeed, for the thrust of political observance is all too well
entrenched. And why is this? Simply due to the fact that political acquaintance with the
ruination of one nation after another by the unstable sandbearers whom are “only” the
people whose platform is set upon a shifting sand, blown every which way by the wind,
in making decisions which they believe will best conform to their getting “elected” or
becoming a head above everyone else are such ones main and first objective.
Indeed, and how will they then “keep” their BIG CHAIR? After the electoral process?
Simply by selling out the remainder of the nation’s resources including the land and the
peoples themselves to the capitalist system. And who reaps the most? The highest bidder
of course.
But the gold will weigh down their pockets and the squabbling will continue until the
crossroads will bury them deep within their own dark caverns of controversy and when
that happens, the national home of the Philippines and all nations around them will be
lost.
Watch the new building projects and whom are the signatories.
And “who” indeed will benefit the most.
And “who” will be left out.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds. Salu

1.30.2016
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Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko of the cousin region of Japan. We welcome you
not only into the Philippines but into the very soul of the nation as well. Today is the final
day of your welcomed visit and we wish you both a relaxing and comfortable flight
home.
You are two of the most kindly and considerate people we have yet encountered upon
this world and if the soul dictates the conscience then let history always be remembered
as our lessons to be learned and let us then move on with the present in building paradise
for the ASEAN regions to ensure not one hand lifts the tuning fork of purgatory against
the other again.
It is our wish therefore, that as the ASEAN nations join in good will toward one another
that the strength of good policy and excellent character between the Philippines and
Japan no longer subtract the Chinese cousins from their own cousin races. It is your
inherent right to work together in bringing the Oneness back into the ASEAN House as a
whole.
Grandeur is not what the seat of the nation is about. Grandeur between peoples is exactly
what does divide a nation into class liabilities. It is for this reason, precisely, that the
Original Talents and Purchase Order System be not only recognized but implemented as
quickly as possible.
Forging ahead is what makes steel strong and iron likewise. Doing nothing with the
likeness of bitterness only serves to suggest that more lives given to “duty” on all sides
would be the most applicable route, which indeed, you must agree, is a policy
unforgivable.
We must all learn from the errors of the past and no longer synchronize them into the
present.
We trust you enjoyed your stay. Salu
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds Sela

1.24.2016
DND forges P2.68-B deal for air surveillance radars
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/01/25/1546041/dnd-forges-p2.68-b-deal-airsurveillance-radars
Mr. President Aquino, Sir. We are at your service. It seems that last year the corporate
powers have tried to hog-tie you into doing their bidding. Of course, we all know that
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should such a design of power be signed into motion, it will, nevertheless “not” pass by
Congress.
“Thank you, Sir…”
If that “deal” with Israel were to be be signed and ratified by Congress, then four events
would happen:
1) Israel would “own” the Philippines because the Philippines “without quantitative
easing” would actually hold a “death wish” upon the nation through back-arcing a “mortgage,” for the World Bank “know” that the Philippines cannot even feed the poor
adequately. In other words, Mr. President, you have been slandered and used as a
backdrop or shield for the wrath of people to throw their heavy slingshots at. We have
more to say about this as well.
https://www.facebook.com/luz.vida.71/videos/954175898005425/?theater
Strangely enough upon hearing this video again it seems to have altered.
Governments do not have access to “quantitative easing” otherwise President John
F. Kennedy would have not been assassinated for implicating the “creation of new
currency” enough to put adequate into circulation. Neither do politicians have the
authority for writing into existence, the same.
IF the Central Banks “refuse” this “quantitative easing” as being “legal” then
indeed they must suffer the consequences of their own laws in legality, otherwise, in
granting “quantitative easing” among all peoples, governments and nations, they
would in fact destroy their own monetary system and thereby “assist” in the setting
forth the system which they destroyed and that is the Original Talents and Purchase
Order System.
Little banks are used as a “catalyst” for “tricking nations into giving even more of their
money of which governments and citizens have so little” when all the World Bank
“jewry” (verb) “action-takers” need to do is “allow” the smaller bank managers to “write
into existence” which is the maneuver of “quantitative easing” in order to balance the
books. Israel, for example, could easily “give” the Philippine national house their
surveillance “weapons” which they basically export for free from the militarist complex
of the Pentagon which is under their grip but then they could not “officially” own the
Philippines and all of the smaller nations of ASEA and continue in demonizing the
Chinese.
Now, this is no way for the west and Israel to “share” in the Talents and Purchase
Order System of which we have a “surprise” for all of you before this day ends its
hour.
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2) A war with chemical and experimental weapons by the Americans as well as
experimental weapondry held by the Chinese would leave a catastrophic effect upon not
only the Philippine “home” but for every nation within a radius of…well, remember
Vietnam and Japan?
3) The United States of America would immediately cordon “off” all oil and gas
production and supply in the south China west Philippine Sea. With full core production,
the gas rates throughout ASEA would triple if not quadruple. Big industry along with all
of its pollution and need for space to build not only industry but housing for themselves
employing very “few” Filipino nationals, would no long try to slip in though the back
door through their setting up of the IDLO (International new law court) for the “real”
purpose alongside of bringing Monsanto in to destroy the food of the people in order to
make them weaker, to prosecute any person, group, or nation who dared to speak out
against the new “owners” of one of the most “significant sea corridors of the world.”
4) The Philippine Island “home” in no wise is even capable of such a defense even “if”
Mr. President, you have strategic defenses of monitoring. That would do the Philippines
little good for in no wise are the brave men and women of the Philippine “home” any
match for the two world superpowers.
Sir, we wish to present this portion of assistance toward your ears as of the immediate
moment, therein we ask of you, Mr. President, to avail yourself in the shortest of hours to
check back for the continuation of this, our service, to you, Mr. President Aquino, our
other “good man.” At such hour shall we have corrected our grammatical errors. We have
little space in this event for bolding or italicizing. We do apologize.
(Continued)
You see, Mr. President, a fact which you may or may not have had the event or hour at
your disposal to be aware off, as many leaders are often the last ones to be informed by
their “Staff,” is this Sir:
Whenever, the World Bank cannot find its way “legally” (under their own concept of law
which runs contrary to all Universal Principle), they set up new courts when de Hague
does not work in their favour of ruling an exploitation gag upon other nations. In addition
to this the ISIS-A was set up to “allow” (1st principle) the CIA and FBI to remain in
Russia upon covert operations with the CIA and maneuvering its assets into a troublemaking coalition in Chechnya and Russia in days gone by leaving disharmony and
bloodshed in the midst of anarchy.
Under the present International Law Based groups which Israel and the West Operate, the
CIA and FBI are able to “legally” maneuver in Russia and set up covert operations
spinning the “money-giant” infront of “poor immigrant” farmers, and leaving out the
poorest among the Russian poor, hiding them from world view press media which they
operate as well, who are the “Russian-Hebrews” whose life is so intolerable that when
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they asked Israel for compensation and to take them out of their dire circumstances, Israel
turned upon them in disgust.
You see, ISIS-A was a front for the real “intent” and that “intent” was to completely
“demonize” the nations round Israel. The Christians were already on the side of Israel
through unscrupulous lies being “brainwashed into their minds” and physical “visions”
been given to some through “project blue beam” throughout the centuries for technology
is “not” a new thing which has occurred in the 20th to 21st century, by far.
Where did ISIS initiate from and why did the GCC Gulf COOPERATIVE Council say
nothing when asked if they would support action in war against the outfit? Because they
“knew” who had set ISIS up and the reason why.
Fringe groups who had lost their relatives and loved one though the barbarism of NATO
and the west joined this ISIS and further demonization of the “Muslims” was well under
way. So the ASEAN nations had been demonized through proclamation that
“Communism” was going to take over the world; “Communism” was going to take over
America.
Whenever a nation “refuses” to submit or agree to this “blackmail” and “threats” by the
World Bank then all of a sudden ISIS is brought into the picture that somehow, they were
threatening another nation and so the nation had better respond favourably to the west
and Israel before ISIS-A sent ISIS into their nation to demonize the “Muslim”
community there and create “hell on earth” for that nation, bringing the nation to its
knees before it completely evaporated in front of the world public eyes.
With owning the world media this was not a difficult job. Money talks and no one likes to
lose his or her physical life.
But there were other bogeymen used for the catapult to frighten world nations out of their
minds and join the Bankers nightmare wars, and of this shall we speak further.
Of course not all of the Middle East are Arab for many of the nations are non-Arab or
mixed cousin races. So Israel needed to conduct a survey and decided the “Muslims”
would be their next victims.
These crudities were “not” conducted nor approved by the Hebrews themselves but by
the Albino jewry or “action-takers.” That will be all for today. Thank you, Mr. President
Aquino for your ear. Salu
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds. Sela
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103. ANIMAL WILDLIFE DAY IN THE PHILIPPINES
ANIMAL WILDLIFE DAY IN THE PHILIPPINES, featuring President Aquino
III, PETA, PAWS, ALF, and other world speakers, with a Code of Conduct
initiated and in the works, also, by both Singapore, the U.A.E. of ASEA, always
willing to do whatever necessary to assist in bringing about a paradisaical world for
the good of the all, coupled with China (whose news-report we saved has strangely
disappeared overnight). We present A VERY VERY SPECIAL GUEST ANIMAL
IN REPRESENTING THE TUSKS OF HER VERY OWN CULTURE - AND YOU
WILL READ ALL ABOUT IT! Thank you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
3.4.2016
”Our New Website for the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds will
appear at the top of each Memorandum and Round Table Conference. Thank you. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of United and
Free Planetary Worlds
http://mybeautifulswan.weebly.com/
3.6.2016
(Notation: Internet is erratic today).
Pacquiao poll ratings drop after comments vs same-sex marriage
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/04/1559429/pulse-pacquiao-poll-ratingsdrop-after-comments-vs-same-sex-marriage
Sir, we see only People and nothing else. Of what their lifejourney at this present hour
consists of we would say to you: If they have not injured you nor anybody else with
their lifestyle then we fail to understand your concern.
Boxers, on the other hand, Sir, injure each other every day, do they not? How is that
any different from animals been pitted together for the gain of a few pesos by their
handlers? We see, of course, no point in either event for in the former, your present
vocation, Sir, it rattles the bones of contention and the bones of the physical body.
The end result is a pocketful of money for attracting private investigators and
investors.
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Though your pockets are clean, Sir, for the most part, no private investigator is needed.
However, how is one able to run for office entirely based upon a boxing career leaving
the brains scrambled event after event, as the final offering to the Peoples of the
wonderful Island of the Philippines?
Each Nation, Sir, is a house. A house provides a home for all. Within each Nation,
Sir, there are many rooms within the house and within those many rooms live many
People of diverse evolutionary status. And within each Nation or Body, the “family”
who resides within the same house yet living within their own rooms, or provinces, or
states, are all a viable part of the HUman race as you are. And as a viable part of the
HUman race they are important contributors to the Universal Whole.
The PEOPLES OF THE NATION, each NATION upon the globe, which is a much
GREATER BODY are diverse in their nature, each progressing in their own hour,
learning, correcting mistakes, helping others, and most of all, Sir, “cherishing” each
other that they may better learn “equalization” of one another and learn that within
all life-journeys we must, each one, be provided a “home;” a home within a
NATIONAL BODY where we “ALL” feel wanted, loved, and secure.
Many souls need to work through their lessons a little longer and others do not, all
depending upon their lessons in this lifestream. It may surprise you, Sir, to learn that
this is where religion proves to be the greater barrier to the growth of the HUman
soul H=Holy=moral and ethical, U=Universal or All Encompassing Total rather
than proving to be the standard of the Higher Evolved Paradisaical Worlds.
Some religions also forbid the action of their priests to join with a nun, for instance,
and of course when this occurs, and the lifejourney of both wish to complete each
other, the lessons of both shall be stymied and put on hold. When this occurs of
course, then physical-emotional necessity will turn in another direction just as it
does in penitentiaries throughout the world. In this wise, again religion is blocking
the lessons of the HUman race who seek for the UNITY and NOT SEPARATION.
While you have much talent left in you, Sir, and much to offer the whole of society,
which you do, you would be better in choosing a vocation which allows the growth
of the soul standard in understanding and accepting People for themselves.
Assisting souls in their growth, Sir, is not something which is done overnight, so to
speak, but rather which is a constant and continual evolution of not only their souls
but that of ourselves. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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3.4.2016
Wildlife Day: Tusks turned into monument
http://www.philstar.com/news-feature/2016/03/04/1559243/wildlife-day-tusksturned-monument
As you know, animals including everything that walks, talks, swims, flies, crawls,
and so on, are very close to my soul. Chinatown in Manila enterprises a veganvegetarian tofu based store which is visited by so many People that the store needs
many more hundreds if not thousands of outlets in order to satisfy the meat-cravings of
the Peoples with NON-MEAT PRODUCTS OF ABSOLUTELY EXCELLENT
QUALITY AND TEXTURE THAT ONE CAN SCARCELY TELL THE
DIFFERENCE, and allow the animals to live in comfort and peace.
We further submit that such an “enterprise’ would indeed facilitate many if not all
ASEAN NATIONS in coming together and working strenuously at the offset together as
ONE HOUSE to bring into each ASEAN NATION trade using the Original “NONDIGITAL” Talent and Purchase Order System of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds. In this way, freeing the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION from
the monetary grip of all archaic monetary scams which bring war ships, war planes,
experimental weapons and “dissension” to a HOUSE occupied by a Peoples of a
different culture, demanding in a covert and subjective way in that they perceive you to
be their “subjects” therein, they the masters who will “permit” your rise as a Peoples of
the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION albeit only through their overly perceived control.
People such as these are the true invaders of the Silk Corridor, with aim to only cause
dissension, sanctions on those who do not see it their way, and threats. Hardly people of
enlightenment to the positive. They are here, the Americans, to support the World
Bank and their grandiose paychecks, for under this old outmoded archaic system:
“those who do work for money, don’t eat.”
http://www.petaasia.com/about/job-listings/
Even PETA and PAWS when the “transition of coordination” over to the Original
System of Talent and Purchase Order economics has completed itself, will offer not
even one position based upon the old outmoded world bank archaic system where
even the wealthy greatly tend in their obstinate operating of feed houses and
slaughter houses in the WEST and battered camel, and other domestic animals, fish
and fowl in the most torturous methodology imaginable.
AND THEN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT THINKS TO BLACKLIST THESE
WONDERFUL HUMAN CARING BEINGS, FOR YEARS IN THEIR DARK AND
DANK PRISONS AND EQUATE THEM TO TERRORISTS, IF ANY SANE
PERSON COULD BELIEVE ANOTHER HUMAN BEING COULD POSSIBLY
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THINK THAT SAVING ANIMALS WAS A CRIME. (make sure you “watch” the
video)
http://animalliberationfront.com/
NO ONE LIVING WITHIN THE ORIGINAL ORDER OF THE TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PARADISE WOULD EVEN THINK THEY
HAD THE RIGHT TO CONDUCT SUCH UNSPEAKABLE EXPERIMENTS AND
OFFENSES AGAINST ANY CREATURE WITH SO MUCH HATRED AND
TORTURE!
DO THESE OUTRAGEOUS DEMONIC DEEDS PREFORMED BLATANTLY
WITH NO FEELINGS, WHATSOEVER, OF GOOD CONSCIENCE TOWARD
THEIR FELLOW CREATURES, THE WONDERFUL ANIMAL WORLD,
DESERVE TO INCARCERATE EVEN ONE OTHER HUMAN BEING FOR
FREEING THEM FROM THEIR WORLD OF HELL?!
http://www.paws.org.ph/contact-us.html
We submit that the Zoos of these NATIONS of ASEA be closed down in favour of
placing them in such a World Sanctuary as will one day soon exist in YEMEN for
the blueprint they have had for years but also they were “abridged” by American
power-brokers who did not want anything free to exist for the Peoples nor the
Animals and so the sanctuary was put on hold. You may read the blueprint in our
new web-site location at the top of the page concerning this WORLD SANCTUARY
of which Prototypes could be set up.
Tourists would then flock also to the CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS TO THE
NEXT WORLD SANCTUARY FOR ANIMALS AND IN DOING SO WOULD
ENHANCE TRADE ALONG THE SILK CORRIDOR AND THE EXPANDING
VEGAN-VEGETARIAN TOFU FRANCHISES WOULD INDEED CONTINUE IN
PROMOTING ANIMAL WELFARE. AND NOT ONE CURRENCY, NOR
CREDIT CARD NOR DIGITAL SYSTEM NOR ANY OTHER ILL CONCEIVED
MONETARY SYSTEM UPON THIS EARTH WOULD STAY THE VISIT OF
ANY ONE PERSON GLOBALLY WHO WOULD LIKE TO VISIT THE ASEAN
CENTRAL WORLD WITH ITS OWN WILDLIFE SANCTUARY.
Both the elephant, and the dolphin (the latter which lives in a tank scarcely larger
than itself), needs IMMEDIATE FREEDOM.
We also submit, Mr. President Aquino III, Sir, that a “free license” be mandatory
for each citizen to obtain after the PSPCA or PAWS visits each home unannounced
to ensure the animals who live there have their needs well met for the enjoyment of
both the animal or animals and their families. And should the needs be seen not to
be met then, of course, schools need to be offered “freely” in order to better educate
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the people. Animals who do not bite are animals who are happy, so it only stands to
reason that all animals have an “equal” chance at life to be happy and fulfilled.
Therein will the at-hours, unthinkable and SAVAGE ABUSE OF ALL ANIMALS
END. Thank you.
As Singapore and China have been fast-tracking drawing up a Regional Code of
Conduct for the Seas, it would be “a wonderful accomplishment” to include an
ASEAN Code of Conduct drawn up for the rights and protection and the security of
all animals, whether they crawl, swim, fly, climb, run, and so on, for the other
CENTRAL NATIONS OF THE WORLD TO TAKE THEIR PROTOTYPE FROM.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
The Manila Zoo Has Failed Mali
http://www.peta.org.uk/blog/the-manila-zoo-has-failed-mali/
“Dr Jane Goodall recently joined the effort to help Mali by writing to the Philippines
president to support his directive ordering that Mali be reviewed and considered for
transfer to a sanctuary.”
15th January 2013
https://networkforanimals.org/mali-the-elephant-at-manila-zoo/
Friday, Mar 4th 2016
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267223/Mali-Manila-Zoo-Campaignersdemand-worlds-loneliest-elephant-sent-Thailand-friends.html
Who's going to find me some friends? Mali the world's loneliest elephant wants to pack
her trunk and go to Thailand after 33 YEARS on her own
Read
more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267223/Mali-Manila-ZooCampaigners-demand-worlds-loneliest-elephant-sent-Thailandfriends.html#ixzz41u4ZRo7m
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/dailymemorandum-philippines-second-part/912986902141546
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104. Issues to be tackled at Visayas presidential
debate - Presidential Candidates of the Philippines
3.20.2016
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/20/1564879/issues-be-tackled-visayaspresidential-debate
“CEBU CITY — Presidential candidates Jejomar Binay, Grace Poe, Mar Roxas and
Rodrigo Duterte are expected to answer questions on main areas of concern, namely
corruption in government, disaster preparedness, climate change, health and
education.”
Good Evening, Candidates and you are all looking ready to begin one more day of
ground swelling in the regions of the Visayas! Well, as Al Capone once said:
“Capitalism is the legitimate racket of the ruling class.”
As with any good agenda which you, as candidates, wish to instruct the peoples upon,
it is always best in giving them first your itinerary and then ask them to “study it”
in order that you all may have a common point of reference for the next
development.
So just before we begin, let us quickly take a short look at a world bank study of the
year two-thousand six, and their “wise” take on “corruption in the Philippines.”
“A World Bank Study said in 2006, corruption in the Philippines is considered to be
the worst in East Asia's economies.”
According to the great American gangster, Al Capone, not only the Philippines but the
entire world lives in the world bank’s vestment or pocket, with the Philippines not
dragging their feet but heading the very list at the top with the world bank corporate
gangsters who INSIST that their CAPITALIST LAWS BE FOLLOWED AND any
one individual or nation not following in the footsteps of the world bank and its
money laundering scams along with world bank corporate gambling upon the world
nations is in fact considered a criminal. Therein, the wonderful ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES ARE, ACTUALLY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL world bank
philosophy COMING ALONG QUITE NICELY IN RUNNING THE NATION,
would you not say?
Corruption was at an all time high, but no one is going to convince us, that the
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES OUT-DOES THE world bank WHO SET UP
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THIS CORRUPT MONETARY CAPITALIST SYSTEM IN THE FIRST PLACE
and SINCE THE world bank of all arson and gaming practices sees fit to condemn the
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, THAT SHOWS US THAT THE VERY
OPPOSITE IS ACTUALLY TAKING PLACE.
So the answer then according to world bank survey, agrees that the wonderful
PEOPLE of the great ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES must just dump the
capitalist world bank larson system and crime will disappear. No capitalist money,
no temptation, no incentive to criminal activity of that sort and upon the cleaning
house of the world bank chaff, the wheat will then be found in the ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND WISE
ECONOMICS and most of your problems will disappear.
“The Philippines is known to be one of the most at risk from natural disasters such as
typhoons, flooding, earthquakes, landslides, and volcanic eruptions. It was ranked third
by of 173 countries in the World Risk Index most vulnerable to disaster risk and natural
hazards.”
Again, this is an index not based upon the criteria of reality but rather bases itself
upon the effect of the given cause. So now let us look at the cause of all these criteria
coupled with world bank prestige upon the nations and put all in proper
perspective.
Most nations are governed not by incompetent men or incompetent women, but in fact,
governed by the capitalist world banking corporate powers. How then may the nation
possibly succeed in anything?
It is not a matter of “can a nation succeed” but a matter of “may a nation succeed,” as
the world bank dictates whether it will “permit” a nation and a governing council to
succeed.
The world bank places sanctions upon every nation throughout the globe by
controlling each nation fastening them into a loan to loan basis which translates,
into a tight budget.
“Daddy, may I have a greater allowance?” The nations ask? Well, it is just like that
with the world bank. Each nation is forced into greater subservience to the world
bank in every direct loan and purchase of land mass it makes. For not one nation
actually owns the land it calls its home anymore than a homeowner whose house sits
upon taxable land owns the house if he or she falls upon hard events and can no
longer pay the taxes on the land.
Winston Churchhill once replied when asked about taxes and which he thought the best
cause: “There is no good tax.”
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And of taxation upon a nation or a people, the same replied: “Can a people tax
themselves into prosperity? Can a man stand in a bucket and lift himself up by the
handle?”
When weather modification utilizing HAARP as was done in the past, and underground
tornadoes setting off large quakes and so on, manifest suddenly in the seas or off the
mainland, it is difficult when a nation subjected to having a tourniquet placed upon
its neck, arms, legs, and tongue by the world bank be expected to provide much
assistance at any hour of any given event.
Keeping nations in turmoil is the world bank’s greatest achievement for when
governments and the peoples of the nations are fighting to just survive, the governments
are the ones who take the sticks and stones which the world bank has earned and avoided
by using the governments as its shields.
Candidates, the point here is that in order to orchestrate good governance in dealing
with all of these issues, the cart must never be put before the horse. And that is
precisely what the peoples are demanding of you, the candidates to provide for
them.
It is important to explain to the people in ONE VOICE NOT-DIVIDED COMING
FROM ONE CHAIR NOT FRAGMENTED, that ONE STEP MUST BE TAKEN
BEFORE THE NEXT STEP IN ORDER THAT ALL PIECES OF THE SEEMING
PUZZLE CAN BE PROPERLY, ORDERLY AND COHERENTLY PUT BACK
INTO PLACE.
When a table is set in proper order the feast for the people will serve to leave not
one out.
This is a “key point” you, as candidates, need to adjust to:
STAND AS CANDIDATES AS A FAMILY OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN
ONE HOUSE. SPEAK WITH ONE VOICE. BE ONE WITH THE OTHER. FOR
IF YOU AS CANDIDATES CANNOT SPEAK IN ONE VOICE THEN HOW ON
EARTH ARE YOU GOING TO GOVERN A HOUSE WITH SO MANY PEOPLE
IN IT ENSURING NOT ONE IS LEFT OUT?
The moment you make it clear to the PEOPLES OF THE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES that you are not in opposition to one another due to the fact that you
NEED EACH OTHER’S INSIGHTS AND GOOD POLICIES UPHOLDING THE
HIGHEST ETHICS AND MORALS AND THE MOMENT YOU MAKE THIS
CLEAR TO THE world bank THEN YOU, THE CANDIDATES SHALL NO
LONGER BE ABLE TO BE CONTROLLED BY THE world bank using the United
States leadership of Israel for its backdrop of poison upon your house.
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The monetary system in all of its formats created injury upon injury for the nations of the
people. The capitalist system of the world bank is nothing more than a gambling aspect of
uncertainly for the peoples and certainty for the world bank that they do have your
money carefully locked away.
Each coffin of each war attests to that fact.
The moment any candidate accepts monetary assistance from the United States or
any other foreign policy whose mission it is to back and buy out any candidate running
for a “presidential seat” you have immediately lost the right to govern. For they will
own your chair.
All concerns with health coverage, criminal activity, climate control, education, and so
on, will fall directly into place upon the issuing of the capitalist system right out of the
nation and transitioning the proper and people-friendly system of paradisical
economics in the form of the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM in its place.
We trust this will provide the each of you, candidates, with an even greater opportunity
to free yourselves from the erroneous perception of the ONE MIND which in no
wise states that ONE operates upon an individual basis but rather works in one
consensus, non-divisible by one.
In that way, the candidate and wonderful lady and sister so very much loved and
admired by the students of the campus and many more people, Senator Miriam
Defensor-Santiago shall never need to concern herself in missing a debate, for when
you all stand as ONE CANDIDATE NO DIVISION AMONG YOU, SO SHALL
SHE NOT BE LEFT OUT. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

105. Philippines: No involvement in joint patrols in
disputed seas
3.21.2016
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Philippines: No involvement in joint patrols in disputed
seas
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/07/1560400/philippines-no-involvement-jointpatrols-disputed-seas
Agreement on US access to bases hailed
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/21/1565150/agreement-us-access-bases-hailed
“The government announced the agreement on five bases a few days after the soft launch of
this year’s “Balikatan” military drills.
The soft opening, which involved medical missions and building of schools, was held in Panay
and Palawan, the province nearest the West Philippine Sea.”
Interestingly enough, it seems the Philippine government or parts thereof for some unknown
reason or known reason have seen fit to dedicate the Islands to the drums of war no matter
what PEOPLE tell them of such unseasoned decisions. The flatterer on the brink of all world
banking mandatory “INVADE, OCCUPY AND TAKE IT ALL! NEVER MIND HONOUR OR JUSTICE!”
to prop up the world bank even further is one of the greatest “INJUSTICES EVER PERPETRATED
UPON THE ASEAN NATION OF THE PHILIPPINES SINCE THE EVENT OF THE MARCOS’ REGIME!”
So if you liked that hour in your history, you are going to face a repeat FAR WORSE!
Does ANYBODY know the military term for “soft opening?” Soft opening comes before the
“hardball game” is “blow them out of the waters!” and then the wonderful ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES AS WELL AS EVERY CENTRAL ASEAN NATION WILL BE EMBROILED IN A TYPE OF
WAR YOU WILL ALL HAVE WISHED TO “GOD” AS YOU SAY, YOU HAD NEVER BECOME
INVOLVED IN!
You are standing on a precipice of hell on earth if you unleash this horrific stance by the
United States corporate banking powers to rule the day, the evening, and the night.
YE ONES HAVE NO IDEA WHAT YOU ARE DOING TO YOURSELVES!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

106. Monsanto Challenged by Sound Ethics
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“Monsanto Owns The Weather in $1Billion Purchase of Climate Corporation 10”
3.21.2016
We have asked a team member Reni Sentana-Ries to kindly formulate a writing toward
the perils of allowing Monsanto, a right arm of the world banking system, into any
country, such as the ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES where we have noticed that the
large SM grocery store has had now for some hours, days, weeks, and months, its GMO
NOT ALLOWED IN THIS STORE, signs taken down. Upon buying and eating the
tomatoes recently, we have all noticed that they were tough with thick skins and little
taste. GMO’s and easily recognizable. The following writing deals with the crux of the
problem with GMO’s.
However, are governments all that immune to warding off big business such as
Monsanto when no one is able to beat them in courts owned by the world bank
especially when alliances are made with foreign governments such as military
alliances with the United States? Once Monsanto takes hold you will not even be able
to taste your food and you will own nothing. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

Quote:
Monsanto is an international corporation with intent to infiltrate the farming communities
of all nations.
Monsanto has close links to the banking industry and the political systems as well as
administrations of nations.
Monsanto does not hesitate to use tactics of threats and intimidation against its
adversaries.
As a corporation Monsanto seeks to control the food supply of all nations by a
modification of the gene structure of fruits and vegetables, as well as cotton and grains.
At that point the company claims 100% ownership of all seeds.
Many governments have revised their laws to grant Monsanto seed ownership rights.
Monsanto then enters into a contractual agreement with hapless farmers, where the
farmer must then purchase not only the seeds, but also the fertilizer, pesticides, and rental
costs on equipment for the seeding of crops.
Monsanto controls all costs to the farmers and all arrears for seeding costs go against the
farmers’ farm lands, which Monsanto aims to obtain by farmers’ default.
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When the farmers’ lands have been destroyed by Monsanto chemicals and stop yielding
sufficient returns for paying all operating costs, Monsanto lays claim on the lands and
housing assets it holds by contractual and signed agreements as collateral.
At that point many farmers commit suicide for the benefit of their families to have some
survival cash.
The courts side with Monsanto which go by the letter of the original agreement and lets
Monsanto win regardless of ethics.
Monsanto also claims farm lands adjacent to its fields which are held by farming
communities which have not entered into a contract with Monsanto. This Monsanto does
by claiming ownership of sprouted GMO seeds which had blown on a neighbour’s field
by the wind. Canada has seen claims of such nature by Monsanto.
Monsanto is part of the secret conglomerate which aims to achieve massive population
reduction in accordance with a promise written into the Georgian Monument where its
builders wish to see the population of this world reduced to 500 Million.
The problem here is not so much Monsanto, but governments which allow these
corporations to operate within their borders on such an unfair basis. End quote
(Authored by: Reni Sentana-Ries, March 21, 2016)

Notation: We have found once again a picture at the top could not be included for this
publication. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

107. 5 takeaways from the 2nd presidential debate Philippines Presidential Candidates
3.22.2016
5 takeaways from the 2nd presidential debate
http://www.philstar.com/news-feature/2016/03/21/1565194/5-takeaways-2ndpresidential-debate
When we read “you share” it warms our soul in a way you, the candidates could
never know. When you “share” the Presidential Chair you have already succeeded
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in your goal toward the best council you may provide in the days, moments, and
hours to come. We have a feeling of great sadness when we see the fifth candidate
Miriam Defensor-Santiago with her image not present.
The great lady stands as One within the Whole so her image should stand along with
the each image of the One of the Total.
Perhaps the each of you would consider embracing your sister in active
conversation, holding her up as you, each One, would expect of the graciousness of
each other should you find of yourselves to be in the same position.
Candidates when it comes to the issue of "divorce" please remember, it is the world
bank and its tourniquet who both "sanction" through religious "persuasion" of the
peoples the institution of marriage and that of tourniquet the couple once the sanctions
have been made. It is the world bank who place "sanctions" upon people and nations
to ensure the peoples are never happy when a wrong match is made.
Now, instead of saying to yourselves that if you go against the rule of church and state
on this “touchy subject” the big boys or girls in the back will not support you, or the
church, will through the back door, make life difficult for you, or the present court
system will rule its wares against you, you must be prepared to always think first of the
PEOPLE who have these impossible sanctions placed upon them by church and by
state when impossible situations arise.
Any type of bondage is not freedom.
Sir Francis of the Holy See is most approachable. Perhaps then it is the Bishops
creating the lower form of tourniquet right on the ground where you are enslaving the
PEOPLES against their own will and not indeed against the will of any “God” simply
due to the fact that no enlightened being would ever embrace a philosophy of
“sanctions” upon a PEOPLES whose lessons are still in the process of being learned.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

108. world European Union bank YOU ARE THE ONES
ALLOWING CHAOS TO RULE
world European Union bank you are the ones allowing chaos to rule
3.23.2016
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A leader shall ensure that the nations on the perimeter be kept safe and comfortable
in order that the national house of the leader remain safe and comfortable too. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
For those serious contenders in fighting terrorism then begin with the root cause or
the source of each nation’s problems. The root cause of all terrorism is financed by
the world bank who engage themselves in forcing one nation’s hand against the
other. The world bank initiates terror in every land using terror as a diversion from
their other escapades of inciting war in other lands, and when the peoples are not
looking, the world bank and its HUman collateral strike for the kill, for HUman
sacrifices are cheap and fund the stock markets of the world. And to the world bank
the gaming table in stocks and bonds and issuance of credit debt loans to nations
and peoples until they hang themselves for the world bank as more collateral
damage is the delight of those who have proven no soul exists within themselves save
that which their DNA-Helix has once brought to the foreground for all to witness
their unchivalrous waver not unto themselves and their schemes.
When people are conditioned through media and world bank enterprise to abhour
peoples of one religion or another, then no matter who they are or what they say
they do, they are also conditioned to jump up and down and throw sticks and stones
at those whose home roots they protect at any cost to preserve what they think
should be only a pure race.
Delusion takes many forms but the worst delusion that exists takes the form of
racism against the principle of that which they do in no wise understand. Without
knowledge there can be no understanding and if there be no understanding then
wisdom in dealing with any situation does in no wise exist.
Terrorism breeds terrorism; fury breeds fury; anguish of both, breeds subservience
to the world bank who incite, watch the climate of their incitement upon world
nations, upon the peoples, watching as their next boogyman begins to take on
another ugly shape.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
Whenever the United States hurries directly in to assist a nation in turmoil due to a
“terrorist” action upon a world nation such as Brussels of Belgium, one can be
assured there lies a hidden motive and that motive to recruit one more nation into
“fighting all kinds of terrorism” you may be well assured includes the taking over
the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS which reach
high up into Syrian waters. The United States has long been the standing army of
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the world bank in supporting the agenda of the Black Pope Albino jewry (jewry
being a verb an action word and not a noun or a race) of Israel.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
It is better to remain where we are rather than to sit within a fortress outside of the
people’s reach dressed in clothes of finery eating salads and steak whilst the British
PEOPLE walk in sackcloth eating spinach with Rolls-Royce sauce.
While you are all dressed in the best finery, the nation is wearing sackcloth and rags and
unable to go anywhere. Food is rationed, fishing ports shut down years ago due to the
Americans using the docking areas to secretly rebuild ships which had been sunk in the
gulf war, as they did not want the American people to know, so British fishermen went
bankrupt and the parliament did the rest.
Madame, Margaret Thatcher could not have done more harm to Britain had she
been Henry Kissinger. “And the injustice they have done to you is beyond
comprehension.”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
We may addendum this as the day progresses.
Here is a short message which came to the fore an event ago. This description of life
in England at this hour as an English lady views it acknowledges the chaotic mess of
the British homeland of her own posturing. We are more interested in the sentiment
of the PEOPLES of Great Britain than we are of those parliamentarians who seek to
crop the national purse of the poor in order to keep all revolution down when what
the PEOPLES are asking for is EVOLUTION of thought and action of all goodly
conscience for themselves and of those pressed upon their nation by those who
destroyed their homeland.
Quote:
Uthrania capitalist in my mind are not the real people ' real people work and pay their
taxes by law if we do not we will go to prison , we have no say in where our taxes go, our
governments will say to us that there is no more money for health care or for schools and
tell us we are broke but then go to war and spend billions of pounds, The trouble we have
with the British government when American government barks the British government
wags and it dose their bidding , we are so intertwined with America, The American
government wants Britain to stay in Europe so they have eyes and ears on what is going
on and not only that they will have influence on any major decisions that are made in
Europe through the control they have over the British government. But we know don't we
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that all governments in the world are controlled by a greater power that is quite evil . The
British military pilot that you have spoken about here is a victim of the propaganda lies of
American government as they were saying that Iraqi government have a weapon of mass
destruction ,which we know now they did not, no doubt this British pilot regrets those
words now but she is only one person from millions of people in the UK, how can you
use one person to dam millions of others , did you not see the peace marches in London
of thousands of people against the war did you not know about the MPs that resigned
because they were against this illegal war. In truth Uthrania I am completely lost for there
is a greater power some call it the Illuminati that control the world order and I am sure
their Desire is a civil war across Europe and they can only use the emotion of Fear to
control people to drive them to kill each other. Yes you can use my comments Uthrania if
it helps . My love to you Ann (Ann Waller a fine English Lady) End Quote.
Note: Please note that if “taxes” which are “usury” are not paid to the banker, the
citizens will go to prison. Now, as “taxes” are “usury” and “usury” is against all
universal principle, against all Protestant church regulations considering they follow
some of what is written by text in their bible (if they can separate the truth from the
poison), and “usury,” is against all constitutional processes for “usury” or “taxes”
“alms” or “reba” whatever you wish to call it - is “illegal” “injurious” to the
PEOPLES OF THE NATIONS ACROSS THE GLOBE including Great Britain
and England within, so what good is the English Parliament when it cannot even
free itself or many wish to not free themselves and Parliament from the contempt of
the international banker and their shopping spree upon the NATION?
When British Parliament set a law, a mandate that the heads of Israel shall be
immediately arrested should they venture onto English soil, Mr. Netanyahu and
Tibby set them straight and the law was rescinded, for no man, woman, nor child
shall dictate to the royal bank of England the subservient branch of the world bank
lest the money purse be cut off and the heads of Royalty do without all finery and
pomp for they, too, along with people labour for the world bank and its filthy
agenda upon the nations.
We remember when the day and the hour came where the war took its toll, the
British in Iraq sent to fight a war, near the end, with Denmark doing ill instead of
good, the British boys and soldier girls were sent in running shoes.
The Americans had flack jackets provided them from home for no more money was
left on the budget just enough to send them home.
Who are the twenty-four who walked out of English Parliament?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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109. WHY Is There Even One Beggar In The Street
While The Vatican And Other Religious Institutions Harbour
The PEOPLES ALMS?
3.26.2016
If any religious leader decries "terror profaning God's name" that leader no matter
how humble he or she is, is inciting war which leads to bloodshed.
The cry of "you have insulted God" is no less than a war cry and each and every
war cry throughout the centuries issued to protect the one-eyed G-D or G-LD calf
(golden calf such as the golden bowl) in no wise fosters Peace only War.
For what "God" needs defended if the "God" is all powerful?
If “God” is merciful and compassionate then why do the “flock” go hungry, sick,
and unclothed because “God’s” representatives exchange the People’s tithes for
blessings and leave the Peoples crawling on their knees to “petition” “God” for
mercy?
For what "God" if all HUmans have the same God, need bowls of silver and gold,
trunks of diamonds, rubies, and gems stored up in its vaults, and the collecting of
tithes, alms in its bank, when it is the People who need to eat and clothe themselves?
Hospitals cost money so if the church refuses with all its billions to set up a health
care program for its "own flock" par ce then does it not make sense that the
Peoples, themselves, need their own alms and tithes for their own survival?
What "God" indeed takes away the very last peso's out of a hungry man and
woman's hands which they need to feed their family and feed the poor around
them?
Why is it stated then that "God gives blessings to.....” when in fact, the one-eyed
God takes all economic blessings away from the hungry man and woman's mouth
and gives it into the Vatican bank and world bank jewry (jewry being a verb and an
action word and not a noun nor a race) house?
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If all peoples have the same "G-D" then it only stands to reason that "GOD" is the oneeyed money G-D which the Hellions created for the bondage of each and every man,
woman and child to "defend" unto death in wars on each and every religious front
which all result in "HUman blood sacrifices."
Quote for the Day:
If the world bank and each religious establishment would give back to the PEOPLE
EVERY PESO THEY HAVE STOLEN FROM THEM IN TITHES AND ALMS
THROUGH UTTER DECEIT THROUGHOUT THE CENTURIES AND
MILLENNIA THEN THE PEOPLE WOULD NO LONGER NEED TO CRAWL
DOWN ON THEIR HANDS AND KNEES LIKE BEGGARS TO PETITION THE
ONE-EYED G-LD OR G-D "GOLDEN CALF" FOR ALL THE BLESSINGS THAT
"GOD'S" PRIESTS AND MINISTERS AND EVERY OTHER RELIGIOUS HEAD
OF EVERY OTHER RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION HAVE DECIDED TO
WITHHOLD FROM THE PEOPLES AND WAFT INTO THEIR OWN COFFERS.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representation of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
Note: We have corrected the word “cafe” to “calf.” The second paragraph. Thank you.
We have also replaced the word “side to front” as we felt it the better choice. We have
removed a comma after the word ministers in the last paragraph also. Thank you. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representation of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

110. Not One Excluded - You Decide, Sir
3.26.2016
After 146 years, Rockefeller family is exiting the oil business
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/rockefeller-family-is-exiting-the-oil-business/
"’Evidence appears to suggest that the company worked since the 1980s to confuse the
public about climate change's march, while simultaneously spending millions to fortify its
own infrastructure against climate change's destructive consequences and track new
exploration opportunities as the Arctic's ice receded,’ the fund said.”
Not One Excluded - You Decide, Sir
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“It’s too humbling a time.”
You know and I will explain this to you, Mr. Rockefeller, it is just as important and
perhaps the most difficult of all when you must tell your family that not all in afterlife is
well.
“But spontaneous as it may be the fly in the ointment must never now neglect to see
that where one step a foot in front of the other is taken not in court issues, for you may
all then end up there, but the hour is “now” where Exxon Mobile thank goodness is
down, and the heat wave over the earth has been well enough pronounced for the
litigation in the coil-string down below the surface of the earth in once upon a-time for
oil riches subservient to the middle man of the comstock boys furnished the high oil
prices ‘in blaming the sheiks of the Middle East and Urasia,’ Mountain factory, and
comstocks all throughout the world fell when the dishes on the high end saw HAARP
ingest all that sultry comstock as they changed the weather in other long pole weather
modification equipment off the coast of Indonesia between that and the Falkland
Territories. So boys and girls the game is over. Cast in the dice in order that you won’t
end up here as well. - Rockerfeller Oil Cabinet. HTB”
- Scribed content by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds Sela
All is not well in the house of the Rockerfeller, but it is vitally important that when one
step is taken the next be taken as well. Paradise locks noone out who is intent upon
providing outside of the capitalistic market the reversal in good deed. And what can
be done to reverse the negative DNA-Helix before the time of the final moment of this
lifestream before crossover?
Assist us all in the greatest charitable deed you could wish to accomplish. But a deed
which is nevertheless, as you would view it, as “charity.” Close down every form of the
capitalist monetary system along with your churches and other religious institutions
and give us a helping hand instituting the “quantitative easing” to every government
still in operation as we transition into the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM which we invite the each one of you to join your hands with ours
throughout the world so not one more Rockefeller is left out on a road or pathway
(working toward the first rung of Paradise) and instead going nowhere in one great
hurry.
Past is the hour for reincarnating into the same family line with all the advantages. This
as you are all too well aware is the final hour of the Great Equinox.
From here all placement of souls will be decided by the progress they have made through
the lessons of insurmountable lifestreams.
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It is your decision whether you choose to reform in one consistent pattern or
whether you continue upon the path not only destructive upon the entire HUman
race but a path so destructive toward that of your own soul where you will then
have chosen to be sent back through the curtain or rip in the fabric of space where
one man and one woman prey upon one another’s nature.
We do have the Key to send you there but we prefer you take our hand and work
your way to a much finer life than money can ever buy.
Your soul and souls will attest to that on the day and hour and moment of your final
decision...either way.
We hope you choose wisely house of Rockefeller. There will be no more reincarnations
back into the same family line upon this particular planet residing within the
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds. The war is almost over and you
have lost.
Please become ONE with us. Sela
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

Note: “(working toward the first rung of Paradise) and instead going nowhere in
one great hurry.” “will then” has also been included in another paragraph. This
have we clarified. Thank you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of
the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

111. From The Many Forms Of Terrorism Lies Even One
More - The HUman Crucifixion
3.27.2016
Pinoy nailed to cross prays for Belgium, ME
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/27/1566567/pinoy-nailed-cross-praysbelgium-me
If one wishes to speak about "terrorism" here is new kind yet one as old as the hills
and practised in South America as well. These forms of “terrorism” are practiced by
the deluded and the fanatical and this is what religion has dealt them. If one insists
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upon re-enacting that which never did exist except as capital punishment during that hour
and century of other peoples who hung on crosses, then this is not enacted properly,
because people were never nailed to crosses through the palm of their hands. This is
because with the weight of the body the nails would have torn though the flesh.
What the executioners did do was place the spike (not a nail) between the two bones in
each wrist so the flesh would not tear. Nails were never used in this type of capital
punishment.
Any hour you witness men or women flogging themselves bloodied and spiking
themselves to creosoted wood, one must remember that the bible account stated that
"Jesus" was hardly recognizable.
This could only have happened had he been stoned to death. And upon a capital
punishment of stoning, the person was placed spread-eagled on the ground with rawhide
strapped over each wrist and ankle and a huge bolder was then pushed over the cliff
directly on top of the sufferer.
In such instances, of course, the man or woman could not have been recognizable. So
anyone could have been then spiked to a cross and noone would have known who he
or she had been. And that is exactly what happened.
But this did not happen to the man you call “Jesus” for India saw the man whom was
not crucified at all but had travelled into India and taught and learned many realities there
and procreated a family. And one of the main teachings was "reincarnation" of the
soul into a new life or body.
A teaching which the scribes of the day hired by the lawmakers carefully cauterized
out of the so-called holy text called the bible of which has now so many different
versions of tamper-with text that it is nowhere recognizable nor authentic in nature as
being anything a “christed” or “enlightened one” had once penned or alluded to.
Does not then the bible say to keep your bodies as you would a holy temple? Well
then, why are ye all flogging yourselves bloodied and hammering yourselves to piece
of creosoted wood?
One other event was missed from the “story” but should we remind ye ones you
might just do it next year should you remain of the deluded mind.
Any teaching requiring the blood and flesh sacrifice of any animal or HUman being
is a teaching right out of behind the rip in the fabric of space and brought here by
the Hellions and NOT through any teaching of universal principle by ANY
ENLIGHTENED HUman being from the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds.
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You have learned nothing of the manner of the universal creation and the manner of
which you as dignified HUman beings are to treat yourselves as well as one another.
Nobody is going to carry your “karma” either to the positive or the negative and the
sooner each one of you recognize this “FACT of LIFE” which is a fundamental
principle within all universal principles and workings” the sooner you will each one
evolve OFF the WHEEL OF LIFE.
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/27/1566561/noy-seek-light-amiduncertainty
Speaker Feliciano Belmonte Jr., Sir, just because a tradition such as Easter has been
forced upon you for hundreds of years it does in no wise make it reality. It simply
means that the Hellion DNA-Helix combined with your own and that of countless others
has made it difficult for the HUmanities to overcome the negative principle and place the
positive principle above in even recognizing the “crucifixion” as being of a viable nature
which had to be first believed before the Easter story could be believed.
You must understand, here, that this inner war each soul experiences is what every
“christed or enlightened” man, woman and child had always spoken of. There indeed
is a war going on within each soul and that war is a war of the mixture of Hellion
DNA-Helix with the HUman H=holy=moral=ethical positive nature and that is why it
is so difficult also for those on drugs or alcohol to kick the habit.

http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/27/1566562/evil-will-never-win-tagle
Archbishop Luis Antonio Cardinal Tagle, Sir, Any tradition which deals in any type
of blood sacrifice is a tradition which came from HELL=Hellions and in no wise
belong to any holy man, woman, or child. The “resurrection” belongs to every man,
woman, and child, because “resurrection” into a new life, is the reincarnation into a
new body of which each babe who comes into this world through the blood and the
water of the womb of the woman can well attest to before many forget from whence
they came.
Thank you for waiting, good man, and once this tenet is finally understood then “no
evil” will be able to exist within the soul, mind nor actions of the body toward the
enlistment of another capitalist system delusion and that second delusion lies with
capital punishment for the sacrifice of the HUman body in one form or another. Salu
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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112. What is the First Level of Paradise and Of What
Evolution Do We Speak?
3.29.2016
Dear Ones, we are giving these words to the each of ye once again after many years,
hours and moments, for the reality of those principles which exist within the
universal structure.
First you must understand that through reincarnation, whatever you build in this
life will be your token or contribution toward yourselves as well as others in the
next. Hence, you are now living in the Time of the Great Equinox whereby you either
make it to the first rung of living upon a Paradisaical world having made it over the
Equinox, or having to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary worlds.
Once you do make it over the final Equinox, you then will never need to work in the
negative upon worlds such as this. Like a plant you grow and continue to flourish
without snow and ice making you to repeat and rebuild consistently. It is an exciting
time for you live upon worlds in which truth is the normal attribute of life no matter
in which discipline you may study or major in.
Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries is upon this
world.
The economic system is entirely different and this world has no known substitute for it
and that is why this world is out of sinc with all universal principles of higher evolved
practices.
Evolvement does in no wise mean that the Darwin theory has become the substitute of
truth, but rather the evolvement we speak of has its principles in human birth, HU
standing for Holy Universal, which simply means that when the Creation of the
Humanities first began, the human "evolved" in higher understanding and principle
of truth, but the coordination of the body still remains as human.
Once you make it over the Equinox, your humanity takes on a brand new type of
evolution and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting one's DNA.
One has never begun as a tadpole for example, evolving into an ape, though we do agree
that in the political realm that most do seem to act out their own beliefs in this arena.
Dear ones, we have worked long and hard over many lifestreams, and few come to a
world such as this in order to teach of the errors of religion and economics - but this is
the time of the Equinox.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

113. Talents Gifts DNA Heaven Earth Explanation
In this writing we come to the understanding whether the child receives "gifts" from the parents
or from "God" as the religionists like to quip. Where does the child receive his or her talents?
This truth was cauterized out of the pages of the bible itself and as more new additions are
printed more valid texts have disappeared. Reality stands no matter in which year it was
written. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
3.29.2016

The Akashic Board
When the child is born or rather BEFORE the child is born to a parent it is heavily discussed
among the heavenly council, the Akashic Board, exactly whom that child shall be born to, in
particular, in the case of child genius.
This goes for every culture. The child comes with its own DNA manifestation and TALENTS
which he or she has acquired through difficult and steady work, lifestream after lifestream.
In the case of a musician for instance, that child may be born to a set of parents who are both
not gifted, but rather, talented, having earned the right to their acclamation before the world
scene.
In other words they both, the man and the woman, come back to this particular earthen
planet we call Angorius for the sole purpose of ENJOYING or REAPING what they have sown in
other lifestreams.

Different Families?
When that man and the woman have a child, that child will most likely, unless there is a reason
otherwise, be also reincarnated into the same family of a particular group which he or she once
in the past, as you call it, decided to work IN HARMONY TOGETHER with musical talents
COMBINED.
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The GIFT which is then given is given at the time of conception wherein the father passes
through his sperm his particular DNA which has coded within it his own musical talents which
may be a little diverse from that of the child which he passes it on to. This is where the term
"gift from God" or "gift from my father in heaven" first originated from. For we have all at
some time emigrated from another planet to this One.
The woman likewise may pass along her talents which she has so aptly worked hard at
acquiring through the rotation of child and egg.
In other words, when the child is the egg the mother at that time is INFUSED with the child
through and through and this is where the heavy, at most times, bonding of the child to the
mother occurs at childbirth and beyond. Then the sperm is delivered to format the child into the
likeness of both parents with the eldest usually resembling first the father if the child be female
and the mother if the child be a son.
This is the story of the gift of the talents from heaven. It is unfortunate, however, that the
mother is usually if not always, left out in linguistical diagram.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

114. People! You “Are” Living Your Next Life
3.29.2016
Dear ones, what exactly does happen following physical death? You have undoubtedly read
many books on the subject, but it is highly doubtful any books have recorded that which I do
present to you now, both from experience as well as through my scribings from those who
have elevated themselves in higher paradisical worlds and shared with us their wisdom. Years
as well as months and seconds from our days past do we reteach these fundamental universal
values and realities. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

Where Does The Soul Really Go and What Happens After Physical
Death?
What happens to you "after" you die? It is important to understand that there is no death. At
the time of ascension the soul leaves the body as naturally as it entered it. You stand up and
walk out. There is nothing mystical about it. Life is as natural as breathing and it is the same
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with the soul entering the body and then leaving the body. It is all a part and portion of life
itself. Breathe in, breathe out.
Just as a leaf in spring time will unfurl, so will the soul enter the body and be born. Then as the
leaf in the fall departs from the tree, so will the soul again depart from that body which he or
she inhabits.
The soul will then depart for the deva chan, or place of the waiting. And where is this? Upon
another planet set aside for the souls. There may be forests with houses, or grasslands......in
fact, anywhere habitable which you would find on earth, you will find "in heaven."
The soul, once it leaves the denser body, will continue in his or her appearance and will be
solid, molecules vibrating at a higher rate.
Before the place of the waiting there is an interim place which the soul or souls often wait
until a guide leads he or she or them to the place of the waiting.
The guide may be unknown, or the guide may be a relative or someone you know, who has
not yet moved on. The guide espouses no wings.
In the place of the waiting the soul is given a place to stay, usually a house, not fancy, but still
a protective cover where the soul will be given basic foods, clothing, and may stay with others
gone before (if they are still waiting to see the Akashic council) or reside alone. Walks may be
taken and comradeship developed.
You must understand that the soul is just as solid as the physical body. I will explain.
As the soul enters into a body, that body is made of a molecular structure in which the
molecules are close together giving the body a density which differs from that of the soul light
body, or soul body which is lighter or less dense. When the soul leaves the denser body it
returns to a place or planet where the magnetism of the planet allows the soul body,
movement, such as walking, running, swimming, and so on.
When the time of the waiting is over, a guide will take the soul to the Akashic Council. The
Akashic Council is made up of highly evolved men and women whose duty it is to guide the soul
over major aspects of their formal life, whether to the positive or negative aspects, and suggest
to the soul his or her next action. For a soul who has come from a traumatic exit of the denser
body, a time may be set aside for their emotional recovery.
When one states that they are not responsible for this or that event in the world's history, due
to the fact they had not been born at that time, they are most likely not being accurate. For we
are the reincarnation of a past life. This is how the "sins" of the father may be visited upon the
son, for one example. We must come back in order to "fix" that which "we broke."
There is much to be said on this topic, but for now, to those who read, this is a beginning.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

115. Why One Does Not Remember Past Lives? (Part 1)
3.29.2016
Dear ones, in Part One we would like to expound upon the "veil of forgetfulness" which occurs
for most people at the time of their rebirth back into this world.
There is no religion which can explain why all people are not being reborn equal. For example:
one may be blind, another with great musical talent, and so on. Over the years, months and
minutes have we provided yet another portion for the understanding of the HUmanities. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

Is the Veil of Forgetfulness Necessary?
Before the time of the Equinox, and when the same generations are reincarnated back on this
plane for lessons to be learned, or for great talents to be developed, or for the positive or
negative karma (what you sow you reap) to represent itself toward the individual, group or
nation - the veil of forgetfulness in most instances is placed each time over the conscious
memory of each person. This is done in order to safeguard the individual from having to deal
emotionally with previous experiences from past lifestreams. But you will have a soul
recognition and intuition without the experience remembered.
Remembering and emotionally experiencing past lifestreams consciously would be too much
to handle for the individual otherwise, and in many instances would interfere with the present
lifestream in which that individual finds itself incarnated in.
It is DNA - or soul remembrance - which the individual must now deal with subconsciously, and
that simply entails "that" particular growth which has been severely encoded within the system
of the individual, must now participate in the testing of its own solidness within the individual's
holy universal structure.
In other words: It is your soul remembrance in the subconscious part of the brain due to your
DNA continually receiving instructions throughout your accumulated lifestreams, which is put to
the test when you arrive back on an earthen world with the same lessons to complete.
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How is it we do not live only one life? (Part 2)
Now let us move on to the misconception of believing one "lives only once" and yet
"everyone is created equal."
To begin with, nothing pertaining to the reality of the universe is ever religious, which is why
no stumbling block is ever placed in the way of knowledge and understanding.
If all who are born upon this planet are created equal then why are some born brilliant whilst
others are born not so brilliant? Why are some born blind whilst others see? Why are some
born deformed whilst others are beauteous of body? We could go on and on, the list is almost
endless, but we will stop here and answer this first question.
No matter how you look at it, it is NOT equality when all are NOT born equal. We are all equal
pertaining to our rights. But we are NOT equal in our abilities, for abilities and talents are
worked at and earned over countless lifestreams.
Each of us are reborn into a new lifestream as the sum total of that which we are, which we
have earned, learned and applied, either to the positive or to the negative. All is for a process
of learning in order to bring us closer to where we wish and need to be.
The soul may have asked the Akashic Council to allow it to be tested in certain schools. The
soul may have also karmic backlash in how he or she in a prior incarnation treated another.
There are diverse scenarios. To experience we learn to become better souls who will one day
achieve a higher standard of life in a higher evolved world. If not, the soul will be continuing
on the same wheel of life upon one lower evolved planet or another, over and over again,
never achieving full happiness.
We, as sentient Beings, are in a school. We are born into the school of life. We start at the
beginning and after many many lifestreams, and hopefully we progress positively, we begin to
gain wisdom with the accumulation of our knowledge.
For example, in your schools, some dear ones pass the first grade with languages and social
studies as their top grade, whilst they need to accumulate more experience with the sciences or
art and gymnastics. So they may be held over in those subjects and come back again to learn
better those particular lessons. And you progress all the way through school, university and
many experiences rung by rung.
It is the same with lifestreams. The joy of learning is the ultimate goal of every human being.
When you learn, you progress, and when you progress, you finally hit the first rung of one of
the many worlds or planets who have achieved Paradisical living. In this Paradise, you then
continue on in that first grade upward, not needing to come back to a world which is lowly
evolved, unless you wish to assist others on their upward journey, here in the physical.
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You work your way to your own salvation, so to speak, and no matter what you believe no
one can do it for you. You have to earn your own experiences so they are truly your own.
During your own experiences, you build character, achieve knowledge and wisdom and no
one can do that for you, as you can see.
There is much to be said on this topic as well, but perhaps a little at a time is all we need to
begin our journey of understanding of the universes and their wisdom.
If diversity of religion bring about wars then neither side have understood one thing your
Prophets and Master Teachers including Buddha and Vishnu have ever spoken to you in the
past, present, nor in this future.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

116. When All We See Is Chaos And Injury!
PHILIPPINES
4.2.2016
When all we see is chaos and injury toward the poor and hapless people, the injury
toward farmers desperate for food promised, terrible fires burning down
irreplaceable memorandum from the science and arts building to cite only one
example, and fires upon the great mountains of the Philippines;
when all we read about is slander upon one candidate or another yet not from the
candidates themselves at all hours;
when all we read is one lawyer after the next citing another advantage toward
themselves in harassing the same candidate over and over again or in continuation of
presenting more cases before the SC because that is how the lawyers make their wages;
when all we witness is the news media upholding and uplifting the bad, the negative,
leaving the good and positive news almost completely out of the picture, this tends to
leave the soul in wanting to walk the other way.
All this injury, all these programs which cite disaster upon the peoples, all these
court cases, all teachers without wage or increase, all government and civil authorities
running on a loose string of not enough currency, bringing about events which they are
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instructed to handle in ways which are immoral and unethical, and all because the
money system dictates that either they do the damnable at hours or they,
themselves, shall wither and die like the crops in the fields of the farmers.
Gutting the national budget of each and every nation is an international pastime of
the world bank, the IMF, and its corporate thumbs.
When we witness the church beckoning presidential votes be awarded a presidential seat
of one instead of the twenty-four as set for the Original Talent and Purchase Order
System for the GOOD OF THE PEOPLES!
and we witness the church setting its policy-makers toward the state in presenting
the ten commandments which no "God" save that of the Hellions themselves with
their one-eyed monetary "G-D=GO-D=GOLD" dictated upon the peoples, neither
to Moses nor to anyone else should they have been men and women or a child of
good conscience, as a foundation upon which only "one" new president is to adhere to,
when worship of any man, woman or child is worship of oneself;
when we read of the church of the state or nation looking upon all disaster of food
crops, sitting collecting the last few peso's from each and every farming community,
and praying for them, our ire is of such strength toward this utter hypocrisy of
religious movement that we, ourselves, can scarcely utter a word for our amazement
and horror at the genuine bastardness of the monetary system and its perpetrators from
the top all the way down to the bottom rung of the deepest dung heap in moralities and
ethics.
And finally, when we must acknowledge the state of injury through the selling out to
foreign enterprise the health system removing it piece by piece out of the hands of
the peoples and the government, through privatization eliciting costs in debts of over
P500 Trillion and expecting an impoverished peoples to pay it back through the
collection of illegal tax-based funds which are against all universal principle; for when
you go against universal principle your country, your nation, your state will not "be
blessed" but will lie in ruins for you sold out the nation, the peoples natural rights and
resources to the highest bidder, and those who scream, you shoot down or arrest, haul
them into courts where the vicious cycle of money laundering goes around and around
again.
And here we present the action of money laundering as being monies paid to one
account of one lawyer to another account of another lawyer, to prosecute and
continue in prosecuting even the innocent, and to the process of always going around
in the monetary system no matter which precinct, no matter which government program,
no matter which segment of authority for the monetary capitalist system in its very
essence is one of INJURY UPON THE PEOPLES, THE GOVERNMENTS AND
THE NATIONS WITHOUT THEMSELVES EVEN REALIZING IT!
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MONEY LAUNDERING SATISFIES ITS NAME. IT GOES AROUND AND
AROUND IN CIRCULATION LIKE LAUNDRY IN A MACHINE. AND THE
MONEY LAUNDERING MACHINE IS THE WORLD BANK WHICH
MANDATES THAT ANYONE PUTTING INTO CIRCULATION MONETARY
FUNDS SUCH AS DID PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY WERE BREAKING THE MONETARY
WORLD BANK SECRET WHICH WOULD ALLOW THE PROCESS OF
MONETARY FUNDS BEING BROUGHT INTO CIRCULATION INSTEAD OF
ALLOWING THE WORLD BANK AND IMF TO TOURNIQUET THE PEOPLES
OF THE NATIONS BY DEMANDING THE COURT RULINGS BE ONE OF
ADMONISHMENT TOWARD THOSE WHO PLACE INTO THEIR OWN
HANDS THE ACTION OF CREDIT CREATION TO BE SHARED WITH THE
PEOPLES OF THE NATIONS AND THIS CALLED “QUANTITATIVE EASING”
FOR THE PEOPLES OF THE NATIONS ARE TO BELIEVE BANKS NEED TO
BE BAILED OUT AND THEREIN MORE TAXES OR USURY LEVIED
AGAINST THE PEOPLES WITH THE CHURCHES ASSISTING IN THE
PHILIPPINES IN GUTTING THE PEOPLE’S LAST PESO WHEN THE
CHURCH COULD JUST AS EASILY PRESENT THE PEOPLES WITH FREE
HEALTH CARE, FOOD, CLOTHING, HOUSING AND SO ON UNTIL THE
COMPLETE TRANSITION TO THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF GREAT AND WONDERFUL ECONOMICS FOR THE
FARMERS, THE MILLWORKERS, THE COAL-MINERS, THE POOR IN THE
MARKET PLACES TRYING TO SELL THEIR FEW PITIFUL WARES, AND
YOU TELL US THAT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SYSTEM OF PARADISE? IN
THIS LIFE? AND YOU ALL EXPECT US TO BELIEVE ANY OF YOU?!
And then even more debt occurs for when the privatization of the Philippine
hospitals and clinics ensure that eventually even the peoples paying by illegal tax-based
Hellion system of monetary economics of capitalism encapsulate themselves out of home
and money for health care, a behind the scenes precedence takes place and for the past
years great debt has been established with Great Britain for hospital equipment and so on
which the PHILIPPINE PEOPLE CANNOT EVEN AFFORD TO ATTEND OF
THEMSELVES TO WHEN THEY BECOME ILL ANY MORE THAN THEY ARE
ABLE TO AFFORD DIABETIC OR HEART MEDICINE FOR THE GRAFTING OF
THE BIG PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES ARE IN THE BUSINESS ALONG
WITH THE UNDERTAKERS IN THE "MORT" OR "MORGUE" OF GAINING
EVEN MORE MONETARY ALLIANCE WITH THOSE WHO DO NOT WANT OR
DO NOT EVEN HAVE THE BACKBONE TO TRANSITION FROM ONE SYSTEM
TO THE NEXT BEING THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS OF THE
TALENTS AND PURCHASE ORDER FOR THE "PEOPLES!"
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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117. Man-Woman Unions in the Higher Evolved Worlds the “Sanctification”
Do the ones already situated upon paradisical structured worlds ever "divorce?” This
writing explains in detail just how their relationships work, and you, our readers, may
just get one big surprise. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

THE RELATIONSHIP BEYOND THIS EARTH!
When a relationship has gone as far as it is able to go for the man or woman, and
they have completed the experience of learning and living and entwining with that
particular "essence" one to the other, they may then continue to cohabitate as friends
until the time comes whereby each is to be given by the other, unto their future destiny.
It is best that there be a period of soul purification for both the man as well as the
woman between sacred relationships. Soul purification states that the relationship has
been completed therein there is no physical interaction at all, and none wanted.
Growth can also occur in a lifestream where there will be no moving into another
relationship for those who do not need the next step or next experience in their lives at
that time. For these precious ones, they will finish out their lifestream as one within a unit
or body who chooses to remain for the benefit of completing that experience. Each
relationship or experience must be completed to its entirety.
But for those who do wish to move on, those ones must ensure that the other will be
fully satisfied and happy in their own destiny as well. To do less would be to hurt
one's own self, for when one is not happy, then in true friendship the other cannot be
happy either. This works on the same and exact principle of: If one member of the body
hurts then it affects another member or members (family members and children) of the
body.
Friendship and trust is a major portion of a perfect relationship, even after what we
call "the releasing." A solid friendship encompasses all the traits of loyalty, protection
and trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining. When a relationship is first
begun, building a strong and solid friendship is absolutely necessary before such a
relationship is able to blossom. Therefore, when it is time to move on, the friendship, the
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solid foot of the relationship, will always be a lasting reminder that the growth and
experience for each one was a successful one.
The dear ones, the cohabitating man and woman, when entering into an agreement
to move onward to their soul-mate, or next twin flame, otherwise called "destiny,"
need do nothing more than implement the Universal Law of repeating one to the other,
three times, "I release thee in love." This matter need not go before a court of secular,
religious, nor tribal law, simply because the two adults will be highly enough evolved to
handle that matter themselves. In the higher evolved realms there are no courts nor is
there a need for lawyers.
Therefore, any releasing of two people from a union does not diminish that
relationship in its importance but rather "changes the relationship" leaving
friendship intact, and does in no wise ensure costs to either party.
Under the great wisdom of our forefathers and foremothers, the way forward was long
ago provided under the Law of Releasing.
In the world today there are many scars left from divorce between man and woman.
The higher universal scope or practice is that when a man or woman is highly enough
evolved, "the releasing," will be made in friendship, where, when the woman or man
moves to the next union, there is no friction or otherwise, occurring, and therefore any
children involved are loved by all sides.
It means not a broken, separated or fragmented family but rather an "extension" to
the One (whole). There will be no fragmentation. Therefore, there need be no jealousy,
animosity, nor heartbreak.
Releasing one another, in this way, is an experience for growth in order we do not
stagnate one another on our upward journey when the relationship has gone as far in
its growth as it can for the two beloved ones.
The union is "sanctified." But "sanctification" as understood between one man and
one woman for experience and growth at that time is to be kept sacred. There is an
intertwining of "essence" at the higher levels or realms which occurs. This is why it is
spoken that: what god, or goddess, the spirit or essence of, joins by his/her spirit
together, not be torn asunder by any man, woman nor child, for the moving onto the
next must be in the same spirit of compassion, love and understanding for the other
as it was at the beginning.
This is the higher principle.
At no time need there be a witness to a joining who has the authority to speak up
against another's union. Those words were added by the lower human element.
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Beloveds, this is where the "law of man" is out of sync with the true universal
understanding, practice, and spiritual soul growth concerning relationships.
Do understand, beloveds, there is much more to be said or taught on this issue, for
there are many more situations within the entire makeup of a universal union. But
this segment we will leave for later. It does take "highly evolved" individuals to
understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of relationship as held and practiced
in the higher realms.
Relationships and their workings are a serious matter and not a matter for the careless
at heart and instinct to focus upon.
For those of you so held in worldly ways and misinterpretation of that which is love
and fineness of spirit of union, it is best to leave all alone for another time until your
growth one with another has elevated your understanding to the point whereby you are
indeed truly ready to embark upon the next rung of the ladder homeward, and here
again, we speak of the realms on high, or worlds, of highly evolved humans.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

118. FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS WEBSITE
http://mybeautifulswan.weebly.com/
Greetings, we are constantly working on our website FEDERATION OF FREE
PLANETS though the site for some unknown reason does not show the name but
rather “My Site” which we are unable to do anything about. Our apologies.
Our website contains blueprints of the Original Talent and Purchase Order System
of Economics which is not money-based, nor holds to any digital system, cash
system, chip system, cheque system, money-order system nor any other system
presented by the banking establishment of today.
But BLUEPRINTS in detail along with the Venus Project in Archetecture of
amazing schematics as remembered from other worlds are not our only offering
back to the HUman race in recovering and transitioning their world from one of
servitude and slavery to the banking establishment and religions to the ORIGINAL
SYSTEM OF TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM of Paradise.
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SCRIBINGS OF FILES AND WRITS as given by Starship Commanders, Admirals,
and Captains, from our Archives, as well as the writs save one by the Mancharians,
along with many other writings are now available on our website as well.
The CROSSOVER FILES are true-to-life accounts from the lips and mouths of
those departed souls as they give their permission for us to record and present their
stories of where they actually do go from the hour of leaving their bodies to the
event of crossing over into the place of the waiting.
The EXTRAORDINARY! with a peak into paradise as a beginning to the seven part
Mini-Series will leave you quite fascinated as what you, the reader, once understood
unlocks further insights, shall we say.
FINALLY, “THE SEEDING” which we have presented to the HUmanities is
UNLIKE any history you, the HUmanities, will have been taught. “The Seeding”
explains why you fight with each other and within yourselves. The reality of creation
is explicit in the UNIVERSAL TOTAL writs which you shall find in the “MORE”
dropdown button at the upper right hand corner of each page.
We thank you and have a goodly day, evening, and remainder of this, your present
life-journey, each and every One.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

119. Gold Bullion is Not the Answer, Beloveds
4.7.2016
Without the shackles of monetary ware; without religious misdirection, war cannot exist.
Without the power-hungry people at the top whose main goal is "MONEY" the blood of your
sons and daughters would not be shed and those in other nations would be protected. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
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Is Buying Gold Bullion The Way To Financial Security?
September 2, 2012
Beloveds, the ones who keep you checked concerning everything you do in life, are the same
ones who say amongst one another: "If they (the people) ever find out our secret - the oneness
of our working together behind the scenes against all of them - then we are finished!"
Dear ones, taxes likewise work against the people. Look at your bridges and highways, your bus
and transit systems, your housing departments and quality of construction therein. What good
have your taxes done you there?
All money could have been written into existence, and all those issues be dealt with in one
swift effort without you now paying interest on the funds which the banker advanced by the
"stroke of his pen," so to speak! Many even under the capitalist system could be with excellent
paying jobs. But instead, you the people, pay taxes over and over again; your annual property
taxes, export taxes, income taxes, and you get the picture.
You, the people, also give and give and give to organizations who try to help others - yet the
banker gives nothing ever at any time. The banking system tricks the people by taking and
taking and yet insisting the people help themselves through charity donations, until the dear
and sweet people have nothing left in their pockets to "give" any more at all.
The produce which is sold in supermarkets, or the eggs which farmers across the border in
Canada are unable to sell, the money conglomerates make them throw out instead of feeding
the many made-homeless people due to the gluttony of the banks; or the many starving
schoolchildren who are unable to learn for lack of proper diet!
And, of course, many cures have been found for cancer, diabetes, and sundry other illnesses;
the knowledge of such cures the money men keep away from auspices, which have been set up
for the people to acquire medical help. People are expected to give of their donations to these
societies, yet cures can never be found in the hands of the people to keep their donations
from being a waste of money.
Under the system of paradisical or stellar economics usury is out-and-out against every
principle of elevating man and womankind up the ladder of evolvement into creating a
wonderful paradisical world for themselves, their families, and their neighbours whether they
know them at this time in their lives or not.
Just think what a wonderful tradition you would have and what an enamoured heritage to give
to your children -PARADISE! - in all of its glory!
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This is not just a catch-phrase in a church doctrine, nor does it belong in any other religion as
being a state after physical death, for paradise is what you create for yourselves and others in
the here and now.
Do not expect to return to a paradise which you have not even begun to create in this life after
your physical body expires.
It is not as important that you do not succeed in building your better life whilst you are here on
earth. What IS IMPORTANT is that you begin and work hard at it. Then, and only then, as you
reincarnate into your next life, you will earn that which you have worked for in this life.
Let us speak of gold bullion, little ones. Your people are claiming that gold is the way forward
before your banking systems collapse. We tell you that that is not evident nor has it been
evident in any lifestream you have lived since gold was first taken out of circulation.
Do you really think that gold will be given back to you as it once was?
No, it will not.
When the money trick was put into existence all the people's gold was taken in exchange for a
gold certificate.
Throughout the ages, these certificates replaced all of the people's gold.
Now, if you buy the gold on the stock markets for instance, you simply are given another type
of note called a gold certificate saying you own a certain amount of gold.
But try to collect on that gold certificate and you will get a big surprise, for most of your gold is
in the hands of the ones who own the money trick, and they have stored your gold away in
places like the United States' Federal Reserve and the inner City of London, one of the largest
banking conglomerates in the entire world. Even the Federal Reserve, dear ones, belongs to the
inner City of London which is likened unto a state of its own.
And have you ever looked at the “guilded gold” in your churches and their vaults?
In other words, this gold certificate becomes worthless when the money system becomes
abolished because holders of such certificates will never be able to collect on the actual gold.
Therefore, please do not be deceived, for your gold certificate is worth nothing, really, and
therein have the money holders tricked you, the people, once again.
When the paradisical system is put in place all gold held by the money lenders and enemies of
the people in general, will be to them also useless.
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Gold will still be used for electronics and jewelry, that is true, but compared to its use now-adays in using gold as a tool to manipulate the price and value of the currency, gold will be
useless when money is no longer in use.
Therein beloveds, remember this: anything which can be bought with a type of money
currency is that which will not last and will always serve to hold, you, the people, in utter and
complete - bondage.
And keep you and your families - out of PARADISE.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

120. US to ignore China air defense zone over South
China Sea - Entry In 4.8.2016
4.8.2016
US to ignore China air defense zone over South China Sea
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/07/1570391/us-ignore-china-air-defensezone-over-south-china-sea4.8.2016
Senior Colonel Yang Yujun, thank you, Sir, for the floor. Let us look at this objectively,
shall we? Or at least try to in regard to the ADIZ. Sir, we think the proper role in
diplomacy would strongly suggest we temper our enthusiasm when referring to “other
nations” for our concern here is that the NATIONS within the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION may “misinterpret” your intention and the intention of the brother-sister
friendly NATION OF CHINA, the “protectorate over all” and think that CHINA does
not wish their input. As we all are well aware, the apt “skill” of communication won
more wars before they became frontal wars and won, likewise, a greater achievement
for all to admire. Sovereignty in this case, Sir, is the absolute; belongs to the absolute
meaning the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION is the ABSOLUTE or universal Total of the
Whole.
In addressing once again the rockettering front of all graveyard diplomacy, US Deputy
Defense Secretary Robert Work, who has so unequivocally stated:
“US forces will ignore any Chinese declaration of a secured airspace as this does not
have any basis in international law.
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"We've said over and over we will fly, sail and go where international law allows,’ Work
told the Washington Post.”
"I'm concerned, in the sense that I would find that destabilizing and provocative,’
Admiral Harry Harris said.”
Admiral, we similarly are still awaiting a reply as to just “why” the United States do not
impose the same restrictions upon their military base of Israel when Israel continually
breaks “international law?” Still waiting gentlemen and ladies for a reply. It is long in
coming. Is it therefore coming at all?
In your cowboy style diplomacy which irritates everyone but yourselves, we may
henceforth say unto you that the United States has no authority in the ASEAN region
at all and wonder exactly under what pretext are you even there? We know the reason
but we are beginning to wonder if you do? Why are you so ready to sacrifice your boys
and girls in-arms fighting the Chinese over a canal in the ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR
which not only does not belong to you but is not even your own home territory? Shall
the banker then pay for the rest of the American coffins? We are sure the Peoples of
the United States of America have no more money after Afghanistan and Iraq and
countless other invasions and military occupations for the banker to tie-up wealth and
power-base themselves further into the loop.
"We would ignore it, just like we've ignored the ADIZ that they've put in place in the
East China Sea… (Secretary of State John Kerry) asked China to not declare an ADIZ
[over the South China Sea],’ Harris said. “
Admiral Harris, well then, we are positive that everyone concerned will also IGNORE
the desire of the US State Department in setting up a defence shield in Syria also.
CHINA, you see, has EVERY RIGHT to protect what it has built to share in the
inclusion of the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION itself. You did not build the SILK
CANAL AND CORRIDORS so why do you think you should own it which everyone
knows is the reason you are actually there.
Your own house is falling apart and you are thinning out your hair so to speak with
troops worldwide, tired and fed up, committing suicides by the dozens in Afghanistan,
Iraq and around the world. Have you checked as of late what your troops are doing in
the Ukraine and Azerbaijan?
We are “trying to help you” before you try to lay waste in a place where we can assure
you that even with your experimental weapons, you will “not survive.”
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/08/1570771/us-investigate-death-filipinoparatrooper-balikatan-exercises
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Sir, we “know” you have been verily affected by the physical loss of the paratrooper
and the way to save lives, Lieutenant General John Toolan, is to stop all combat
acquisitions for they will only result in more untimely physical deaths on all sides.
Please join the Generals who understand that Peace cannot be achieved in the SILK
CANAL AND CORRIDORS through the undermining presence of invaders and
occupiers. Hans was not building an Empire, Sir, he was “gifting” the SILK
CORRIDOR even to Rome orchestrating the Peoples and Nations around his cause for
the upholding of righteousness in morals and integrity and in no wise, Sir, General,
was Hans ever using monetary influence into his realm. He was like you Sir, a great
warrior, but the games of war were played out in a square where only one man was
chosen of each side and great “respect” played out a serious part and each warrior of
that day shouldered his brother’s harm so that injecting a playback in artificial war
was one which brought forward not artificial peace but the real thing.
Grab your brother’s arm and be ONE with him and do not fight your brother for he is
ONE WITH YOU.
http://www.philstar.com/news-videos/2016/04/08/1570810/watch-philippines-usmarines-train-81mm-mortar
As a last entry, may we remind ye all that this is not Afghanistan. “Mortar rounds?”
You are kidding!
We are trying to save lives here on all sides before it is too late. Do not send home more
coffins for the most shall be your own. Please stop before it is too late.
THE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION you see, WILL BE THE ONLY SURVIVORS.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

121. Let us Not Chew on the Same Bone All Over Again
4.9.2016
Notation: Of this portion have I concluded in a short editing of mine own. Thank you. What is
the universal reality of this day, hour, and year, does not diverse of the reality since the
beginning of creation and all diverse life forms. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
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Get Off That Wheel!
August 11, 2012
There are times every now and then when you reincarnate, you find yourselves reading all
about yourselves in history books and you may even recognize items which served you in one of
your previous lifestreams. You may feel a certain affiliation to a nation or a peoples and not
know why.
As you know you cannot take with you any of your acquired riches, beloved ones, into the next
lifestream, nor can you always retain the same positions for those of you who hold power today.
Maybe that lesson is not needed for your next set of lessons in the next life.
You will be then reborn again of "the blood and the water" speaking of childbirth, bringing
along with you accumulated knowledge, much of which is carried in your subconscious. This is
the intuition. Intuition is subconscious remembrance as encoded in the DNA.
This subconscious remembrance can also act out a negative remembrance of someone you did
not like in another lifestream. It is because of such remembrances, subconsciously, that you
either like or dislike someone whom you have just met. And you will know them by their soul
essence.
The more astute will even be quite adapt at reading the aura of others which is the electrical
field around a person which shows also in colours. Brown, gray and black suggests illness,
whereas the brighter colours are a study unto themselves.
Others yet, will read the electrical field in ways which are incomprehensible to most, in that the
present life speaks its own story of the problems and successes of that certain person and those
related to him or her.
Now, when higher evolved ones reincarnate, for instance, into lower class family situations, in
order to assist others, and their brilliance begins to show at a young age in their lives, through
talents or remembrance of certain lifestreams, these brilliant ones will find, that sooner or
later, they are being ridiculed and demeaned by others, jealous of them.
Thus come the saying written of such individuals: "What?! How can you be this or that?! After
all look at your life fraught with the most serious difficulties and look how you live in poverty!"
Most wise and talented ones do live in poverty or near poverty while others of the enlightened
people live in riches. They are, many of them, also placed in positions of power and wealth to
assist the higher evolved people who work in the arts, scientific fields, or even come with the
blueprint once again speaking of the need to drop the monetary system right upon its knees.
If, however, you have done little to nothing and have compromised your values away, then of
course expect to reincarnate in your next multiple almost endless lifestreams in the opposite
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direction, which means after the fullness of the passing of the Great Equinox, you will be not
reincarnating upon the planets whose inhabitants have brought about a real change in the
lifestreams before, or who have suffered to bring about such change, or who have done all
they could to try to bring about such change.
If such in leadership positions would have only realized long ago, that when you join the
Federation of Free Planets, you are losing nothing. You are building paradise for yourselves as
well as others to reincarnate back into.
To those who attain power and riches of the world and who do not assist their brothers and
sisters, the next incarnation might not be what you expected. You can never be assured a place
of power and riches the next time around so it is always a bad gamble to think this is the only
life you will ever live.
Those, however, who fight to reverse the corrupt systems of capitalist warmongering control
over the governments will see paradise this very day in the eyes and hearts, minds, and souls
of all those who have gone before you.
Many of those dear ones, are yourselves.
"Thus have we stated so long ago that those of this same generation will flock back to meet
with us again and hopefully by that time all will have grown considerable in order that we
may once again reclaim them for our own.' - Commander Higgins."
You will all have prepared a place in the global house for yourselves and all who love the
Original Talent and Purchase Order System of Paradisicial Economics, and those who work
doubly-hard in transitioning its enlargement throughout the entire global complex will
reincarnate into such a system of Paradise upon one world or another in your next venture
upward.
- Scribed portion in bold italic by the Hand and Pen of I - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

122. OPEC MINISTERS MEETING DOHA QATAR
OPEC MINISTERS MEETING DOHA QATAR
April 17.2016
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Greetings OPEC Oil Ministers and Emissary of Iran. It has been awhile and most
certainly, gentlemen and “ladies?” it is a great pleasure to meet with you once again and
to greet those who are new to OPEC. We trust we shall see more nations in attendance in
the near yet not so near future.
This is a high profile and closed meeting as we knew it would be and as such we thought
of our not attending the meeting at this hour but with “suggestions” in oratory we decided
instead to conduct our portion in the absence of our giving out more information than is
necessary at this event of the “private” OPEC and Non-OPEC meeting.
Thank you as of the earlier hour for the invitation. We write from the Philippines this
hour in the northern portion for a few days and a-half.
We feel that “not” all participants are here today and because of this obvious tenure we
perhaps should keep our voices and thoughts at a tentative level. Would you not agree,
gentlemen? And “ladies?”
There was a question produced and so as to keep this short with so many participants, we
too, shall keep our portion short and to the point for we feel this meeting is going to be
only a prelude to the more important one which we hope the ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION will be also seated within.
Does production outway the symptoms aggravating the Kingdom, the nations and all
potential oil exporters?
When you have a yin yang effect because of fragmentation of process of one oil exporter
to the next and where the variance will never work for you due to the cost at hand where
each nation faces something more objective from its “citizens” and that means
“something” more for themselves, then we could definitely say that the days of the OPEC
we knew “are far from over?” More than that, they are gone.
The days of opulence are nearing an end. The “Oil god” is gone in the ways of monetary
influences over the Peoples and over the nations.
When oil bearing nations are slashing subsidies and raising taxes, meaning, for our NonOPEC guests, raising the “reba” which goes against all universal principle and law and
against the very Q’ran itself which never altered from the universal principle and law in
the manner it was first presented in scribed text and “knowledge” of the Prophet
Mohammed, (and this stands for all universal principle throughout every country,
every nation, no matter which enlightened One scribed or presented the knowledge)
before the hand of the lower man added to it and changed its principle message of
UNITY, then we must conclude Sirs and “Ladies?” that you “all” have strayed from the
beaten track of good management and council and because you have your nations are all
falling to pieces around you and yet some of you still believe that “monetary” oil funds
are going to tide you over, which in fact, you are each and every one drowning because
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your inconsistency in dealing within universal principle and law is going to see the
each One of ye bankrupt before the tenure of the year end event of the eclipse is
fully up.
You have chosen to exact your oil production capabilities like a group of school children
vying for a new report the same day in which someone or another will strike up a deal
which will show a balance in the oil cartel books, but gentlemen and “ladies?” our
brothers and sisters, let us now consider that just perhaps “the corridor” is not “just
gossip” as one internationalist has subtly reported.
Using the oil market is only one possibility for success for each nation is going to have to
include all aspects of its previous oil brilliance, and we see Oil Minister Ali Al-Naimi of
Saudi Arabia here who is a genuine oil-think tank in this category.
If too many shares are sold in industry, Sir, that will mean that “eventually” Saudi Arabia
will have privatized its entire nation to foreign enterprise and in doing so along with
upping the output if Saudi Arabia deems it necessary then the amount of oil left in the
ground must certainly give way to another and better prospect of “trading” currency the
way it was meant to be and that is hundreds if not thousands of glass factories which we
had bespoken of in days past. Sand is the base material for glass, stained glass windows,
and all manner of the finest designs directly out of the Middle East. New and more
brilliant entrepreneurs from within the Kingdom itself; a Kingdom made into a nation
with a round table of twenty-four and all DEBTS the Kingdom has at this event or hour
will exist no more.
The same strategy for each and every nation, oil producing or not. China can tie the
strings of the west in one solid move so as to protect the Silk Corridor from damage and
the riches of the world will flow unhindered throughout the nations and all
MONETARY DEBT WILL CEASE.
Has it “not” occurred to any of you that when the Rockerfeller family dropped Exxon Oil
there was a reason and that was two years past upcoming?
Even they saw the writing on the wall.
Iraq has always been an honourable country with an honourable Peoples. When the
events were at the worst long yet not so long ago President Putin of Russia GREATLY
ASSISTED President Saddam Hussein but more than that, assisted the IRAQI
PEOPLES!
Iraq GAVE ITS WORD OF HONOUR TO REPAY BACK RUSSIA FOR ITS GOOD
NATURE WHEN NO OTHER WOULD OR COULD NOT GET THROUGH. Iraq
“will” keep its promise.
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Iran you are not only putting the nation back upon its feet but “do not engage of
yourselves” in pipeline running from the Kurdish north through your territory for, dear
friends; that is akin to side drilling in Iraq from the southern portion by both the United
States and Britain just before the Kuwaitis found Australia took over their farmland and
began selling the hay to the Kuwaiti farmers off their own land and of that feed which
was transported in from Australia.
OPEC NATIONS AND NON-OPEC NATIONS be good to one another; learn from one
another, and know we are your friends as you have always been ours.
Please do “not” worry of ourselves and of “myself.” We survive. The “most” important
event will be the event which does not see a caliphate nor any other religious institution
but one which serves the Whole and in that you will all build paradise
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
Turkey, you will “not” be left out. Not one nation in the Middle East need be left out.
You are all brothers and sisters. Look after each other as though you are family. For how
can you possibly reach out to another in full brother and sisterhood cooperation when you
cannot even follow the simple principles of UNITY AND UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE
OR MISTAKENLY CALLED LAW.
Turkey, we “cautioned” you to not involve yourselves in the European Union as of the
earlier days. You are not of that CENTRAL NATION. You belong to the MIDDLE
EAST so work together in harmony and stop fighting Russia, for Russia is ONE OF THE
REASONS THERE IS STILL AN IRAQ.
Thank you, my brothers and “sisters?” for the day is long and the year short and if
OPEC is to “survive” this round then it will only be because you all have made it so
through your generous giving to ONE ANOTHER NOT IN ABSTRACT
COUNTENANCE BUT FROM THE SOUL OF THE CENTRAL MIDDLE
EASTERN NATION which comprises of many more than just Arabs. Sela.
- Uthrania Seila Sentanta-Ries Cortez, also a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
Notation: Correction: Rockerfeller family dropped Exxon Mobile, not Rothchild though
the families have amalgamated. Our apologies. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
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123. Is Reincarnation Really Necessary? (Part 1)
Is Reincarnation Really Necessary?
(Part 1)
4.18.2016
In the beginning there were many roads to peace. So, many thought. But indeed
were there? And where did the yin yang come from? Does anyone know? The
thought occurred to us the other day that a basic tenet or principle of the universe
we live in is not quite understood by even those who say they understand the
principle of universal reincarnation.
The reason for reincarnation in the first place is to exact “experience.” For without
exacting “experience” how is a soul able to grow and learn lessons of the universe and
cultivate what they are into a higher evolved man or woman? Can one life “experience”
teach a man or a woman to play the piano like a genius? Can one life “experience” teach
a man or a woman to become the most pronounced scientist in astro-physics or a brilliant
engineer or a genius in some other category or discipline? Or can just one life
“experience” be enough for a man or woman to learn a lesson or two to perfect
themselves in intellect, personality, capability, and conscience?
Long ago the lifespan of a man and woman were long and now they are short. If
only one life is expected to be lived under such conditions then is it possible to
“experience” every lesson in the universe in one lifetime? Would this one “experience”
within one “lifespan” allow a man or woman to grow into souls of high ability, high
conscience, enlightenment, knowledge, integrity, morality, ethics having a complete
understanding of physics, engineering, science and medicine which exist within the
universe a man or woman resides in? Or even upon the world the man and woman resides
upon for “one lifespan?”
In the beginning each first cell which became the soul was touched by vibrational
energy. Each dual soul began as an atomic-molecular cellular creation. “Equality”
belonged to each soul duality existing everywhere. This is because “equality” knew no
adversary when the cellular structure of each soul-pair was created. And yet “equality” is
not guaranteed when soul evolution begins.
As each soul pair of man and woman began life, “experiences” were placed in front
of the soul pair. The soul pair began as an “equal pair,” or rather, on the same footing as
one yin yang. Due to the success in “experience” the dual soul began to progress in
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diverse levels of achievement. The dual soul split off from one another as these lessons
continued. Both dual souls were of the positive nature but “lifetime” achievements
moved the “equality” of success onto different levels.
Each new “experience” for these yin yang souls and the millions to billions of these
dual souls came to be known in a simple term as “re-incarnation.” “Reincarnation”
is simply the “re-entering” a “new experience” in order that the dual soul should
continue in its progress of exploring his or her home or universe in its totality.
We shall continue with part 2 of : “Is Reincarnation Really Necessary?”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

124. FIVE DOCTRINES OF MORE ETHICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE
Notation: In the Gregorian year of nineteen hundred and ninety-five whilst I was still
scribing and little else was being done, the Mancharians came to us with a short list of
their words to place down upon the paper. Which we did. Here is another beginning and
of a sort-of training was I still at that hour, in. Please stop browsing and pay close
attention unless entertainment is all ye ones crave. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
4.17.2016
Five Doctrines Of More Ethical Development
Of Mankind Alone 47
(1) The First Doctrine In The Power Of Light 48
(2) Our Doctrine Of The Ages Of Being 49
(3) The Doctrinal Quest From Above 50
(4) The Radical Epic Of Time 51
(5) The Alarm Of The Nations Nixt Be 52
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FIVE DOCTRINES OF MORE ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE
Now here when we speak of doctrines, we do not in the least surmise
them to be realized as anything akin to doctrines of a man's faith or
whatever it is he likes to term it unto himself. Doctrines here in your
linguistical style simply allude to the fact, that like all we
reproduce within your own linguistical boundaries, simply serves to
realize a fundamental reoccurrence of stigma away from the majority
consensus of style. In other words, what we are simply stating here is,
that you must gain credence with us by employing those known
terminologies in order to equip yourselves unto a common point of
reference.
Scribe, break for yourself and wipe the slate clean of static within
the mind waves. We wait for you to mature. Proceed when less afflicted
with torture to the fingers. Mancharians putting themselves on standby.
Out.

THE FIRST DOCTRINE IN THE POWER OF LIGHT
Interestingly enough, gravity is your only source of qualifying
existential reign upon this planet of yourn. You see, gravitational
pull to the Earthen body of less dense material, or fundamental makeup,
often alters the microisms within the brain matter material. More often
than not then, man is sensively faced, it would seem, with a credence
of less afflicting conscience due to his imbalance within the
mainstream of more or less pungent platitudes.
Understand this ye? But does this in fact of matter have anything to do
with the density of mass produced by weight upon the bodily functions
of capacity of man? Produced within the endendrins of society, man has
lovingly
equipped
within
himself
that
staunch
apparatus
of
relinquishing all doubt to the greatness, which he unaccustomly holds
within himself.
Reposition and continue on the morrow, scribe. Mancharians' frequency
closed.
Indistinguishable that mankind alone has the uncanny ability to
procreate within himself that unseen desire for more truth, while
witnessing in almost joint effort the dissimulation of his entire race.

Tuesday, 12th September 1995 5:35 pm
If mankind would allude to the strict methodology of accomplishing all
that, which indeed resurfaces within himself, then he would by fact
learn to allude to the Higher Self, of which he is unyet equipped to
handle. In other words, dear Ones of the New Mancharian Faction, or
rather "Civilization," as we do attribute to the Oneness of Being,
rather than the chakralization of being destitutely inferior to One
another. Understand we on this message of integrity?
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You are pronounced already as being on the trail or passage of time
toward that unsurmountable mountain, of which you must well equip
yourselves to handle all that nonchalant non-science, that you indeed
are not gods.
Hear us then, as we bring to ye Ones the methodology of goodness vs.
inferior example, by which you may indeed follow ours, if invited to do
so. Welcome, indeed!!
New paragraph, scribe. Please enter script of: "The Second Protocol of
Espionage Within Yourselves," doth merit toward instead "Our Doctrine
of the Ages of Being."

OUR DOCTRINE OF THE AGES OF BEING
Now, in order to forfeit all consequences of Oneness, ye have in fact
altered the total peripheral boundaries of that, which each One would
indeed hope to acquire. Understand here, that not all falsification of
doctrine alludes to the One-on-One segment of wisdom and understanding
by you Ones, no matter what form it has placed itself within.
In order that you then progress to the limits of stardom, shall we say,
it doth in surmountable fact take a great deal of ethical compounding
within your lifestyle. Modest attire deems ye to be of the sound mind
and body.
In essence, we do not in any wise speak of your clothing, but rather
here, attire of which will proclude the best and highest moderation you
could possibly attain at this level of your development. Here we, when
we bespeak of that which is not without, but indeed only that which can
be found within - the heart source or mediating quality - of which your
left against your right doeth beat to a different drum. The fact still
lies within you, that merits alone will not produce a sound enough
attire toward the intricate joining up of One part of your brain with
another. Only expansion of the Chronicles of Life departments can
inform within your own coding of DNA particles this, which makes you
indeed who you rightfully are.
So off with the illusion that man is independent, and on with the
altered fictional recluse of the play. In other words here, we simply
are telling ye Ones of the Earthen plateau, that in order to merit
yourself a place within those of the higher essences, you first must
infiltrate that simplistic quality of "who you are merits much worth,"
not only toward yourselves, but also toward those others of your higher
standards, who have reigned in "heavenly places," as you like to put
it, for millennia of your years.
You are the "Special Ones," and for that indicative purpose alone do we
heed the Earthen changes, which do soon occur in full force toward the
eyeing of ye Ones unto the Day of Your Redemption, or rather our
"rescuing" attire high up in your skies on your behalf.
Deem yourselves of the unworthy quality, and you have succeeded once
again to condemn yourselves to a lifestream of inevitable destruction
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of the body, lifetime after lifetime again, until you are faced with
the same decision, of which you once again will be asked: "Have you
readied yourself for the proximity of lift-off from all planetary
destruction? Are you ready to go? We don't have much time! Step
forward, please, into that oblong ray of light, which so shines forth!
Time is almost up!"
Then you take our hand, even so, or will you instead continue to back
up and say unto yourselves: "Indeed of what philosophy is this, that I
would succumb to One, the rescuing of my soul?"
The third benediction is of a rather qualifying quality, little Ones,
for it induces significant restructuring of your bodily attire - not
clothes - for the procuring of ideal status among your brethrenly host
of helpers, could we put it thus? Place third doctrinal title as being
"The Doctrinal Quest From Above."
These are the FIRST TWO UNIVERSAL DOCTRINES OF THE MORE ETHICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE. We shall continue within a space of an
hour or so. Thank you. -Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

125. Japan, Equador, and the “Explanation” is
something you might NOT EXPECT
4.19.2016
Good Afternoon. There is a sentiment that the world is divided in two or more fragments
depending upon the ratio of who is the most powerful nation in the world. Actually it is
not the nation, Peoples, but it is the system which is destroying the nations and destroying
You, the People.
Coupled with a history of many factions fighting one another war has always been upheld
by the monetary system of economics yet today there is a much greater danger and that
danger is robotics and the high-technological advantages of war. We do not speak of
robotics in the wise in which many of you might understand or relate to; these are far
more deadly and go far beyond the simple technoplate of robotics. For this cause are
nations taken down and kept down by the capitalist monetary system of economics.
You may wonder why Japan and Ecuador have not been mentioned by our pen. The hour
was not yet at hand and when something feels wrong, we wait for the appointed hour of
our disclosure which is soon upcoming.
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Americans, you also need to be aware of our next words for what has happened and
continues in its roadway to disaster is at your doorstep and not by those whom you deem
to be your enemies. You shall choose to help us or go down by the hand of your own
accord in procrastinating your own future, for the United States is not exempt from
disaster by the capitalist system.
This is going to take a worldwide effort in order that the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System be well put in place without bloodshed and without further
Inter-nation aggravation of one Peoples to that of another.
It is imperative that surrounding nations be kept safe and where leadership stands
shoulder to shoulder in a count of twenty-four so will not one head realise doubt and
aggravation upon their own Peoples nor upon any other Peoples and their nations. Thank
you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
(Part Two)
On behalf of the GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, CHINA,
INDEED JAPAN EACH BEING OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS,
THAT OF SOUTH AMERICAN ECUADOR, AND THE CITIZENS OF
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WE INQUIRE OF YE ALL WITHIN
GREAT HALLS OF THE PENTAGON WALLS:

AND
AND
THE
THE

The greater wisdom is the gratifying element of success and instead of the usual
rhetoric accompanying the better half of discussion let us accordingly present our
two halves and allow for a "centerpiece," as you would have it, to explain "exactly"
how peace in your eyes may be achieved using little more than the most deadly of
weapons which would indeed be passed in ethics and morals by not one nation
within this global community.
Disguised in the “action” of all nuclear non-proliferation signing in those months
past, it is little wonder few nations wish to sign an agreement with the U.S. Pentagon
for the non-proliferation agreement is more of a dud than anything which is solid
common-sense when each nation came to realize that even without nuclear
weaponry as was used much more recently even than in the past particle, that the
real danger lay in the experimental weaponry which you have brought over here to
the Islands of the Philippines, Japan and would you prefer a few minutes to gather
your own information on this erratic behaviour of the Pentagon, yourself, or would
you rather that we continue?
You have put your senior officers and the nations whom you profess to serve within
the highest code of United States honour in not only the gravest danger; but setting
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out to use these nations as experimental levelling grounds for the most dangerous
high technical robotic HAARP "el Nino" weaponry has got to be one of the lowest
forms of intellectual achievement of good conduct to those whom you say are the
“allies” and “friends” of the United States of America.
Please explain yourself, Sir, so that we may all understand how these weapons will
achieve peace and why the Pentagon wanted anyone to sign onto their nonproliferation nuclear agreement of which meeting we can assure you you would
“not” have wanted us to attend.
http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2016/02/New-weapons-pentagon-wantstomorrows-wars/125611/
EQUADOR
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/19/1574530/ecuador-says-death-toll-quakejumps-413
Did this latest start somewhere around here, Sir?
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2014/04/25/ecuador-government-orders-defensedepartment-military-group-at-us-embassy-to.html
JAPAN
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/16/1573516/rescuers-rush-trappedresidents-japan-quakes-kill-32
Nice the U.S. is always on hand after a major catastrophe, Defence Secretary Ashton
Carter. We wonder how many American military departments know about these
“latest” feats as they also sit directly in the “centerpiece” of all U.S. Pentagonal
experimental weapons. The physical “death” count has gone up.
Japan, India and Australia were only three nations who did not want to join in the
war manoeuvres INCLUDING the Great Islands of the PHILIPPINES. Remember?
But “who cares” right? They are all just collateral damage.
We care.
AMERICAN CITIZENS if you are citizens of the world then you are citizens of the
United States of America and as such you may not care (due to two centuries of
active brainwashing of your minds once the Hellion system took hold and captivated
your governments) of the plight of other nations (as you are taught so little of them
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in your schools and universities but learned more of due to the internet so you are
now a little wiser we would hope) yet we “do know” of your caring immensely for
your own cash flow and so here are the latest statistics on spending:
“Smarter smart bombs, mini railguns, and swarming robot boats to watch man-made
islands are a few of the key technology areas that Defense Secretary Ashton Carter sees
as vital to U.S. military superiority in the next decade. In a preview of the Pentagon’s
upcoming 2017 budget request, Carter said military research and development
spending would rise to $71.4 billion from last year’s $71.3 billion request.) Carter also
listed areas where the Defense Department was already seeing “returns” on R&D
spending through the Strategic Capabilities Office, or SCO.” (end quote)
American citizens, do you actually believe these strategic capabilities for the 2017
budget on arms and experimental weaponry has not already been accomplished? Do
you actually believe that when one piece of equipment is designed and built and
coded in colour and shipped to another part of the country to amalgamate with
another piece which has been designed and produced and colour coded in another
part of the country as is done in Australia in the “domes” where the worker uniforms per
department not one hand knowing what another hand is doing in Area 61, is it, that the
prototypes are even going to hit the internet?
They exist and are in working order as of the “here and now.”
American citizens if you do not do your part as patriots of the United States of
America then you will be faced with over $71.4 billion dollars which the central
bank will write into existence, not tell you about and lace their own pockets with
using what is left of your own downtrodden soldiers hoping to replace them with
robotic working ones, and charge you, the America Peoples, in taxes which is
against universal principle and “law” as you would have it, the full amount while
using you, the Peoples, for military war collateral.
Want to join with us in non-monetary war backup here in the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION BEFORE YOU LOSE OUT ALL POTENTIAL OF LIFE AND LIVING
STANDARDS COMPLETELY BY THOSE WHO CONSTANTLY LIE TO YOU
ABOUT THE INTENT OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AND THE
GOODNESS OF THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS?
You decide for it is the rest of the world who shall benefit and not by might nor
power of the sword or of the bomb nor chemical equipment nor of the deadly
technology for it takes men and women to operate these weapons. Understand us
here?
PHILIPPINES
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Mr. President Aquino, Candidates of all seasons, good and worthy PEOPLES of the
great Islands of the PHILIPPINES please “understand” us here that in order to
keep the NATION safe it is equally important in keeping our neighbours safe and
speaking to those whom have still regained their sanity to back us but not with
military experimental hardware
BECAUSE
we remember the experimental hardware used in Afghanistan and some of what the
United States are still using is very very akin to sucking the insides out of a man,
woman, or child, leaving the body flat as flat as a pancake and they do this by
simply “aiming” the machine at a house or cave or strategic shelter.
Listen to us for we are “protecting” you and all Peoples everywhere.
How may we be of further help to the each one of you?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

126. Huge oil price hikes greet motorists
4.19.2016
Huge oil price hikes greet motorists
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/19/1574453/huge-oil-price-hikes-greetmotorists
“In a text advisory, SeaOil Philippines Inc. raised pump prices effective 6 a.m. today “to
reflect movements in the international petroleum market.”
“In separate advisories, Eastern Petroleum, Phoenix Petroleum Philippines and PTT
Philippines also increased diesel prices by P1.50 per liter and gasoline by P1.10 per liter
at 6 a.m. today.
“Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corp. and Petron Corp. have yet to announce their respective
price adjustments.
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“Department of Energy-Oil Industry Management Bureau director Melita Obillo said
speculations of oil traders that an agreement could be reached during the meeting
among Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and non-OPEC membercountries drove prices higher.
Good Evening, Oil Industry Management Bureau director Melita Obillo. We trust
you are well. In reflection toward that of which we have just read we feel the
Peoples are in a “need-to-know” basis of what here is actually transpiring; for the
reflection of what transpired at the OPEC Non-OPEC meeting in Qatar on Sunday
has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with the grappling of the oil market by
middleman traders at this hour.
It is the PEOPLES’ Oil and Gas so why are they being made to pay MORE FOR
IT?
Shell Petroleum Corp has already ruined Africa so they had better be careful in what
they are doing here.
You must admit that if the speculators who gamble heavily with the PEOPLES’ Oil
and Gas Products in THE PEOPLES’ NAME HAD TO EVEN WAIT for a final
result of the meeting before “knowing” the outcome ahead of the hour when OPEC
was sitting on shaky ground in the first place, then we would heartily suggest the
speculators are in the wrong line of business already.
Everyone it seems except the speculators “knew” the ceiling would not go up at this
event. This we find impossible to believe. Therein, the Peoples of the Islands of the
Philippines “need to know” that once again they are being shafted and we stand up
FOR THE PEOPLES AGAINST THE LIBELLOUS SPECULATORS AND
THEIR RIDICULOUS STATEMENTS.
Would you not agree? Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

127. Daily Memordandum Philippines (Part Four)
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4.8.2016
(Notation: We shall keep this “reminder” on top. Thank you)
Mr. President Aquino III, Sir. It is saddening to listen to your conclusion that once you step down
you are down and out of the working of the great Islands of the Philippines. Sir, with your
expertise and experience in so many areas which we may all learn from, your presence at the
round table of twenty-four in sharing the presidential seat is one person short. We ask you then
to please consider taking that twenty-fourth seat for not one with the inclusion of yourself can
we spare at such an hour as this.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.21.2016
French Court Finds Monsanto Guilty of Chemical Poisoning
http://www.realfarmacy.com/monsanto-guilty-poisoning/
Dear Ones, this is something to be aware of before Monsanto takes a real grip inside the
Islands of the Philippines. Once the food manufacturers season your food with sprouts of an
generic compound they will lay waste to the crops and soon the marketplaces will know no
reprieve. Monsanto and GMO go hand in hand. Remember this, please. The government
should put out pamphlets and cautionary news on their websites to warn those who would
not otherwise be aware of such interference into the catacombs of their digestive canals. We
shall for our part keep you all posted.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.18.2016
Miriam to attend final presidential debate with a vow to end mudslinging
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/18/1574229/miriam-attend-final-presidentialdebate-vow-end-mudslinging
Well, indeed did you acquire our utmost attention Candidate and Senator Miriam DefensorSantiago, and with a hint of good ol’ fashioned Filipino humour to those overseas as well in
the “Filipino” community, so to speak, you have “accumulated” the best sensitivity toward
other of the candidates in this realm and of that have you made the entire Island of the
Philippines of the most proud nature. The “accumulation” of the candidates of the ONE
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ROUND TABLE WITH THE ONE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIR IS LOOKING MORE POSITIVE BY THE
MOMENT, HOUR, AND EVENT.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.18.2016
Court workers launch ‘Black Monday’ protest today
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/18/1574152/court-workers-launch-blackmonday-protest-today
Sir, Mr. President Aquino III, it is a position of good manners to put the President first in
sequence while the round table of twenty-four is not as yet in session. However, in
distinguishing that a series of decisions which have been accredited to your administration
which is not on par with universal principle in that the “equalization” of court wage earners in
relation to government employees still exist lead us to ask for your person words on these
charges.
Upon this earth the word “Federation” membership is not voluntary while the membership in
a “Confederation” is voluntary. This exists only upon this world and the worlds likened to it
which had been severely disrupted by the Hellions who traversed through the rip in the fabric
of space which our Federation had accidentally created.
These worlds lost the knowledge of their beginnings and eventually distorted our Federation
of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds membership sizing it up to mean the opposite as to that
which it stands for upon higher evolved worlds which is “voluntary membership which must first
be passed by the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds and its Higher Councils”
which prerequisite is that they first present their own blueprint of which stipulation by the High
Council must fit in with the Talent and Purchase Order system of people friendly Economics as
held by all other planetary worlds whose membership stands in an equal basis within the
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds otherwise the requisition for membership will
be placed on hold.
In no wise is the membership of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds “not”
voluntary as we have explained before. We have, in many of our hours explained the Original
System of Talent and Purchase Order Economics and Societal structure to the nations.
However, we do stand against the present-day system of capitalist monetary enslavement of
the Peoples of each and every nation for their Original Talent and Purchase Order System had
been taken from them long ago yet not to long ago of the days, hours, and event of their first
seeding.
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Therein, are we “not” in any wise choosing sides inasfar as present labels are concerned, for as
we have stated aforehand, Mr. President, one cannot sit in council with the PEOPLES OF A
NATION leaving any one person sad and deficient of funds until the transition to the Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of good and people-friendly economics FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE TO EQUALLY BENEFIT FROM is put in place.
There is ONE NATION WHICH IS ONE BODY WHICH CONSISTS OF ALL PEOPLE OF ALL AGES,
RACES, for the Filipinos are of mixed races and therein SHALL NONE BE LEFT OUT.
Sir, no nation would exact a problem of any sort or kind IF THE CORRECT SYSTEM WERE IN
PLACE. And if the correct system were in place there WOULD BE NO PROBLEMS FOR THE
NATIONS TO SOLVE OF SUCH NATURE.
Have a good day.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.17.2016
‘China misunderstands Philippines-US military activities’
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/17/1573769/china-misunderstands-philippinesus-military-activities
Mr. President Aquino III, Sir, it absolutely mystifies us as to how these “joint exercises”
conducted by the Philippines along with the United States mastiffs are anything other than
“aggressive” manoeuvres?
“This is the network – peaceful, principled and inclusive – America continues to stand for, and
stand with,” he said. (Mr. Ashton Carter)
Sir, Mr. President, what is “Mr. Ashton Carter” talking about? Is there another “America” on
the map we are as yet unaware of?
The United States backed by the Albino Jewry (Jewry being an action word and a verb and not a
noun nor a race) Israel (for lack of a better word) have done nothing but incite wars and
grievances and so Mr. President, just how, in the name of all good common-sense do you expect
CHINA to believe that these “joint exercises” are not just another run-up to war activity?
The other thing which makes no common sense nor commercial economic sense, also, Sir, is
placing the Philippine PEOPLES further gross debt purchasing that which is so outdated that it is
really of no use at all against a WORLD POWER such as THE FRIENDLY BROTHER-SISTER ASEAN
NATION OF CHINA who have, we can guarantee you “only the highest principle in all goodly
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conscience” toward their brother-sister ASEAN NATIONS and need to “protect” each
“shoreline” because if they do not and OPEC goes under or succeeds in placing a cap on
production, then the United States will grab hold of each ASEAN NATION’S cut or perimeters
and “Stockholm” and Halliburton Executive Oil Production Offshore lying in the outwings
“perimeters” will set, along with Jewry, (the action-makers; Jewry being a verb and not a noun
nor a race) middle-men of New York “high-end” production which will not serve but a token to
the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS A ONE WHOLE OR TOTAL but instead will “captivate” (as in
captivity) the gross production by more than the present 30% taking the cap off just over the
mark gaining world support yet keeping their own high-end balance knocking the poorer NonOPEC NATIONS (especially South America and Africa) into further strife and poverty, and your
hope for a better future without CHINA ACTIVELY PARTICIPATING will grind the SILK CANAL
BACK INTO THE HANDS AND MONEY-GRIP OF THE WORLD BANK and the PHILIPPINES WILL BE
SUNK AS WELL AS EVERY SURROUNDING ASEAN NATION central station.
Sir, CHINA does not misunderstand anything and those in CHINA who think to turn the SILK
CORRIDOR AND CANALS into a monetary - oil production centre do NOT have the Chinese
President and “friend” Xi Jinping as their supporter.
Be cautious, please, Mr. President, for within these Philippine Islands, are a very dear and kindly
Island PEOPLES whom we in no wise have let down nor thrown their trust in us out.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.17.2016
Canada's Trudeau explains quantum computing in viral video
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/17/1573832/canadas-trudeau-explains-quantumcomputing-viral-video
Sir, Mr. Prime Minister, we had not had the occasion to congratulate you in your
accomplishment toward your new office. We do so now. Congratulations.
Indeed the final gist of your words, Sir, was most comical and of the quantum theory we would
strictly say to you that Universal Total would more than agree with even the partisan effect of
that which states that not only “can things be both particle and waves” but there cannot exist
waves without there first existing particles. as nothing exists which is linear or horizontal without
first consisting of the atomic-molecular variance of which the very first cellular structure of the
HUmanities has been born at the beginning of the Universal Total of Creation; in all design so do
all quantum physics rolled into one genre positive-negative variances actually be seen to
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duplicate the modern (at least they think it is - smiles) day-to-day positron activity of all good
conscience, indeed.
Have of yourselves, Mr. Prime Minister, a most glorious day with those who most deserve it and
let the House ruling not take the stork down off your back. Be “careful” therein, Sir and Madame
(your wife, Sir,) to not “allow” the heated “jargon” on the bench “critique” the lace around the
prime judiciary and the boys and girls who promenade so.
Good Day, and Salah.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.17.2016
Goldman's Blankfein Demands Deepest Cost Cuts in Years
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-15/goldman-s-blankfein-said-todemand-deepest-cost-cuts-in-years
Sirs and Madams: Is it so difficult to realize that the tendency to only abstract the business sense
into the downsizing of the staff of Goldman Sachs into a better business of "analysing" the
better bureau, so to speak, in order to better equip the families of the Stockholm into
posturizing their wares at a better net price shall only result in the abstractness of all potential
and goodly proclamation of better governance toward those whom you throw out of a job to
the better governance yet of the Talent and Purchase Order Original System of grand
economics without grandstanding and orchestrating the better business bureau of headless and
stressed out stock market gaming houses throughout the lands?
Would it not be better business sense to place your wares in what works for you in the future
called eternity in reincarnational values instead of throat-slitting your own souls?
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.12.2016
PLDT, Facebook boosting tie-up
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/04/12/1571928/pldt-facebook-boosting-tie
Gentlemen, we greet you upon this your new day. Yes, the Philippines are in great need in
certain locals of internet services both in speed as well as availability. The one criteria we
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would assume you would like to look at and hopefully cultivate is a system of providership
which would tie-in with our upcoming ORIGINAL Talent and Purchase Order System of good
Economics for the Peoples of these Islands; a tie-in in such a way that internet service for the
great and wonderful Islands of the Philippines would be not only shouldered by the Peoples
who have the means and as you must be aware that by the hour the Peoples meet with their
thirty-fifth year of habitation in this land, they no longer are supported by a work-a-day job,
for such jobs of any distinction are no longer available, but upon the transition to the Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of the good Economics for the Peoples of these beautiful
Islands of the Philippines, perhaps a charter existence could be formulated toward your desire
and upon that framework this nation would see your best dreams and intentions toward that
of every single citizen fulfilled.
We thank you both, most kindly and sincerely, gentlemen. Have a good day.
Salu.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.12.2016
It is “interesting” how there seems to be so much fluctuation in Peoples’ electorate “moods”
toward the status of one candidate or another on any given day. In fact, the Peoples could
save themselves much trouble if they would only think in the ONENESS of many candidates as
being ONE SEAT.
To wish one candidate a further rule one day and another candidate a further rule another
day only stipulates that the electorate community walk upon shifting sand and know not even
their own minds. Thank you.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.12.2016
‘A tragedy': ARMM guv mourns death of 18 soldiers in Abu Sayyaf clash
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/11/1571839/tragedy-armm-guv-mourns-death18-soldiers-abu-sayyaf-clash
We shall now come out and speak candidly upon this topic. We in no wise support the action
of hardship upon other HUman beings in any way, shape, or format. “Kidnapping” is worse
than pirating which both France and the United States and Israel are infamous for. We all
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know that. When those nations enter into another CENTRAL NATION SECTOR they pirate away
those food stables and resources and this often results in the deaths of those nationals who
rely upon the sea and the land for their mere survival. The United States have a continuing
occupation which differs from that of a natural occupation of a nation; and this is the taking or
“kidnapping” of young girls and women, of other lands to serve their soldiers in other
occupied territory as their bedmates.
When “kidnapping” results in the hardship of men, women, children, and entire families for
the reason of “monetary gathering” then ye ones who have done this are in no wise following
that which is of the universal principle nor of the unique teachings of the Great Prophet
Mohammed, whose very words on Unity had been grafted in with the sordid words of man
who at his lower principle and ebb have disgraced that which is PEACE is ISLAM MEANING
PEACE.
You cannot build a paradise on the back of terrorism; neither can the ones terrorising by the
upholding of the monetary system and keeping away the transitioning of the ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF GOODLY ECONOMICS rebuild paradise in any
wise, either.
When bloodshed results on either side, this is WHEN both SIDES should realise that the core
problem is “monetary recluse” of the paradise each sides strives for no matter what the
presupposed contention.
Kidnapping a “priest” also, we could not believe our ears. We know the Vatican is wealthy
beyond means, BUT that money is taken away from the priest as well and you must have
found he was living in penury too. It does not matter whether one is a priest or is anyone else.
What matters is that we are all HUMAN BEINGS BELONGING TO ONE CORE PRECINCT OF
ARTICULATENESS OF SPEECH, DEED, AND HONOUR! AND YOU ONES ARE MAKING IT DIFFICULT
FOR THOSE WHO WANT PEACE AND ARE WORKING IN THAT WISE IN THE SOUTHERN AND
NORTHERN REGIONS OF THE WONDERFUL ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
These are not Iraqis’ nor Syrians’ these are ones set up by the precinct of the world body and
all of its headlong factions into war on this and other occasions.
This is called: DESTABILIZATION. A very common habitual practice of the United States
Military drifting all over the world. Turn around gentlemen and ladies and let us put our
efforts into something which is of the greater use to the Americas and to the Global
Community in essence.
Iraqis and Syrians would not come over to the Philippines to offer hatred and destruction and
deaths of themselves nor of others and to bring even more global contention upon the PEACE
wished for in the Middle East and Africa and ASEAN CENTRAL NATION.
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When One part of the body suffers we all suffer the repercussions. UNDERSTAND EACH MAN,
WOMAN, OR CHILD IS ONE PART OF THE WHOLE AND WE CANNOT WORK IN THE POSITIVE
WHEN ONE PART OF THE WHOLE IS SICK, MAIMED, PHYSICALLY DEAD LEAVING BEHIND SUCH
SADNESS THAT THE WHOLE SUFFERS ENORMOUS GRIEF!
AND what is the primary cause of this grief? The present day monetary system which states
that in order to build or to become successful in anything you do, you must FIRST HAVE
MONEY.
AND sometimes ISIS is put out to “tip the scales” in American Foreign Policy as to the next
candidate and his or her win in the presidential elections.
Salu
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.10.2016

SC’s ruling final: Grace can run
Period. Ruling subject to no further controversies as everything “has” already been proven.
The final determination is set as follows:
Each HUman being is a CITIZEN of this WORLD, Angorius. Unless the Islands of the PHILIPPINES
have seceded from the global community of world citizenry then it only stands to REASON
that: when one is a citizen of a larger complex as being the global community, then the Islands
of the PHILIPPINES being part of that larger complex immediately grants that the citizen of the
WORLD in question, also is a citizen of the Islands of the PHILIPPINES.
Either the Islands of the Philippines are a part of this global society belonging to this planet or
they are not. If the latter is true then the Islands of the Philippines are not even a NATION OF
THE CENTRAL ASEAN WHOLE.
Congratulations for the umpteen hour of this topic, Candidate Senator Grace Poe. And let that be
the end of it. Fill your glass with a heavy sparkling water because the day and hour is now to
become swarthy and humid as the temperature rises - weatherly speaking only.
– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
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4.10.2016
Thee Great Boxing Match
Gentlemen, the greatest WIN of the season is “not” a knockout or knockdown. The Greatest
WIN a man can make is the “friendship” you both have cultivated.
Therein there are no losers, only WINNERS. Change the face of boxing from crude elementals
into gentlemanly conduct for the carpet roll indeed is placed at the feet of you both.
No man WINS a match if he loses a friend. For losing a friend is akin to losing ones arm, leg,
torso or mind of “compassion” and “gratitude” for that is what makes us all HUman.
The reason we did not place either one of your names in text is because we did not wish to
place one man’s name before the other.
The picture shows sharing the belt. Share the pot as well, for what you both have come away
with is far greater a prize than money, prestige or power could ever bring.
If you have one winner, you have lost the essence of brotherhood.
It is "important" to never take another soul for granted for a thimbleful of "gratitude" is all
that is required to remind each one how "very special" they are to you just for showing up.
I did not watch the great boxing match but that does not mean it is not known to me the
outcome before it ever began.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.8.2016
Legacy' belt awaits winner of Pacquiao-Bradley bout
http://www.philstar.com/sports/boxing/pacquiao-bradley2016/articles/2016/04/07/1570378/legacy-belt-awaits-winner-pacquiao-bradley-bout
Very good then gentlemen. Take care of one another and share it.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.8.2016
Indonesia sinks 23 foreign fishing boats
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http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/05/1569839/indonesia-sinks-23-foreign-fishingboats
Good Evening gentlemen and ladies of the high court of Indonesia in the sense you take it
upon yourselves to destroy your gracious neighbours’ seafaring craft. We do not recall
Indonesia ever filling the oceanic waters with trout, sea bass nor any other life within the
waters of this earthen plane. It completely astounds us at the audacity of neglect of simple
morals and ethics toward those of your neighbouring craft.
In other words, those who do not even know how to share may find themselves well left out
of Paradise and the chattel will go to another.
Salaam.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.8.2016
Vietnam, congratulations! We hear you all.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

4.8.2016
Billions in US remittances a lifeline for many in Mexico
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/06/1570016/billions-us-remittances-lifeline-manymexico
Good Evening, Sir. If you do not switch to the Original Talent and Purchase Order System as
being one of the round table of twenty-four, you will not only sink the United States of America,
but Mexico and its Peoples as well. Conditioning must not include lack of morals and ethics
which form the highest composition of a mind-set in one’s overall progress of evolvement.
In any election PEOPLE come first, not only in the electoral nation but of each and every
surrounding nation as well, or you and all candidates, Sir, will have accomplished absolutely
nothing more than gaining a seat of charity which the PEOPLES, Sir, are doomed once again to
pay for.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
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4.1.2016
Oil exploration firms to elevate concerns to P-Noy
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/04/01/1568009/oil-exploration-firms-elevateconcerns-p-noy
“MANILA, Philippines - The Department of Energy (DOE) will elevate to President Aquino the
concerns of oil exploration companies after the Supreme Court ruled that oil exploration in Tañon
Strait is unconstitutional.
“We will elevate the matter to the President because it involves contracts,” DOE Secretary
Zenaida Monsada said in a briefing.
“The agency’s Energy Resource Development Bureau and legal department is also set to come
out with position paper for the SC, DOE Assistant Secretary Patrick Aquino said.
“In its position paper submitted to Office of the Executive Secretary, the Philippine Petroleum
Association of the Upstream Industry (Oil and Gas) Inc. (PAP) warned of “potential implications”
following the high court’s order to stop the exploration, development and exploitation of
petroleum resources within Tañon Strait.
“It signifies that all Service Contracts entered into by the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines (“Government” or “GRP”) with foreign-owned corporations involving either
technical or financial assistance for large-scale exploration, development, and utilization of
petroleum, but signed only by the Secretary of the Department of Energy (“DOE”), not by the
President, are null and void for being unconstitutional,” the organization said.
“PAP is composed of foreign and local oil and gas players.”

Good evening, DOE Secretary Zenaida Monsada and DOE Assistant Secretary Patrick Aquino,
we are pleased to make of your acquaintance. Please be seated.
On the table are both sides of this concern which is most likely to be turned into a referendum.
Both the DOE and the SC have recognitions toward two very different criteria and those criteria
are based upon subjective law in the form of 1) a money based concern which was entered into
with a Japanese based company and 2) an animal and ecological based concern which
stipulate HUman rights are indeed more important than economy of these sort.
We subject the thought to universal principle for by degree can this planet no longer be
reckoned with through the destruction of the ecological system any further or “exploration for
oil” will “not” soon be your greatest concern. Some practices are “not” any longer worth the
money.
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So we now have two sides at odd. One holding the card which suggests that all options are
regulated by “oil contract exploration” and the other side understanding at all costs that once
the ecological system goes down completely there will be no sea-life left. For the Philippines as
well as surrounding nations at this hour, that would mean a drastic drop in a food economy
which survives mainly on meat staple, we are sorry to report. But that is where we are at at this
point in our table of events.
Now, there is always a middle ground for these concerns and that is the nice thing. We
understand your concern DOE and JAPEX, so we would like to present to you an alternative to
this concern of both parties and the ruling of the SC.
On the seventeenth day of the fourth month being April of the year two-thousand sixteen there
will be held a meeting of the minds of OPEC. We shall be there in full attendance. There are
criteria which must be considered along with the changing of events in the world.
This year non-OPEC members are invited and among them will be Saudi Arabia, Russia, Kuwait,
the United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, Nigeria, Algeria, Indonesia, Ecuador, Bahrain, Oman and
Qatar, the latter being the host nation.
We shall consider the stance of the world bank and its corporate oil industry withdrawal
especially from EXXON OIL and the ecological concerns along with other criteria which perhaps
have not come to light as yet.
We would therefore “suggest” that instead of presenting to President Aquino III, the ruling by
the Supreme Court who were well within their rights, not because of the constitution as much as
due to the rights of ecology with all life-bearing sea inhabitants and universal principle, you
might first wish to consider this other route.
If any ruling by the Supreme Court is not in line with universal principle then it would not
matter what the constitution said, the constitution would need amended. But there is no
higher principle of the workings of the universe than that which stipulates that both HUman
life essence as well as that of animal, foul, reptiles, sea-life and every crawling thing is an
expression of one another including that of each HUman being which comprise of that of
ourselves.
Thank you and we wish you all to have a good evening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

3.31.2016
P-Noy slams media bias, sensationalism
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http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/31/1567882/p-noy-slams-media-biassensationalism
Mr. President Aquino III, Sir, we feel you have delivered a most “brilliant” “concise” and
“articulate” speech in covering problematic aspects of media bouncing and global advertising
of “news.”
“Aquino said this coming elections, candidates vying for the highest posts were trying to win
the people’s trust in a variety of ways: from promises, to attempts to smear mud on the names
of their rivals; from presentations of their records of service, to curses and strong language.”
However, there are a few insights which we, too, would like to expound upon which we
believe may also be of a helpful nature.
One disconcerting occurrence is the continued ping-ponging of petitioners to the Supreme
Court of the Islands of the Philippines which strongly suggests there is little to no footing as to
the productivity of the ruling once a ruling has been made. Then this hits the press.
This has at this point little to do with appeals, but rather we have noticed that within the
media, once a final ruling has been made and arbitration has been made, and appeals have
been made, the final ruling seems to continually be an aspect of never being settled by the
media write-up, so that when one concludes the outcome to be as of one nature or another
(positive nature as in the case of Senator Grace Poe being allowed to run for the presidential
seat which must be shared with twenty-three other good ones), a conclusion seems to never
stand with the media. Whether this is an oversight or not we are not too sure.
It is a contrary position which we feel leaves open a continuing opportunity for outsiders to
make further disturbances to the Supreme Court of the Islands of the Philippines as well as to
the Candidate Senator Grace Poe whose only crime so far is perhaps getting a little too far
ahead in her agenda toward the good of the Philippine Peoples.
What we mean by this is once a ruling, an appeal, and a final ruling is made, we think it wise
for the media to not adhere to every single voice who has an ire or an agenda of their own in
wanting one candidate or another out of the way.
It is good to remember that in governing a nation it takes many minds of equal stability and
similar thinking in order that they may work with the People in getting things done. Notice we
did not say: “Serve the People” for in “service to one another all must work upon an equal
footing in order to remain grounded.” Serving a NATION is different in context than “serving
the People.”

MUD SLINGING - A LOW PRECEPT OF MIND AND ACTION
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The only criteria for mud-slinging which the media should well ignore is when a candidate or
opposition member has no defence of their own or is well out of the placement of ideas
themselves that such a one then tries to divert the attention of the media and onlookers,
especially the potential voters, from his or her own lack of substance and ideas toward
demeaning those who do have substance and ideas.
So the positive action then turns into the negative action.
As Nicola Tesla once wrote: “I don’t care that they stole my idea. I care that they don’t have
any of their own.”
This is where the mud-slinging and sensitization of the press begins.

A WORTHY CHALLENGE FOR THE PRESS
If this were to the positive inclusion then of course the media would be all over it...or would
they? What is it that people really want to hear? Good News or Bad News? If it be good then
let the media ENHANCE all the good news and eclipse the bad.
But if it be “mainly” the bad news which must always take precedence then the Peoples are
no more ready to experience the good in any project, which the press will then pick up on and
exploit. Therein it is more the Peoples, themselves, who set the tone for all media surveillance
and presentation of news.
Therefore, it is up to the media in all its formats to change the trend. Of course, negative news
has it’s place in the world and must be dealt with but giving it too much attention only places
the bad or negative above the good or positive.

PEOPLES, BE CAREFUL FOR THE TONGUE MAY SUBTRACT THE VARIANCE IN YOUR OWN
CLOSET
It is disturbing when we sit back and observe so many comments toward yourself, Mr.
President, Sir, are of such negative essence.
We feel that the Peoples need to learn that even if in the past a leader or leadership did not in
their mind, whether conclusive or inconclusive, live up to the promises or expectations of the
Peoples or the promises by the potential leader and leadership, that when new information
comes along and the leadership extracts that which the leadership feels should be embraced
and serves to put certain new criteria into motion, then the Peoples would be well to
remember that not a one of us is perfect and in not being perfect it means we are all on a
pathway of lessons and learning. Therein it is good and healthy to change our viewpoints and
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to remain open, which you have done, Mr. President, Sir, especially in these latter days of
your administration.
People must learn to be forgiving if they, also, wish to be forgiven for their shortcomings.
As we have so stated afore, People do not understand how difficult it is once any kind of
leadership is attained under this present-day draconian and outmoded system of capitalist
economics to keep promises or even to keep one’s head upon the neck when the capitalist
world bank comes calling for indigestion of the nation.
Thank you, Sir, for inviting our voice to attend this opening of Publish Asia 2016 and setting
for us a podium at this most interesting meeting of the minds, Mr. President Aquino III, Sir.

THE STAR MEDIA AND WRITTEN PRESS “GOOD WORK PEOPLE!”
For the most part we do believe the media does a fine job as you, yourself, Sir, and the
wonderful and trusting candidates all do as they give their one-thousand percent to one
another and to the nation.
Let us all learn to embrace the POSITIVE and GOOD attributes of each other as well as of
ourselves and our combined and entwined work together.
Let us appreciate all that is good and put asunder all that is negative or destructive to the
mind and in doing this the day will come eventually when all media and all Peoples of all
Nations will be more drawn into receiving the GOOD NEWS rather than the bad.
It is a new mindset which must be learned and must be cultivated and we believe the news
media as well as the written press has a wonderful opportunity in this new field and let us all
make it for the People our “labour of love.”
Thank you all most kindly for adhering to and suffering though our short speech. (Smiles) Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

3.30.2016
US: Int'l community should urge China to follow Hague ruling
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/30/1567637/us-intl-community-should-urgechina-follow-hague-ruling
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Good Evening ladies and gentlemen. It is a curious thing to read the upcoming event with
everybody present save “two” minus “one” and yet the presentation and deciding factor is
not to be in until over a month from now?
It is always of the greatest interest to us that the US Department of State Deputy Assistant
Secretary Colin Willett seems to once again be at the helm of these, shall we say, activities.
We shall be pleased to attend of the earlier moment as well as the latter these proceedings in
the logistics of reason, ethics, and of course the security of the ASEAN NATION REGION OF THE
SILK CORRIDOR AND CANAL.
Here is something to ponder in the meantime.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWf-eARnf6U
With each candle held by each HUman this signifies the enlightenment of understanding
within each one that one day the leaders sitting here today will quickly work toward this end
in good will and friendship. But until that day the SILK CORRIDOR will be protected BY THE
ASEAN CENTRAL NATIONS for the entire world will benefit under the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System.
So allow us to reason together a little further and we shall see what can be done.
Thank you for your invitation and our seat. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

3.30.2016
Comelec seeks NBI help vs hackers
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/30/1567566/comelec-seeks-nbi-help-vs-hackers
Good Evening, Comelec. We would “strongly” suggest, that you “remember” each software
program is fitted with indenture or injunction “holes” and these holes are for the purpose of
law-abiding agencies, as they like to be called, to be allowed access into your site and programs
and all data therein.
Knowing this features a dramatic change in procedure while you continue in coordinating
yourselves to the betterment and more concise melodramatics of election criteria.
We know you are doing your best and have watched as you have worked diligently to come up
with the most innovative and safe practice of poll gathering.
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Find the hole, find who programmed it in and then we shall see what you come up with to plug
that hole.
Please keep in mind that you do not have to stick to the traditional polling but may come up
with even more innovative ideas of your own.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

3.30.2016
Senators: Statements of Kim Wong, Philrem exec are inconsistent
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/30/1567348/senators-statements-kim-wongphilrem-exec-are-inconsistent
Good Afternoon, gentlemen and ladies of the Senate. We would like to bring all nastiness so to
speak of court action to a common denominator. In other words, the easiest and fastest way to
solve these type of issues is to always go straight to the source of the contention.
By this we simply mean: “watch how the world bank which is the father corporation of all
insistence of money laundering” operates all aspects of finance, and coordinate with it’s own
home-grown policies.
In this way the Senate will in all its wisdom be better able to determine whether or not a crime
has been committed. If the findings of money-laundering somehow deter from the moneylaundering practice of the world banking system, then of course, the world-bank version of
criminal “law” in circumstance as to being the opposite in conducting business dealings to that
of the people in question, would certainment then bring up the real question which would
again be: Has there been a crime committed or not?
Those who make the laws as well as those who practice the laws of finance money-laundering,
stock-brokering, casino ramping and what have you is the world bank and their cooperatives.
Therefore ladies and gentlemen of the Senate, explore the derivatives, and therein shall you
find your answer.
We seldom like to involve ourselves in such matters of law as the financial money capitalist
system is so filled with criminal intent from its father corporation, as we like to call it, the world
bank and it operatives, that HUmanity and their courts could easily spend the rest of eternity
going around in circles instead of laying all this aside and transitioning over to the Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of economics where everyone shall benefit and none shall
perish, be locked in jails, nor spend tax monies going around from place to place holding
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circuit courts which in the end shall avail noone for the Hellion monetary system, ladies and
gentlemen of the Senate is nothing less than a racket.
Being a racket the monetary capitalist system is actually illegal under universal principle
because it deals with “inequality” and “usury” and of that the capitalist monetary system
cannot work for all of HUmanity upon an equal basis.
We penned a few quotes and whether they will help the Senate or not we shall leave well up to
ye all:
The flip side of a coin is like a deck of cards. The more one flips to the other side the greater
the potential of losing the Jack, Ace or Wild Card to the next dealer in line. – Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
If lack of consistency plagues the nation or nations then is it not the event or hour at hand to
reverse the charge? – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
Why is it some anthropologists relax not upon the waver of a court document when they
appeal to work? Yet when the same charge laid against them to leave the “dinosaur” bones in
place is taken to a museum outside of the location or country of origin of the discovery why
then does no museum after war loot is discovered within their “care” not become subject to
the court discovery of all such stolen artifacts? Ummm. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
We trust we have been of some assistance. Have a good day.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

3.29.2016
US: No valid reason for China to restrict navigation in disputed sea
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/29/1567310/us-no-valid-reason-china-restrictnavigation-disputed-sea
US Department of State Deputy Assistant Secretary for Strategy and Multilateral Affairs in the
East Asia and Pacific Bureau Colin Willett, Good Evening, Sir.
Actually, inasfar as international law is concerned, what international law exactly are the
Chinese breaking which Israel has not broken? Or yourselves for that matter. Now we both
know that in internationalism and their peace-brokered “laws” there is one “law” for the United
States and Israel, and another law for everyone else.
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So this gets us somewhat confused for we all know that the United States broker department
of all acquisitions of war-arms and material effigies seldom ask permission from anyone to do
anything which the United States or Israel wishes to do, whether they are acts of business or
otherwise called national defence if we could assume to call it that to please your broker
department of national defence.
So, Sir, we would then venture to say that China indeed does have a valid reason in protecting
the SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS. The Chinese military presence is due to the United States
and Israel having a continued bad track record.
The only hour the international community of law-brokers is called in is when the world
nations do not wish either the United States nor Israel (the long arm of the law) to continually
invade, occupy, and take away the nations’ in question, natural resources, including the practice
of pirating cheap labour from weaker nations. Is this not so, Sir?
And at that hour of the day, night, or evening, a group of lawyers quickly seasoned, draw up a
new law for the international district board of the officious UN to cull everyone’s
pocketbooks, in order to pass.
Therein would you not agree that if the United States had actually built a wonderful SILK
CORRIDOR and they wished to share it among all their relatives or surrounding nations and
someone with a track record of piracy and thievery cloaked in righteousness stepped in wanting
it would the United States not protect it?
You see, Sir, in the case of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION, CHINA is the most qualified, and has,
due to being the major builders of the SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS, every sensible reason for
protecting the entire place, would you not think?
In their shoes, Sir, what would you do?
Bringing the answer to your question to a simple denominator, we would say, Sir, the record of
both the United States and Israel is one of the worst if not the worst track record of invading,
conquering and leaving nations absolutely devastated.
The “Law of the Sea” has not been written up yet but at least two ASEAN NATIONS are in the
process of doing so.
This really is not a very difficult equation, Sir. China heavily militarized will protect their GIFT
to the surrounding ASEAN CENTRAL NATION OF BROTHER AND SISTER NATION STATES.

“China: It’s US militarizing South China Sea” (Note: We apologize for we had not noticed this
entry earlier)
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http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/20/1554990/china-its-us-militarizing-southchina-sea
“China has not denied the appearance of the missiles, but says it is entitled to defend its territory
and points to the construction of lighthouses, weather stations and other infrastructure
undertaken to provide more “public goods and services to the international community.”
Sir, we wish the United States and its Peoples no harm whatsoever. Please assure to the world
you wish them the same. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary worlds

3.29.2016
Philippine Navy gets 3 more landing ships from Australia
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/29/1567208/philippine-navy-gets-3-morelanding-ships-australia
“P270 million at a friendship price.” Australia has been wonderful in donating earlier ships and
that is much appreciated and providing all stays in a “friendship” relationship which “must”
extend to China, then one day the SILK CORRIDOR will become a friend to all in Operating
under the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of good and honest economics.
When a nation which comprise of the Peoples, rely upon operating costs such as seemingly
became necessary toward the purchase of three more Navy ships as being cargo carriers and
transport vessels, it is vitally important to remember that one should not intend upon relying
upon “.50 caliber heavy machine guns as their defensive weapons” when other Peoples own a
bigger slingshot.
We are curious as to just the why of the wargames if one does not intend upon engaging their
nation in war. This is a very disturbing issue for us all because we do not wish to see any Peoples
of any nation hurt beyond recognition. Natural resources must be shared in the proper way
and must be protected but not fought over and China has already acknowledged that they in no
wise intend upon invasion, just protection of the minerals of the SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS.
Under the Original Talent and Purchase Order System no-one comes out the winner over
another nation and no nation comes out the loser. That is the beauty of it all.
We know the Philippine Navy would not wish to war against China for they have already stated
that point in question as of the earlier hour. It is the United States Navy we are the most
concerned with as being so shall we briefly address them also upon this page.
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Thank you all, have a good evening, and keep safe.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary worlds

3.29.2016
Comelec allows Ating Koop to assume House seat
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/29/1567205/comelec-allows-ating-koopassume-house-seat
Good Afternoon, gentlemen and ladies of Comelec, Congress and all acting representatives. We
fail to understand your concern and of asking our participation.
We would strongly suggest to Comelec, that one cannot have too many heads in representatives
and the reason we say this is that when there is a group or committee the group or committee
“must” be ONE in mind and deed, indeed, therein it should never matter if one has one
representative or two or more. The more People who participate as representatives of a group
or committee, the greater the clarity will be their voice in unison to Congress and the Comelec.
Oneness does not consist of One representative. Oneness consists of ONE MIND WORKING
EQUALLY TOWARD ONE DETERMINED GOAL WITHIN THE WHOLE BODY.
Thank you for inviting our voice upon a matter which we feel had already been well determined
by yourselves.
Good Day.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary worlds

128. OUR SUBMISSION Sir Francis, Sir, of the Holy
SEE and Jesuit Investigators
4.22.2016
The following is presented as asked by the Vatican Jesuits. Our notation is that we do not wish to
be engaged in such work for our work is to enhance the civilization of the HUmanity of this
world and in doing so do we not wish to any further engage of ourselves in the scribing of
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criminal aspect. Because this case is so important as a precedence we have taken it on, but as we
have stated we wish to move ahead with the reestablishing of our Original Talent and Purchase
Order System of good Economics for the Peoples, and in doing so universal principle will once
again be laid and criminality and all which goes along with anti-universal principle will
recognize karmic law in its stead. Thank you. We will now present our entry. - Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
OUR SUBMISSION Sir Francis, Sir, of the Holy SEE and Jesuit Investigators
Former Archbishop Jozef Wesolowski, is a man with a large-enough history of child abuse in ten
major states of the Americas, Brazil, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia on top of those islands which
the Vatican last was subjected to.
Because there is no death, Sir Francis of the Holy See, Sir, it would only stand to reason that
retribution must be made in another way. Circumspect that Jozef Wesolowski, the Archbishop
was kept in solitaire confinement in the bulkhead of the breezy as it was called by another in
another time, the Jesuit Priest began his liking for young girls as well and we must now see to it
that Priests (as they are called until the hour of all religious persuasions exist to the detriment of
the Peoples) be allowed to marry as nature created them to be with their other half and
temporarily with a spouse of likeminded graciousness one to the other.
What to do with these pedophile Priests is an anomaly to say the least, Sire, but with much
distinction it must be allowed to be understood that when one demands that nature by mere
principle is gone against, the universe of the creature or HUman being shall not work properly
either and therein run amuck.
But what to do with the damage so carelessly done to these young ones whether it be for the
cause of lust or not, is proactive winnowing which is not going to stop these nuns and priests
from helping in a holy or Humane manner, those who need it most.
Saints cannot be made, any more than Priests can be made to keep to themselves. For how can
Saints be made when they shall soon be on earth, this one or another, in a new life as described
by the bible of the lamb of God seeking birth through the blood and the water, “and for goodness
sake, Jim Lawless, how on earth is the holy church going to arrive at such a false conclusion that
it will not happen again and again and again?
Jim Lawless: Let the man go, Pickering. (But Pickering would not).”
So, you See, Sir Francis, the abomination of the very church you serve is one where the gold for
the one-eyed G-D is stored “and risqué, Jim Lawless, is the very poncho you once described to
us as being the very epic of ‘where is the love?’
“A seasoned HUman being can now see such objection was arbitrary and because of it only the
good survives as you both have come to know and so with no further adieu we sign off this
creature letter and activate a séance to try to find the culprit himself who in terms of the
overdraft of heaven so to speak will never negate his place among the stars because not only was
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he a brilliant man but “look under his chair with the rubies, rubles, and diamonds, Sir Francis
and Jim Lawless, and you will see a mortar on the stick. Open up the pariashute (i pronounced
long-e. Uthrania) to the inside and a graft is made and within that segment of Jesuit *Jewry there
will ye both find the “pinsnippers” the Archbishop used for the archaic countenance engrafted
within the great library of Alexandra of Egypt and within the *swor is another chamber and
within the red window-box the shrubs play with a nauseous look upon their face for the great
Archbishop of Canterbury can most certainly acclaim that the baby found within the butterbox
upon Prince Edward Island was none other than a “Hamish and McDonald” of the tired ol’
regime of Hamish himself, Prince once far removed from his home in Wales.
How a mother could bereave her child to the dogs in this manner was to save his life but the
priests and nuns could not save the wee lass either and in all conscience back in the early lives
of the centuries, dogma was set strictly that the catacombs underneath the very slylocks of
creation saw none other than the church of the infidel so to speak, was not the Lutheran after all
but the conscience of those Priests, High Priests and Nuns of the early centuries who would
never have battle rammed it down speaking of the door of the parasite church of the quincits (I
do not know the spelling – Uthrania) in order to even baptize the baby butterbox infants out of
their lethargy ‘before’ the Priests told the Nuns even half of the story.
(*Jewry being an action word, a verb, and not a noun nor a race. *swor is a word complete. I do
not know the spelling of it though so I have scribed it in phonetics. Thank you. – Uthrania)
Sir Francis, Sir, of the Holy See, it seems that your parishioners are most concerned with the
issue of abortion and as we walked through the hospital today we were met with signs which
demonstrated this issue and an even more troubling one concerning a mother who apparently
murdered her own child and yet speaks upon the ills of abortion to others. This is an issue which
need be further attended to and for the most part, the place is clean, tidy, and well run. No action
need be taken.
As for your decision on other pedophile priests and nuns (one percent), you may want to
consider an examination of each one of them who offends in such manner and delegate them to
far-off regions to assist the peoples with their water sewage, crop attendance, and this “after”
certain surgical alterations have been made to “assure” such wanton activity will not happen
again. Therein they may learn from the People, mercy, compassion, and above all how a normal
family life is to be run. After all, Sir Francis, let it stand that it is the complete fault of the
religious doctrine in itself which keeps normalcy from happening when both Priests and Nuns
are forbidden to join as one unit within the very creation which first set in motion, procreation.
Prison shall serve nothing in this wise for the lesson must be learned in a place where a soul
understanding shall be presented and then the outcome or growth of the soul is entirely at the
discretion of that soul of itself.
We trust we have been of greater service than we were on the last morrow. Salu.
- Scribed portion in italic by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
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129. To HM Queen Elizabeth the Second and the
wonderful Peoples of Jamaica with regard to Cannabis
4.21.2016
Jamaica To Legalise Cannabis And Fire The Queen
http://yournewswire.com/jamaica-to-legalise-cannabis-and-fire-the-queen/
Good Evening. The answers to this “interesting” absolution in regard to the Queen,
our fine Jamaicans, is, since Jamaica has obtained its independence in the year of
nineteen hundred and sixty-two AD your concern has already been dealt with.
The world bank is the one you should be looking at in regard to “firing,” for a
Queen is not “hired” but is kept as a figurehead “until” such event as the Queen
shall undoubtedly equip her own nation with a much better format of governance.
The reason, our Jamaican friends, that the Queen, Elizabeth the Second, HM, is
being upheld as a figurehead over certain former occupied colonies (for England
once having entered into the unseasoned activity of brandishing already convicted
“criminals,” whether they be innocent or not, to such states as Jamaica and
Australia and obtaining at certain hours a slave trade of their own kin the Scots and
the Irish in days past) is due to the expense given to the once occupied nations in
changing the currency out of British monopolization; for certain currencies holding
the image of the Queen saw the governments and the Peoples being unable to afford
the change of image in the mint, therein the world bank was able to keep the colony,
in a sense, psyscologically speaking, as a staple of England which today is run and
operated by the world bank and its prestige colonies called the Brackenbachers.
However, as this is not the concern Jamaica is bringing to the forefront, we would
certainly feel to not subject Jamaica “to further upset,” and do as such enter into “a
firm apology” to the Jamaican government and its Peoples for England’s past
intrusion into the affairs of those who had been unfairly invaded and occupied.
Therein, the solution to this series of concerns mentioned or unmentioned, is that
Jamaica is its own country and as being its own country (set apart in a wise from the
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Peoples it first seeded with in their own once CENTRAL NATION) has no further
need for recognition of a Monarch which has her own business to attend to.
Upon the issue of cannabis as being of a medicinal use only, we know it should be
legalized not only for Jamaica but throughout the world as a cure for cancer and to
alleviate the wounds of soldiers as compresses to drag out the poisons of gunshot
wounds using also as an anaesthetic along with a multitude of other “medical”
concerns. Through the advice of holistic doctors, cannabis like any other drug must
not be abused.
Thank you and we trust we have assisted both the Queen of England, Elizabeth the
Second, HM, whose wisdom would indeed be in replacing her Foreign Advisor and
Defence Secretary, amalgamating both offices of the Queen and setting the
parliamentarian Mr. George Galloway in such office and whom would immediately
“offer apologies” to those nations which saw Great Britain inciting violence on
behalf of the world banking cartel.
Secondly, the Queen, would immediately recall all British troops from foreign
destinations save those whom are “invited” in foreign nations to remain for the
“specific” helpmeet of “rescue” missions ONLY.
Thirdly, parliament, and upon the cusp of transferring England over to the Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of good Economics for the PEOPLE, MUST be
dissolved, and we believe there are a group of “twenty-four previous
parliamentarians” whose favour toward England was no less than “honourable”
and who would immediately “fill in the gaps” until review can be made. This is their
chance to show what they are able to do toward the good of the country and to the
excellence of the “PEOPLE.”
We trust we have been of some assistance, your Majesty, at this hour in our
entwined event.
Thank you for your ear. We had not picked up on your concern before the hour of
the past.
It has been a pleasure once again.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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130. Mr. President, Peoples, and Candidates of these
Great Islands of the PHILIPPINES May we Please Have Your
ATTENTION
4.23.2016
Good Evening, Mr. President Aquino and Presidential Candidates. We apologize to have
taken of ourselves so lengthy an hour before we speak. There is a reason for that but
nevertheless are we here now.
Tomorrow, our good friends, is a most important day for ye all and that is because
tomorrow is the final hour of your candidacies before the election. And we wish you all
well, each and every one, for each of you have given so much of yourselves toward the
reclaiming of good posture and toward that of the utmost caring toward the great Peoples
of these wonderful Islands of the Philippines, and for that do we congratulate the each
one of you at this hour.
We are sorry we are unable to attend with you for the reason of imparting our own
enthusiasm toward your last speeches but there, unfortunately, is no possible way.
Therein, may we encourage the each one of you before you “hit the stage tomorrow,”
enthusiastically and reasonably, to “remember” that as long as each one of you are
willing to share your chair after elections, and the presentation which you will be
awarded, of over P40,000, you will then have shown the Peoples that you do intend
upon putting them before your own objectives. And by this we mean, our dear friends,
that whatever perceptions you have, each one, within yourselves, always remember to
measure your ideals by reminding yourselves that the Peoples must “all and each
one” benefit from any decision or action which you pronounce upon them and do
not be afraid to change from the old way of thinking to a more formatted and
reasonable manner of thought projection, for when you do this, candidates, you will
“never find that your hands are tied” and that you can no longer breathe under the
tourniquet of monetary hindrances placed upon yourselves and the Peoples in the
format of a budget.
A nation with a budget is a nation always kept in turmoil and when that happens no
number of courts, lawyers and judges will solve those problems and those problems
will persist and when those problems persist there will follow much bloodshed and
the security of the nation will be altered and when the security of the nation and the
security of the Peoples is altered then you already have lost your seats.
The Peoples of the nation of these great Islands of the Philippines, must never again
break universal principle or law, as you could have it called, by your shouldering
them with taxes.
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Taxes will also break the back of the nation and the nation and the Peoples will then
never find paradise nor will they survive well in day-to-day life.
You must not, likewise, allow churches to gather usury from the Peoples, for what
precept in “holy” meaning “moral and ethical” organizations, would either force by
doctrinal threats or encourage though subtle means the breaking of universal
principle or “laws” in issuing envelopes or bread-baskets for the reason of collecting
the People’s few pesos or more?
A nation, our friends, Mr. President, must be governed upon the precept of not
breaking down the laws or principles of the universe for once laws or principles of the
universe are broken no cogwheel is going to run properly no matter how many loans of
adversary you take in the Peoples name from the world bank, nor the number of promises
you make upon behalf of the Peoples who never agreed anyway when fitted with an
empty wallet because of your mistakes.
In not breaking universal principle and law, you will not make mistakes.
Finally, and though there are those of you perhaps in disagreement, we say to you that
Philippine security is not going to come through military force but through the
understanding of diplomatic measures in applying the simple precept of good
brother and sisterly favour and not always talking nor listening just to reply, but to
“really listen” to what the Chinese brotherly and sisterly nation are saying “and
thinking” and then to coordinate with them in all reasonable fashion.
Candidates, if you cannot stand upon your own two feet in analyzing a situation and
making a decision which may just be unpopular with the Peoples at that hour; a
decision which will not sell the Philippines and its Great Peoples out but will also
“ensure” that not one drop of blood be spilled and all honour be retained in Filipino
and world distinction without breaking the unity of the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION, then you have won over much more than you could have possibly
imagined, and promises made and kept under universal law and principle will
ensure that the Original and Purchase Order of “good” Economics for the Peoples
of these Great Islands of the Philippines shall become the norm of your good
conscience as a candidacy of one presidential chair and you will win over every
problem which has plagued administrations and presidents for years.
This, our dear friends, Mr. President, is the correct way to secure the great Peoples
and Islands of the Philippines and to enhance the best way forward without the
added expense in purchasing old outmoded war equipment which then the Peoples
must pay for in further taxation which means you would continually place the
nation under further obligation to the world bank increasing even further the debt
mortgage and at the same hour placing further restrictions upon relations with
China of which “good” manners all around must begin at home.
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Good Evening and we wish for you all a most courteous and promising day pon the
morrow.
Thank you, President Aquino, for all your good will toward the allowance of our
pen here upon the gracious land of the Philippines in all good will. Thank you, Sir.
And, Good Evening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

4.19.2016
MR. PRESIDENT, PEOPLES, AND CANDIDATES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES MAY WE PLEASE HAVE YOUR ATTENTION
Good Evening. One epic or topic we have not spoken upon to a greater extent
concerns the Filipino family.
Harmony in Consciousness is the societal structure of the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of Economics. The greater wisdom negates the present
inharmonic structure of society and that of the family.
In other words, when the insurmountable stress of everyday activity; the job, the
school, the medical concerns; taxes; duties; mortgages, loss of houses, loss of land,
electrical cuts, water shortages, droughts, vehicle expenses, pensions, hunger,
loneliness and hopelessness are the everyday concerns of the family then how on
earth is a family to find harmony among husband and wife, relatives, neighbours,
leaders, and people around themselves? The harmony because of stress cannot last
for long until blame sets in.
The values belonging to ethics and morals begin to erode and because of this erosion
of values the union of relationships later see parental obstructions placed in the
stead of parental instruction which is the blind side of both of these diverse unions.
The present – day monetary capitalist system of taxation and usury produced in
different forms is there to ensure that the family be divided with stress and strife,
the outcome.
When more income is needed to ensure the family live in dignity then the capitalist
system will ensure both parents work leaving their children either unattended save
that by a slightly older sibling or bringing themselves up on their own.
The family then become divided in this way also.
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With your Original Talent and Purchase Order System of People-loving Economics,
these problems evaporate on the wings of all goodly council non-divided in itself.
This is the chair or bench of the twenty-four enlightened Ones who work alongside
the People and not over the heads of the People.
Nothing is kept quiet nor in secret chambers from the Peoples because the Peoples
need to also relearn the Original Talent and Purchase Order System they had so
long and yet not so long ago, forgotten, and instead taken up a system of economics
which placed them into a tourniquet; a system which disquieted the family; a system
which took away the harmony and altered the conscious structure; a system which
divided the family and society at large; a system which turned paradise into hell for
all save that of a few.
The Oneness of UNITY had been destroyed. The family need it back. The family
need the trust back; the family need their happiness back; their stress gone; and the
money system eliminated.
A short period of transition need be applied, for in this present-day grueling system
of bad finance and economic instability the family cannot survive without the use of
money until the Original system is back in place. But it must be a short and quick
transition. Monetary stability does not exist. It does not exist even upon the stock
market gambling coups of the day; one of the most stressful workplaces in the global
community to attend.
The capitalist system and its parental schooling teaches the children not to gamble
yet when the children grow into adults they are then praised for good stock
marketing sleuthing initiating their own monies, and the monies not only of
themselves, but indeed in higher academics or grading of governmental and
corporate job placement, these adult children are learning to gamble with the
money of the nation.
The placement of any national or governmental position, as you, the Peoples, tend to
call it, must realize that in the same non-strategic continuance of governance or
corporate gaming houses (foreign enterprise) such implementation shall always put
the Peoples of the Great Islands of the Philippines, last, and never first.
Therein shall ones who vie for the highest placement in the land and wishing
themselves a head or two above everyone else, never share their chair, and little
improvement shall be calculated and never made no matter how hard they try, for
the ONE value they will have missed is the very value which will grant the Peoples
more than a decent living in a year or two, or a month or more taken to eliminate
crime unless they transition the system of hard-knocks economics, for freedom from
the dire grip the capitalist system has had on the Peoples for generations and
millennia. Each candidate is capable of great achievement, but only if they work
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together and change the mindset of not only themselves but the nation in which they
as a ONE BODY work within. Thank you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

131. 175 states sign landmark Paris deal on climate
change
4.23.2016
Our apologies for the lateness of the hour, General Assembly, but with good reason had
we such delay. Please, therein, ladies and gentlemen, bare with us whilst we attend to
this intriguing gathering on climate change. We do believe we have a few thoughts for the
consideration of the nations here today and those not signatories as of the hour, to
consider, if they should find interest. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

175 states sign landmark Paris deal on climate change
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/23/1575976/175-states-sign-landmark-parisdeal-climate-change
Good Evening from our end, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Sir, General Assembly of
nations, and of those in particular who bring to the attention of the global community this
worth-while cause of Climate Change.
News report Associated Press
"The world is in a race against time," U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said in his
opening speech. "The era of consumption without consequences is over."
"Today you are signing a new covenant with the future. This covenant must amount to
more than promises," he said. (end quote)
“The agreement will enter into force once 55 countries representing at least 55 percent
of global emissions have formally joined it, a process initially expected to take until
2020.
But following a host of announcements at the signing event, observers now think it
could happen later this year.” (News report)
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Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Sir, General Assembly of Nations, those here today with
us and those not here today with us, may we present that which we believe might shed
further light bringing further consideration upon this topic which most believe among the
Peoples of the Nations, to hold, shall we say, little water.
In light of such heavy emissions whether it be of industrial nature or otherwise, the
nations are correct in discerning that “action” in this signed agreement “MUST” be a
working action no later than by the end of this year.
For those who think they can wait and drag their feet until somewhere between now and
the year two-thousand twenty, we can tell them there is no such hour left before the
Peoples and their councils of twenty-four which must be set up in order for proper
governance to ensue, are no longer able to breathe.
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is no longer a practicality of whether there is climate change
or not. This criteria has evolved far past the gravestone of nuclear transaction and even
if it is worth the noting in nations’ resistance toward good governance of stopping
climate alteration by chemical weather altercations through the utilization of chemical
trails which have progressed to the point where entire populations are being poisoned
because the governments are told to do so in even equipping their passenger planes with
“bullets” or chemical weapons girded on the underwings of the jets, we believe it is the
hour of the event whereby if every nation does not take into consideration that it is not
just fossil fuel emissions we need to concern ourselves with but indeed in order to make
sense to the nations not in attendance at this hour yet watchful of the proceedings, just
why it is that in the necessary and good calculated move away from fossil fuels, the
issue of chemical trails and destructive weather altering HAARP is not a consideration
at this meeting of national heads?
We are pleased that the European Union is so pronounced in presenting themselves as
an overachiever in this wise and hope to see in the near future the European Nations
ratify an even more important criteria and that is to begin a CENTRAL EUROPEAN
NATION for a more serious trade along the CENTRAL ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR
“without” the monetary system in any of its formats bringing usury into the equation.
Now, should the European Union not be found subjective any longer to the world
bank, then “emissions” will no longer become a continual projection into the future of
being any part of the problem; and if every nation “understands” that climate change
regulations do “not” just deal with fossil fuel emissions, then the expenditure shall of
course not be controlled by the world bank and its parasite of armaments of the
continuation of the procreation of their war industrial complex.
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We would like now to offer our suggestions based upon the past reluctance of nations
in the UN providing any working solution solely due to the fact that expenditure and
world bank forced budgeting had always stood in their way.
What a few of the largest oil producing nations are concerned about is that an
interruption in resources may leave them destitute. And they are correct.
As economics stand in this present day of monetary correctness in the full application
of world bank credit, loans, housing mortgages, and so on, there “must” be an
alternative to radioactive and nuclear fuel which fossil fuel including coal and shale
mining shall not be an impediment to the real thing. Most of all the changeover to
electronics, electric vehicles, broadband width motorizing of train cars, for instance,
instead of putting all the strain on the engines even with velocity to pull to ease the strain,
will cost a fortune. Battery powered cars and all the old inventions which have been
keep for decades on shelves away from the Peoples to benefit from, shall always
produce in one way or another a cost factor.
But there is a better way. And that better way is magnetism. Magnetism not from manmade production but garnered from the earth velocity itself in a natural push-pull
momentum. Let us tell you how it works for upon other worlds it not only works well but
traffic accidents have been eliminated.
I remember one world with its highways and city roads. They were luminescent green.
They looked exactly as our roads here do, except there was a separate traffic lane for
great motorized semi-trucks and large vehicles. Then a space between the common
vehicles which travelled in one or two lanes either side, both also separated slightly by a
space, just as these roads are.
Now the only difference when I asked why the roads were completely green was because
they were magnetized and the luminescence of the roads were not just lined but provided
excellent driving conditions at night. Therefore, street lamps were no longer needed.
Yet there was more. The vehicles had what we would call “bumpers” all around them
and these vehicles were magnetized and hovered approximately one foot off the ground.
Should another vehicle come too close and gently sizemic as they called it or “hit the
side” of another vehicle then the impact was gentle and not as the bumper cars at one of
your fairgrounds is made to be.
Now at the crossroads there were built-in colour strips into the roads and each vehicle
had been equipped with a sensor which activated at the stop consol built into each side of
the road. That handled night drivers who may have fallen asleep. The vehicle would then
immediately shut off.
The most interesting thing about the road was that it worked solely on the magnetic
push-pull theory of exactly how gravitation is a physic of this planet. So that eliminated
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not only fossil fuel, electric powered cars, cars powered on grain or water but better yet
this natural elimination of all toxins helped in solving climate change occurrences and
once the transition was made to the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of good
Economics for the Peoples, the transitioning over to the magnetic road system proved a
challenge to the engineers of such discipline as well as each CENTRAL NATION in their
learning to coordinate their resources outside of the monetary system which operates
today as a parasite of the nations, into a joint but wise and clever venture which
orchestrated much fun, adventure in automation and engineering, teaching the nations
that cooperation is a lot more enjoyable and productive than that of piece-mealing an
effort as we see today with much good will and intent, yet not enough leeway to fullfill
those good intentions without much hardship on the nation and confusion among
governments on how to do so putting another light on climate change.
Fossil fuels will always be on the market and will always be needed but that topic is for
another day and as production runs on a magnetic train, the cars themselves, each
equipped as noted above, so will the issue of where to put fossil fuels for the good and
no ill capacity of world stock brokers and their middlemen and ladies conjecturing the
market of royalties adrift to no Peoples good benefit shall be no gloomy day for the oil
rich nations.
News report Associated Press
"We have a once-in-history opportunity to create a new, shared, inspiring and
sustainable world," Professor Nicholas Stern, who heads the climate change institute at
the London School of Economics, told a luncheon hosted by the secretary-general. "If we
delay, it will be gone."
"If we do get it right, we will launch a new wave of dynamic innovation and growth in the
medium-term," Stern said. "The consequences of getting it wrong are unthinkable.” (end
quote)
Gentlemen, in order to accomplish the accomplishable, you will have to leave your
world banks and their tributaries to another past age and join again with the living.
Thank you Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Sir, General Assembly of nations, and
French President Francois Hollande for hosting the meeting.
We firmly believe as the transitions occur to the good of the Peoples and surviving
councils that a transition must be made from the United Nations to the Inter-Nations
as they are known upon other more successful worlds whom have come through their
chaotic turmoil and won.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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132. North Korea to halt nuke tests if US stops drills
4.24.2016
Good Afternoon. It seems much progression is going to be made in regard to climate
change but only if the concept of emissions on their percentages are not the only criteria
otherwise the outcome will negate itself completely in the long run. We are here for our
second entry. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation
of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
North Korea to halt nuke tests if US stops drills
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/04/24/1576309/north-korea-halt-nuke-tests-ifus-stops-drills
“Foreign Minister Ri Su Yong defended the country's right to maintain a nuclear
deterrent, and for those waiting for the North's regime to collapse, he had this to say:
Don't hold your breath.
"Stop the nuclear war exercises in the Korean Peninsula, then we should also cease
our nuclear tests," he said in his first interview Saturday with a Western news
organization.
Ri held firm to Pyongyang's longstanding position that the U.S. drove his country to
develop nuclear weapons as an act of self-defense. At the same time, he suggested that
suspending the military exercises with Seoul could open the door to talks and reduced
tensions.
"If we continue on this path of confrontation, this will lead to very catastrophic results,
not only for the two countries but for the whole entire world as well," he said, speaking in
Korean through an interpreter. "It is really crucial for the United States government to
withdraw its hostile policy against the DPRK and as an expression of this stop the
military exercises, war exercises, in the Korean Peninsula. Then we will respond
likewise." DPRK is an abbreviation for North Korea's official name, the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea.” (end quote)
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Greetings to all participants and to ensure all voices are heard we shall place
another the reactional comment for review before we begin.

“In response to Ri's remarks, a U.S. State Department official defended the military
exercises as demonstrating the U.S. commitment to its alliance with the South and said
they enhance the combat readiness, flexibility and capabilities of the alliance.
"We call again on North Korea to refrain from actions and rhetoric that further raise
tensions in the region and focus instead on taking concrete steps toward fulfilling its
international commitments and obligations," said Katina Adams, a spokeswoman for
the State Department's Bureau of East Asia and Pacific Affairs.” (end quote)
Let us please continue. Here we have two sides of the coin biting off the same nicklediamond so to speak. In other words, just because one adheres to a promising
climate change gathering of the heads of nations at the UN, does in no wise mean
that every meeting held at the UN is one of conscience, reason, and good and fair
decision.
For instance, one cannot hold non-proliferation meetings in Washington, D.C. and
at the same time continue to manufacture nuclear weapons using them in a greater
to smaller degree in the ASEAN SEAS expecting common-sense and logistics at the
United Nations to continue to back sanctions upon other nations who hold nuclear
weapons as the only deterrent they have against American nuclear and
experimental weapons.
France and the United States and their compatriot states and nations of good-will or
of subservient nature to the aforeabove mentioned, gathered to hold a publicly
approved meeting at the UN, with the United States in particular using that meeting
as reasonable global approval to hold sanctions over the head of North Korea whose
right to the sea is greater than that of the United States of America who continue to
act as a global police force in order to lose no enterprise to the Chinese with their
gift of the Silk Corridor to not only the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION but also to
enhance good economic non-monetary, non-capitalist trade with their
insurmountable barriers, with the ENTIRE GLOBAL COMMUNITY, and that of
other sanctioned nations.
Sanctions promote war not peace. Sanctions are an act of war and not an action of
peace.
When you are ONE with your brother-sister nations in forming a CENTRAL
NATION then there CAN BE NO BOUNDARIES NATION TO NATION. FOR
HOW CAN YOU DIVIDE ONE WITHIN ITSELF AS A TOTAL OR WHOLE
AND STILL MAKE SENSE OF IT ALL?
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You stand as ONE or you fall divided. It is just as simple as that.
The nature of experimental weapons are more detrimental and horrifying than that
of the greatest nuclear bomb. And why is this exactly?
Because the very soul structure of the soul material of each and every participant
upon this earth at this hour of their existence will be subject not only to the
destruction of their DNA-double Helix if a bomb is detonated so close it fragments
the very core soul of the individual, but the individual will have his or her entire
soul DNA double Helix ALTERED to form a completely different soul within the
casing which we call “the person.”
We shall continue.
Both China and North Korea are being subjected to an irrational barrage of subtle
at times pin-pricking threats and that is not nice.
One cannot say one wishes peace by taking steps toward climate change whether it
exists or not in the wise which it is bespoken of in reference to emissions when
emissions are the least of the problem in a manner of speaking since “other” criteria
have been left out such as the great destruction of nations left by HAARP with its
amplified fields of vibration harmonics (which are in full competition of harmony as
the universe in its natural state provides for the welfare of the HUmanities and not
the destruction), and this, along with terrible weather-altering chemical trails of
which greater and diverse types of coal-aluminum waste is not being any longer
sheltered in the ground outside of the north pacific continental shelf ALONG WITH
America’s half-gauge and securely hidden arsenal of nuclear weapons, which from
one hour to the next, go off, shifting entire continental shelves which irradiate or
effect other nationals within nations as their homelands topple and crumble beneath
their very feet.
Therefore, if we are going to speak of international surveillance on North Korea,
Russia, the Himalayas via to spy on China and over the rock wall, so to speak, then
be careful that those who use such instrumentation do not back themselves into the
corridor of all Silk Channeling, for through our pen alone shall we be most decisive
in the non-altering of reality and “I” do not channel.
In conclusion, we find that the United Nations is used for a bulwark which is just
another name for a backdrop or front for upholding war-like tribunals who pass
sanctions and impossible solutions which only serve to irritate and keep the
cogwheel going in a never-ending circle of crisis after crisis until war becomes the
last product of their vice upon nations which “used to be” the weaker ones of which
CENTRAL NATIONS SHALL BE THEIR STRENGTH IN THE ONENESS OF
ALL SENSIBLE AND COMPLETE RATIONALE WITH NON-SUBSERVIENCE
TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND IT CORPORATE BONDAGE.
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Thank you and Good Afternoon.
If you have a question then walk up and ask us. We do not appreciate game-playing.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

133. Daily Memordandum Philippines (Part Five)
Good Evening. We shall also contribute to those whose concerns outside of the
Philippines shall also be addressed as they are presented. Thank you. - Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds

4.28.2016
Upon the Candidacy of Senator Miriam Defensor-Santiago
Good Evening “stockholders” of the Philippine dry-gulch facilities of brokering the
back lane of all candidacy in your effort in manipulating the minstrel election
outcome. What you are doing to this sincere and brave and courageous woman, a
woman candidate, is beyond the reprehension.
“In a speech yesterday afternoon before a crowd of cheering students at the University of
the Philippines in Los Baños, Laguna, Santiago said her consistently poor showing in
surveys could be part of a conspiracy to ease her out.
“My situation is so difficult. They are trying to pull down my survey standing so I would
lose campaign contributors. And if I lose funding, they will ask me to withdraw from
the race and give me P300 million as reimbursement for my campaign expenses,” she
said in Filipino.”
This is an insult next to none and it amazes us, once again, how selfishly the
monetary system in the hands of monopoly players on the scene of all credit creation
for themselves and others malign the very soul of one who has had to strive so hard
through the difficult hours with her health in maintaining her quota, and in this the
monetary system leaves out every individual with their own greatest potential of
proving their own platform and voice just because they have scarcely enough
monetary means to even survive.
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Therefore, does money always control the elections and many good and potential
candidates are left out.
Ye Ones have devastated this beautiful woman and because of it the sacred sadness
upon her face shall we not show.
If one cannot see themselves to be a part of the solution and only behave as a part of
the problem, then, of course, those great ones with idle fingers and the tongue to
match in equally idle mouths, do little more than reciprocate what their minds do
not know nor understand.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

4.28.2016
Good Afternoon. It continually amazes us how the closer one comes to election voting,
how immaculately strange come the rumours against Senator Grace Poe once again, and
how instead of taking up the most important issues of national concern, the main
affection is, instead, upon demeaning the candidates. With outside influences seeking to
destroy candidates for self-serving purposes is seeking also dissension and the motivation
of destroying what the campaign is meant to offer the Peoples of the Great Islands of
these Philippines, and that is a return to rebuilding their Paradise.
Not only will fishermen continue to suffer under the present monetary capitalist
system but so will all Peoples.
All productiveness must be equalized in economic dealings throughout the populace,
which simply stated, means: that in order that all Filipino citizens are granted the
same measure (by which they shall live outside of poverty, completely, rather than
live their lives out in poverty, and also see not only their needs dealt with but their
wants as well which they will have an opportunity to have through the
implementation of their own talents) the Original Talent and Purchase Order
System of good Economics for the Peoples will need take effect in the near and
immediate future.
One simply will not see anything of any good worth and productiveness occurring
on behalf of the entire Islands of the Philippines whilst remaining under a strictness
diet of all irresponsible economics under the present system of capitalism drygulching the public.
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Please allow the candidates to stick to their platforms and stop harassing each one,
ye who have not the answer to the nation’s questions, yourselves, for in the end it
does not matter in the least who “wins” the chair, for one and all will share it.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

4.25.2016
Recto wants to hire ‘bored’ Pinoy hackers to ensure cybersecurity
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/25/1576659/recto-wants-hire-boredpinoy-hackers-ensure-cybersecurity
“MANILA, Philippines – Sen. Ralph Recto on Sunday called on the executive department
to hire “bored” Filipino information technology experts as “cyber-commandos” who
will improve and ensure cybersecurity of the government websites.
“Instead of wasting their talents, these talented Filipino internet experts should be
employed by the executive department as white hat hackers to protect us from real cybercriminals,” Recto said.
“An idle mind is the Devil’s workshop and idle hands his tool. Let us put the mind and
the hands of the Filipino hackers to good use through the DICT,” he said.
Meanwhile, Recto said the DICT law that mandates the formation of a “Cybercrime
Investigation and Coordination Center” will also be ordered to create the National
Cybersecurity Plan and form the National Computer Emergency Response Team that will
be composed of "IT Special Action Forces or cyber-commandos."
Good Evening, Senator Ralph Recto, Sir. Now your words are wise ones for you are
taking negative action of the hackers and turning that negative action into the
instigating a positive outcome.
For instance, and as you must have also well considered, hiring these clever bored
young people will save the Peoples of these Great Islands of the Philippines,
countless pesos under this gruelling monetary capitalist system which would have
occurred had they gone through the court-lawyer system and then jails or
rehabilitation system.
From prison is where the CIA also recruits its professional hackers from.
Excellent conclusion in all areas for the Filipino Peoples best consideration as it is
they who foot the bill should these young ones sit in jail.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

4.25.2016
Autism Rates Explode In Asia After Introducing Western Vaccines
http://yournewswire.com/autism-rates-explode-in-asia-after-introducing-westernvaccines/
To the Great Peoples of the Philippines, this is an orchestrated program to ensure
the next generation will be much easier to control. In addition, the health care most
of you could never afford under this system of gruelling economics belonging to the
capitalistic monetary system. The cost would vary but the home-care is also a strong
consideration in addition to watching your loved child denied the very quality of life
he or she deserves and would have otherwise had had it not been for certain
inoculations. The flu vaccination is also a very dangerous consideration.
Every child is precious whether they be born with autism or downs syndrome or
any other medical consideration, but those who otherwise would not have been born
with autism, downs syndrome or any other medical consideration we do not wish
subjected to the inoculations which may bring it on.
Be wise, dear Ones, and be careful. Spend what little monetary means you have to
keep hygiene the uppermost consideration, and bleach used with gloves on hands is
an extra endurance of careful regulation of the home and office places.
You are a clever People and not easily fooled. Be therefore of the greatest wisdom,
and work toward your Original Talent and Purchase Order People friendly system
of good Economics for the People, which are yourselves, dear Ones.
Have a good evening to each and every One of yourselves. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
*Disclaimer: We in no wise are responsible for any advertising upon any news links
we provide. Thank you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

4.25.2016
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UP prof: Candidates stood out in their own rights
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/25/1576628/prof-candidates-stood-outtheir-own-rights
Good Evening, Candidates, our friends, it is good to see you all in such fine form
and that your health Senator Miriam Defensor-Santiago incase you mistakenly
thought we had not been observant.
We are pleased all seemed to go well for each candidate and just wished to offer you
all, each one, our sincere congratulations and good will.
Have of yourselves a goodly rest and a better evening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

134. I was one day asked: “Who would ‘you’ vote for?”
4.28.2016
I was one day asked: “Who would ‘you’ vote for?”
My reply was simple: You have many children in your home; which one do you
prefer?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

135. Is Reincarnation Really Necessary? (Part 2)
4.30.2016
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/is-reincarnationreally-necessary-part-1/963878073719095
Is Reincarnation Really Necessary? (Part 2)
“If the bible were the ultimate truth then we would have no need to learn anything new
from the universe.” – Reni Sentana-Ries
When reincarnation “strikes” so to speak, the consciousness of the infirmed of
thought, reason, professing doubt in all things then just remember these words of
sense, for what teaching behooves the People if that teaching leaves out significant
realities, peacemealing only a part and portion of reality in one small package expecting
the HUmanities to pay for extra “enlightenment” through the tithes and hole in their
pocketbooks, only tfind in the end upon their crossing over from this life to the next that
they had been severely duped over and over and over again.
So then just “why” is reincarnation necessary and not only one lifestream of
experience as being enough before you physically die and as you are taught, “go to
heaven?”
To encapsulate, this is because each HUman being must first experience life’s lessons in
order to substantially “grow” in talents and to overcome the Hellion DNA-Helix which
is the negative action within yourselves, each one, entirely due to the procreation of
yourselves by the Hellions who travelled through the very fabric of space when an
accidental rip in the curtain, so to speak, was initiated.
The Hellions invaded this world and procreated with the good Humans belonging to
the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds.
Hellions is where the word “Hell” is derived from. Hell is not so much a place as an
attitude which brings about through “actions of the negative DNA-Helix strain
being the second Helix,” a climate or manifestation of a Hellish place, which upon
reincarnation, a soul may be rebirthed into; the deciding factor being: what did the
man or woman do in their lifestream to rebuild the paradise they had lost?
Do ye ones not see yet for the blinders constantly over your eyes and minds?
Your bible was altered. We ones throughout the centuries never wrote a bible nor
any other religious text which leaves out our very words of caution and critique and
compassion for each of you by bringing the HUmanities back into reality; the reality
YOU ALL LEFT.
It was not “sin” which lost HUmanity their paradise upon this world; it was a
combination or grafting of Hellion DNA-Helix within each man and each woman which
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brought about a contamination of their seed and egg, as well, and paradise was slowly
eroded and in its place bondage upon the peoples.
With the loss of remembrance and the tainting of the HUmanities who were transported
to this world from many paradisical planets, bondage to money and religion and drugs
took the place of contentment, happiness, and ONENESS among the seeds or HUman
races of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds manifesting throughout
the paradisical frontier shortly after the Hellion invasion and occupation which has
lasted unto this very day, moment and hour.
When the Hellions arrived upon this planet they shortly replaced the Original Talent
and Purchase Order System of good paradisical Economics with their corrupt
capitalist monetary system of usury (resulting in bondage and death for the people)
and when the peoples begin forgetting their heritage from the paradisical worlds,
they were given religion in its place. This, we cannot speak of ourselves often
enough.
It was not the good HUmanity from Paradisical worlds who “sinned” before a oneeyed G-D, it was the Hellions, themselves, who took away from “the seeds or
HUmanity” belonging to the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds, all
traces of paradise.
The Hellions copulated and spread their seed and received with their egg the mixing of
those with positive DNA-Helix and lost the seeds or HUman races first brought from
the distant planets within the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds,
their new earthly paradise;
first through force in hunting down the ones who had retained all the knowledge of
the worlds which you call paradise.
If ye ones have questions, please ask.
If you are here to fight then please do not bother. Sela
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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136. The Tyranny of Religion Upon The HUmanities
(Quotes)
4.30.2016
Quote from “More Word of the Day.”
“Calvary reveals the seriousness of our sin and the vastness of God’s love.”
The story of Calvary reveals the epitome of selfishness as sane people are expected
to adhere to the tradition of heathenism, eating the flesh and drinking blood of a
HUman Being which no moral and ethical man, woman, or child would ask of
another even in parable.
The people for centuries have been primed into supporting war efforts in the name
of a man they named, Jesus, an ENLIGHTENED TEACHER of the HUmanities;
engaging themselves in offerings and tithes from their empty pocketbooks readying
themselves for war on a cause which never existed in the first place.
They became the world bankers sacrifice and stipend and were a write-off in
HUman collateral.
And soldiers, left in the streets when they were of no more use to the one world
establishment, which was put in place by the Hellions millenia ago at their invasion
and occupation of this planet.
“Remember, what Christ did for you at Calvary,” they yell “and for His cause which is
great are you not also willing to sacrifice your life for Him to bring others to the
cross?” they stammer, while the world bank laughs at their stupidity.
But are the people stupid or just stupefied? Remember, it has been millennia, dear
Ones, of brainwashing and with each new generation reborn again and again and
again, they have been reborn right back into the same religious brainwashing; this
includes the priests, ministers, and other religious clergy.
Within the universal principle and law there is no man, woman, nor child of whose
karma or life experiences another will carry for them.
To think that any HUman being expects their neighbour, their family members, or
an exceedingly upright HUman being to take the negative karma from seven billion
people, and those having passed over into a new life which will be an appendix to the
one they have just left, is the epitome of insanity and ridiculousness; for the charred
remains of any burnt offering is akin to an abomination against universal principle
and law.
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When any man, woman, or child is taken and placed upon a pedestal (or cross in
this case) that is when all HUmanity has been stripped from them making them into
a new religion, and one more idol toward the collection of gold is founded.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a represenative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

137. Medical Marijuana Legalized on Entire Continent
of Australia - PEOPLE BREAK DOWN THE STIGMA FOR OTHER
NATIONS SO THE PEOPLE HEAL
5.1.2016
Quote from Wikipedia
“As of 2015, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, the Czech Republic, India,
Jamaica, Mexico, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay, Germany, the Netherlands, some U.S. states,
Native American Indian reservations, and cities as well as some territories of Australia have
the least restrictive cannabis laws while China, Egypt, France, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Nigeria, Norway, the Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand,
Turkey, Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates and Vietnam have the strictest cannabis laws.[3][4]
End Quote
Big Pharmaceuticals have outlined to each capillary, price hikes so high that the very mild antihistamine in Watson's Pharmacy in SM, Baguio for fifty tablets at the strength of 10 milligram
is priced at a cost of Peso’s 675.00 which is highway robbery and a form of Pharmaceutical
extortion!
Now here in the Philippines, cannabis we feel should quickly be legalized and be available for
a low price to be only obtained through a practitioner or holistic doctor for the doctors’ in the
Philippines are “not” drug pushers and drug dealers, as are their colleagues, the many doctors’
in the west, many pushing and dealing for the Pharmaceutical Companies and big Corporate
powers for perks.
The Doctors in these Great Islands of the Philippines are all too aware of patient abuse of
pharmaceutical drugs and their drug pushing corporations, therein prescribing “only when
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necessary” and in small amounts to be purchased at a time, so to speak, to ensure no
overdose.
The Philippines would better ensure the health of even the poorest of the poor with medicinal
marijuana, or cannabis, as it is called, by quickly legalizing this “medicine” to be purchased
through medical or holistic Doctors.
This is preferable in assisting the elimination of the drug and liquor trade which is one of the
most deadly and efficient acts of warfare against the Peoples and the Nation of the Peoples as
a whole.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
Now, you are all aware of many thousands of stories as you Ones will find below but here are
just a few of our own which we would like to bring to your attention:
DISCLAIMER: Please note that we are presenting topics on Marijuana and Deadly Vacines and
in no wise are responsible nor do we support other material on these pages without first our
review. Thank you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
Chief HPV Scientist Admits Vaccines Are A Deadly Scam
http://yournewswire.com/chief-hpv-scientist-admits-vaccines-are-a-deadly-scam/

Medical Marijuana Legalized on Entire Continent of
Australia
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/03/01/medical-marijuana-legalized-on-entire-continentofaustralia/?utm_source=Facebook&utm_medium=PostShare&utm_campaign=CollectivelyCons
cious
The U.S. Government Finally Admits Cannabis Kills Cancer
http://healthandbeautylifestyle.com/the-u-s-government-finally-admits-cannabis-killscancer-cells-2/
This Dad Gives His Sick Son Marijuana Extract. The Results… Mind-blowing!
Jayden’s dad was desperate to help him overcome his epileptic seizures.
http://www.realfarmacy.com/dad-gives-sick-son-marijuana-extract-results-mind-blowing/
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Young Boy Given 48 Hours To Live Now Cancer Free After Taking Cannabis Oil
http://healthandbeautylifestyle.com/young-boy-given-48-hours-to-live-now-cancer-freeafter-taking-cannabis-oil/

Cannabinoid Oil Saves Baby’s Life By Dissolving Brain Tumor After Family Rejects
Chemotherapy
http://healthandbeautylifestyle.com/cannabinoid-oil-saves-babys-life-by-dissolving-braintumor-after-family-rejects-chemotherapy/
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

138. The Russian Govt. has Decided to COMPLETELY
BAN the Use of Any & All Genetically Modified Ingredients in
Food Production
5.1.2016
Dear Ones, formulas and strategies are changing. They are not in the least new but governed
by many centuries of thought and decision toward the future hour when the HUmanities
would no longer be kept stupefied and in doubt as to the purpose of chemical warfare against
themselves, the trigger-bullet of alcohol and hard drugs and the reason the CIA banned the
Taliban in Afghanistan from BANNING the movement and cultivation of any more opium
crops, news of which when hit the BBC, found the Anchorman and sundry staff workers either
fired or resigned.
We are relaying, this by-now well-known information for the distinct purpose of showing
those who are just now coming into the regaining of their senses that these programs of death
put upon ye Ones, the HUmanities, are programs which the world bank capitalist system has
as backup of long ago to use against the Peoples of “this world” we starmapped as being
“Angorius” just at the hour of your rudest awakening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
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The Russian Govt. has Decided to COMPLETELY BAN the Use of Any &
All Genetically Modified Ingredients in Food Production
http://www.realfarmacy.com/russian-ban/
Merck to add glyphosate to vaccines in huge deal with Monsanto
http://thesciencepost.com/merck-to-add-glyphosate-to-vaccines-in-huge-deal-with-monsanto/
Monsanto GMO Chemical Found To Kill Human Embryo Cells
http://yournewswire.com/monsanto-gmo-chemical-found-to-kill-human-embryo-cells/
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

139. Sir Francis, Sir, of the HOLY SEE, Entry, Sir, is
ready: How much Archbishop Tagle, do you charge for
Blessings?
5.2.2016
Tagle: Philippines 'blessed' for even having elections
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/02/1579056/tagle-philippines-blessedeven-having-elections
What is the “blessing” of holding on to the electoral composition, once again
bypassing the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of good and reliable and
satisfactory Economics for the Peoples and Nation of these Great and “Once again
to be ‘blessed” Islands of the Philippines, when such reliable solution be available as
the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of Economics and Societal Structure?
Quote:
“Tagle stressed that the Catholic leadership does not want to endorse any candidate or
influence them with their choice as they want the Filipinos to participate in the elections
“rationally” and “with conscience.”(End Quote)
Could it be that the church wishes to hold onto the corrupt present draconian
system of eco-politics and its cash cow, the offerings, when both send the PEOPLES,
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and KEEP THE PEOPLES IN ABJECT POVERTY, whilst “you” sit there adorning
yourself?
And look at the church, marvellous in its wares, and just “where” did the prosperity
of the church come by?
Is this not indeed the reason for the church’s selective motive for keeping an
electoral community in hardship, and poverty unlike any you seem to realize is out
there.
Just because the system of gruelling economics lands not at your doorstep, the
Peoples are hardly blessed by their transference of draconian dictatorship to democracy
when neither may satisfy the Peoples, the land, and the heavens above!
When the Original System of pure economics is the stay of the day then why on
earth would you wish for less for the Peoples; SO YOU may take the place of “God”
so to speak, a “God” which no more exists in it’s ONE Self but does exist in the
ONENESS of each and every participant of CREATION?!
DEMON-CRACY,
Archbishop,
is
FRAGMENTATION,
and
the
FRAGMENTATION of a BODY OF ANYTHING IS GOING TO TEAR, RIP
APART AND EVENTUALLY BE CONTROLLED BY THE VERY CATELIST
OF SUBSERVIENCE TO THE ONE-EYED GOLD=GOD SYSTEM WHICH YOU
ADORN YOURSELF AND YOUR HOUSE WITH, NON-CRYPTICALLY
SPEAKING, SIR! HOME, OFFICE, AND ABROAD!
Sir Francis of the HOLY SEE:
Switzerland, Africa and Bulgaria. Tokyo and France “big contributors” which the
Peoples never saw.
How much do you sell your “BLESSINGS” for, Archbishop Tagle?
By your own words, above, Sir, Archbishop Tagle, have you likewise demonstrated your
thoughts to be perpendicular with that of your ire – my pen.
SIR, OPEN THE BOOKS! Four Zero O 25.
“And the gold will be thrown in the streets.”
Bricks and mortar cannot shelter it, Romero Cauzling.
Sir Francis: *“What is this for, Uthrania?”
It is a vault number, Sir, belonging to the Philippine Cardinal Romarus. Sela.
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Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary World, Sir.
* (Scribed portion by my hand and pen, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez) **

140. To Exonerate the Supposed Dead or To Not? Re:
Chief Justice Renato Corona
5.3.2016
EDITORIAL - Unresolved
http://www.philstar.com/opinion/2016/05/03/1579307/editorial-unresolved

Ex-chief justice Corona, 67
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/04/30/1578280/ex-chief-justice-corona-67
Following much consideration I had of myself with no one else involved decided to speak with
upon his pasting over or transitioning from his present life to the deva chan or that place
which ye ones call the “realm of the angels” which is a place one waits until they are ready to
travel with a guide through a vortex which leads them, then, to what we call “the place of the
waiting” which is a world much like this one where rest, exercise, companionship, basic
housing, food and clothing can be had whilst the once deceased (so-called for there is no
death except in exceptional cases) wait to be called before the Akashic or High Council of
Highly Enlightened, firm, yet compassionate men and women, to review the soul’s lessons and
decide the best avenue to be taken upon the next school of life experiences.
I involve no other in this portion for I have been warned that “they will come after me” should
I do so in presenting this data of which I believe needs to be articulated from the very lips and
senses of Chief Justice Renato Corona upon his last days on earth as he describes them to be.
Many peoples are being blamed out of pure resentment and hate the people have for them
for whichever reason is their own excuse. Here is the final statement from “beyond” as you
call it of His Excellency, Chief Justice Renato Corona.
First from the Philstar News, a (Quote)
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“He died with the cases against him for graft and tax evasion still not resolved. A civil forfeiture
case will proceed against his estate.”
(End Quote)
Uthrania: What is it?
Justice Corona: ”Melbourne. The Oxford Files will reveal all in Cambridge, England. They were
flown there last Tuesday, March 8th.”
Now I had to look up March 8th and find out what year that was. Here was the result.
(Quote):

“March 8 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
2015 (Sunday) · 2014 (Saturday) · 2013 (Friday) · 2012 (Thursday) · 2011 (Tuesday) · 2010
(Monday) · 2009 (Sunday) · 2008 (Saturday) · 2007 (Thursday). March 8 is the 67th day of the
year (68th in leap years) in the Gregorian calendar.” (End Quote)
That would have made it March 8th, 2011.
- Scribed portion in italic by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

141. Where Did Justice Go Wrong? And Who Corrupted
It?
5.3.2016
Bar exam results: UP grad tops list with 87%
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/03/1579394/UP-law-grad-tops-2015-bar-exams87-average
Law graduate Rachel Angeli Miranda you have done well as have others. Never promote
yourself in the capitalist system of denigrates lestwise you fall immediately into the ditch of
success which leaves others barren and without hope. Congratulations.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds
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Bar exam results 2015: Full list
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/03/1579398/bar-exam-results-2015-full-list
Good Afternoon. You know, young ones, no lawyer shall run for politics, or statesman or
stateswomanship, for they elicit a far greater advantage over those who have no degree.
Therefore, such may stand as councilors. But activation of all good conscience need be met,
for the rising of all doubt shall be made to stand down by degree as the transition to the
Original Talent and Purchase Order System of all good and accountable Economics for the
pleasure of the People, takes its place within society, and many bright minds and capabilities of
such talents as have the each one of ye hard and industrious workers on behalf of the
HUmanities, shall be in compliant need to generate “wisdom” in the small courts of the land
many call Majlis for their purpose since the beginning of the world. The word does not denote
race, religion, nor believe, but a “correct” application of a man or woman of wise council.
Thank you for the list. “Congratulations” students. You have all done well.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

NOW LET US GET DOWN TO THE MEAT OF THE SUBJECT OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT - WHO
WANTS IT AND WHO DOES NOT - AND SHOULD IT EXIST?
Miriam wants death penalty re-imposed
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/03/1579321/miriam-wants-death-penalty-reimposed
Presidential candidate and Senator, Miriam Defensor-Santiago, where there is no compassion,
there can be no justice. In the case of hardened criminals it is the responsibility of the court to
extract the goodness left in the soul for the culprit is the crooked DNA with Second Helix
combination which the soul has not managed to either bring under control nor overcome
during his or her present life-journey of this day, hour, and indeed, millennia.
When you speak of the death penalty or “capital punishment” to be levied against the
majority of offenders, even apart from those who take the life of others, or kidnappers, you
are rocketeering off like a loose cannon and in no wise may we permit that to happen.
Dear One, Candidate Miriam Defensor-Santiago, you have sorely misunderstood of our words
in relation to the “Tribunal” as you see the Higher Evolved men and woman of the Akashic
Council to be, for we are alluding to something far more serious than you could ever imagine;
we are speaking of the complete dissolving of a soul from creation itself with no future
lifestreams in this nor any other realm or world.
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(The Tribunal)To Exonerate the Supposed Dead or To Not? Re: Chief Justice Renato Corona
http://www.philstar.com/opini
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentanaries-cortez/to-exonerate-the-supposed-dead-or-to-not-re-chief-justice-renatocorona/972645286175707on/2016/05/03/1579307/editorial-unresolved
Capital punishment is no punishment at all and why is that? Because the soul shall be released
from his or her lessons which he or she needs to overcome in order so as to not be a
continued threat to society nor themselves “before” they “reincarnate” having not overcome
their present lessons; many then will repeat the same element of cruelty or worse upon
others once again having to relearn the lesson which he or she never learned in the first place
being brought once again before another court within these lower worlds whose magistrates
may serve without knowledge and understanding to initiate wisdom, the same unwise
verdict, and the chain of events will continue on a vicious wheel.
Understanding must be accompanied by knowledge, and knowledge and understanding shall
always bring out the wisdom in any judgment.
Judgment does not mean “to judge” the one standing in front of you before the bench.
Judgment was actually the word which replaced “Justice in fairness, compassion, firmness,
coupled with understanding leading to knowledge, and knowledge in the same respect leads
to understanding.
Without all of these prerequisites, the judge or justice shall have no mercy and shall never
display “WISDOM.”
If wisdom then is not the outcome in a judgment or verdict upon one standing before the
bench in a capital criminal case, then you will not only have lost the victim, but you will have
lost the opportunity to “properly” correct the offending soul in that he or she may then pass
to the other side and upon reentering this earth, this society, or one much like it upon another
world, you shall have had no hand in the prevention of the offending soul in his or her not
carrying out the same deed upon another, once again.
Temperance and temperament are the orchestrated High Thinking of Well Grounded People,
and of that one must first elicit or choose to remember why there are ones of a criminal
intention.
Criminal intention is not only born in ones reincarnating whose lessons have not been learned
in their past lifestream, but criminal intention is a direct result from the system of capitalist
economics whose first intentions upon the HUmanity was to serve the HUmanity upon a
platter of exquisite poverty and brainwashing them into believing “Greed is good,” and that
without money one is neither wise nor lives a good and wholesome life; and should one not fit
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into either category, then one cannot pay his or her dues in usury which is the climatic
destructive element of all society and therefore, who, indeed, is the real criminal?
Usury is “against” all universal principle, Candiate and Senator, Miriam Defensor-Santiago,
and always has been.
Sela.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds

142. FIVE DOCTRINES OF MORE ETHICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE
5.4.2016
Notation: In the gregorian year of nineteen hundred and ninety-five whilst I was still
scribing and little else was being done, the Mancharians came to us with a short list of
their words to place down upon the paper. Which we did. Here is another beginning and
of a sort-of training was I still at that hour, in. Please stop browsing and pay close
attention unless entertainment is all ye ones crave. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
Five Doctrines Of More Ethical Development
Of Mankind Alone 47
(1) The First Doctrine In The Power Of Light 48
(2) Our Doctrine Of The Ages Of Being 49
(3) The Doctrinal Quest From Above 50
(4) The Radical Epic Of Time 51
(5) The Alarm Of The Nations Nixt Be 52
FIVE DOCTRINES OF MORE ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MANKIND ALONE

The third benediction is of a rather qualifying quality, little Ones,
for it induces significant restructuring of your bodily attire - not
clothes - for the procuring of ideal status among your brethrenly host
of helpers, could we put it thus? Place third doctrinal title as being
"The Doctrinal Quest From Above."
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THE DOCTRINAL QUEST FROM ABOVE
As so above, is as so below, is it not? You are the realizers of your
own creation. So whatever you create within your own realities, with
that you will live - merit much or merit little, that has always been
the choice of your decisionary process, has it not?
For everyone has been fixed with a choice, which overrides all that
inflammatory doctrination, of which you have been so overfed with since
the coming of your life essence back onto this plane of "recovery."
Recovery here being of the shock, which was placed within mother Earth,
as she fed ye and found, that instead of kindness being relinquished
back into her realm, she found the graffiti, of which was placed in the
context of pollutionary artefact along with the necessary changeling of
destruction upon her face. You understand?
Nothing worth the effort of substandard living allows for the
proclamation of truth unfolded within the creases of development within
the character of man. Instead, play the game fairly and relinquish all
doubts as to the greatness of yourselves!
Therewith
abide
within
sole
regulatory
surface
structure
of
acclimatizing yourselves into roles of conduct befitting a man of
social grace or the arts. Here we do implore the each of ye before the
special ride ahead of ye, to engage within the subliminal perimeters of
your consciousness, to redeem yourselves by placing gracefully before
yourselves that elegant attire of manifesting for yourselves a strict
diet of planetary reform!
And how exactly are you to accomplish this great feat of the arts?
Simply BY ATTAINING A GOD-LIKENESS TO YOURSELF THROUGH THE GOD ESSENCE
THAT YOU REALLY ARE!
Many are not aware of their god-self, or god qualities, did you know?
For substantially fit are those who quietly induce within their
greatness that quality of divine growth, by which they can say to
themselves: "I have made it in my own realization - I AM ME!
Am I not indeed the god essence of all which I create within myself?"
Think about this One, Comrades, for we do bequeath to the each of you
that solitary consignment of attuning into the march of the ages.
Jasmine is the tea, and we relish upon our return all that, which lies
within our embodiment of wealth, this being only a strict portion of it
toward the understanding of our own goodness of placement within
ourselves.
Close for this third portion, scribe, and relinquish
command portion back to scribe of the third degree for further
upgrading of compliment, for all must learn to attain retrograde from
another's accomplishments, for ALL ARE INDEED ONE!
Mancharians out.
Frequency closed. (6:14 pm).
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
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143. Miscellaneous - IMF - President Putin - SM
Conglomerate in the PHILIPPINES
Notation: We will be dealing with each of these criteria as the day, hour, and minute
progresses. Someone has decided my font for me. We had “no idea” these notes
supported more than one font. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of
the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

Chinese envoy demands US, UK to stop meddling in sea dispute
(Quote)
MANILA, Philippines — A Chinese diplomat has asked politicians and media outlets in
the United States and the United Kingdom to stop meddling in the South China Sea
dispute.
"The issue of the South China Sea is being ramped up by those in the US and the
UK who accuse China of causing tension in the region. They proclaim the principle
of free navigation and overflight but in reality their prejudice and partiality will
only increase tension," Chinese Ambassador to Britain Liu Xiaoming said in a signed
letter to The Times.
Liu stressed in his letter that China was the first country to discover and name the islands
and reefs in the disputed waters. (End Quote)
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/05/1580106/chinese-envoy-demands-usuk-stop-meddling-sea-dispute
Good Evening, Sir. Ambassador Liu Xiaoming, we must remain here in order to assist all
who come asking. Please “do not worry about us.”
We will do our best for CHINA, for the SILK CORRIDOR indeed will spread
World Wide, for the excavation of the well known Silk Road which we had not
heard about until well after we named the SILK CORRIDOR and its CANALS is
none other that that which had existed by the Great Han many centuries past: a man who
wished for no monetary system to stop his dream, a dream which was a
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remembrance of a event having taken place long before that, and that event was the
first Seeding upon this planet, a Seeding of the various races which traversed from
great yet not always great distances and the ASEAN Peoples sat side by side in their
nations, each given a portion of land TO SHARE, (for you were all there approx, at the
same hour of landing) and the very fact that CHINA has been the ONE TO BUILD
AND INVEST IN THE SILK CORRIDOR and CANALS, Mr. Ambassador, only
goes to show how the CHINESE in their brotherly and sisterly way, have rebuilt up the
very foundations which will serve to cause the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
ONE PEOPLES to become the very catapult of the global community in all proper
economic fashion utilizing the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of good
and kindly and “feasible” Economics bringing again about a shift toward the
paradisical scientific and orchestrated society of ASEAN Entrepreneurs for the
good of all the Peoples of this World.
It is highly doubtful, that either the United States or England will remove its hooks from
that which they perceive their right to control, therein, ignore them, and remember
stratagem is the wiser choice. Now only so much can be said over this medium so we
would say to you that CHINA’S best defence is one of magnetism.
Bring to CHINA what CHINA needs; and that is the cooperation of all surrounding
NATION STATES and of that make them a part of this entire project, and “ensure”
their “fishing grounds” are not impeded.
When NATIONS and PEOPLES are “ensured” of not only their survival, they will
assist and “insist” in PROTECTING THE SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS as
they would their own.
CHINA IS “ONE NATION” BELONGING TO THE “CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION” therein BRING THE HOUSE TOGETHER.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

5.5.2016
SM helps bridge huge housing gap
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/05/01/1578427/sm-helps-bridge-hugehousing-gap
(Quote)
MANILA, Philippines – The residential condominium market has undergone a major
shift from 10 years ago when there were just a handful of real estate firms building
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condos and only a few who could afford living in such units. Today, with a housing
backlog of over three million homes, SM Development Corp. (SMDC) has found itself at
a pivotal position to address a huge gap in the Philippine housing sector.
“Over a decade ago, condo living was relatively for the wealthy. Now, the landscape
has changed,” Jose Mari Banzon, SM Development Corp. (SMDC) executive vice
president said.” (End Quote)
Well, Good Evening, Sir, it certainly seems to stand to reason the SM has broken the
grade toward the issuance of all elimination of poverty living in the Islands of the
Philippines, it would seem. Do you not agree, Sir?
By the hour, day, and moment that SM expands in bridging the huge housing gap,
the bulldozers will have pushed most Filipinos right into the sea, leaving only the
upper middle class to purchase these monstrosities.
After all, Sir, with all the SM Malls going up all over the Islands of these Great
Philippines, all of this housing which cannot be afforded under this present day
system of the equally monstrous monetary capitalist system with all its punitive
usury by the ordinary Filipino, is being, nonetheless, paid for in 12% purchase
orders on most grocery items and the in-house businesses, well as they say: “God
only knows” the racketeering price they pay to SM just for opening and managing
their store fronts, alone.
So the poor Filipino cannot even shop at SM due to the astronomically high prices
with a 12% usury fee on top of the purchase of most grocery products; and yet it is
the money of the middle and upper middle class which actually pay for these houses
which the middle class and the poor cannot possibly hope to ever live in.
And what is the price which the poor have paid to SM for these luxurious buildings, Sir?
Their land.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

5.5.2016
Putin: Human Evolution Under Threat By Big Pharma, GMO, Vaccines
http://yournewswire.com/putin-human-evolution-under-threat-by-big-pharma-gmovaccines/
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We prefer to dialogue the words of President Vladimir Putin for the exactness in all
correct pronunciation of the less strictine in diet be well heard and come to the
forefront.
“We three” listen to this gentleman, for more than a tendency of reality does he
display at all hours and of that which we may slightly differ in terms of the
technicality on what democracy is or is not in relation to the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of good, wise, and calculative Economics which does in no
wise deal with the monetary capitalist system which hurts more than the financial
and empty pockets of most of the world populace, we can agree and see eye to eye on
most criteria.
PLEASE indulge us, then, in not relaxing the words of President Vladimir Putin of
Russia who saved Iraq from certain disaster, and of the Peoples still remaining, they
“await” the natural cause of Lukoil in assistance, since the undermining of the Iraqi
oil industry and the taking through ISIS the very blood of the land from those who
remain are relatively left with nothing to trade.
Take what Iraq owes the Federation of Russia, and as our “gift” then, take what you
need. Iraq is a swampland which will never run out of oil which one day shall be an
exchange medium for those products which Iraq is unable today to produce for
itself due to the continued bombardment of war and if not from one front, then from
the other.
Iraq has “no government” par ce, and we ask for the tolerance of all the patience
you have had, President Putin, Sir, in waiting for what Russia is owed. Now, you
need the oil and gas.
Please, hire the Iraqi to drill for it and allow them their fields and it is yours, for
free.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

Dialogue of the President Vladimir Putin of Russia
(GOOD ORGANIC FOOD FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE HEALTH OF
THE PEOPLES, AND GOOD MEDICINE, GO HAND IN HAND. - Uthrania Seila)
(Quote)
Russian president Vladimir Putin says that Western governments are enslaving
humanity through vaccines.
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‘When your children are barely human, psychologically-altered bots, their nerve
cells and synapses failing to connect, and their neurodevelopmental processes dulled
to the point of restricting them to sub-human level repetitive grunts and gormless
stares, what are you going to do then?’
An insider from the Ministry of Health in Russia has revealed that an explosive report
is being prepared that will be presented to the Kremlin on Tuesday regarding the huge
vaccination cover-up being perpetuated by the US government agencies and its
regulatory bodies, which is having disastrous consequences around most of the world.
It is understood President Putin personally requested the report.
He instinctively mistrusts the vaccine agenda and wants the report to investigate the
state of play regarding vaccines, Big Pharma, and Western governments, in order to
formulate a solid, direct response that will stand his people in good stead for the
future.
According to the Ministry of Health insider, the report validates President Putin’s
suspicions. There is a huge conflict of interests between the government agencies which
regulate vaccines and the corporations that approve and implement the vaccines.This
investigation, involving internationally respected scientists and leading medical
professionals, won’t be a laughably corrupt affair involving a payroll of ‘scientists’ who
are willing to say or do anything for a dollar or two.
Considering the fact that leading scientists and doctors who have dared voice
concern about state-enforced vaccinations have been dying under mysterious
circumstances in the US in recent years, kudos must be given to those brave enough
to continue speaking out. It is claimed the report will declare the situation a ‘selfperpetuating criminal racket.’ Educational institutions and scientific bodies are also
‘motivated by greed and generally corrupt.’ A recent study by (Note: this portion was
taken out as I was bolding it; analysing coca cola ....in a study...and if someone has that
report at hand please pass it over for it is gone. Thank you. Uthrania Seila)
The report says that President Putin believes the next stage of human evolution is
currently in “grave risk” and that Western and global powers are “intentionally
decelerating the process for their personal gain.”
“We as a species have the choice to continue to develop our bodies and brains in a
healthy upward trajectory, or we can follow the Western example of recent decades
and intentionally poison our population with genetically altered food,
pharmaceuticals, vaccinations, and fast food that should be classified as a
dangerous, addictive drug.”
“We must fight this. A physically and intellectually disabled population is not in our
interests,” the report states.
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Describing the average government-controlled Westerner as an “intensively vaccinated
borderline autistic fat man slumped in front of a screen battling a high-fructose
corn syrup comedown,” the report states that such tactics used by governments to
subjugate their citizens are not only “dark/evil” but “counter-productive in the
medium to long term.”
Russia under President Putin has been giving away land for free in the past few
years to people willing to farm organically and sustainably. The goal is to become
the world’s “leading exporter” of non-GMO foods that are based on “ecologically
clean” production.
The Security Council report comes just months after the Kremlin announced a stop to
the production of all GMO-containing foods, which was seen by the international
community as a major step in the fight against multinationals like Monsanto. Russia
continues to lead the way in the realm of natural, organic farming. (End Quote)
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

5.42016
MANILA, Philippines — Tax policy prescriptions for the next administration are being
tackled with a team from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as presidential
candidates themselves present their own plans, except Davao City Mayor Rodrigo
Duterte.
(Quote)
"They asked about the state of the economy and tax reforms which could be undertaken
by the next administration," Finance Undersecretary and chief economist Gil Beltran said
in a phone interview on Tuesday.
"There is nothing much more that you could do during this administration. So we are
more concerned on what can be suggested for the next one," he added. (End Quote)
Finance Undersecretary and chief economist Gil Beltran, thank you, Sir, we will
take it from here.
IMF and their representative, Sir, all candidates are on an equal footing in this
nation of the Great Islands of the Philippines and of those of other nations as well,
conceding that the United States also are abridged in their upcoming selection of
presidential candidates whether that takes root or not.
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Is it the IMF who decide the outcome of these elections, Sir, as though you were the
national ballot box?
Is it the IMF who decide the election outcome based upon the candidates position or
platform toward the IMF world bank?
Is it the IMF who decide the election “INCOME” based upon the candidates
position or platform toward the IMF world bank?
Shall the IMF also decide the outcome of the elections in the United States at this
hour charging them “duty” upon their running platform? And that of the Great
Islands of the Philippines as well?
Has the IMF forgotten they are not running for election for any chair or are you
nicely hidden within the bedsheets of the degraded?
Both the IMF as well as world bank of all deposits which do not belong to them,
fully UNDERSTAND that CORRUPTION OF THE UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE IS
DEALING IN USURY AND OF THE BREAKING OF THAT “LAW” SHALL A
NATION FORFEIT ITS RIGHT TO EXIST IN A PARADISICAL NATURE.
IS THAT NOT SO?
The candidates’ first duty, you see, is to work with the peoples and on behalf of the
peoples in putting the agenda for the peoples, first. We doubt in all good grace, Sir,
that either the IMF nor the world bank are upon that list.
The candidate in question may speak for himself though we highly doubt any
candidate which you have not managed to debaste with your monetary tyranny, is
apt to disagree.
If you do not wish to work with us, Sirs and Madames of the IMF and world bank,
then may we correctly presume you determine to continue in working against us
and the entire POPULATION OF THE HUMANITIES?
Then, Good Day, indeed.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

Putin says Russia will supply the world with organic food
http://www.healthnutnews.com/putin-says-russia-will-supply-the-world-withorganic-food/
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Greetings, Mr President Vladimir Putin, Sir. In order to satisfy the distribution of
food, especially top quality and the only which should be grown and kept organic
with no chemical sprays or ground contamination nor GMO seed products, would
you not find wisdom in each nation growing its own food and distributing that
which they have little need of in trade?
However, that hour, indeed has not come yet for Monsanto and its GMO are still
pulsating around the world and of this tyranny is Russia found to be far ahead in all
documentation and activeness in both the distributing of organic food for world
majority and the keeping of it fresh and safe from not only pollutants, but also
interference with cargo transference to the dry and hungry places on earth, which
do include the inner cities as they stand now.
It seems the United States of America, have a dry run on most goods here, into the
Philippines, and so Monsanto tried to sneak in and bring its GMO products.
It may be wise to take the market by storm, so to speak, and undercut the economic
grid by two and a half percent or less and draw up a simple contract of one page, no
usury, no taxes on tariff, no excise taxes (the hidden taxes on goods) the importexport taxes they steal under the table at the high perimeters of all stock market
profit; for the less, under this capitalist system which is been charged, the more
production runs, Mr. President, you will have.
http://www.worldsrichestcountries.com/top_philippines_imports.html
Right now the Great Islands of the Philippines are being threatened by the IMF in
its yearly début of rationing out the Peoples’ small paychecks into their own coffers,
by demanding “a large cut” from the new candidates; Mafia style in taking over the
neighbourhood, so to speak, and putting the new people in their place.
We could do with some help in this vicinity, Mr. President, Sir, and by the same
wise, “we trust,” our same intent at this hour of helping Russia, yourself, Sir, and
the Russians.
As President Saddam Hussein and the RCC sent oil to the United States of
America’s inner cities, it became, as you know, intercepted by the United States
government of that day, hour and moment. When the President was filmed by
American TV the film was dubbed and a likeness only of his voice was presented.
On other occasions, Sir, as you must be well familiar with, also, a translation was set
informing the peoples of the Americas (the South, too) of the diabolical words which
were never uttered by the man, President Saddam Hussein, who even cared so much
for the Pentagon-made-enemies of Iraq. Both President Hussein as well as the Iraqi
People never once saw the American People as their enemies.
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The American stance has broken up and fallen. Iraq is in twice to three times the
mess it was in before. The Shiites are our friends. The Sunni, likewise, for all are one
peoples and they are fighting for their lives. When men and women fight for their
lives, as you know, Mr. President, they tend to do things they would not ordinarily
do; and instead of running away,they stood and fought.
We would be “pleased” to see Lukoil accommodate Iraq in the oil industry as a
forerunner in protecting the assets for a better day, and you do have the senority,
President Vladimir Putin, for if it were not for you and the Russian Peoples, there,
today, would be no Iraq.
I am asking you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

144. VOTE FRAUD IS NEVER IN THE INTEREST OF
THE PEOPLES TO CHOOSE ON THEIR OWN, INC, PHILIPPINES
5.6.2016
VOTE FRAUD IS NEVER IN THE INTEREST OF THE PEOPLES TO CHOOSE
ON THEIR OWN
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/06/1580362/mar-unfazed-iglesia-choice
Good Morning. It annoys our person to be once again encountered with friction
among the candidates, not pulling the best out of each one by one another, but we
are coming to better understand those emotions of one candidate trying to better the
other one when all are “supposed” to be sharing the chair no matter who becomes
elected.
This presidential candidate, Manuel Roxas II, have we not addressed before as of
the earlier hour as we felt no need toward his defense, nor correction of attitude as
we had toward such others.
“The INC, which is said to be capable of delivering two million votes, has also endorsed
the candidacy of vice presidential bet Sen. Ferdinand Marcos Jr.” The Philippine Star
INC this is preposterous, a religious leadership endorsing a candidate for two
million votes. This is “vote fraud” in one of it most subtle forms. Whose candidate
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will owe “how much” to the church in “tythes,” up and over the normal limit of ten
percent of one’s entire yearly income, which is no different than that of being a
willing tax collector?
INC, you neither leave the Peoples a choice nor an opening for the transition of the
Original Talent and Purchase Order System of “friendly PEOPLE ORIENTED”
Economics and Societal Structure in order to bring the PEOPLES, THEMSELVES,
out of the mildew of abject poverty, and into a new light of which they have
forgotten in their appendix of rejoining an election campaign which offers them
little more satisfaction than they had before, UNLESS THE CANDIDATES
TRANSITION INTO THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM WHICH SEE THE ONE CHAIR
SHARED “EQUALLY” BETWEEN THEM ALL WITH ROOM LEFT ENOUGH
FOR THE ROUND TABLE TO BE WELL SELECTED AND KEPT.
When a church promotes a candidate expecting two million voters from the church,
it only details how the congregation of Peoples can no longer “think” for themselves
and are “expected” to follow like sheep to a slaughter of their rights and freedom.
A church which promotes one candidate over the other no longer demonstrates
“equality” in the eyes of other establishments or churches but does
DEMONSTRATE ONE CRITERIA, AND THAT CRITERIA IS ONE WHICH
LIES AT THE CENTRE DOCTRINE OF EACH CHURCH – MONETARY
FUNDS.
FOR IF THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM DOES
NOT GO INTO TRANSITION FROM THE PRESENT WORK-GRUELLING
CAPITALIST MONETARY SYSTEM FOR THE PEOPLES, THEN THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR REBUILDING PARADISE SHALL ONCE AGAIN BE
LOST, AND THE CHURCH IN PROTECTING ITS TYTHES AND OTHER
MONETARY FUNDS, SHALL BE SEEN WEALTHIER THAN EVER BEFORE
WHILST THE POCKETBOOKS OF THE PEOPLES REMAIN THE SAME.
Think on these things, ye Ones, BEFORE, the LIGHT GOES OUT IN YOUR
CHAMBERS OF DOUBT AND DECEIT!
Notation: There is a reason why we have spelled “tythes” in such manner. Thank you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
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145. TO THOSE WHO PROFESS TO BE
PRACTITIONERS OF PEACE - Abu Sayaff
5.6.2016
Good Afternoon, Good Evening, and Good Night:
If the Abu Sayaff do in their defence, say nothing cunning, then allow the captives
freedom for ye Ones are no more than pirates with a desire for blood.
Such tenure exacting the opposite to that which you claim you desire is totally
against the unification of a nation or of yourselves, creation being as of the greater
picture.
Will bullets and swords rest your conscience as you destroy this ONENESS OF
UNITY OR SHALL YOU REJOIN THE LAND OF THE LIVING?!!!
How will you present yourselves to ANY GOD WHEN YOU HAVE DEVOIDED
YOURSELVES FROM THE VERY HUMANITY YOU WERE BORN WITH,
THE HUMANITY FROM WITHIN YOUR OWN SOULS?!
Are we ired? SOMEWHAT. What shall YOU do?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

146. Chinese Ambassador to the Philippines Zhao
Jinhua, Our Presentation is Ready, Sir
5.6.2016
Chinese ambassador wants 'new chapter' with Philippines after sea row ruling
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/06/1580463/chinese-ambassador-wantsnew-chapter-philippines-after-sea-row-ruling
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Chinese Ambassador to the Philippines Zhao Jinhua, Sir, we greet you, President Xi
Jinping, the Chinese Peoples, and the Great Nation of China.
We trust our hour finds you well.
Sir, we believe a solution has been found as related to the Chinese Ambassador to
Great Britain, Liu Xiaoming, the other day.
With all events participated in or not participated in throughout the years,
centuries, months, weeks, or hours, there is one event which has stood out among all
the rest, and that is the reality of the SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS, and we
choose, Ambassador, to emphasize the essence of the Silk Corridor and Canals in
order that Peoples, their governments as they stand today, and their Nations shall
come to understand the historical significance as being upon the entire CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION, as also, Ambassador, “belonging” to them all as well; a “gift”
which no other nation could give to another, to their brother – sister nations around
them; a “gift” stretching with its tributaries throughout the entire global
community from the, shall we say South China Sea, or shall we say the West
Philippine Sea?
Let us say neither, and instead, Sir, put together all in its final place as being once
again created on behalf of the ONE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as being neither
the South China Sea nor the West Philippine Sea but the ASEAN SILK
CORRIDOR WITH ITS RUNNING TRIBUTARIES OF CANALS distinctly, Mr.
Ambassador, for the entire productivity and good logistics for the Universal Whole
of HUmanity.
In the universe, there is no “you” and no “me” there is only “we” as being ONE
Humanity belonging to the Whole. When this is understood, then the concept of
land and sea belonging to one nation, one Peoples, one government over the Peoples
of the Nations, shall vanish and in its place will come the rejuvenation and good-will
vanquishing all talk of protection of waters within the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION
save that of invading governments who, from other parts of the world having not yet
as set up their own Central Nation prefer to remain an obstacle in taking that which
does not as yet belong to them, due to their attitude, lack of courtesy, and
bombardment of military tacktics in forcing their objectives toward their own
selfish interlude whereby they should be instead furnishing their own national house
with more than dementia.
Ambassador Zhao Jinhua, our good friend, we do not support the arbitration of
court re: Philippines vs China, for the simple reason that the court of arbitration
still works upon the precept of fragmentation instead of union, therefore, promoting
the division of nations rather than strategically and fairly demonstrating the
universal principle of ONENESS which none of them seem to understand.
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It has been brought to our attention, Ambassador, that the Filipino fishermen have
a difficult hour and event in outer harbour, collecting the fish in their nets and so we
do ask calmly that the Chinese fisherboats, barges, or military ships, would
“ensure” the Filipino ration not be small for there are more than twenty-three
million Filipino upon these Great Islands “ensured” by CHINA to be of the utmost
importance also to protect, not in grandstanding, but rather in friendly relations
which indeed do the Philippines have with China on an “equal” basis.
We would believe and most sincerely, Mr. Ambassador Zhao Jinhua, Sir, that we
have gratified your position with the Chinese government, His Excellency President
Xi Jinping, the Chinese People, and the Nation, with our position based upon
historical fact in the past as relating to both the present and the future, for the
future is not given to us, we must work most diligently together as ONE CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION, and as such of good conduct, we apologize for any who think to
place votes before common sense, because that which might not at the present hour
be understood as popular with the Great and Sensible People of the PHILIPPINES,
will, we know all too well, be the only wise move to both ensure and guarantee the
security and the kind of wealth in leaving no one out, which the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of People-friendly Economics and Societal Structure will do
when combined with the SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS “SHARED” BY
EVERY ASEAN ALIKE.
Both the security of the Philippine People and their direct right and opportunity to
rebuild paradise for themselves once again as it was in the beginning of their
existence upon this planet is of the highest importance upon the scale of one vote to
ten.
Excuse us, please a moment, Ambassador.
Votes do not matter in this instance, only ONENESS OF ACHIEVEMENT
MATTERS, AND GETTING ALONG WELL IN A DIGNIFIED MANNER WITH
YOUR NEIGHBOURS FAR OUTRATES THE ARCHAIC SYSTEM OF VOTE
BALLOTING, FILIPINO WISE ONES.
Thank you, Ambassador, please permit us to continue.
Indeed, this is not a matter of historical graphics for no history of any nation goes
back that far accurately since such records have been either destroyed or hidden.
We have brought an historical account of “the Seeding” and of that will true unity
be understood and the desire to own will fall away to the good of one nation and to
the good of them all.
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A ‘new chapter’ indeed will be most worthwhile as we continue our discourse
between the Philippines and our good and friendly brotherly and sisterly nation of
China.
We look forward to that prospect and have delighted ourselves in the discourse with
you, Ambassador Zhao Jinhua, this day as we trust you have with ourselves.
The Peoples, Government, and Nation of these Great Islands of the Philippines, wish
you well, Ambassador Zhao Jinhua, Sir. We wish His Excellency, President Xi
Jinping equally well, and we wish the Great People of China and their Nation well
as often as the day is long.
May grace go with you and the protection of the heavens.
We remain as always,
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

147. Good Afternoon, candidates, the press, and
Filipino Peoples of these Great Islands of the Philippine
NATION OF ONE HUMAN RACE
5.7.2016
Good Afternoon, candidates, the press, and Filipino Peoples of these Great Islands
of the Philippine NATION OF ONE HUMAN RACE.
We believe not one candidate should be afraid of losing a presidential election,
because if not one candidate is of a selfish nor egotistical nature then he or she will
embrace the talents of one another, and when the talents of each candidate are
brought together in a ONENESS OF UNITY there can be no citizen falling between
the cracks of the economic system once the economic system reverts to what it once
was at the hour of the seeding of this planet. The Original Talent and Purchase
Order System of good and viable Economics for ALL PEOPLES OF THE
PHILIPPINES will result in much prosperity due to the non-tariff, non-usury, and
tax free commodities.
These Great Islands of the Philippines and the PEOPLES CHOOSE TO BE
TREATED EQUALLY, and will find they are so, as one brother and sisterhood
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working hand in hand with the brotherly and sisterly Asean nations around
themselves and alongside the brotherly sisterly nation of China in SHARING THE
WONDERFUL “GIFT” OF THE SILK CORRIDOR AND ITS CANALS
OPENING THE WORLD TO THEIR FINGERTIPS “WITHOUT” THE
TOURNIQUET KEEPING THE PHILIPPINES AND OTHER SURROUNDING
NATIONS IN DEBT AND ON A STRING OF MONETARY BONDAGES WHICH
THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLES CAN NEVER AFFORD.
Do ye Ones understand what we are saying?
Even taking a somewhat different approach in hoping to bring about a new
situation will simply not work IF the present monetary system stays in place and
compassion and mercy coupled with firmness and wisdom of choice is thrown to the
side.
If any candidate chooses to once again try putting the Philippines and the Peoples
upon their feet in piecemeal which is all one can possibly do under this gruelling
present day capitalist economic system, the Peoples will find that the majority of
themselves will be left out of many good situations and nothing much in their lives
will be changed. One cannot take an old solution and expect a new result, and we
are sure ye ones have heard this adage before, by another, and it is quite accurate.
The only result one will see is that the rich become richer and the poor and middle
class will eventually be wiped out by the bulldozers of foreign investors working for
themselves, the IMF, and the world bank. But who they WILL NOT BE
WORKING ON BEHALF OF are the PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS
OF THE PHILIPPINES WHOSE LAND IT IS! Certain religious authorities
“bank” upon the outcome of certain elections.
Do you “understand” what we are saying here?
Which candidates most likely to “keep” the capitalist monetary system in place
during their six year term will also “ensure” that the church or churches shall not
lose their capital either and by selecting certain candidates to back also ensures
some kind of payback to the church, the clergy, and the congregation is expected to
pick up the tab when another charity arises while the church coffers continue to
bank the money.
In essence, we would say, it is not monetary influence which should determine the
platform nor the outcome of elections; the platform must only ride upon what one is
able to deliver in a strategic agenda for not only the benefit of a few million people
in comparison with over twenty-two million who will be left out of a good thing, one
way or another, BUT TO WANT FOR THE SURROUNDING ASEAN NATIONS
THAT SAME ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF GOOD WILL AND PROSPERITY
LOOKING TOWARD SHARING THE BEST OF THE BEST WITH ONE
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ANOTHER; A SYSTEM WHICH CANNOT FAIL; the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of People-Friendly Economics. A responsibility of taking
care of one’s house or home is to ensure all is well around that national home with
one’s neighbours: To help them, to protect them, to love them, and most of all: TO
BE ONE WITH THEM.
IF ONE CANNOT DELIVER THE SAME EQUALITY OF PARADISE TO ALL
PEOPLES OF A NATION WITH NOT ONE SAD FACE LEFT AMONG THEM,
THEN ONE HAS NO PLATFORM AND NO AGENDA, FOR ONLY THE
ONENESS FOUND WITHIN THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS
BRINGING ABOUT THE PARADISICAL SOCIETAL STRUCTURE AS IT WAS
IN THE BEGINNING OF THE SEEDING OF THIS PLANET, IS CAPABLE OF
SUCH “EQUALITY” AND EXCISE OF A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT WHICH IS
A RIGHT OF ALL PEOPLES EVERYWHERE TO ALL COMMODITIES
WITHOUT HAVING TO LOOK WITHIN A SORRY POCKETBOOK OR
EMPTY BANK ACCOUNT TO ENSURE THE CONTINUANCE OF
SOMEONE’S LIFE IN THE FAMILY.
Please, candidates, will you stop harassing Senator Grace Poe, for she is innocent of
all your charges. Now, let us get on with putting this NATION BACK TOGETHER
and the only way we are able to do this is by “removing” the emotion for the need to
control, and work with one another in the sharing of the presidential chair of
twenty-four men and women who LOVE THIS NATION OF THE ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES AND ITS PEOPLES MORE THAN THEY LOVE MONEY
AND WANT FOR NOTHING MORE THAN THE GOOD OF THEM ALL, NOT
EVEN ONE EXCLUDED!
Therein, we salute each candidate in their efforts. Our brothers and sisters, our
friends, let us not go back in “time,” as you call it, but forward, for the Original
Talent and Purchase Order System of People Friendly Economics and Societal
Structure need no longer see the Peoples of the Philippines nor any other nation,
fear their system, but embrace it together, as ONE HUMAN BEING WITHIN ONE
HUMAN FAMILY!
Where there is bloodshed in a nation there cannot at the same hour be built,
Paradise.
We will be here for you when you need us to ensure a smooth transition.
Good Afternoon, Good Day, and Good Will Among ALL CANDIDATES AND ALL
FILIPINOS!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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148. Filipino Peoples of these Great Islands of the
Philippine NATION OF ONE HUMAN RACE UNITED IN ONE
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION
Notation: Please note there is a double-space within two paragraphs. The program will
not allow our correction so please ignore the double space. Thank you. - Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds
5.7.2016
Filipino Peoples of these Great Islands of the Philippine NATION OF ONE
HUMAN RACE UNITED IN ONE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION,
We greet you for the second hour this day.
When all the military throughout the world will set aside their orders no matter who
they are, no matter what side they think they are on, the matter shall be set to rest.
There will be no government, no world bank, no IMF who will be able to respond to
those who oppose their tyrannical capitalist monetary system of dry-gulching the
PEOPLES;
for once the PEOPLES in ALL WALKS OF LIFE GLOBALLY PUT DOWN
THEIR HARDWARE THEN WHO IS GOING TO MAKE THE PEOPLES
FIGHT AND PHYSICALLY DIE TO MAKE THE BANKER AND THE
CHURCHES RICHER?! WAR, THEN, CAN NO LONGER EXIST, FOR THE
ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM WILL BRING IT TO
A CLOSE BY THE VERY HAND AND ONENESS OF THE PEOPLES,
THEMSELVES, WHO THEN WILL BE THE ONES TO CALL THE SHOTS, SO
TO SPEAK, AS VERY FEW OTHERS WILL.
But what of those who do not wish to put down their arms and rather wish to
continue in their tyranny against the Peoples in Peoples against Peoples in smaller
crime units?
Shall they then cheer and laugh?
Not, so, little Ones, for by the very precept of acceptance of themselves, they break
the universal "rules" of state, so to speak, there are a-plenty of camps world-wide
which they will be bodily moved to and remain in and the Peoples shall listen for the
ire of such ones and as the Peoples listen so shall they act accordingly and in unison,
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not as a revolution, a coup, nor as a mob but as their CENTRAL NATION HAS
DECLARED IT, for all Peoples MUST BE PROTECTED AND AS THEY ARE
PROTECTED BY THEIR CENTRAL NATION, THEIR CENTRAL CITY,
THEIR CENTRAL TOWNSHIP AND THEIR CENTRAL VILLAGE, SO THEN,
SHALL ALL DOORS ONCE AGAIN ENJOY THE NIGHT AIR WITHOUT
LOCK AND KEY AGAINST MARAUDERS.
But, do NOT turn your weapons into the present-day governments who operate
under the feudal system of capitalism, for those who need to turn their weapons in
“will not” and those who are asked to turn their weapons in, “have no need in doing
so” save that toward the protection of the whole if marauders at the inception of the
transition to the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of good and viable
Economics for the PEOPLES OF THE LAND, SKY, AIR, AND SEA are not under
lock and key for their unwillingness to leave behind their life of crime now that
there will be nor further reason for it.
We are fair - but we are NOT FOOLS.
Thank you for your ear.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

149. MINERS OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES, YOUR DAY IS NEAR. BRAZIL WE HAVE HEARD
YOU - ONE PEOPLES, ONE NATION
5.7.2016
MINERS OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, YOUR DAY IS
NEAR. BRAZIL WE HAVE HEARD YOU - ONE PEOPLES, ONE NATION
WITHIN THE WHOLE
Where monetary funds are earned, so will the one issuing the credit, be it your boss
or the IMF or the world bank, control your life and the lives of your family in one
vicious circle. The MINING COMMUNITY of the PHILIPPINES and THOSE
COMPATRIOT MINERS OF OTHER LANDS AND NATIONS, look at what the
vicious circle of circumstances have done to these PEOPLES. Or are they only
"circumstances?" Nay, not in the least! The culprit is the MONETARY
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CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF OWNING THE PEOPLE AS THOUGH THEY
WERE SLAVES AND HAD NO REASON OF THEIR OWN!
Miners are hired to dig, they are left to die, and the OPAL Trade in New Zealand is
not without "SHAME."
And what about the OPAL mining trade in BRAZIL?
Is Brazil without “SHAME?” as they hope to become an Empire?
An Empire of what? The monetary cash system, the monetary cashless system, the
monetary capitalist digital system, the monetary capitalist credit system with all its
usury, tariffs and wasted Talents?
BRAZIL, YOUR SYSTEM IS CORRUPT! CLEAN IT UP AND THEN PREFER
TO COME TO THIS PEN!
You dry-gulch your people and elevate yourselves to a height which by most people
cannot be reached.
Your police come for help. WHERE ARE YOU, GOVERNMENT OF BRAZIL?!
You are besought with arrogance and a temperament to match and have no right
sitting upon the land above the least of your PEOPLES! Or whom you “only think”
are the least!
What you do to them you do to the WHOLE OF THE HUMANITIES OF THE
CENTRAL NATION OF SOUTH AMERICA!
Do not come to this pen BEFORE YOU “LISTEN” TO YOUR PEOPLE FOR
THEY ARE THE ONES YOU NEED TO PAY ATTENTION TO AND NOT
YOURSELVES AND YOUR WHIMS OF A BRIGHT NEW DAY FOR YOUR
OWN BANKING INTERESTS TO SEE YOUR PROFILE ON THE NOTE AS
THE TYRANT OF VENEZUELA DOES AS THE PEOPLE LOOT FOR LACK
OF FUNDS!
UNTIL YOU LEARN, GET OUT OF THE PHILIPPINES, FOR YOUR
CHARLESTON PRANKS UPON THE BEST OF YOUR FUGITIVES, YOU,
YOURSELVES, WILL NEED DEAL WITH AS WE “PROTECT” OUR INSIDE
BORDERS AGAINST MONEY CORRUPTION AND AS WE DO WE DROP THE
MONETARY CAPITALIST SYSTEM UNTIL THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM IS IN PLACE.
This is the stratagem for cleaning up the outmoded and corrupt system of
Economics rather than wasting the Peoples few peso’s putting others in jail.
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ALL BRAZILIANS ARE WELCOME IN THE PHILIPPINES, BUT NOT
BRAZILIAN POLITICS MIXED WITH NATIONAL PHILIPPINE IN-HOUSE
REGULATORY TRANSITION backdropping a criminal element to the satisfaction
of both the IMF and world bank.
Listen to your policemen or they will all come over here and the PEOPLES OF THE
BRAZILIAN NATION WILL SEE YOU AT YOUR THROATS FOR WHAT YOU
HAVE DONE THEM IN IGNORING THEIR PLEAS!
What plight are your miners in? HAVE YOU LOOKED RECENTLY?! OR DO
YOU JUST NOT CARE?!
Here in the Philippines, the miners are a commodity and a commodity with sooty
hands BUT THOUGHT OF AS WITH NOT A MIND TO MATCH!
These MINERS are intelligent, thinking Peoples with no way out of their dilemma
save that for the freeing of their souls through the working in the ONENESS OF
ALL UNITY TO PUT THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMIC SYSTEM WITH ALL GOOD SOCIETAL
STRUCTURE, IN FIRM PLACE, AS A PEOPLES BUILDING THEIR
NATIONAL HOUSE, THEIR NATIONAL HOME, IN ONE CONSENSUS, UPON
THE ROCK OF LESS “INFIRMED MIND” AS ARE THOSE WHO WOULD
RATHER THE DRY-GULCH OF CAPITALIST ECONOMICS DRY UP THE
SILK CORRIDOR AND CANAL RATHER THAN DRY UP THEIR OWN BANK
ACCOUNTS!
WE TELL YOU, NOT ONE SOUL SHALL BE LEFT OUT WHO WISHES TO
CONTRIBUTE THEIR TALENTS AND GOOD WILL TO THE WHOLE IN ONE
GOODLY DECIDED DESIGN BASED UPON ANY PEOPLE FRIENDLY
ECONOMICS AS DETAILED IN THE BLUEPRINTS OF WHICH BLUEPRINTS
MAY BE TAILORED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPLES OF THESE
GREAT AND SEASONED ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
NOT ONE LEFT OUT!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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150. The PHILIPPINE MILITARY and THE PEOPLE!
5.8.2016
An historical account stood at the beginning of the seeding of this planet and with it came
the Original Talent and Purchase Order System belonging to each and every race, each
and every nation, later developed, and long before an Constitution was writ and formed,
for the Constitution of a nation developed long after remembrance was lost.
Good Evening, Philippine Military men and women, and the PEOPLES You Serve,
and Honour, and Protect! And likewise many nationals have the same intent and of
them do we adhere to the better wisdom of the Universal Principle and Higher Law,
as you call it, of bringing a diamond into a state of complete relaxation utilizing and
“forming” a ONENESS among ONE AND ALL.
An historical account: The PHILIPPINE MILITARY will protect the freedom of
the NATION but the best way to do that is to observe the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of good Economics ON BEHALF OF THE PEOPLES, and
those who refuse to become ONE with the PEOPLES shall “be removed” and sent to
camps outside of the country, to the FEMA Camps which the powers which are
collapsing along with their monetary capitalist system, and stocks, were built to put
the PEOPLES OF THE NATIONS IN!
MILITARY MEN AND WOMEN, within this system each household will have their
weapons locked away and each adult of each home shall be responsible for
protecting the home and the community they live in. If they detect one is fomenting
trouble they will report to a special round table committee of wise ones within the
military who will advise them.
No weapons of any sort are to be found in homes where alcohol and drugs are such
problem that a man or woman with a firearm is akin to a man on cocaine given a
firearm to clean. Such words of the Great Mancharians are graphic and correct in
their design.
Each Military Man and Woman may draw the citizens together in order to handle
the offender. In cases of trouble spots where “severe” battles are going on, the
PEOPLES shall be your army, your airforce, your navy; for such quantity in
numbers shall be a force so strong that resistance will not be able to be met.
The MILITARY shall be the guiding hand in training such force, each in each
section within each village, each township, each section of each city;
every person who is able to protect the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM AND ITS PEOPLE FRIENDLY ECONOMICS BRINGING
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ABOUT A SOLID SOCIETAL STRUCTURE should be available and willing to
protect their RIGHTS.
Following such basic training from the PHILIPPINE MILITARY each man and
woman of the NATION shall return to their homes where they will lock up their
weapons;
ALL MILITARY PERSONALLE INCLUDED and PEACE SHALL ONCE
AGAIN COME TO THE LAND.
POWER IN NUMBERS, CORRECTLY APPLIED, IS A STRONGER FORCE
THAN ANY OTHER!
BUT THE STRONGEST FORCE OF ALL IS THE “TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS,” FOR WITHOUT
THE CAPITALIST MONETARY SYSTEM THE TEMPTATION FOR CRIME
INSTANTLY DIMINISHES UNTIL ONE OR TWO POCKETS ARE LEFT AND
WHEN THE FORCE OF THE PEOPLE WELL-TRAINED BY THEIR OWN
PHILIPPINE MILITARY, ARE CALLED UPON, SOON THERE WILL BE
ONLY JOINERS OF THE PEOPLE AND THESE ONES SHALL BE
RETRAINED AS TO THEIR TALENTS TO BECOME CONTRIBUTORS TO
THE WHOLE, AND THOSE WHO REFUSE, THESE ONES SHALL BE
BANNED FROM THE LAND.
The Best Defence in the land is to “ENSURE” that the “PEOPLES’ RIGHTS BE
UPHELD” in giving TO THEM THEIR ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND UPRIGHT ECONOMICS as they enjoyed at
the hour of their first seeding, long yet not so long ago,
AND THE PEOPLES WILL PROTECT THEIR OPPORTUNITY TO REBUILD
THEIR OWN PARADISE and such STRONG FORCE, OUR BROTHERS AND
SISTERS OF MILITARY SERVICE, “WILL” ENSURE THE GREATEST
FORCE STANDING TOGETHER WITH OTHER ASEAN NATIONS, UNTIL
THE SQUALOUR AND THE HIGH CORPORATIONS HAVE FLED THE LAND
AND THEN SHALL THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM KICK IN, AS YOU SAY,
AND THE PEOPLES WILL SEE A TRANSFORMATION IN THEIR LIVES AS
SUCH THEY HAVE NEVER WITNESSED FOR MILLENNIA!
Philippine Military, your addendum ARE your PEOPLE, but when you are asked
or Ordered to bring your Military together to fight other nations who are WITHIN
THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
PUT YOUR GUNS DOWN;
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UNDO THE BARBED WIRE,
UNLOCK THE CHAINS AROUND YOUR EARS AND NECK
AND ALWAYS REMEMBER THESE WORDS:
“Military men are just dumb, stupid pawns of the establishment.” (slightly
paraphrased by Mr. Henry Kissinger)
If the machine of war stops; no bullets fired; no buttons pushed; no positions taken
to fire from air, land or sea, yet the land of the free be protected within the whole by
the whole or total population;
ONE ASEAN NATION JOINING RANKS AFTER ANOTHER
NOT TO PROTECT THE CUSHION OF FINANCES OF THOSE WHO HAVE
TOO MUCH ALREADY AND CHOOSE TO GATHER MORE FOR
THEMSELVES AND THE BANKERS;
BUT “TO PROTECT YOUR PARADISE” “THE PARADISE OF THE PEOPLE”
AND
“TO PROTECT THE CENTRAL ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR AND CANAL”
WHICH WILL SERVE AS TRIBUTARIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
WITH NO TRADE BARRIERS AND NO TOURNIQUET OF DEBTS TO HOLD
BACK THE PEOPLES OF THE NATIONS!
HOW MANY IN THE JAILS WOULD LIKE TO PROTECT THIS ONE
CHANCE TO REBUILD THEIR LIVES BY REBUILDING PARADISE?
THE JAILS WOULD EMPTY RAPIDLY AND THE PESOS WOULD GO RIGHT
BACK INTO THAT OF EACH CITIZEN’S POCKET UNTIL THE ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS AND
SOCIETAL STRUCTURE IS FIRMLY, IRREMOVABLY, IN PLACE.
THERE WOULD BE NO MORE NEED FOR SUCH COURTS IN THE LAND
FOR THE AXE AND THE GRADE WOULD BE PUT DOWN AND THE
MAJESTRATES WOULD SEE THEIR PLATES FILLED WITH INGENIOUS
AND WISE COUNSEL BUT A DIFFERENT KIND OF COUNSEL, FOR NO
LAWYERS WOULD NEED TO EXIST IN SUCH FORMAT OF AUTHORITY.
LAWYERS WOULD BE OF THEIR OWN SELECTION AMONG THE
MAGISTRATES FOR ANOTHER COUNSEL IN MORALS AND ETHICS IN
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WE BLESS EACH ONE OF YOU WHO HAVE SEEN MORE THAN ORDERS
CONTINUALLY RESURFACING TOWARD THE CONTINUANCE OF
CONTENTION IN THE REGION WHEN THERE IS NO NEED FOR IT.
Thank you, young soldier, we did see your request toward our pen, and have
answered it.
Be wise, cautious, and determined, for your children, and children’s children and
your own re-entry through rebirth or re-incarnation, is determined by what you
choose to do now and what you choose to allow into your lives.
What you build now you “WILL” reincarnate into, so make sure you “understand”
what it is you wish to build, for “nonsense” will bring you no closer to heaven than
that of which ground you stand upon now.
Do not sink in the mire of quicksand and do not let mud cloud your minds with
precepts and old lies, for you are now come beyond that and upon a solid ground
with firm resolve do we wish for you all to rebuild and “protect” that which is your
future existence. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

151. To The PEOPLE OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES, Come and Let Us Reason TOGETHER
5.8.2016
Good Afternoon, dear Ones,
There is an old adage which states: One cannot please all of the peoples all of the
time so one may as well please oneself. This is the way of politics under the capitalist
economic monetary system of self-gratification. BUT, with the Original Talent and
Purchase Order System of People-Friendly Economics and Societal Structure, ONE
MOST DEFINITELY CAN PLEASE ALL OF THE PEOPLES IN EVERY WALK
OF LIFE WITH EVERY CONCERN "THEY" DO ENCOUNTER AT ALL
HOURS, for the transition from one system to the other does not take long. The
Original Talent and Purchase Order System of People-Friendly Economics in
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bringing about a paradisical Societal Structure of the Peoples is a SYSTEM by
WHICH THE PEOPLES THEMSELVES BUILD THROUGH THEIR
COMBINATION OF TALENTS. BUT not so through the utilization of the presentday capitalist monetary system of dry-gulching the PEOPLES with economic
barriers set to tourniquet every need and dream and wish the PEOPLES HAVE;
FOR LEADERS WHO CLING TO THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM WILL
CONTINUALLY SIT OVER THE PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES AND SO IT IS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD THAT
CAPITALIST GOVERNMENTS OR ANY LEADER WHO CAPITALIZES UPON
THE MONETARY SYSTEM WILL ALWAYS FIND THEMSELVES IN LEAGUE
WITH THE PROMOTION OF GIANT CORPORATIONS TAKING OVER THE
LAND OF THE PEOPLES.
This may not always be their intention, PEOPLES, but it is always the outcome
because the IMF and world bank tyrannies are the very crucifix of the nations in all
their horrible design!
When Giant Corporations build upon the lands of the PEOPLES the PEOPLES are
not building anything for themselves upon their own land.
AND only the rich and wealthy shall continually benefit while the PEOPLES benefit
NOTHING UNDER A CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF CRUCIFIX INTENTION BY
THE BANKERS AND CHURCHES UNTIL THE PEOPLES WHOSE NATION IT
IS FIND THEMSELVES LOOKING INTO STORE WINDOWS, AND THROUGH
STRONG GATES TO MANSIONS AND HIGH-RISE CONDOMINIUMS WHICH
THEY COULD NEVER AFFORD TO EVEN STEP THEIR FOOT INTO THE
LOBBY OF! ALL THAT THE PEOPLES CAN EXPECT IS MORE OF THE
SAME POVERTY WITH A FEW GOLDEN CRUMBS THROWN LAUGHINGLY
DOWN TO THEM FROM THE HIGH PLACES OF CONGRESS AND THE
SUPREME COURT CAN DO NOTHING ABOUT IT…FOR NOW for we need
their expertise as counsellors in villages, townships and cities of another wise to
assist the PEOPLES in their growth and good conduct.
But, with the Original Talent and Purchase Order People-Friendly Economics in
bringing about a pleasant and prosperous life for ALL PEOPLES OF THE
PHILIPPINES, FOR ALL PEOPLES OF THE GLOBE, BUILT NO LONGER BY
THE INTENTIONS OF THE GREEDY CORPORATE POWERS BUT BY THE
PEOPLES THEMSELVES;
A LIFE WHICH CAN BE BUILT WITH NO BLOODSHED IN DOING SO, FOR
WHAT TERMINAL MIND WOULD EVEN WISH TO SET FOOT IN HELLION
LAND (THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM) WHEN A NEW LIFE FOR EACH ONE
CAN BE BORN?
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How many of you cannot go to a hospital because you cannot afford it? How many
of you eat little more than dried rice for you have no fridge to cool it back into
moisture?
How many of you are with disease because you no longer have clean drinking water
and never could afford it?
How many of you walk away with government charity donations of rice rations
simply because the government can afford, for ye Ones, no better under this crucifix
capitalist monetary system they are tourniquet in?
How many more miners will die? through the early transition of their lives just
because of cave-ins or toxic gasses?!
How many of you fish the seas and because of uncompromising views based upon
lack of good common sense combined with a false sense of patriotism just to please
the PEOPLES, CERTAIN ONES IN GOVERNMENT REFUSE TO
ACKNOWLEDGE THE SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS AS A “TRIBUTE” TO
THE LONG LIFE AND PLEASANT EXPERIENCE OF THE PHILIPPINE
PEOPLES AND THEIR CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS BEING A ONE
WHOLE WITH NOT ONE NATION, NOT ONE, CITIZEN, LEFT OUT?
Do ye Ones not know as of yet, that if you throw out a fist you will get it back?!
How many of you lie upon the sidewalks with child unable to retain your dignity for
many of you collect small funds from passer-bys, and then you keep a few pesos of it
while your handlers, some Mafia or another, takes all you have collected from
others with few peso’s left yourself?
Such is the way of governments under this capitalist monetary system of economics
which is breaking your back, PEOPLES, as they collect for the world bank and
IMF, “usury,” and the nation WHICH IS YOU, PEOPLES, are UNABLE TO
EVEN BEGIN TO PAY BACK THE PRINCIPLE DEBT!
WHEN YOU PAY YOUR TAXES; WHEN YOU PAY YOUR CHURCH FEES
FOR MEMBERSHIP AND DO NOT THINK YOU DO NOT! THAT IS WHAT
YOUR TITHES ARE FOR, PEOPLES! THINK! WHEN YOU PAY CHARITY
AND ALMS TO THE MOB THROUGH THEIR FEATURE PLAYERS, MANY
OF THEM SO POOR THAT THE ONLY PESO’S THEY EARN ARE THOSE
THE MAFIA THROWS BACK AT THEM. THESE ARE ALL CHEATS OF
SOCIETY AND THEY WOULD NOT ANY OF THEM SUCCEED IN
CHEATING THE PEOPLES “IF” IT WERE NOT FOR THE INCENTIVE OF
THE WORLD BANKING CAPITALIST SYSTEM.
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How many of you are unable with your extremely bright minds to attend the career
of your choice, and how many children are unable to see the inside of a school
merely because their parents cannot afford a pen, pencil and notebook for them?
MINDS TRADED FOR MONEY GAIN! NO MONEY AND THE NATION LOSES
THE RIGHT TO CULTIVATE THE YOUNG MINDS TO THEIR FOREMOST
IN EXCELLENCE RESULTING IN THE PHILIPPINES BEING HELD UP AS
ONE OF THE MOST UNEDUCATED PEOPLES IN THE WORLD WHEN THE
IMF AND WORLD BANK MAKES IT SO.
BUT with the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF
GOOD AND PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS BRINGING FORTH A
BETTER SOCIETAL STRUCTURE, IT IS NOT SO!
How many of you have no jobs and are only promised on a ration of 1 to 23 million
of having such after the election?
Mostly job entitlement belonging to.....you are quite correct....servants.
How many of you have gone to university, obtained your degrees, and are faced with
job loss at or before the age of 35?
How many of you lose your homes because you can no longer pay your bills?
Shall you then lose your dream, your Talents put on hold, and take a servant’s job
because the Church in all it “humility” thinks that is a good way to keep you, the
PEOPLES, UNDER THEIR THUMB AND UNDER THE BANKERS LOCK AND
KEY?
FOR THOSE WHO LIVE UNDER THIS GRUELLING CAPITALIST
MONETARY SYSTEM, THEIR ADULT CHILDREN MUST SENT HOME ONEHALF OF THEIR PAY FROM OVERSEAS TO THEIR PARENTS AND
SIBLINGS SIMPLY BECAUSE THIS CORRUPT MONETARY CAPITALIST
SYSTEM TOURNIQUETS THE ENTIRE FAMILY UNIT AND THIS IS KEPT IN
MANY PLACES, HIDDEN FROM THE WORLD.
If one cannot pay one’s electrical or water bill, a man arrives at the door and
immediately shuts it off with one phone call. There is no warning; no grace period,
and THIS IN A NATION, A LAND WHERE MONEY CAN ONLY BE HAD
AFTER THE AGE OF 35 YEARS, UNLESS ADULT CHILDREN, THOSE WHO
HAVE GONE OVERSEAS FOR SMALL WAGES, SENT ONE-HALF OF THEIR
PAYCHECK HOME!
Do you actually think a “millions jobs” is going to help in these circumstances?
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NOT A CHANCE.
How many of you walk away with government charity donations of rice rations
simply because the government can afford, for ye Ones, no better under this crucifix
capitalist monetary system they are tourniquet in?
When any leadership over a PEOPLES has upon its neck placed a tourniquet, dear
Ones, then that is ALL THEY ARE ABLE TO PASS ONTO YOU, THE PEOPLES
OF THESE GREAT AND BEAUTIFUL ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES!
Do you understand this, PEOPLES? Which life you, the PEOPLES OF THESE
GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES would want for your children and their
generations of which you shall be reborn into as the hours and events come to pass,
will be yours for the choosing, for we have only come with one design and that is,
TO HELP.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

152. PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES, Your Attention, Please
Note: Whomever is tampering with our headline please leave it alone. It is not yours. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.9.2016
Listen please to us. In regard to the ugly fighting at polls and the physical death toll
included, this well reminds us of various pilgrimages of two diverse religions.
Ye Ones remind us of the Irish with their Orange and Green which are the
Catholics and the Protestants!
People of religion are the most difficult to teach for their perceptions are engraved
within their minds and souls, the hardest places to reach.
For centuries the rainbow with all its colours emitted universal beauty throughout
the universe.
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Then came the hour where Christianity was bred and since that age the rainbow of
diverse colours became a catch word, a catch phrase, an artistic piece of work
depicting only the religion of man-made Christianity, a religion ensuring that any
other PEOPLES of any other religious persuasion would believe they would be left
out of all good things in this life and the next if they did not observe the "blood
sacrifice" and all it stood for.
But each religion has their "blood sacrifice" so it is evident why there is continuous
fighting worldwide.
The rainbow of colours has it become a tenet of Christianity?
Nothing could be further from reality, for the colours of the universe which many
still cannot see through the night hours, have always represented the PEOPLES.
PEOPLES WITHOUT RELIGION, PEOPLES WHO ARE STILL ABLE TO
THINK FOR THEMSELVES;
FOR A QUOTE WE HAVE JUST READ, AND SLIGHTLY DO WE
PARAPHRASE, TELLS OF PEOPLE WHOM,
WITH AN AWAKENING OF KNOWLEDGE
ARE THE HARDEST TO MANIPULATE.
Religious dogma has served the manifestation of brainwashing OF THE PEOPLES
for millennia in twisting and destroying the principles of universal reality, of which,
have the early religions cauterized and tampered with until such text are barely
recognizable.
ALL RELIGIOUS LEADERS have made, of the enlightened Ones, whom have
come to the foreground with the exact same message of ONENESS FOR ALL
PEOPLES THROUGHOUT THE CENTURIES, a mockery of, as they trade ethics
and morals for the great CASH COW which brings their heart closer to the GO-D
(GOLD)!
We REFUSE to be made the next choosers of ethnic races and their religious
inclines,
for what we have offered goes before religious doctrine of any sort or kind,
for religion goes hand in hand with the world bank and IMF establishment and as
such is the most manipulative entity on the face of this planet.
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So if ye ONES want to pick between the Muslims and the Christians, then be our
guests, for we then want nothing more to do with the any of ye ONES of such
mindset,
destructive to the very core of your beings. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

153. PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT AND MIGHTY
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, YOU want My or OUR VOTE,
THEN HERE IT IS!
5.10.2016
Peoples of these GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES!
Good Morning. The practice of voting is still at an all hour high, as they say.
It came to us that "because" the PEOPLES ALL WANT different candidates AND
it seems the PEOPLES cannot have them all or that maybe THE CANDIDATES do
not wish to share the chair among themselves, the error here is that the PEOPLES
are voting FOR PEOPLE INSTEAD OF A SYSTEM.
Therein, the ballots should have read:
VOTE FOR EITHER:
The Talent and Purchase Order System of People-Friendly Economics leading to an
equally excellent Societal Structure which ENSURES NO USURY OF ANY KIND;
ALL HOSPITAL,MEDICAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND ALL OTHER "EQUAL"
RIGHTS TO LIFE BE ENSURED FOR THE PEOPLES BY THE PEOPLES OWN
WILL TO NO LONGER SACRIFICE THEIR GENERATIONS TO THE WORLD
BANK, THE IMF, THE CORPORATE POWERS AND THIS SYSTEM WILL
BRING IN SECURITY FOR THE PHILIPPINES, AND WITHIN THE
PHILIPPINES.
OR
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The capitalist monetary system of utter slavery for the Peoples of these Great
Islands of the Philippines, debts, tariffs, duties, taxes, all other type of usury, and
budgets for which to run the nation upon. Upon this system the peoples do not
rebuild paradise; foreign enterprise, alone, build their own format of paradise FOR
THEMSELVES.
PEOPLES! VOTE FOR THE SYSTEM YOU WANT INSTEAD OF A PERSON!
FOR EACH PERSON IS BUT A "CONTRIBUTOR" WITH VALUABLE
TALENTS BUT CAN NOT GIVE YOU ALL NEEDED TO REBUILD PARADISE
FOR YOURSELVES, BUT THE CORRECT SYSTEM WILL GIVE YOU ALL
WITH NO PROMISES BROKEN:
SO WHAT DO YOU VOTE TO RAISE YOUR CHILDREN UP WITHIN?
HEAVEN OR HELL!
WILL IT BE A CONTINUANCE OF BLOODSHED AND HELL UPON THE
PEOPLES OR WILL IT BE A REBUILDING OF PARADISE WITH ALL ITS
SECURITY WHICH YOU, THE PEOPLES, CHOOSE, OF YOURSELVES TO
BUILD,, UPON SOLID AND FIRM CONSENSUS?
FOR YOUR NEXT AND NEXT AND NEXT GENERATIONS WILL EITHER
"THANK YOU!" OR "LOOK AT YOU AND WONDER ‘WHY!’"
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

154. The TRANSITION “OVER TO” AND “INCLUDING”
THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
BELONG TO THE PEOPLES!
5.11.2016
NOT "ONLY" a transition from one government to the next, but a "smooth
transition" from the PEOPLE-HURTING CAPITALIST MONETARY SYSTEM
to the PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM OF GOOD ECONOMICS FOR THE PEOPLES TO BENEFIT FROM
AND ENJOY REBUILDING THEIR OWN PARADISE RIGHT WHERE THEY
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STAND EVERY HOUR OF THEIR DAY, NIGHT, EVENING, MORNING, AND
AFTERNOON!
FOR THE PEOPLES!
BECAUSE THE PEOPLES VOTED THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM IN!
BECAUSE THE PEOPLES HAD THEIR ORIGINAL SYSTEM HYJACKED AND
STOLEN FROM THEM MILLENNIA AGO BY THE ORIGINATORS
(HELLIONS) OF THE CAPITALIST MONETARY AND RELIGIOUS SYSTEM
BECAUSE THE PEOPLES ARE FED-UP WITH CORPORATE BONDAGE,
AND SLAVERY!
BECAUSE THE PEOPLES INSIST AND DEMAND!
THE BEST LIFE AND LIVING CONDITIONS FOR THEIR CHILDREN,
THEMSELVES,
AND THEIR PETS!
BECAUSE THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES
BELONG
TO
NOT CORPORATE POWERS!
NOT LEADERSHIPS WHO DEAL WITH CORPORATE POWERS AND THEIR
BULLDOZERS AND LAND GRABS!
BECAUSE THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES
BELONG
TO
THE PEOPLES
OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINE
AND THE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION!
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THE PEOPLES DO NOT LIVE INSIDE PALACES!
YET THIS IS THEIR LAND!
THEIR ISLANDS!
THE MILITARY AND THE POLICE
BELONG TO THE PEOPLES!
ARE ONE WITH THE PEOPLES!
ARE OF THE PEOPLES!
WHAT THE PEOPLES WANT AND EXPECT ARE THEIR "RIGHTS BACK!"
AND THOSE "RIGHTS" CONSIST ENTIRELY OF
"THEIR BEING “NOT STOPPED” IN REBUILDING THE ORIGINAL
PARADISE FOR THEMSELVES!"
AND THEIR CHILDREN!
AND THEIR PETS!
AND THE ONLY WAY THE PEOPLES ARE ABLE TO DO THAT
IS EXPLICITLY THROUGH THE UTILIZATION OF THE ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY GOOD
AND VIABLE ECONOMICS BRINGING ABOUT A SOCIETAL STRUCTURE
AS THEY SHALL ONCE AGAIN COME INTO THEIR REMEMBERING
AS THE "GATES OF THE HELL-IONS" BREAK WIDE OPEN
AND THE PEOPLES WHO VOTED OUT THE HELLION CAPITALIST
SYSTEM
STAND TOGETHER IN ONENESS UPON SOLID GROUND!
WHILE THE QUICKSAND OF THE TEMPORAL CAPITALIST SYSTEM
SINKS THAT DEBT-USURY SYSTEM TO THE EXTREMES OF BECOMING
NO-THING!
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

155. CANDIDATES AND THE PEOPLES OF THE
PHILIPPINE GREAT ISLANDS: National Budget Deficit Was
Planned
5.11.2016
"Budget deficit widens to P34.6 B in February By Prinz Magtulis
Spending surges to 7-month high MANILA, Philippines – As public spending
surged to a seven-.." and so on.
CANDIDATES AND THE PEOPLES OF THE PHILIPPINE GREAT ISLANDS:
Capitalism at its worst. SOMEONE BORROWED MORE MONIES FROM THE
WORLD BANK, THE IMF, OR CERTAIN FILIPINO BILLIONAIRES WHOM
ALSO STRUGGLE TO KEEP THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM FLOWING
DIRECTLY INTO THEIR BANK ACCOUNTS.SOMEONE BEHIND THE
SCENES HAS NOW PUT THE NATION INTO FURTHER DEBT IN ORDER TO
PUT THOSE MONIES INTO CIRCULATION AND THAT IS WHY THE
"BUDGET DEFICIT WIDENS TO P34.6 B in February."
People do not mind as much WHEN THEY "ALL" HAVE JOBS!
Yet the PEOPLES DO MIND LOW PAYING JOBS AND JOBS THEY ARE
FORCED TO TAKE THAT THEY ABHOUR!
AND EVEN IF THE PEOPLES ALL HAVE JOBS, EVEN GOOD-PAYING JOBS
WHICH THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM STILL ENSLAVES THEM UNDER TO
THEIR (WORLD BANK, IMF) OWN BENEFIT,
THE PEOPLES SHALL ALWAYS BE KEPT UNDER A BUDGET SYSTEM OF
CAPITAL OR MONEY SYSTEM
THIS WILL FURTHER “ENSURE” THE PEOPLES CONTINUE TO "BUDGET"
FOR THEIR ALMS AND TITHES, MEDICAL BILLS, HOSPITALIZATION,
FOOD ALLOTMENT, HOUSING, ELECTRICAL BILL, WATER BILL,
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SCHOOLING, AND THEY STILL ARE USED AS PAWNS IN THE WORLDBANK HORROR OF WARS.
FOR WHILE THE CAPITALIST MONETARY SYSTEM EXISTS THERE WILL
ALWAYS BE RELIGIOUS ALMS AND TITHES TO PAY AND TAXES OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION AND UNDER-THE-TABLE “BETS” (nothing to do with
the Candidates, of course) ON THE STOCK-MARKET LEVI IN ORDER TO
KEEP THE NATIONS TACKED ON THE CROSS OF ALL PURGATORY IF
THEY DO NOT ADHERE TO THE WORLD-BANK RULE OF HELL-ION
“LAW.”
THIS IS INCLUDED IN EVERY RELIGIOUS SYSTEM FOR EVERY
RELIGIOUS SYSTEM WORKS UPON THE “PRINCIPLE OF CAPITALISM
ECONOMICS.”
Candidates, we are "NOT" HERE TO RUIN YOUR PLATFORMS.
HOWEVER, WE ARE HERE TO "ENSURE" THE PEOPLES GAIN THE BEST
CHANCE TO WORK WITHIN A SYSTEM WHICH IS THE VERY ORIGINAL
SYSTEM THAT YOU ALL ENJOYED AT THE VERY INCEPTION OF YOUR
SEEDING UPON THIS PLANET;
THE "ORIGINAL" TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLEFRIENDLY ECONOMICS BRINGING ABOUT A SOCIETAL STRUCTURE OF
"EQUALITY" "PROSPERITY" AND "LONG LIFE" KNOWN AS
"REJUVENATION."
FOR NOT ONE OF THESE THINGS REQUIRE MONETARY ASSISTANCE
FROM ANY MONETARY SYSTEM OF USURY, DIGITAL, TARIFF, TAXFRONTS UNDER THE TABLE, BEHIND THE SCENES MONEY SCAMS AND
DEALS, AND SO ON.
CANDIDATES, WE ARE HERE TO ASSIST THE EACH ONE OF YOU AS YOU
"SHARE" TOGETHER YOUR TALENTS "AROUND ONE ROUND TABLE"
WHICH SEATS TWENTY-FOUR.
Thank you.
The remainder of the news-article is found at Philistar.com, a news-site well worth
the visiting. Sela.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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156. PHILIPPINE CANDIDATES FOR ALL REGIONS,
AND POSITIONS - Let Us All Speak Upon the The "BALANCE" OF
GOOD GOVERNANCE
5.11.2016
PHILIPPINE CANDIDATES FOR ALL REGIONS, AND POSITIONS - LET US
SPEAK UPON THE "BALANCE" OF GOOD GOVERNANCE
Good Afternoon.
Any government which is not balanced with Male-Female; any council which is not
balanced with Male-Female will only serve to keep the nation unbalanced.
If ye ones do not believe this simple principle of good governance and council then
just look around you at the unbelievable "mess" this entire planet is in of which the
world bank set up the coordinates and along with their religions of diverse ranks the
male species was put in place at the head of all major governments and
organizations in order to "ensure" the national house, religious house, and most
other organizations not listen to the common sense of the female.
This has begun to change but not to the extent whereby the nations, globally, have
any semblance of Order over Chaos.
We do not want chaos, and highly evolved man and women will be on an "equal"
footing both working toward Order leaving the chaotic consequences to the world
bank, their IMF, and their own organized religions of every sort upon the face of
this earth.
Since the PHILIPPINES has One candidate they feel suited for the big chair which
is to be shared with all other candidates, and that candidate is a man, then to
balance the Male there must also be a Female;
as in what ye Ones call the "vice-presidential" position, likewise, if there be two
candidates of equal status (not meaning the number of votes but how hard each has
worked over the years on "behalf" of the PEOPLES rather than themselves),
there there need to be, again, a duality, Male-Female, in order to bring all back into
balance.
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This is One of the purposes of the table of Council of Twenty-Four Male-Female
gender; and whether the Table consists of Twenty-Four or more or less, that is not
the criteria;
The Criteria is that all governance be "equally balanced."
We trust we have been of further service to ye All, ye Ones, who think of yourselves
to "run" a NATION of BRIGHT AND INTELLIGENT AND WISE PEOPLES.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
Sela.

157. Good Afternoon, Your Excellency, President Xi
Jinping. Your Entry is Ready, Sir
5.12.2016
China says US patrols justify defensive deployments
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/11/1582112/china-says-us-patrols-justifydefensive-deployments
Good Afternoon, Your Excellency, President Xi Jinping, Sir. We thank you for your
patience and in order to set the record straight, Mr. President, we ask you to
understand that “words” spoken out of sequence by the English Gentry have little to
do with the PEOPLES OF THAT NATION.
We do not offer apology for the words of others, for they are not our words, but, if
we may, we would just like to offer to the Gentry of England these simple words;
easy to understand:
The Chinese do not appreciate pomp and glory; what they appreciate is openness,
respect, and honesty.
We think that should do it. Lesson one for the day, would you not think, President
Xi Jinping?
Sir, you have sent your Defense Ministry with a report to our PEOPLE and the
ARMED FORCES of these PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
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Therein, shall we address the Defence Ministry of CHINA in like fashion.
Good Evening, Mr. President Xi Jinping.
Let us now please proceed.
Defense Ministry of the Great NATION OF CHINA, we greet you this day as well.
The Armed Forces complete of these Great ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES
REPRESENTING THE PEOPLES TO THEIR BEST INTERESTS AND
SECURITY have provided your report into our hands.
As understood, the Philippine leadership is in a format of transition but nonetheless
does not like to keep diplomatic brotherly and sisterly relations of concern at bay
with any nation.
As pertaining to the video we have presented, below, the PHILIPPINES, ALL
ARMED FORCES, AIR FORCES, GROUND FORCES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
AND THE NAVY, IN FULL REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLES OF THESE
PRACTICAL ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES understand all too well that the
leadership of the United States of America, the pentagon, and all other irregular
outlets want nothing to do with the ones who broker peace on behalf of the
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION and the transition over to the ORIGINAL TALENT
AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND PEOPLE-FRIENDLY
ECONOMICS, SUBSERVIENT TO NO-ONE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlcROjcJL0g&feature=share
We are not excluding the peace-loving American People any more than we are the
Brazilian peace-loving People and the peace-loving People of other nations who wish
the transitional system of Economics of their own Original Talent and Purchase
Order System as well. We would just like to make that clear.
We stand ready to serve both the good of the PEOPLES OF THESE ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES and of the transitional leadership until all is in place.
The crux of the matter here is “policy” Sirs and “Ladies” of the CHINESE
DEFENCE MINISTRY, and that policy being toward the brokerage of another deal
with Israel.
Such deal as the Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines did not wish to “expound
upon” of the latter hour we realize is based entirely upon “tenure,” a tenure of high
orchestrated back-bench policy as being “owners” of the Silk Corridor and Canals
in order to resize them into their own high pocketbooks which would bring the
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SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS under the firm “orchestrated” control of the
world bank with its IMF policymakers, Mr. George W. Bush and CSaunders.
Thank you, Defense Ministry of all Chinese “ASTUTENESS” for your patience,
also, in observing our hours away from the pen upon this subject of great
importance.
Please Sirs and “Ladies” work with us to “ensure” the protection along with all
PHILIPPINE Scout Ships of the PHILIPPINES ARMY AND NAVY, and
GROUND TROOPS, the PHILIPPINE FISHERMEN to gather their wares of
undersea collateral otherwise known as “sealife.”
Thank you and Good Evening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

158. Philippine President Aquino Readies to Step
Down in June - Packing to leave
5.13.2016
President Aquino, Sir, this is exactly what is wrong with the capitalist monetary
system with its governmental status of “electing” one for president, and another for
vice-president, and yet another for this post and that post until there is nothing
more than minds fragmented all over the place with only one deciding position or a
deciding vote brought before congress or the senate whom also have their own
agenda orchestrating themselves with fragmented minds.
Is it no wonder that the world bank and foreign enterprises are at liberty to just
walk in with their money scams and back-room deals on the PEOPLES LANDS
AND RESOURCES and bait the politicians and entice the politicians into working
curtain deals for them?
After all, many governments are “instructed” by the world bank to tell the
PEOPLES one thing while in fact the governments will need to come up with an
excuse why indeed they had to do the exact opposition.
It is political strategy and that strategy is based on lies and deception and is one of
the oldest dementia in the books, so to speak.
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This, in fact, is why the label “politician” is used instead of “statesmen” or
“stateswomen.”
So even the the men and women who have only the best interests of the NATION in
mind, have been severely and unfairly “tarnished” with erroneous labels.
There have been more and more candidates stepping aside in order to allow other
candidates the office that they, themselves, were running election for.
Now, why, Sir, is this?
Are there not enough chairs to go around?
Is there not enough space around the Round Table for them all?
Is one man or one woman’s mental acuity less than that of another that all there
hard efforts should be thrown aside in favour of their good nature or an electoral
vote passed?
Why, Mr. President, are you packing to go away?
We need you, the NATION needs you, the ARMED AND POLICE FORCES need
you to sit at the PHILIPPINE NATIONAL ROUND TABLE and continue in
working with THE PEOPLES, right here.
You, see, Sir, the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds with our
Original System of “Free Economics” in the Talent and Purchase Order System
does “NOT” throw out nor “vote” out those who have worked countless years to the
best of their knowledge at their hour, not even having the benefit of knowledge
about the Original Talent and Purchase Order System of People-Friendly
Economics
of which SYSTEM does NOT throw men and women OUT like a dirty old rag!
Here, Sir, is a NATIONAL chair. It seats almost 24 for there are candidates who
have humbly stepped aside for others and their chairs are already waiting for them.
And “thank you” Mr. President for your years of hard work.
Please come and join us.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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159. The GLOBAL COMMUNITY; Let us Be Frank With
You All
5.13.2016
My personal word: It is the hour to clear up any misunderstanding.
If those of you within the global community prefer to stand up for just the white
skinned race, for just the black-skinned race, for just the brown-skinned race, for
the yellow-skinned race, or whom you call the red-skinned race then ye Ones are
heavily mistaken as to what will bring about world peace.
When you fight for one colour, one race, one group, ye Ones leave out everyone else.
What is wrong with the colour of your neighbour's skin in another nation?
Your religions, written and changed and cauterized and twisted by the mere pen of
lower evolved man, the "male" have little enlightenment in them, yet many of you
follow those precepts to the grave; your grave.
For if you fight one religion against the other you will simply be fighting one
another which is the gain of the world bank and its capitalist system.
There is no place anyone goes after this life which is a Muslim heaven, or a
Christian Heaven, or Nirvana, nor any other belief.
You all go through the exact same sequence when you leave the body at your
physical transition no matter what colour of skin or belief you Ones are at at this
stage of your HUman evolution.
Most of you are mixed races.
It is not the people who need changed, dear Ones, it is the system.
It is the system of capitalist economics which needs changed over to your, the
PEOPLES, Original Talent and Purchase Order People-Friendly System of good
and fair Economics.
Please realize that the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds have come
to help and assist ye all.
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Many may not understand our ways because our ways and system are not the
practices of this present system of capitalism nor emulate many of the practices and
beliefs of this societal structure.
We work and I work purely upon what ye Ones know as "agape love,"
the kind of love which lasts for eternity,
for our love, my love, the love of all of HUmans belonging to the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
is stronger than what ye Ones might imagine,
and we also understand that you Ones work upon a much different frequency
and of that many misunderstanding, we think, occur.
May you all get your thinking straightened out.
It is up to ye Ones, globally, which type of society and system you wish to live the
remainder of your lives out, as well as your next lives, and those of the lives of your
children as well.
WE ARE FIGHTING A SYSTEM NOT A PEOPLE. Sela
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

160. ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES During the Hour
of these Transitions 5.12.2016
NEW ADMINISTRATION - DUTERTE
5.19.2016
China congratulates Duterte, expects 'friendly dialogue'
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/17/1584126/china-congratulates-duterteexpects-friendly-dialogue
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Good Morning, Gentlemen. We see honour in the gift of a copy of the book on His
Excellency, the Chinese President Xi Jinping of the Great SILK CORRIDOR and
CANALS, by Ambassador to the Philippines Zhao Jianhua.
It only stands to reason to also remember while we receive such honour, that
President Xi Jinping had moved to a type of Socialist system for the processing of
his next “wisdom.”
As many transitions occur at this hour, all will fit into place to the satisfaction of
both the PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES,
CHINA, AND THE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION, as a whole, with the “excellent”
brotherly and sisterly NATION OF non-aggressive RUSSIA in these “peace”
transactions of holding on to the higher standard of all universal principle and
“law.”
We thank the each one of ye for your good natures and higher standards of goodwill toward One and another and “trust” that all is of equal balance in CHINA.
Please extend the nature of our appreciation, Ambassador Zhao Jianhua, to His
Excellency President Xi Jinping and the brotherly and sisterly PEOPLES OF
CHINA.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds Notation: We shall continue shortly. Thank You. - Uthrania
Seila
5.19.2016
Russian envoy meets with Duterte
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/18/1584624/russian-envoy-meets-duterte
Russian Ambassador Igor Khovaev, Good Morning, Sir. It is also more than a
pleasure to see the non-aggressive and friendly NATION OF RUSSIA at the Round
Table of non-dispute with the PHILIPPINES, CHINA and the ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION.
Around the Round Table of Twenty-Four Ladies and Gentlemen “equally” mixed
shall see “not one” left out and that is what is going to make these ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES a STRONG BODY OF EFFICIENT MEN AND WOMEN. No
longer poor and no longer subservient to the world bank, IMF, and all of its sadism
upon the GLOBAL COMMUNITY.
We heartily “trust” that you shall most generously of nature as well as most kindly
deliver these words to President Vladimir Putin, and thank him for his graciousness
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in bringing the brotherly and sisterly friendly nation of RUSSIA to our Round
Table of good-will toward all who not only wish, but, indeed, determine the best for
the PEOPLES and not allow them to any longer be kept from rebuilding their
paradises together.
And have fun doing it.
Thank you, Sir, Ambassador Igor Khovaev, and please have of yourselves a safe trip
home.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.19.2016
Duterte tells Obama he is open to bilateral talks with China
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/18/1584655/duterte-tells-obama-he-openbilateral-talks-china
Good Morning, Gentlemen. It is so nice to see you both well and in fit condition. The
briefing with both CHINA as well as RUSSIA was not only of a necessary
endeavour but indeed a most satisfactory one, would you not say, and well-spoken in
the least?
Well, we think so as well.
We find it, therein, all the more intriguing to hear that the pentagon has ought with
CHINA once again citing that CHINESE jets are flying too close to a US spy plane
in the “ASEAN” SILK CORRIDOR.
“Intriguing and Amusing.”
What indeed would the pentagon do should ANY ASEAN NATION send a spy
plane to fly anywhere close to any of its coastlines?
We thought so. So what exactly then are we discussing here?
Would “anyone” like to speak up?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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5.19.2016
Perfecto Yasay accepts DFA post offered by Duterte
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/18/1584519/perfecto-yasay-accepts-dfa-postoffered-duterte
Good Morning, Former Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Chair Perfecto
Yasay. We are here to assist you upon your duties as an acting Foreign Affairs
secretary and thank you most kindly for accepting the post.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.19.2016
Davao’s ‘The Rock’ is next PNP chief
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/19/1584752/davaos-rock-next-pnp-chief
Good Afternoon, Sir. In extenuating circumstances would a force or force be
utilized. But as cunning a rap to bring to sword and pistol throughout the nations or
NATION would not serve as the most “efficient” way to secure the NATION and
handle conflict.
One must “always” keep in perspective along with consideration that all PEOPLES
are on their life-journey including yourself, Sir, and your family; and therein should
a lifestream be cut short or a soul imprisoned, the fact that that soul or souls shall
no longer be given the opportunity to learn important lessons of achievement in
another less crude mannerism will only “ensure” that upon the next reincarnation,
that soul after imprisonment shall deal the public even worse in behavioural
contention than before.
Law Enforcement must resume its status as one of wisdom rather than heavy
handedness. We all have erred in one way or another so let us help each other upon
our feet, shall we?
When the root problem which is the capitalist money system returns to its grave,
that is when PEOPLES THROUGHOUT THE NATION AND WORLD NATIONS
WILL REGAIN THEIR DIGNITY, AND CRIME WILL BECOME AN EVENT
NO LONGER.
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Remember, each man or woman you apprehend, bring to trial and incarcerate is
your brother or sister HUman being.
How many then of your own siblings or family members would you serve upon the
banker’s plate in the banker’s place when it is the capitalist system at fault to the
highest degree, “when” another and much better and “efficient” method had been
brought again to the table and that is the transitioning of the capitalist debt system
of economics to the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF
PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS, through which, crime is vanquished?
Thank you for your service to the communities, Sir, however, let us assume our
dignity shall be given to another as we change our attitudes toward those least
likely, in the eyes of many, to become rehabilitated in another wise, and that is the
better choice of all choices for the many, Sir, and not forsaking the One.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/18/1584424/tough-fight-looms-over-deathpenalty

5.13.2016
President Aquino, Sir, this is exactly what is wrong with the capitalist monetary system
with its governmental status of “electing” one for president, and another for vicepresident, and yet another for this post and that post until there is nothing more than
minds fragmented all over the place with only one deciding position or a deciding vote
brought before congress or the senate whom also have their own agenda orchestrating
themselves with fragmented minds.
Is it no wonder that the world bank and foreign enterprises are at liberty to just walk in
with their money scams and back-room deals on the PEOPLES LANDS AND
RESOURCES and bait the politicians and entice the politicians into working curtain
deals for them?
After all, many governments are “instructed” by the world bank to tell the PEOPLES one
thing while in fact the governments will need to come up with an excuse why indeed they
had to do the exact opposition.
It is political strategy and that strategy is based on lies and deception and is one of the
oldest dementia in the books, so to speak.
This, in fact, is why the label “politician” is used instead of “statesmen” or
“stateswomen.”
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So even the the men and women who have only the best interests of the NATION in
mind, have been severely and unfairly “tarnished” with erroneous labels.
There have been more and more candidates stepping aside in order to allow other
candidates the office that they, themselves, were running election for.
Now, why, Sir, is this?
Are there not enough chairs to go around?
Is there not enough space around the Round Table for them all?
Is one man or one woman’s mental acuity less than that of another that all there hard
efforts should be thrown aside in favour of their good nature or an electoral vote passed?
Why, Mr. President, are you packing to go away?
We need you, the NATION needs you, the ARMED AND POLICE FORCES need you
to sit at the PHILIPPINE NATIONAL ROUND TABLE and continue in working with
THE PEOPLES, right here.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.13.2016
Thank you, Comelec, we well realize there is political mind conditioning at play,
here, but we shall “not” change our stance because this entire election is “not” about
leadership, but rather the change over from the capitalist economic system of
drudgery and poverty for the majority of the PEOPLES to THE PEOPLES
ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER PEOPLE-FRIENDLY
ECONOMICS and of that do the peoples who are wealthy and who love capital
conquest of PEOPLES AND THEIR NATIONS work with the world bank, the
IMF, and foreign enterprise which work upon the same degrading system of
economics instead bringing about poverty of one nation after the other.
Thank you.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.13.2016
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http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/13/1582720/afp-lowers-red-alert-electionperiod-winds-down
Good Morning ARMED FORCES of these Great ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES. You have done a fine job! Please remain on alert to ensure the
safety of the PEOPLES OF THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
This is because when downgrade is premature that is the very hour when One least
expects a diplomatic confrontation in the format and conflict of those who intend
upon keeping the GREAT NATION OF THE PHILIPPINES under lock and key to
the capitalist monetary system of people-enslaving economics.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.12.2016
Duterte's transition team bares 8-point economic plan
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/12/1582504/dutertes-transition-team-bares-8point-economic-plan
“Dominguez said the incoming administration will also ensure the attractiveness of the
Philippines to foreign direct investments by easing economic restrictions and by
enhancing competitiveness of doing business in the Philippines. “
Sir, the moment your 8-point economic plan sets into motion you have lost the
NATION.
Any “taxed-based” plan is “usury” and “usury” Sir, is against ALL UNIVERSAL
PRINCIPLE AND HIGHER “LAW” OF THE WORKINGS OF THE UNIVERSE
and will result in the continuance of the destruction of this NATION
AND “setting aside the goal of the transition” from the economic slavery where the
crumbs of economics are given to the PEOPLES peacemeal, (to earn), over to the
Original Talent and Purchase Order System of People-Friendly Economics shall
lose you also the Silk Corridor and its canals.
If you hold to this policy, Sir, then the blessings of the NATION will leave you and
you “are on your own.”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
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5.12.2016
Bautista: Integrity of vote transmissions intact
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/12/1582482/bautista-integrity-votetransmissions-intact
Comelec chairman Andy Bautista. Sir, we greet you upon this fine evening.
In reference to the stop on unofficial quick counts on the ballots, Sir, we believe
there has been a misunderstanding and that is all.
We, for one, took it to mean to ensure the tally would be in, in all official count.
We have found with the endurance of the Comelec, Chairman Andy Bautista, facing
such odds of ballot release and all which can and may wrong with it, Comelec has
done a fine job in ensuring, even by manual count, the ballots be all accounted for
and protected.
Therein, we “thank you” Chairman Andy Bautista, for your diligence, and on
behalf of the entire NATION OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES, THE ARMED FORCES OF THE NAVY, THE GROUND
TROOPS, THE SPECIAL GROUND TROOPS, THE AIR FORCE AND THE
ARMY
We salute you, Sir, and the entire entourage of COMELEC.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

161. YOUR EXCELLENCY PRESIDENT XI JINPING, SIR.
Please be alerted.
5.23.2016
YOUR EXCELLENCY PRESIDENT XI JINPING, SIR. Please be alerted to the
portion below with your NAME ON IT.
Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Puerto Rico join at the hip.
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And "Hong Kong" join at the hip.
Iceland join with the Netherlands, Greenland, and offshoot Paraguay for their last
roll of the dice for orchestrated are we taking over the capitalist system of ugly
economics and their roulette and replacing it with the best orchestrated alliance in
the world.
This is not a coup but a transition out of the slothful capitalist system which forward
gambling, casinos, black trade underground labour boards and papers of precision
or "targets" by huge conglomerate companies who fund the right over the left and
the left over the right to make all great haste in obscening child labour programs on
an underground railroad. And they want to use the SILK CANALS for their
sojourn and progress,
YOUR EXCELLENCY PRESIDENT XI JINPING, SIR. Please be alerted. Sawdust
dropping, says the pen, is among the most "exclusive" of all nonsensical attire in
their trying to prop up a new government to take over the SILK CORRIDOR AND
CANAL (the major thoroughfare) eliminating you, Mr. President, in order to have
their way. “Suffrage” is the key word.
Mr. President XI Jinping, Your Excellency, please provide backup genuine to
Russia under the DUMA, President Vladimir Putin on the Suez Canal and the Strait
of “Georgia” so to speak. American warships defence shield capabilities. “Thank
you, Sir.”
They are “targeting the Heads.”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

162. President elect, Duterte, Sir. On the Issue of
EDCA
5.26.2016
China accuses US of hampering trade with steel duties
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/05/26/1587180/china-accuses-us-hamperingtrade-steel-duties
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President elect, Duterte, Sir. We trust your day is going well. We are catching up on
the hours we have missed citing your concerns.
On the issue of EDCA we would like to present to you and the PEOPLES OF
THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES “the reasons” exactly “why” the EDCA
is not appropriate nor is it an advantage to the security of the ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES, CHINA, THE SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS OF THE ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION.
We shall shortly proceed, Sir. Likewise we thank you for your generosity of
“patience” on our behalf.
Sir, let us “first” look at the “problem.” This “problem” the friendly brotherlysisterly NATION OF CHINA HAS IS MORE THAN A NATIONAL “PROBLEM.”
This “problem” affects OTHER NATIONS WITHIN THE SILK CORRIDOR AND
CANALS and each ONE of these NATIONS IS ASEAN.
South Korea and Taiwan, and North Korea (which is under sanctions) for their
production in export of maraging steel which simply means iron alloys which
produce superior strength; great for ship building and labour construction of
infrastructure to ensure quake-proof building in engineering discipline.
Therein, have underhanded sanctions been placed upon these NATIONS when
United States tariffs hit the ceiling of 450 percent.
These tariffs or duties have also affected the NATIONS of both ITALY AND
INDIA.
Severe capitalist tourniquets. We are not finished.
Too many PEOPLES are crowded into too many jobs of which corporate powers
are playing the money-field in backlog.
EACH NATION MUST KEEP FOR ITSELF ALL STEEL AND DERIVATIVES
AND ONLY EXPORT THROUGH TRADE-PRACTICES OF THE ORIGINAL
TRADE AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY NONUSURY ECONOMICS THOSE SURPLUS WHICH EACH NATION DO NOT
NEED. STOCK-PILE THE REST FOR FUTURE TRADING PRACTICE
OUTSIDE OF THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF HEGEMONY.
If the United States wishes to sanction through the control of NATIONS using the
world bank and IMF tournque then let it.
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Keep your exports to the United States and other averaging nations who walk with
them in agreement of these past the ceilings duties or USURY at home and deal
ONLY WITH FRIENDLY NATIONS WHO ADHERE TO THE ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDEER SYTEM OF PEOPLE FRIENDLY
ECONOMICS.
Can one bake a pie or a cake without “all” the ingredients present? How much
“revenue” shall you lose among yourselves, the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION, OR
INDIA OR ITALY by taking another surplus you ship over to the United States, for
instance, meaning all those “goods and services” and “redirect” them toward the
ASEAN CENTRAL NATION and the other “friendly” NATIONS instead and for
now, stockpile the rest.
For instance, you have electronics, you have vehicles, you have many many goods
which you ship to the United States. So do not export those goods either and
“redirect” them elsewhere.
Trade among yourselves only at this hour those items or goods which you need and
never mind the revenue because you do not any of you need it.
YOU DO NOT NEED MONETARY PURCHASING POWER. YOU ALREADY
HAVE THE GOODS AND SERVICES
AND BECAUSE THE CAPITALIST MONETARY USURY SYSTEM OF
TOURNIQUET IS “ORDERING” YOUR NATIONS AROUND,
THEN CUT THE CORD TO THE WORLD BANK OPERATING FACILITIES AS
NATIONS AND TAKE THEIR CHAINS OFF YOUR SHOULDERS.
USE QUANTITATIVE EASING IF YOU WISH UNTIL THE TRANSITION IS
COMPLETE
FOR THE PEOPLES CANNOT BE LEFT WITH NOT ONE PESO OR COIN IN
THEIR PURSE UNTIL THE SYSTEM OF THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER IS FIRMLY IN PLACE.
THEN DUMP QUANTITATIVE EASING
AND YOU ARE ON YOUR WAY TO REAL PROSPERITY WITHOUT
THREATS, AND WAR OVER-SHADOWING THE LIVES OF YOUR NATIONS
AND THIS IS HOW
THE PEOPLES “WILL” COME FIRST!
“THINK, PEOPLES, THINK!”
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

163. SPECIAL ENTRY: In the Inclusion of both the
Philippine Palace and Concern of Canadian Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau
5.26.2016
SPECIAL ENTRY: In the Inclusion of both the Philippine Palace and Concern of
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
WE herein state:
The Magna Charta of Women to be adhered to in the Great ISLANDS OF THESE
PHILIPPINES is out-moded. The prime reason that it is outmoded is that the
success of every NATION is BALANCE.
Therein to "suggest" that the president-elect Duterte would even consider himself a
leader of anything much less a NATION without EQUAL BALANCE of MALEFEMALE in EACH COUNCIL, “EQUALLY SEATED,” THROUGHOUT the
NATION would be to suggest that the man has not even reached of himself the stage
or evolution of a HUman being but rather being of the lower animal kingdom.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

164. ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES During the Hour
of these Transitions 5.19.2016
Good Afternoon. This is part two as we do not wish each portion to become of a lengthy
description toward those who look upon our work together in a labour of love toward the
GREAT PEOPLES OF THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES AND THAT OF
THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS A ONE WHOLE WITHIN A LARGER BODY
WHICH IN ONE HOUR SHALL BECOME GLOBAL ONCE THEIR SYSTEMS
ALSO HAVE BEEN TRANSITIONED FROM THE MOCKING CAPITALIST
SYSTEM OF DEBT AND USURY DESTROYING THE PEOPLES AND THE
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NATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY “NON-DEBT” AND “NON-USURY” ECONOMICS. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
5.22.2016
Good Evening. We shall once again resume “detail” upon the next hour or so.
Thank you for waiting and “understand” we have not turned our back upon the any
One of you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
5.26.2016
Rody eyes abolition of BOC, BIR, LTO
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/25/1586777/rody-eyes-abolition-boc-birlto
Good Evening, Sir. We are now prepared to season ourselves toward the next two
itinerary. We apologize for keeping you waiting.
We would “firmly” suggest, Sir, that in order to handle every issue which comes
glaringly racing toward you for your “somewhat” acclimatized understanding of
what to do, is “to keep things simple.”
Bring all criteria to a common denominator. Do “not” fragmentize the issues.
Working within the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS allows for no “interruption” of the
working of the NATION.
Council of the Twenty-Four: 12 Women 12 Men shall “ensure” that all negotiations,
administrations, and councils of 6 men and 6 women shall “normalize” the running
of the NATION ALONGSIDE THE PEOPLES and not over the PEOPLES as a well
running engine.
When One has all the PEOPLES on their side there is no crime and all security of
the COUNCILS is guaranteed.
Sir, “do not do things the hard way.”
Because the ORIGINAL SYSTEM does in no wise use the many diverse systems of
tourniquet debt-based usuries any formation of taxation or revenue services need no
longer exist.
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IF you wish for PEOPLES to take a chair at the round table it is “important” to
make them feel secure and “not threatened.”
In abolishing outmoded committees and offices it is just as important to let these
PEOPLES know “exactly” where they are to make their next living. That will come
next.
Whenever a system is “fragmented” with minds all going in various directions, it is
no wonder nothing is achieved or “gets done” for years and decades whilst the
PEOPLES suffer and wait under the debt-ridden system of hydro-politics and its
outmoded rustic policies for a saviour.
A honey bee draws in more workers than a stinging ant.
Have of yourselves a Good Evening.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.26.2016
Good Morning, president elect Duterte. Before we begin let us not become overtly
dramatic in our overeagerness or overzealousness toward the handling of any issue,
Sir.
Quote:
“If you just smoke it like a cigarette, I will not allow it, ever. It remains to be a prohibited
item and there’s always a threat of being arrested. If you choose to fight the law
enforcement agency, you die,” he added. “
End Quote
“you die?”
Let us, with both feet on the ground, not become the terrorists of the PEOPLES but
rather take of that which we know to be good and worthy of implementation and
“add” our own common-sense to it.
Rather than uttering threats turn those objections into the positive which means
“temper” the issue and “balance” the issue.
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We are speaking of the MEDICINAL USE OF THE HERB MARIJUANA and not
the “ABUSE” of the HERB MARIJUANA.”
When debates in other nations come to the forefront to pass through congress or the
senate which then hold up the process of marijuana for medicinal use because they
pay their homage to the world bank and IMF and loathe to lose their perks, the
ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLEFRIENDLY NON-USURY ECONOMICS do in no wise procrastinate for in doing
so PEOPLES WITHOUT MONEY UNDER THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF
ECONOMICS OF DEBT RIDDEN USURY ARE PHYSICALLY DYING AND
THERE IS NO FURTHER HOURS TO WASTE!
As for the abuse of the substance when we stated it be used for “relaxation” and the
medical establishment disagrees with that statement, let us look at exactly “what”
the medical establishment uses in replacement in other lands.
Tranquillizers. And that substance is verily abused.
Now, here in the PHILIPPINES what happens is ABUSE OF ALCOHOL AND
HARD LEVEL STREET DRUGS!
Why then cannot the safer more natural method be prescribed, being marijuana,
for a relaxant in safe quantities for those who need it therein appropriating
marijuana?
Quote:
“Medical marijuana, yes, because it is really an ingredient of modern medicine now,” he
told reporters on Monday night when asked about his stance on legalizing marijuana.
“There are medicines right now being developed or already in the market that (have)
marijuana as a component… used for medical purposes,” he added.
(End Quote)
“an ingredient”? Pray tell what are the OTHER INGREDIENTS?
“a component?” Pray tell what are the OTHER COMPONENTS?
The big pharma-drug companies will not issue marijuana for medicinal means but
will corrupt the medicine with their own version of whatever it takes to make the
PEOPLES SICK WITH SOME HIDDEN INGREDIENT BECAUSE THEY DO
NOT WANT THE PEOPLES TO BECOME WELL.
THERE IS NO PROFIT IN HEALTH MEASURES WHICH CURE THE
PEOPLES and the world bank, IMF, and their CORPORATE POWERS WILL
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ENSURE THAT A HEAVY PRICE INCLUDING “TAXATION” IS PLACED
UPON THE MEDICINES IN ORDER THAT THE PEOPLES AGAIN COULD
NEVER AFFORD TO CURE THEMSELVES!
Let instead, Sir, the necessary number of small Islands be selectively used for the
cultivation of marijuana crops run by the PHILIPPINE HOLISTIC HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION OR “COUNCIL.”
The NAVY OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES SHALL BE
THE PROTECTIVE POWER OF THESE ISLANDS AND THAT SHALL ALSO
WARD OFF THOSE WHO WORK FOR THE PROGRESS OF THE
CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF HUMAN DRUDGERY ECONOMICS AS WELL AS
GIVE THE BROTHERLY AND SISTERLY GREAT NATION OF CHINA MORE
SUPPORT IN THE SILK CORRIDOR AND ITS CANALS. BECOME WELL.
THERE IS NO PROFIT IN HEALTH MEASURES WHICH CURE THE
PEOPLES and the world bank, IMF, and their CORPORATE POWERS WILL
ENSURE THAT A HEAVY PRICE INCLUDING “TAXATION” IS PLACED
UPON THE MEDICINES IN ORDER THAT THE PEOPLES AGAIN COULD
NEVER AFFORD TO CURE THEMSELVES!
Let instead, Sir, see that the necessary number of small Islands be selectively used
for the cultivation of marijuana crops run by the PHILIPPINE HOLISTIC
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION OR “COUNCIL.”
The NAVY OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES SHALL BE
THE PROTECTIVE POWER OF THESE ISLANDS AND THAT SHALL ALSO
WARD OFF THOSE WHO WORK FOR THE PROGRESS OF THE
CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF HUMAN DRUDGERY ECONOMICS, AS WELL AS
GIVE THE BROTHERLY AND SISTERLY GREAT NATION OF CHINA MORE
SUPPORT IN THE SILK CORRIDOR AND ITS CANALS.
Just because we, ourselves, may not need such medicinal herb at this hour, that does
in “no wise” state that the day, hour, week, and moment shall not come for any of
us, including yourself, Sir, where it is needed for the sake of our own health.
But most of all, Sir, ALL conditions MUST BE MET FOR ALL
CIRCUMSTANCES FOR THE PEOPLES SITTING AROUND YOU, SITTING
ALL OVER THESE ISLANDS ARE IN NEED “RIGHT NOW” OF SUCH
DIRECTIVE AND GOODLY COMMON SENSE.
WE THOUGHT THE “PEOPLES” COME FIRST?
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To run around arresting the PEOPLES IS NOT THE SOLUTION. THAT DOES
NOT EVEN DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM, IT ONLY MASKS THE PROBLEM
WHILE THE PROBLEM BECOMES WORSE. Sela.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
For those of you who do not wish to participate in your ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS and
prefer, rather, to hold others for ransom, do not expect any favours for you will find
none.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.24.2016
GMA rejects Rody pardon
http://beta.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/24/1585238/gma-rejects-rody-pardon
Sir, to pardon one is to pardon “without” blackmailing them into signing a
document against their will, in return, as is the case with former President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo.
To “appease” the once powerful whose investigative powers could not solicit enough
data or information against the former President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, one
“does not need” their approval for the “pardon” or “aquittal” of this “Lady.”
Sir, the “bulk” of the information as “SELECTED” by that CONGRESS against
her of the LEFT AND RIGHT WING of non-solidarity with any crucible but the
world bank and their “TARIFF” department “LASION,” the most POPULAR
WOMAN frankly DID NO WRONG BUT WAS BLACKENED BY DEGREE BY
THE POPULOUS memorandum of initiating her FILIPINO TROOPS OUT OF
IRAQ BECAUSE THE INVASION AND OCCUPATION OF IRAQ BY THE
UNITED STATES, THE UNITED NATIONS, GREAT BRITAIN, NATO, AND SO
ON
WAS AND STILL IS
ILLEGAL
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AND she did not want the PHILIPPINE NATION AND PEOPLE “BLACKENED”
in front of the world populace and DID NOT WANT THE SOLDIERS BEING
USED ANY LONGER FOR WORLD BANK, IMF, AND CORPORATE POWERBROKER PAWNS.
Remembrance does not forsake us when the event came to hand and that event was
the “threat” upon the then President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo from the
Americans’ house of the pentagon, upon her very existence should she remove her
troops from the barricade in the south of Iraq and take them home for that should
then initiate the Japanese doing the same, the “Brazilians” “Portuguese” and so on.
So a “rap” had to be facilitated against her especially in light of her strong
popularity with the PEOPLES.
So what happened, then, Sir?
The pentagon “bankrolled” candidates of their own choice and there were many.
You can figure out the rest we are sure.
The former President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, indeed, Sir, shall be “pardoned”
but more than “pardoned”
she shall be exonerated and “ACQUITTED.”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.24.2016
‘Federalism a tough sell’
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/24/1586357/federalism-tough-sell
“Senate President Franklin Drilon and Senate president pro-tempore Ralph Recto shared
the view that the issue would require more than discussions among lawmakers in the
Senate and the House of Representatives in the 17th Congress.”
Sirs, we have read and reread your “concerns” and have come to the conclusion that
neither of you have done your homework. The details have been presented during
many events, and like the signatories of the BBL who believe it will take years of
discussion before any PEOPLES SHALL BE DESERVING OF ANYTHING
BETTER THAN THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF USURY UPON THE NATION
IN ALL SELFISH AND SELF-CENTERED ENDEAVOUR.
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WE SHALL REMOVE YOUR “CONCERN” BY SIMPLY DISSOLVING BOTH
THE SENATE AS WELL AS CONGRESS SHOULD THAT BE THE BETTER
CHOICE!
FOR THE PEOPLES OF THE NATION COME FIRST AND FOREMOST AND
THE PHILIPPINES IS NOT AND SHALL NOT AND WILL “NEVER” BE AT
WAR WITH CHINA!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.24.2016
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DAY!
Good Afternoon! Will ye Ones please tell us just how our ORIGINAL TALENT
AND PURCHASE ORDER PEOPLE-FRIENDLY SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS
HAS CHANGED OVER THE COURSE OF LAST EVENING AND THIS HOUR
THIS DAY?!
It seems to us that there is “competition” between “Royals” and the “United States
of America” (whom have stated they had divided themselves from Europe) of whose
fleets had better not be there by the end of this DAY!
If one chose the Royalty of this world then one is considered a “Lady” and all the
riches of the PEOPLES FALL AT HIS OR “HER” FEET, AND CONSENSUS
WITH THE CORPORATE POWERS OF SAN MIGUEL AND THE WORLD
BANK AND IMF SHALL SEAT HER OR HIM IN A WONDERFUL POSITION
“APART” FROM THE PEOPLES NEEDS!
TO ENJOY LIFE AND PAMPER THEMSELVES!
HOW SELFISH DO YOU ONES THINK WE ARE?!
HOW IS ANY HUMAN BEING TO TAKE PLEASURE IN THE “RICHES” OF
LIFE IF THE PEOPLES AROUND THEM ARE “MISERABLE” “POVERTY
STRICKEN” AND THINK THEY HAVE LOST THE UPCOMING TRANSITION
TO THEIR ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF
ECONOMICS?!
THERE IS NOT ONE FEMALE OUT THERE WHO IS “NOT” A “LADY”
HOWEVER, THERE ARE MANY MALES WHO ARE “NOT” “GENTLEMEN!”
We shall “proceed” in like fashion as before.
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- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
P77-B tax reform package unveiled, handed to Duterte gov't
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/05/23/1586332/p77-b-tax-reform-packageunveiled-handed-duterte-govt
Good Evening. In One word. Take your tax-sheet and shred it.
The ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM IS NOT BASED
UPON LITIGATIONS, USURY AND THE UTTER CONTEMPT OF THE
WORLD BANK AND IMF TOWARD THE PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
Shall we hand over the money of one thief to the other or banish from the
NATIONS all monetary execution of funds altogether?
When the transition from the one system to the Original system is complete, all tax
havens, all monetary alliances to the world bank and IMF in their allowance in
bringing about the continuance of the utter poverty of the PEOPLES and the
continuance of their bondage to the capitalist monetary system shall come to a quick
end.
No type of tax-based usury or reform shall be necessary for we do not promote the
continuation of the world bank capitalist system, the IMF and their stark-raving
institutional greed and damnation upon the PEOPLES OF ANY LANDS!
Good Night.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
Jaclyn Jose beats Cotillard, Theron to win Cannes Best Actress award
http://www.philstar.com/entertainment/2016/05/23/1586171/jaclyn-jose-beats-cotillardtheron-win-cannes-best-actress-award
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Congratulations, dear Ones, for you have excelled with your talents toward the
growth of your own soul in making the lives of others most enjoyable. Sincerely, do
we commend your hard work and effort and appreciate you were able to succeed in
doing what you love to do the most.
We will one day be gratified in observing that competition need not place one person
with talent above the head of another for all have striven to become the best that
they are.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
‘Country first before friendship’
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/23/1586092/country-first-friendship
Sir, in response to your “question” I would indeed have not articulated the speech to
the Catholic Bishops in a softer tenure.
As for those ones who are of a “self-serving” disposition we would indeed have
stated as much in the same simple terms; for here is the tempo heightened when it
comes to the manufacturing of one’s seemingly own state of building themselves a
monetary so-called paradise whilst the PEOPLES GO WITHOUT!
However, remember that with “friendship” comes alliances, but those “alliances”
must always consist of moral and ethical behavior and without those qualities then
where indeed does the road lead but into the dark places and beyond.
Where then shall be the correct road other than a reflection, Sir, of that which is
already within the soul.
You be the judge of yourself for we must all grow;
yet growth of the soul structure should always take into account that it may just be
fun in conquering old habits caused by inhibitions and replacing them with new
methods of enjoyment.
Therein, instead of continuing down the old familiar road, why not try walking up?
Ye Ones might enjoy it a lot better.
Do not expect the PEOPLES to act with a degree of respect and enthusiasm for
those “adjustments” to their lives if you, Sir, are not first prepared to adjust for the
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betterment of the PEOPLES, WHOM, AS YOU HAVE STATED, MUST COME
FIRST!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/22/1585913/duterte-general-amnesty-redsdepend-talks
We can do better than amnesty. And we will.
Sir, permit us a little leeway for the page has gone offline. We shall continue here in
the nearest of hours. Thank you for indulging us with your patience and “good
nature.”
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
'Anti-people' labor contractualization must go, Duterte says
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/22/1585835/anti-people-laborcontractualization-must-go-duterte-says
Well spoken, Sir. Good Afternoon. The locking in of the PEOPLES into capitalist
jobs which they loathe and benefit only the world bank, IMF, and its gruesome antiPEOPLE and debt-usury policies are not necessary in LIGHT of the transition to
the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLEFRIENDLY ECONOMICS WHICH IS THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNIVERSE, ITSELF.
The talents which the PEOPLES, THEMSELVES, have acquired over their many
countless livestreams are what shall be the contributing factor to the WHOLE.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
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NO BBL and No need for congress to either ratify the bill nor amend the bill to
serve and outmoded constitution
http://beta.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/23/1584958/no-need-to-abandon-bbl-forfederalism-peace-panel-chair-says
Peace Panel chair Miriam Coronel-Ferrer and Moro Islamic Liberation Cront chief
negotiator Mohagher Iqb, we greet of ye both and all, this Day, hour, and moment,
and bringing to attention our extremely “high” appreciation to the most prominent
figure of President Aquino whose heart of soul and goodness indwelling within itself
approximates only the highest intention for the PEOPLES at that hour of his
understanding and enlightenment.
We do not like to see anyone of the unhappy nature in our Council, yet should we,
any one of us, presume that one can mix water with gin and come out sober of
thought, verbium and intent toward upholding capitalism as a genuine helpmeet of
society, then we would all and each one be deceiving not only ourselves but the
PEOPLES WE ARE ONE WITH.
May we begin.
Quote:
"Any move to change the charter requires a lot of study and consultations. It will take
several years since such a major change is not a mere amendment to the constitution and
is best done through a constitutional convention," Ferrer, who chairs the government
panel in peace talks with the MILF, said.
She said that the BBL can be enacted in the meantime so the peace agreement can be
implemented and to continue to bring peace and development to conflict-affected areas
in Central Mindanao.”
End Quote
This is where the BBL is objective to the monetary capitalist system of all “bad
economics.” The proposition that the BBL is in any way a stable factor in the
southern regions and elsewhere is purely based upon the desire of the world bank in
its disarming the PEOPLES from rising up against the IMF and it’s capitalist
monetary system.
We do not see whereby it would take years of consultations and nik-nack so to speak
engaging in serious study of a BBL Law signed on the books to proport nothing less
than an “amendment” to anything which is of a lower constitutional level.
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Why on earth would one wish to hold on to a ratification of a doctrine such as the
BBL which soon will have served its purpose upon transition to the ORIGINAL
SYSTEM THIS WORLD WAS AND HAD ORIGINALLY HAD BEEN BASED
UPON?
Constitution convention and all of its irregularities are the reason “why” the
present-day system does not work for all PEOPLES.
Even amendments to an old and outmoded document passing through congress, the
senate or parliament does nothing more than congratulate the participants and
LEAVE THE PEOPLE OUT, HANGING FOREVER UPON A LIMB.
Where the BBL was an initiative which was far better than what had been
previously which was nothing, the BBL has now become outmoded and represents
its capitalist backer leading the PEOPLES OF THE SOUTH INTO FURTHER
DEBT, STRESS AND STRIFE, and CONTROL OVER THE PEOPLES IN SUCH
A WAY AS TO DISARM THEM ALL WHICH IS AGAINST ALL
CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES OF DEFENSE.
For all PEOPLES of THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES ARE TO
BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS TO “ONLY” BE USED IN PROTECTING
THE RIGHT TO THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS AND THOSE THEREIN
AND NOT FIGHTING EACH OTHER or THEY WILL BREAK THE TRUST OF
THE PEOPLE.
PEOPLE WILL PROTECT WHAT THE world bank, IMF, and its corporate
strategists such as San Mig intend upon the SOUTHERN REGIONS OF THESE
GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES TO TAKE AWAY FROM THE
PEOPLES BY STUPEFYING THEM AND DEBT-BONDING THEM TO DEATH!
The MILF as well as the BILF are PEOPLES WHO ALSO DESERVE THE BEST
AND NOT THE LEAST, AND AS DESERVING THE BEST, MAY BEGIN AT
THEIR OWN INITIATIVE TO ORGANIZE THEIR COUNCILS WITH THE
BEST CHOICES AT THIS HOUR OF TRANSPARENT, HONEST, UPRIGHT,
MORAL AND ETHICAL PERSONS OF AN EQUAL MALE-FEMALE
LOGISTIC.
These Ones shall not only sit upon their own councils of equal chairs around a
round table but shall ALSO be seated at each and every meeting or gathering of the
NATIONAL CENTRAL PHILIPPINE TABLE NOT AS OUTCASTS BUT
INDEED AS A ONENESS WITHIN THE WHOLE.
We thank you for your indulgence toward our words, also, President Aquino, Sir,
and realize, please, that we hold You, Sir, with the highest regard and at the same
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hour preventing any form of intrusion to take presidence over that Original System
which has been so rudely stolen from the PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT AND
IDYLIC ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
READ: No BBL: Next Congress to focus on federalism
“Passing the BBL as soon as possible will help stabilize the situation in the Bangsamoro.
It will pave the way for the full-scale decommissioning of the MILF's weapons and
combatants, the delivery of the socio-economic programs, and greatly enhance security
cooperation between the government and the MILF," she said.

5.23.2016
No BBL: Next Congress to focus on federalism
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/22/1585642/no-bbl-next-congress-focusfederalism
Sir, with the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF
PEOPLE-FRIENDLY NON-USURY ECONOMICS NO BBL will any longer be of
the necessary nature.
The BBL is a RESTRICTIVE POLICY AND NOT AN POLICY OF FULL
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PEOPLES OF THOSE DISTRICTS OR SECTORS.
Working upon the skills of the legislation of that which had little to no
enlightenment at the hour of the beginning transition and of those Ones, we say,
they had only the “best” and highest intents toward those factions in the south and
elsewhere and did the best they could to the extreme of their abilities.
THE HOUR OF THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER NONDEBT SYSTEM IS HERE AND WHEN IT IS FIRMLY IN PLACE THEN
GREATER OPPORTUNITY GIVEN THAN THE sour debt-infested BBL shall be
the standard for ALL PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES in that NOT ONE SHALL SHOULDER FINANCIAL CONCERNS
AND THE PREREQUISITE FOR REBUILDING THE ISLANDS OF THESE
PHILIPPINES IS THE SAME.
Each district or community shall not be “allotted” only a portion of capital to
rebuild their paradise but WHATEVER IS NEEDED SHALL THEY AVAIL OF
but not more than is needed for waste is not want, THROUGH THE NATURAL
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WORKINGS OF THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY ECONOMICS.
Therein, the MILF and the BILF SHALL WORK AS ONE within the WHOLE and
shall therein FULLY BENEFIT FROM THE REMOVAL OF “ALL
RESTRICTIONS OF FINANCIAL CONCERN” OFF THEIR PLATE.
Therein, the MILF and the BILF SHALL WORK AS ONE within the WHOLE and
shall therein FULLY BENEFIT FROM THE REMOVAL OF “ALL
RESTRICTIONS OF FINANCIAL CONCERN” OFF THEIR PLATE.
Those, in these ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES in wishing to follow any brand of
religious doctrine written erroneously by the hand of lower incarnated man proven
in its incurring religious wars throughout the ages shall be asked to reconsider their
doctrine utilizing the measuring stick of religious doctrine vs universal principle
“before” further steps be taken to ensure their finest hour be at hand for themselves
as well.
One cannot build when the building materials are “time allotted” “restricted” and
the buildings “regulated by debt” four times over by the world banking
establishment and the infamous dictator the IMF on the hour they are built.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.23.2016
First orders: Curfew, no smoking, liquor ban
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/23/1586099/first-orders-curfew-no-smokingliquor-ban
Good Morning, Sir. We would like to deal with this issue in a more “detailed”
manner. We understand your question so allow us then to simply answer. Mr. Reni
Sentana-Ries has suffered a heart attack and the wine bought by Jamie is medicinal
for his heart only.
We shall proceed with this and the many other topics in short fashion, Sir, and of
this we require your patience.
Sir, let us go into this to a fuller consensus in our other hours as we have many other
concerns to deal with today, but we do agree most heartily that this “must” be the
first order of the day and following summation the “principle” of good Argonauts,
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so to speak, shall be implemented, not so much as an Order but rather as good
accounting among the council and the PEOPLES.
One o’clock in the morning curfew on alcohol establishments shall only establish
that the Peoples will buy earlier and stock in their homes. This will not solve the
issue of their drunken states the evening before and during the day after for alcohol
does not leave the bloodstream after severe quantities have been indulged in.
For those Peoples who may not agree due to their drunken state of which carries
over in blood alcohol readings far into the next day and directly into the next
evening or drinking hour, they ones are unable to reason coherently in the first
place, therein need more “practical” measures of development of their soul.
When one so-called “pleasure” is taken away from the Peoples, another equal and
opposite “pleasure” must replace it.
What we mean by that is that an “equally” stimulating “pleasure” yet “nondetrimental” pleasure which is the “opposite” to the unnatural pleasure of the state
of drunkenness is what we next need to look at.
By closing down drinking establishments by one o’clock in each morning will, we
feel, Sir, do little toward establishing good conduct and soberness the next day as
excessive drinking lends nothing to the quality of life experience; for which man or
woman or even child who is effected by merely being inside the home, is able to
achieve happiness or even distinguish any longer, drunken happiness from sober
happiness lending again an uncomely environment for the child or children of that
household.
Therein excellent rehab facilities among idyllic scenery accompanied by the medical
advantage of correct sleeping aids which cannot be overdosed on, and medical aids
to curb completely addiction cravings, is a fine beginning.
Many people drink out of boredom.
Others drink out of frustration.
Others drink because they have no jobs.
Others drink entirely due to the fact that both church and state keep them locked
into unworkable marriages, therein some carrying a guilt complex within their souls
for lack of understanding of the universal principle of union in relationships vs
marital religious “laws” of bondage upon “unworkable marriages making the
PEOPLES involved feel as though they live under “martial law.” This is NOT a
free-for-all, but distinguished and “holy” = moral and ethical in its compartmental
value of “unionized” relations of one on one.
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Others drink due to being thrown out of the work force and given a chance to
resume some type of work, it is work which they loathe and are miserable doing.
The quality of life, the joy, the encouragement and the progress of their soul is
stymied.
And the last crowd drink excessively because society permits it. Therein, a new
alcoholic is born at a young age with no “stigma” upon such action.
Do you see our point, here, Sir?
Let us “turn around” the stigma of attending such facilities by setting not so much a
“law,” Sir, but rather a “standard” which “compliments” the nature of enacting the
proper “diagnosis” toward a good and pleasant societal structure of the entire
society benefiting ALL of the GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, by
making that stigma disappear completely though closing all liquor outlets and
making alcohol obsolete save that of alcohol for purely medicinal use to be
prescribed though the medical community.
And the lesser yet healing medicinal value for relaxation is the excitement of
rebuilding one’s own paradise right where they stand without the stress of never
having enough money.
The herbal medicine and relaxant which both relaxes and heals the body is the herb
marijuana and distinctly, Sir, is has been treated as an “illegal drug” only because
the big pharmaceutical establishments would lose out in trillions of bounty dollars
which is also collected in perks with mortuaries, and so on.
This methodology will also be conducive to assisting cigarette smokers off the pipe
and the grip of both tar and nicotine which avails noone.
In the meantime, public establishments should be kept free of cigarette smoke, pipe
tobacco in its rationelle for the explicit reason that the smoking is dangerous for
others to breath in.
So should we then, Sir, ordinate a “law?” against smoking in public places?
Indeed, we should not.
Instead, consider the alternative. Those who ignore the “no-smoking” sign shall and
before they leave the establishment be given a cleaning cloth, a broom, dust pan and
rag (for the dirtier portions) with a bucket of water and disinfecting cleaning solvent
and clean the place of tar and nicotine from the walls, the ceilings, the tables, the
chairs and you understand our reasoning here? Later there shall be no need for
signs nor “laws” on the books for this, Sir, is simply a prerequisite of how we work.
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The cigarette corporations would quickly go out of business and so would the drug
“liquor” contraband and so-called “liquor” establishments IF THERE WERE NO
CAPITALIST MONETARY DEBT SYSTEM TO ENCOURAGE THEM.
If One sets the stage, so to speak, on contraband liquor outlets, then the
continuation of bootleg liquor of even more dangerous quality shall go
underground, you say, Sir?
Well, in reply to this we would again stress: that when a PEOPLES ARE NO
LONGER AFFECTED BY A BAD SYSTEM OF PARLIAMENT FOLLOWING
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE world bank, IMF, and slushing corporations,
THEN AND ONLY THEN WILL THE PEOPLES NOT ONLY PROTECT THE
GOVERNING COUNCILS BUT SHALL ALSO PROTECT THEIR REBUILDING
OF THEIR OWN PARADISE IF NOT FOR THEMSELVES, ALONE, BUT FOR
THEIR POSTERITY.
We must reread our work for punctuation and spelling errors but did not wish to
keep you, Sir, waiting any longer. Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
One does not take the poison out of the soup in increments but throws the soup out
as death to the body taken in non-medicinal qualities.
When the quality of life is at an all time high the need for negative (drunken)
stimulants is no longer even wanted by the PEOPLES, AND THEIR JUDGEMENT,
THEREIN, RETURNS.
Sir, why would one need to discuss the obvious with a congress and a “law” devised
as many perhaps of the congress would be still under the influence of alcohol from
the night before.
It is a cut and dried case, so to speak. It is rudimentary in its logistics and has been
well though out and presented to many regions within the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary Worlds whom have had the cause to do so.
Curfew for minors due to the danger of the capitalist system on the streets:
Age ten and under: 9 o’clock curfew
Age 15 and under: 10 o’clock curfew
Such curfews shall NOT BE NECESSARY WHEN THE ORIGINAL TALENT
AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM IS FIRMLY IN PLACE.
Understand us here.
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We “appreciate” the tenure of your words, Sir. They are well-bred with the desire to
not punctuate the issue but deal with it upon a reasonable and logical manner, not
beating around the bush but getting the work, the labour of love done for the
PEOPLES IN THE IMMEDIATE HOUR.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.22.2016
'Prim and proper' Duterte lacks clear South China Sea policy
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Policy-Politics/Prim-and-proper-Duterte-lacksclear-South-China-Sea-policy
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/PolicyPolitics/Prim-and-proper-Duterte-lacks-clear-South-China-Sea-policy?page=2
“Dutere on Tuesday said United States, Japan, and Australia should also have seats at the
negotiating table.
"[These countries] and the rest would want a multilateral round-table discussion of this
issue. We are allied with the West and we depend on America and the rest for our
defense," he said, without entirely ruling out bilateral negotiations with Beijing. “
Good Evening, Sir. We trust you are well. As we have just spoken with Chinese
President Xi Jinping, the evening before, it would seem only practical in dealing
with the topic of the SILK CORRIDOR AND SILK CANALS at the onset.
Sit, relax, Sir, and let us converse to a little fuller extent, shall we.
The “initial” round table with the brotherly and sisterly CHINESE, Sir, is to build
“trust” and a “friendship” in a “friendly” atmosphere with no contention otherwise.
When a base of “trust” has been fully established between the ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES AND THE NATION OF CHINA then perhaps the round table of the
entire ASEAN CENTRAL NATION shall follow in good stead the fine example of
both NATIONS.
The principle nature of these round table discussions are to undo all the damage
which the capitalist system has done to the ASEAN NATIONS as a GROUP or
WHOLE where suspicion has been the outcome of many selective talks and board
meetings, and so on, due to the intent of the entire capitalist monetary system of
Hell-ions (the Hellions).
We are in agreement indeed that: “the rest (United States, Japan, and Australia) would
want a multilateral round-table discussion of this issue.
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But not in agreement that: “We are allied with the West and we depend on America
and the rest for our defense,"
The formation of this National Central round table is not upon the issue of security
nor negotiations inasfar as the CHINESE SILK CORRIDOR AND SILK CANALS
are concerned for there lies no dispute save that with those whose intent is to protect
the world bank monetary system of capitalism, which, in effect is a “capital crime”
upon the PEOPLES OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
This specific round table, rather, is entirely based upon rebuilding the “friendship
and trust” which over the centuries has been lost;
finding a “positive note” which shall deal with transparency in the likeness of what
once was among the ASEAN PEOPLE when they were first seeded upon this world.
Sir, the Great ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES has no dependence upon the
United States whatsoever which the United States, itself, has not placed upon the
leadership by their own worn-out tooth.
The United States is at this very moment as you are well aware, headed over to
“visit” Vietnam in hopes of securing their “friendship” through lifting weapons
bans against the leadership, the PEOPLES, and THE NATION.
Once done, the President of the United States intends by the hand and strong-rod of
the infamous pentagon, to draw, rather, threaten and blackmail VIETNAM, ITS
LEADERSHIP AND ITS PEOPLES into turning their straw against CHINA AND
THE ENTIRE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION.
The United States, Brazilian leadership, as well as Australia whom of neither of
them are ASEAN NATIONS have no place at this table of non-dispute simply
because there is absolutely no topic which they need garner their interest toward.
None of their business, to put it bluntly.
Japan is another kettle of fish because the JAPANESE LEADERSHIP, PEOPLES,
AND NATION ARE ONE PART OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
However, at this tender stage or preliminaries as it were and is, the program is no
program at all, but is an hour of relaxation and becoming ONE again drawing in
two ASEAN NATIONS and adding to those two ONE MORE, AND ANOTHER
SYSTEMATICALLY UNTIL THE FULL CENTRAL ASEAN NATION IS
SITTING AT ONLY ONE ROUND TABLE WITH ONE MINDSET;
NON-CONTENTION FOR BY THEN THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF NON-USURY ECONOMICS IS FIRMLY IN
PLACE.
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Both the United States as well as Israel backing this entire and whole itinerary of
graphics in regard to the SILK CORRIDOR AND SILK CANALS OF THE
ASEAN CENTRAL NATION need to selectively dwell upon their own rebuilding of
their Nation House in forming the same as others in regard to a CENTRAL
NATION and then transitioning the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM INTO PLACE FOR THEIR PEOPLES.
Only then shall trust be built between the West and the ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION and the rest of the WORLD.
We would say to Australia, that indeed they shall become good economic partners in
trade just as soon as they work in the same fashion in rebuilding their own
CENTRAL NATION house with New Zealand and their portion.
For who indeed is able to deal wisely with other CENTRAL NATIONS IF THEY
HAVE NOT EVEN BEEN REBUILT YET?
Because the United States do not visit Vietnam in “friendship” offering a culinary
delight of positive choices but rather visit Vietnam in their usual war attitude,
the United States serves NOT the protection OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF
THE PHILIPPINES NOR ANY OTHER ASEAN NATION, but rather, seeks to
DESTROY WHAT IS BEING BUILT.
United States=lifting weapons ban; irritate CHINA; destroy the ORIGINAL
TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM FOR THE PEOPLES IN FAVOUR
OF PROTECTING THE world bank, IMF, and their corporate powers, and to
speak of Vietnamese HUman rights when the United States GRAPHICALLY has
the greatest number of HUman RIGHTS ATROCITIES THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD.
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/International-Relations/Obama-bound-forVietnam-seeks-to-turn-old-foe-into-new-partner
The United States and on behalf of Brazil and Israel, have divided “they think” the
ASEAN “native” population. The United States did the same strategic ancient stunt
to Brazil; and India, they sold them at cost value heavy weapons (to use against
Muslim invasion, they said) only to draw them into a war not so much “against”
CHINA as the pentagon states, but rather to draw all these NATIONS INTO
SETTING THE UNITED STATES AND ITS COMPLETE “CHARM” OVER THE
SILK CORRIDOR AND SILK CANALS OF THE ASEAN BROTHER AND
SISTERLY CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AND TO SECTION THE CHINESE
AWAY FROM THE OIL AND GAS RESERVES.
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It has been a relaxing and interesting talk this evening, Sir, but the hour is late and
the morrow must be one of consistency in tow.
We bid you a Good Evening. Salu
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.21.2016
BFAR: Pinoy fishermen can now freely fish in Scarborough Shoal
Notation: pic: Pag-asa island
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/21/1585503/bfar-pinoy-fishermen-can-nowfreely-fish-scarborough-shoal
Good Evening, Your Excellency, President Xi Jinping, Sir. It is a pleasure as always
to speak with you and your selected Offices on a candid basis because like yourself,
Sir, we, too, do not enjoy making lip movements about nothing.
The PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT AND WONDERFUL ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES, AND THE COUNCILS, sincerely “Thank You,” Mr. President, for
“ensuring” the brotherly and sisterly ASEAN NATION of THESE GREAT
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES, and as belonging to the entire CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION, find relaxation upon the seas knowing that you, Sir, have secured
the waters for their safety to be accompanied by any service boats which our Coast
Guard and NAVY MAY PROVIDE at your request.
The PEOPLES AND THEIR GOVERNING COUNCIL IN TRANSITION asked
themselves what they would do in return for the CHINESE PRESIDENT XI
JINPING AND THE GREAT PEOPLES OF CHINA and this, Mr. President, Sir, is
what we all came up with at these early stages of our “friendly” talks;
therein, Sir, please forgive us for our small gift at this hour for it is all we are able to
offer:
As was once mentioned aforehand, the Chinese Vegan and Vegetarian Departments
in Manila which serve Tofu as meat substitutes would greatly provide a prototype
for franchises world-wide in which soy beans would become the liberating factor of
the animals and eventually sea-life as well, giving the “friendly” brotherly and
sisterly NATION OF BOTH CHINA, THE GREAT AND FRIENDLY ISLANDS
OF THE PHILIPPINES, AND IN FACT, THE ENTIRE CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION AS A WHOLE, an economic venture to not only add to the industry of
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agriculture but would further place CHINA and the PEOPLES AND
LEADERSHIP OF CHINA MORE DISTINCTLY UPON THE MAP OF
UPHOLDING ANIMAL RIGHTS BEFORE THE WORLD AS A LEADER IN
SUCH REGARD AS THE REPRESENTATION OF THE CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION FOR ALL ASEAN NATIONS TO FOLLOW CHINA’S LEAD.
Coupled with this great feat would these GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES WISH TO JOIN WITH CHINA IN BRINGING PEACE AND
SECURITY TO ALL CREATURES THROUGHOUT THE CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION through the positioning of farming soy beans and initializing the building
of many franchises of equally productive Tofu Stores as are found in Quezon City,
Sir, and moving the merchandise along the SILK CORRIDOR AND VESSELS of
high quality iron and steel to the rest of the CENTRAL NATIONS “OUTSIDE” of
the ruthless capitalist monetary system of debts, usury, and “mort”-gages meaning
“financial death” upon the nations.
In this wise, both the ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES WORKING MOST
DILIGENTLY WITH THE GREAT NATION OF CHINA would be establishing an
even greater partnership in which to take to the Round Table of non-dispute citing
an even greater stream-lined advantage for all CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS.
President Xi Jinping, Sir, productivity and capitalization of the monetary system
cannot work hand-in-hand efficiently without someone and the many losing out.
With the orchestrating of the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS, Mr. President, “no one” shall lose out for the Original
System has been built upon the principle of a complete non-debt system with
monetary advantage in the hands of NO-ONE.
It does not matter who leads and who follows for when ONE NATION succeeds, the
entire CENTRAL ASEAN NATION SUCCEEDS, Sir.
We are “most” concerned, President Xi Jinping, Sir, just as we know you are with
your little dog for the plight of all sentient beings because they are just like us, the
HUman race; thinking, feeling, daring, sad, loving, fearful, loyal and “trusting.”
And we have seen that CHINA has exacted already before the world a prominence
in this regard.
So, we were thinking that should you agree, Sir, both CHINA as well as the
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES whilst speaking not as Diplomats to one another
but rather as “friends” could, if you think it “wise” to be invited not as “guests” but
rather as “family” to each other’s Central National Round Table of Twenty-Four in
order that complete transparency be the centre-piece of the gathering.
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Upon full transition of the Councils of these ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES,
may we upon referral to our “friendly and good-will” gesture, offer our hand
toward the first invitation to CHINA, Sir, trusting that in return our action of “good
will” shall be reciprocated.
This, President Xi Jinping, Sir, is the basis of how the ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF GOOD AND “PEOPLE-FRIENDLY” NONUSURY, NON-TARIFF, AND NON-DUTY TAXATION IS WON OFF THE
TABLE.
The capitalist system of pure debt engineering leading nations into tribulation at the
slight of a pen or the touch of a keystroke will be the very crumbs thrown back in
the banker’s direction upon their own plate.
We trust, Sir, that you will appreciate our handiwork as much as we appreciate
your complete frankness, fairness, and trust toward the new administration of good
council from THESE IDYLLIC ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES AND ITS
PEOPLES.
As always do we remain, Mr. President, your friends and family of the ASEAN
SILK CORRIDOR AND CANALS OF THE ASEAN CENTRAL NATION.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

165. ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES During the Hour
of these Transitions 5.26.2016
Good Afternoon. This is part two as we do not wish each portion to become of a lengthy
description toward those who look upon our work together in a labour of love toward the
GREAT PEOPLES OF THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES AND THAT OF
THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS A ONE WHOLE WITHIN A LARGER BODY
WHICH IN ONE HOUR SHALL BECOME GLOBAL ONCE THEIR SYSTEMS
ALSO HAVE BEEN TRANSITIONED FROM THE MOCKING CAPITALIST
SYSTEM OF DEBT AND USURY DESTROYING THE PEOPLES AND THE
NATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF PEOPLE-FRIENDLY “NON-DEBT” AND “NON-USURY” ECONOMICS. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds
Good Evening. We shall once again resume “detail” upon the next hour or so.
Thank you for waiting and “understand” we have not turned our back upon the any
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One of you. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

5.27.2016
AFP budget to be spent on modernization for external defense - military official
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/27/1587520/afp-budget-be-spentmodernization-external-defense-military-official
Good Evening and “congratulations. ” You have a BUDGET. A TOURNIQUET
around your necks. Good start for defense.
If ye Ones are on a BUDGET then the PEOPLES are on even more of a BUDGET
for their few pesos are PAYING THE BILL AND THE USURY.
Great start to the day. You will “never” see paradise this way.
President elect Duterte, if this is allowed to transpire then the ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES shall soon no longer exist and backroom corruption shall continue
against the very PEOPLES OF THE PHILIPPINES WHOSE INTERESTS ARE
TO BE PUT FIRST!
How can ye Ones move ahead when your necks are in the world bank, IMF,
corporate "sling" of a TOURNIQUET?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.27.2016
After Aquino ‘kills’ FOI bill, advocates see hope in Duterte
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/26/1587188/after-aquino-kills-foi-billadvocates-see-hope-duterte
Good Evening, PEOPLES OF THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
There is a choice to be made. You have always a choice in the hour of transition.
This is your choice:
You may elicit to rebuild the paradisaical world system of ORIGINAL TALENT
AND PURCHASE ORDER PEOPLE-FRIENDLY NON-USURY ECONOMICS
AND ALL THAT GOES WITH IT
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with the elimination of the need for courts, jails and penitentiaries
OR
You may elicit to stay under the system you abhour and are now protesting against.
IF you wish to rebuild your paradisaical system then a new page shall be turned.
The Books may be opened and you may look and you may see what the
CAPITALIST SYSTEM and its methods have done TO THE PEOPLES without
judging another
but jails and penitentiaries shall not exist.
Because there has to come a day, PEOPLES, when the vicious cycle of “BLAME”
must end or you, the PEOPLES, SHALL FOREVER BE GOING AROUND IN
CIRCLES, FROM THE LOWER COURTS TO THE HIGHER COURTS IN THE
LAND and who, knows, ye Ones, might be next on the payroll of Others to put you
on the docket.
For those souls whose abominations shall not cease then they will be strictly exiled
from the building of PARADISE on this LAND.
What do you want, PEOPLES?
To place your energies rebuilding the world system of economics which was taken
from you all?
Or to place your energies fighting one another in revenge in courts, which require
capitalist money out of your own pockets to uphold the debt-ridden courts of the
land?
Do you want revenge?
Do you want peace?
Or do want neither which in turn leaves the each and every one of you out on a limb
until the limb withers and dies and you with it.
You decide.
It is your future and the future of all of your
posterity.
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We said we would write and we have.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
5.26.2016
Duterte, NDFP agree on framework for peace talks
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/26/1587201/duterte-ndfp-agreeframework-peace-talks
Sir, this shall be our next portion. We apologize for keeping you waiting and we are
assured that the wait was worth your while.
Sir, you have used “complete” wisdom and “balance” save that of of 60 to 40 which
is “unbalanced. (smiles)
You stated you hoped there would come a time when there would not be the “right
nor the left” and we are in total agreement for one side or another leaves the
balance out.
Quote: “The Left gave me a very impressive list of people who have the talent," he
said.“I’m inclined to give in if we can talk smoothly and Jose Maria Sison comes home
in July.” End quote
Sir, you shall not be “giving in.” On the contrary, you shall be taking charge of
regulating security for the NATION through your utilization of “wisdom,” and
treating our brethren and sisters as “equals” in all we do and say.
You are understanding the “principle” of how the universe works without injury to
another and how the principle brings together many criteria at once to be handled
in ONE fell swoop.
Now, let us look at the last requirement. Whenever the nature of a problem arises
that is the hour to find the solution.
When the solution is found you shall then be able to apply that same solution to
other problems of many diverse natures through the following of just one dynamic
or universal principle of “non-fragmentation.”
Quote: “The incoming president also clarified that he would not appoint communist
hardliners in his Cabinet. “If you are a cadre in the mountains, I will not accept you. You
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will kill members of the military. I have to balance it, I have to give to the progressive,
not to the communist party hardcore,” Duterte said in an earlier press conference.” End
Quote
Alright, now consider this: throughout the years there have been battles between
religious viewpoints many on both sides “fanatical” “uncompromising”
“determined” and “LOYAL” to the foundation of their precepts.
Now, the same criteria applies, does it not, Sir, to those who hold and will fight to
the death for their “political” beliefs? Those ones are also “fanatical”
“uncompromising” “determined” and “LOYAL” to the foundation of their
precepts.
However, if you “TAKE” the “positive” and “strong” points of each side and couple
it with the “left and right” then THESE are the VERY Ones you want to sit at a
round table of “talented” PEOPLES as belonging to this “very great NATION OF
THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
If they are not ready to sit at the National Table of Twenty-Four then reserve them
two seats; one male and one female; hand them the blueprint and give them their
own round table and let them come forth with good reasonable adjustments and
then they will be ready to attend with their program which “must” work within the
principle of the ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF
PEOPLE-FRIENDLY, NON-USURY; NON-CAPITALISM SYSTEM OF
ECONOMICS.
You see, that is the very “significance” Sir, of the round table;
for it has NO RIGHT AND NO LEFT
When Politics fall aside and when religious beliefs are met then what you have is a
solution of “non-partisan” “non-conflict” with NO-ONE killing each other.
A new respect is then drawn up and the hate and dissension from hateful moods
evaporate with the coming of the dawn.
Once you have succeeded, Sir, in drawing up a no-contest of one party of rules
against the other, you have found the solution to many problem areas which shall on
occasion crop up.
The SOLDIERS on both sides are “protecting” what they believe will give the
PEOPLES the best chance at happiness.
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The ORIGINAL TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLEFRIENDLY ECONOMICS shall set all contention aside and all religious bigotry
and philosophy aside because, Sir,
Paradise building is what they are all after.
We knew you could do it. We knew you could not be bribed nor knuckled under by
the world bank, IMF, religious establishments nor “corporate powers” (is the latter
correct?) for you will gain alongside the PEOPLES more liberty for the PEOPLES
which are our main concern, (is that not correct, Sir?) than they have had since the
Seeding of this World.
You are as smart as a whip and the backbone to go with it. Temper yourself,
however, for the honest man or woman loses all strength the moment he or she is
found with a gun and a sword at the throat of others.
It has been a long evening. We bid you adieu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds

166. Let Us Examine Privatization OF THE ISLANDS
OF THESE PHILIPPINES AND WHAT IT MEANS TO THE
PEOPLES
5.29.2016
Duterte to pursue PPP projects
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/29/1588092/duterte-pursue-ppp-projects
We are "not" in opposition to those whom the PEOPLES want as their electorates.
Congratulations. But we are not going to allow CHINA to be attacked;
NOR THE PEOPLES UNLESS IT BE THEIR OWN DESIRE TO REMAIN ON A
STRING OF ABJECT POVERTY, LOWER MIDDLE-CLASS POVERTY,
UPPER-CLASS POVERTY (due to debt-ridden financial barriers on their lives).
BUT IF YOU WANT EMBROILED IN THE MIDDLE OF A WAR AGAINST
CHINA AND BE AT THE RECEIVING END OF THE AMERICAN
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TOYS=EXPERIMENTAL WEAPONS THEN "PERHAPS" YE HAD ALL
BETTER THINK AGAIN.
We will tell you ONCE again, PPP in the Projects line will suffer the PEOPLES
INTO A "non-cooperative" movement due to the fact that placebos in such foreign
enterprise where "privatisation" enters into the equation will be the final "sellout"
of the infrastructure of the PEOPLES OF THESE ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES.
This happened in the West and now the PEOPLES OWN NOTHING.
Do you Ones still not understand of that which we are speaking?
PEOPLES, THE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES DO “NOT” NEED FOREIGN
ENTERPRISE.
FOREIGN ENTERPRISE NEEDS EVERYTHING YOU HAVE INCLUDING
YOUR CHEAP LABOUR AND THEY WANT THE SILK CORRIDORS AND
SILK CANALS.
When ye Ones look at the only blueprint with the lady in black standing on a red
circle, please understand that her requirement at that hour was “monetarily based”
because that is “all the information” she had at her avail
but if YOU THE PEOPLES keep the monetary capitalist system alive in any of its
momentum and regulations then you will “continue” living in UTTER BONDAGE
TO THAT SYSTEM AND ITS DEBTS, MORTGAGES, AND MULTIFORM
USURY.
PRIVATISATION, PEOPLES, IS THE WORST SIDE-LINE ENDEAVOUR
WHICH YOU WILL SINK THE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES QUICKER
THAN ONE MONUMENTUS LANDSLIDE. (with no reference to President Elect
Duterte).
Half and half strategic partnership with foreign enterprises means, PEOPLES, that
the incoming leadership wishes to place one-half ownership to the PEOPLES OF
THESE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES and one-half ownership to the
franchises including upcoming big pharma in taking over the marijuana industry
and throwing insect repellent in the tablets and charging "income tax" = you the
PEOPLES' tax on your poor income allotment.
ONE-HALF OWNERSHIP TO THE PEOPLES
THE OTHER HALF TO THE INDUSTRIALISTS WHO WAIT AT THE DOOR
TO THE ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES.
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You, THE PEOPLES WILL OWN NOTHING AND THE DECIDING FACTOR
SHALL BE THAT THE ONE-HALF OWNERSHIP OF ISLANDS SHALL ALSO
"ENTITLE" THE FOREIGN POWERS TO PLACE THEIR WAR SHIPS AND
BATTLE BATTALION DIRECTLY ON THE SOUTH CHINA SEA WHICH WE
STATE THEREOF FOR JOINING THE BATTALION OF OTHER FOREIGN
ENTERPRISES AGAINST CHINA AND WE WILL NOT GO FOR THAT.
Next will come their version of "free-trade" and that simply means: non-duty on
exports and imports on the privatisation of foreign deals and under the capitalist
monetary system.
Guess who picks up the tabs?
Small locally owned businesses and YOU THE PEOPLES WITH YOUR FEW
PESOS.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary Worlds
(Notation: It is not of the necessary nature to make ones anonymous by not allowing
their faces to be seen. It looks completely odd) - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds

167. BLACKMAIL of the PHILIPPINES
5.29.2016
http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/05/29/1587870/new-free-trade-deals-threatenregulation-phl-mining
Quote:
“The Philippines, one of five countries worldwide with the highest overall mineral
reserves, has a web of investment treaties which severely constrain the government’s
ability to regulate or close polluting mines.
This legal straitjacket will become even tighter if the EU–Philippines free trade
agreement and the RCEP proceed,” Transnational Institute said.
According to the report, the country’s treaties with Australia, Canada, China, Japan,
Malaysia, South Korea and the UK—all host nations of major multinational mining
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companies—have already created a very effective line of defense against regulation in the
mining industry.“
All of these treaties, bar very few exceptions, allow investors to sue the government at
international arbitration tribunals if they consider that their profits have been
unduly affected.
Extractive companies have been one of the sectors most given to launching arbitration
lawsuits, and 52 current cases worldwide are relating to mining. Based on the 44 cases
for which data are available, mining companies have sued governments for a total of
$53 billion,” it said.
Although the Philippines has yet to face a mining-related arbitration lawsuit,
Transnational Institute said the country has already experienced a very costly case
launched by German firm Fraport. (End Quote)
We shall proceed shortly.
Alright so we now understand what ye Ones perceive as your “problem.” Your
“problem” is simply this:
All world bank, IMF, corporate “conglomerate” transactions are exactly what ye
Ones are ravelled up in.
Along with the capitalist monetary system of debt-ridden economics lies the fuselage
of the never-ending barrage of incest-capitalism upon these ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES and its GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLES.
Ah, Europe, do we “got” your attention?
Ye Ones must all “understand” that with we ones and the COUNCILS OF THE
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES THE PEOPLES COME FIRST.
ALL PEOPLES including the MINERS OF THESE ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES for which we will set our standard.
Are you “reading our words?”
We will give you, “European Union” a second in reflection, of which not only the
entire ASEAN CENTRAL NATION will “undoubtably” along with the friendly
brotherly and sisterly NATION OF CHINA
“reflectively” kick your sorry asses
right out of the “international tribunal”
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but maybe permanently out of the
SILK CORRIDOR AND SILK CANALS LATER UP
OUR ROAD.
Are you able to remember?
We will give you another moment.
Your moment is up.
CHINA, JAPAN, SOUTH KOREA, MALAYSIA AND JUST TO BE FAIR WE
SHALL “INVITE” INDONESIA TO THIS CHARADE.
AND the poor, extremely poor peoples of THESE GREAT ISLANDS OF THE
PHILIPPINES.
The international court of HUman rights?
Where were they with their tribunal?
Now, before we “proceed” with this capitalist endeavour of trade rules in an
international-type tribunal declaration of utter and spontaneous threats to these
ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES
we wish for the each of ye Ones, CHINA INCLUDED, to view our “exhibits which
shall appear above this, shall we say:
Declaration of Child Abuse of the CHILDREN OF THE ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION
And “because” ye Ones do in no wise care about our mining community of what you
call “ragamuffins”
And “because” prostitutes are expensive but children are free, almost
THESE PEOPLES OF THE ISLANDS OF THE GREAT PHILIPPINES WHOSE
MINERAL RESOURCES YOU WANT FOR FREE, ALSO, IN COMPARISON
TO THE MARKET OIL PRICES WHICH YOU ARE SUFFERING FROM
GOING TO SUE YOU ALL FOR INCEST, CHILD ABUSE, CHILD SERVICING
AND
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all this done by
European businessmen who could not keep their
“wares“
in their pants.
So, are you going to “dissolve” this EU–Philippines free trade agreement and the
RCEP?
or “get out” of the SILK CORRIDORS AND CANALS
and the ISLANDS OF THE PHILIPPINES?
We shall give you another moment before
WE proceed.
Remember, big business, LARGE CORPORATE POWERS, staying in their newly
built “PARADISE” in condominiums, and mansions as guests and apartment
houses?
From Europe.
The UK was not mentioned. However, they are “not” exempt either from law suits if
they interfere in the safety of the miners and privatization.
Correct Tony Blair?
We shall continue.
Quote:
“Despite the international tribunal dismissing the case, it noted the Philippines
government still ended up paying $58 million solely in legal fees.
“The Philippines government’s move to negotiate RCEP and the EU–Philippines FTA,
which will extend investors’ rights with more countries, is a dangerous step that will
prevent effective regulation of the country’s mining industry.
Worse still, unlike the existing bilateral investment treaties (BIT), it will be much harder
for the Philippines to revise its investment policies in the future since regional trade
agreements (unlike BITs) do not expire,” the Transnational Institute said. (End quote)
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We shall continue.
There is not one nation within the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION who is not able to
“revise” heavily the situation of their miners of which PEOPLES do NOT wish to be
the MONETARY COLLATERAL FOR ANY NATIONS!
Their DEATH
FOR money
of which they receive
“very little”
or
if there is a cave in
or too many orchestrated fumes
“None.”
HOWEVER, with the orchestration of THE ORIGINAL TALENT AND
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM OF PEOPLE-SAFETY, PEOPLE-FRIENDLY
ECONOMICS ALL PRIOR AGREEMENTS MAY BE ABSOLVED AND A
NEW BEGINNING
BEGUN.
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary and Economic Worlds
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